
  
      

    
    

   
    

   
    

 
  

  

   
 

 
 

    
     

      
 

Appendix G. Consultation Comments 
This appendix contains the comment letters provided by the federal land managers (FLMs) as part of the 
formal consultation required between states and FLMs as part of the Regional Haze Rule. Minnesota’s 
Class I areas, Voyageurs National Park and Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, are managed by 
the National Parks Service and U.S. Forest Service, respectively. The specific requirements for state and 
FLM consultation are identified in 40 CFR § 51.308(i)(2). 

The MPCA provided a copy of Minnesota’s draft Regional Haze SIP and supporting documents to the 
FLMs on May 11, 2022, to begin the official consultation period identified in 40 CFR § 51.308(i)(2). In this 
opportunity for consultation, the MPCA requested that the FLMs provide comments by July 11, 2022, 
and offered to facilitate additional meetings and discussions regarding areas of interest in the draft 
Regional Haze SIP if requested. 

Subsequently, the MPCA met with representatives from the U.S. NPS and U.S. FS in a virtual meeting on 
June 30, 2022, to receive their recommendations and conclusions regarding the Regional Haze SIP for 
the second implementation period. Representatives from the U.S. FWS and staff from U.S. EPA Region 5 
were invited as well. 

The comment letters from the FLMs are included in this appendix while a summary of the formal 
consultation between MPCA and the FLMs, including how the MPCA addressed the FLM comments, is 
available in Section 4.3 of the comprehensive update to Minnesota’s Regional Haze SIP for the second 
implementation period. 
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From: Pohlman, David C. 
To: Bouchareb, Hassan (MPCA) 
Cc: deAlwis, Deepa (MPCA); Palmer, Kari (MPCA); Wenger, Maggie (MPCA); margaret.mcourtney@state.mn.us; 

Wickman, Trent R -FS; Liu.Alisa@epa.gov; rau.matthew@epa.gov; hatten.charles@epa.gov; King, Kirsten L; 
Shepherd, Don; Peters, Melanie; Harmon, Brian C; Miller, Debra C; Allen, Tim; Romanski, Mark C.; McDonnell, 
Craig (MPCA); OLIVIA DAVIS; Smith, Michael D (MPCA) 

Subject: NPS Consultation Comments on Draft Minnesota Regional Haze SIP 
Date: Monday, July 11, 2022 4:17:21 PM 
Attachments: NPS-MN_RH-CalculationWorkbooks_07.2022.zip 

NPS-MN_RH-SIP-Feedback_07.11.2022.docx 

This message may be from an external email source. 
Do not select links or open attachments unless verified. Report all suspicious emails to Minnesota IT Services Security 
Operations Center. 

Hello Hassan, 

The National Park Service (NPS) appreciates the opportunity to review the Federal Land 
Manager (FLM) review draft of the Minnesota Regional Haze State Implementation Plan 
(SIP) for the Second Implementation Period (2018–2028). As you know, Minnesota contains 
one NPS-managed Class I area, Voyageurs National Park, and emissions from Minnesota also 
impact nearby Isle Royale National Park in Michigan. 

On June 30, 2022, staff from the NPS Air Resources Division (ARD) and NPS Interior 
Regions 3, 4, and 5 hosted a regional haze consultation meeting with Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency (MPCA) staff to discuss NPS input on the draft Minnesota Regional Haze 
SIP. Representatives from the U.S. Forest Service and Environmental Protection Agency 
(Region 5) also attended. Detailed technical feedback and supporting calculation worksheets 
are attached. This email and the attachments document NPS conclusions and 
recommendations presented at the June 30, 2022, meeting, and serve as our formal regional 
haze consultation, as required by 42 U.S.C. §7491(d). 

MPCA used emissions relative to distance to Class I areas (Q/d) to select facilities to analyze 
for haze causing emission reduction opportunities, which resulted in the initial selection on 17 
sources for analysis, and captured 85% of the total Q/d for Minnesota class 1 areas. We agree 
that this process resulted in a reasonable list of sources. 

We commend MPCA for a robust source selection process, commitment to working with NPS 
and other FLMs throughout the consultation process, rejection of international endpoint 
adjustments, and the use of a $10k initial screening cost threshold for controls. We recognize 
reductions that have occurred and appreciate MPCA’s willingness to consider further 
reductions. However, we also see opportunities for reductions beyond those required by the 
current draft SIP. It is with this in mind that we provide the following feedback detailed in our 
attached technical document and accompanying calculation workbooks. 

Our review of the provided four-factor analyses shows that additional controls on visibility-
impairing pollutants could be cost effective for American Crystal Sugar’s Crookston and East 
Grand Forks facilities, Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative, and Power Boiler 9 at 
Sappi Cloquet, LLC. In addition, we recommend that MPCA strengthen the demonstration of 
effective controls for Boise White Paper, showing why emissions cannot reasonably be 
reduced, or require a four-factor analysis for Boiler 2 and the Recovery Furnace at this facility. 
See the attached documents for details of these recommendations. 
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ACS CRK control cost summary.xlsx

NOx controls





						ACS CRK Boilers 1 & 2			SNCR						SCR


						Control Technology			ARD			MPCA			ARD			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			137			137			137			137


						Retrofit factor			1.0			1.5			1.0			1.5


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5			776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   3,222,724			$   3,782,954			$   12,794,943			$   14,757,119


						Interest rate			4.75			3.25			4.75			3.50


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20			25			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   253,306			$   260,267			$   885,410			$   1,038,901


						Indirect Cost			$   254,756			$   261,970			$   888,086			$   1,041,695


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.581			0.581			0.581			0.581


						Direct Cost			$   73,496			$   71,316			$   152,113			$   157,727


						Total Annual Cost 			$   328,252			$   333,285			$   1,040,199			$   1,199,421


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.33			0.33			0.33			0.33


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons			198			198			198			198


						Uncontrolled Tons			115			115			115			115


						NOx Removal Efficiency			25			25			88			79


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.25			0.25			0.04			0.07


						Tons removed			29			29			101			91


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   11,416			$   11,591			$   10,292			$   13,236








						ACS CRK Boiler 3			SNCR						SCR


						Control Technology			ARD			MPCA			ARD			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			165			165			165			165


						Retrofit factor			1.0			1.5			1.0			1.5


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5			776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   3,275,005			$   3,844,323			$   14,456,576			$   16,766,382


						Interest rate			4.75			3.25			4.75			3.50


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20			25			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   257,415			$   264,489			$   1,000,395			$   1,180,353


						Indirect Cost			$   258,889			$   266,219			$   1,003,170			$   1,183,267


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.581			0.581			0.581			0.581


						Direct Cost			$   78,503			$   74,683			$   167,027			$   175,778


						Total Annual Cost 			$   337,392			$   340,902			$   1,170,198			$   1,359,046


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.32			0.32			0.32			0.32


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons			231			231			231			231


						Uncontrolled Tons			134			134			134			134


						NOx Removal Efficiency			10			10			88			81


						Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.288			0.288			0.04			0.06


						Tons removed			13			13			118			109


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   25,118			$   25,379			$   9,956			$   12,453








SO2 controls


						ARD Estimates


						ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3			Existing ESPs			Combined DSI w Milled Trona												SDA/CDS w Baghouse (each)						Wet FGD w Baghouse (each)


						Control Technology						w Existing ESP			 w BGH			Combined New Baghouse			Totals			Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3			Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3


						Capacity (MW)						43.9			43.9			43.9						13.7			16.5			13.7			16.5


						Retrofit factor						1			1			1						1			1			1			1


						CEPCI						776.3			776.3			776.3						776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3


						Capital Cost 			$   300,000			$   10,158,253			$   11,121,747			$   3,699,379			$   14,821,126			$   22,861,209			$   26,173,918			$   42,220,270			$   45,701,376


						Interest rate						4.75			4.75%			4.75%						4.75%			4.75%			4.75			4.75


						Control Equipment Life (yr)						30			30			20						30			30			30			30


						Capital Recovery Factor						0.0632			0.0632			0.0786						0.0632			0.0632			0.0632			0.0632


						Capital Recovery Cost						$   642,098			$   703,000			$   145,799			$   848,799			$   1,444,828			$   1,654,192			$   2,668,321			$   2,888,327


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M						$   316,867			$   322,537			$   361,543			$   684,080			$   1,478,895			$   1,688,855			$   2,720,849			$   2,941,481


						Total System Capacity Factor																		1.083			0.854			1.083			0.854


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M						$   1,225,524			$   1,577,580			$   262,636			$   1,840,216			$   1,535,990			$   1,582,978			$   2,818,345			$   2,761,386


						Total Annual Cost 			$   270,387			$   2,184,489			$   2,603,117			$   624,178			$   2,956,908			$   3,014,885			$   3,271,833			$   5,539,193			$   5,702,867


						Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)						0.40			0.40						0.40			0.37			0.41			0.37			0.41


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons																		222			296			222			296


						Uncontrolled Tons						735			735						735			241			253			241			253


						SO2 Removal Efficiency						50			80						80			84			85			89			90


						Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)						0.20			0.08						0.08			0.06			0.06			0.04			0.04


						Tons Removed						368			588						588			202			216			215			228


						Cost-Effectiveness						$   5,944			$   4,427						$   5,029			$   14,962			$   15,139			$   25,824			$   24,961


						Incremental Annual Cost


						Incremental Tons Removed


						Incremental Cost-effectiveness


						ARD revisions to MPCA Estimates


						ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3			Existing ESPs			DSI w Milled Trona w Existing ESP			Combined DSI w Milled Trona									SDA/CDS w Baghouse (each)						Wet FGD w Baghouse (each)


						Control Technology									Combined DSI w BGH			Combined New Baghouse			Totals			Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3			Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3


						Retrofit factor


						CEPCI


						Capital Cost 									$   5,159,200			$   31,048,800			$   36,208,000			$   15,388,300			$   17,192,000


						Interest rate (%)									4.00			4.00						5			5


						Control Equipment Life (yr)									30			20						20			20


						Capital Recovery Factor									0.0578			0.0736						0.0802			0.0802


						Capital Recovery Cost									$   298,357			$   2,284,625			$   2,582,982			$   1,262,400			$   1,410,400


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M															$   3,949,182			$   2,351,600			$   2,603,700


						Total System Capacity Factor																		1.085			0.854


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M															$   2,311,700			$   1,112,000			$   1,205,800


						Total Annual Cost 			$   270,387												$   5,990,495			$   3,463,600			$   3,809,500


						Rated Heat Input (mmBtu/hr)																		137			165


						Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)									0.40									0.37			0.41


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons									740						740			222			296


						Uncontrolled Tons									735						735			241			253


						SO2 Removal Efficiency									70						70%			85			85


						Tons Removed									515						515			205			215


						Cost-Effectiveness															$   11,632			$   16,900			$   17,700


						MPCA Estimates


						ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3			Existing ESPs			DSI w Milled Trona w Existing ESP			Combined DSI w Milled Trona									SDA/CDS w Baghouse (each)						Wet FGD w Baghouse (each)


						Control Technology									Combined DSI w BGH			Combined New Baghouse			Totals			Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3			Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3


						Retrofit factor


						CEPCI


						Capital Cost 									$   5,159,200			$   31,048,800			$   36,208,000			8,442,500


						Interest rate (%)									5%			5%			5			5%


						Control Equipment Life (yr)									20			20			20			20


						Capital Recovery Cost									$   423,300			$   2,547,200			$   2,970,500			607,309


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M															$   4,336,700			2,196,141


						Total System Capacity Factor


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M															$   2,311,700			1,112,000


						Total Annual Cost 															$   6,648,400			3,308,100


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons


						Uncontrolled Tons									735						735


						SO2 Removal Efficiency									70%						70%


						Tons Removed									515						515


						Cost-Effectiveness															$   12,900			ERROR:#DIV/0!












ACS EGF control cost summary.xlsx

EGF NOx controls





						ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2 (each)


						Control Technology			SNCR						SCR


						Estimates by			NPS			MPCA			NPS			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			356			356			356			356


						Retrofit factor			1			1.5			1			1.5


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5			776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   4,615,236			$   5,417,537			$   25,006,287			$   28,837,241


						Interest rate (%)			4.75			3.5			4.75			3.5


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20			25			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   362,758			$   381,395			$   1,730,435			$   2,030,142


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   364,834			$   383,833			$   1,733,843			$   2,033,780


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.635			0.635			0.635			0.635


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   144,196			$   156,231			$   307,011			$   359,977


						Total Annual Cost 			$   509,031			$   540,063			$   2,040,855			$   2,393,757


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.34			0.306			0.34			0.34


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons			532			532			532			532


						Uncontrolled Tons			338			338			338			338


						NOx Removal Efficiency (%)			10			10			88			80


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.306			0.306			0.04			0.07


						Tons Removed			35			35			299			269


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   14,482			$   15,365			$   6,837			$   8,905








EGF SO2 controls


						ARD Estimates


						ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2			Existing ESP			DSI w Milled Trona w Existing ESP			Combined DSI w Milled Trona									SDA/CDS w New BGH (each)


						Control Technology									Combined DSI w BGH			Combined New Baghouse			Totals


						Capacity (MW)						71.2			71.2									35.6


						Retrofit factor						1			1			1						1


						CEPCI						776.3			776.3			776.3						776.3


						Capital Cost 			$   200,000			$   11,128,987			$   12,181,094			$   6,441,038			$   18,622,132			$   45,535,539


						Interest rate (%)						4.75			4.75			4.75						4.75


						Control Equipment Life (yr)						30			30			20						30


						Capital Recovery Factor						0.0632			0.0632			0.0786						0.0632


						Capital Recovery Cost						$   703,457			$   769,960			$   505,947			$   1,275,907			$   2,877,846


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M						$   322,579			$   328,771			$   752,052			$   1,080,823			$   2,915,994


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M						$   1,237,341			$   1,488,773			$   381,728			$   1,870,501			$   2,657,615


						Total Annual Cost 			$   640,642			$   2,263,377			$   2,587,504			$   1,133,780			$   3,080,643			$   5,573,609


						Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)						0.45			0.45						0.45			0.45


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons																		702


						Uncontrolled Tons						904			904						904			452


						SO2 Removal Efficiency						40			70						70			87


						Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)						0.27			0.14						0.14			0.06


						Tons Removed						362			633						633			392


						Cost-Effectiveness						$   6,259			$   4,089						$   4,868			$   14,220


						Incremental Annual Cost																		$   8,066,576


						Incremental Tons Removed																		151


						Incremental Cost-effectiveness																		$   53,386





						MPCA Estimates


						ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2			Combined DSI w Milled Trona																					Wet FGD w Baghouse (each)


						Control Technology			Combined DSI w BGH			Combined New Baghouse			Totals															Boilers 1 & 2			Boiler 3


						Retrofit factor


						CEPCI


						Capital Cost 			$   4,202,900			$   32,425,500


						Interest rate (%)			5%			5%


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   295,700			$   2,281,500


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M									$   4,269,600


						Total System Capacity Factor


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M									$   2,849,100


						Total Annual Cost 									$   7,118,700


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons


						Uncontrolled Tons


						SO2 Removal Efficiency


						Tons Removed									633


						Cost-Effectiveness									$   11,200












ARD ACS EGF IPM DSI w Milled Trona w BGH.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			71.2			company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			IPM default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			MPCA


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.45			based on Company report																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			BGH						company report																		Lignite


			Milled Trona			G			TRUE


			Removal Target			H						70			Maximum Removal Targets:
Unmilled Trona with an ESP = 65%
Milled Trona with an ESP = 80%
Unmilled Trona with a BGH = 80%
Milled Trona with a BGH = 90%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			7.12E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.49			Unmilled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0350*H,0.352e(0.0345*H))
Milled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0270*H,0.353e(0.0280*H))
Unmilled Trona with an BGH = If(H<40.0,0.0215*H,0.295e(0.0267*H))
Milled Trona with an BGH = IF(H<40.0,0.0160*H,0.208e(0.0281*H))


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.57			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = Unmilled Trona, If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)
                     Milled Trona, If(M>25 then (750,000*B*M) else (7,516,000*B*M0.284)									$7,083,278			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$99			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$708,328			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$354,164			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$354,164			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$8,499,934			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$119			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$424,997			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$8,924,930			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$125			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$8,924,930			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$125			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   12,181,094			(2019$)








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			71.2			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.45			based on company report


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.57			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.47			(0.7387+0.00185*H/K)*M; Based on a final reaction product of NA2SO4 and unreacted drysorbent as NA2CO3


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			2.03			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.16			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			Trona Cost			R			($/ton)			230.00			company report


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			assumed


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			401,778			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$3.51			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$0.99			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$70,833


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.12			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,338


																		$328,771


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$4.62			Total Fixed O&M costs			$328,771





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$1.85			Variable O&M costs for milled trona reagent			$742,722


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.76			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$707,301


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.10


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$38,751


																		$1,488,773


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$3.71			Total variable O&M costs			$1,488,773























cost-effectiveness


						ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			BGH			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   12,181,094


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   769,960			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   328,771			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   1,488,773			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   2,587,504			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			904			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			633			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   4,089			$/ton












ARD ACS EGF IPM DSI w Milled Trona w ESP.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			71.2			company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			IPM default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			MPCA


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.45			based on Company report																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			ESP						company report																		Lignite


			Milled Trona			G			TRUE


			Removal Target			H						40			Maximum Removal Targets:
Unmilled Trona with an ESP = 65%
Milled Trona with an ESP = 80%
Unmilled Trona with a BGH = 80%
Milled Trona with a BGH = 90%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			7.12E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.08			Unmilled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0350*H,0.352e(0.0345*H))
Milled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0270*H,0.353e(0.0280*H))
Unmilled Trona with an BGH = If(H<40.0,0.0215*H,0.295e(0.0267*H))
Milled Trona with an BGH = IF(H<40.0,0.0160*H,0.208e(0.0281*H))


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.42			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = Unmilled Trona, If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)
                     Milled Trona, If(M>25 then (750,000*B*M) else (7,516,000*B*M0.284)									$6,471,481			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$91			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$647,148			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$323,574			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$323,574			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$7,765,777			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$109			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$388,289			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$8,154,066			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$115			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$8,154,066			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$115			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   11,128,987			(2019$)








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			71.2			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.45			based on company report


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.42			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.34			(0.7387+0.00185*H/K)*M; Based on a final reaction product of NA2SO4 and unreacted drysorbent as NA2CO3


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			2.03			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.12			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			Trona Cost			R			($/ton)			230.00			company report


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			assumed


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			401,778			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$3.51			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$0.91			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$64,715


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.12			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,265


																		$322,579


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$4.53			Total Fixed O&M costs			$322,579





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$1.34			Variable O&M costs for milled trona reagent			$540,368


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.66			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$668,779


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.07


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$28,193


																		$1,237,341


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$3.08			Total variable O&M costs			$1,237,341























cost-effectiveness


						ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			ESP			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   11,128,987


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   703,457			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   322,579			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   1,237,341			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   2,263,377			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			904			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			362			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   6,259			$/ton












ARD CCM BGH ACS CRK boilers 1, 2 & 3 cost estimate.xlsx

givenassume


									CCM Example			ARD


						Actual Flow Rate			50,000


						Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)						516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour			NPS for sub-bituminous coal


						maximum heat input rate (QB)						439.0			MMBtu/hour			ACS


						Gas temperature at the BGH inlet (T)						350			assumed


						Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700) =			158,176			acfm





						Retrofit factor =						1.0						ARD


						CEPCI (1998)			389.5									CCM example


						CEPCI (2021)						776.3			2.0			factor increase





						Purchased equipment costs


						Fabric filter (with insulation)(EC)			$   103,847			$   207,251			2.0			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Bags and cages			$   26,791			$   84,754			3.2			factor increase (CEPCI)


						Auxiliary equipment			$   89,500			$   178,618			2.0			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Sum = A			$   220,138			$   470,623			2.1			factor increase





						Operating hr/yr						6,500						ACS


						Operating days/yr						265						ACS


						Hours per shift						8						assumed


						Number of shifts						813						calculated


						Operating labor rate						$   60.00			/hr			ACS


						Maintenance labor rate						$   60.00			/hr			ACS


						Repalcement parts, bags			$   18,184			$   57,526			3.2			factor increase


						Interest rate						4.75%						current prime


						Equipment life (years)						20						CCM


						BGH pressure drop						4.0			"H2O			additional


						Electricity rate						$   0.06			/kWh			ACS


						Waste									tons			How much additional PM captured?


						Waste disposal						$   20			/ton			ACS


						Demolish ESP						$   200,000						from ACS 4FA








capital costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 1 (Baghouses and Filters)


						Table 1.10 Capital Costs for Fabric Filter System


						Cost Item															Factor


						Direct Costs


												Purchased equipment costs


												Fabric filter (EC) + bags + auxiliary equipment									As estimated, 			A			$   470,623


												Instrumentation									0.10			 A			$   47,062


												Sales taxes									0.07			A			$   32,355


												Freight									0.05			A			$   23,531


												Purchased equipment cost, PEC						B = 			1.18			A			$   573,572





									Direct installation costs


												Foundations & supports									0.04			 B			$   22,943


												Handling & erection									0.50			B			$   286,786


												Electrical									0.08			 B			$   45,886


												Piping									0.01			B			$   5,736


												Insulation for ductworkb									0.07			B			$   40,150


												Paintingc									0.04			B			$   22,943


															Direct installation costs						0.74			B			$   424,443





									Site preparation												As required, SP						$   600,000


									Buildings												As required, Bldg.





															Total Direct Costs, DC												$   1,598,015





						Indirect Costs (installation)


												Engineering									0.10			B			$   57,357


												Construction and field expenses									0.20			B			$   114,714


												Contractor fees									0.10			B			$   57,357


												Start-up									0.01			B			$   5,736


												Performance test									0.01			B			$   5,736


												Contingencies									0.03			B			$   17,207


															Total Indirect Costs, IC						0.45			B			$   258,107





						Total Capital Investment = DC + IC + C															2.19			B + SP + Bldg.+ C			$   1,856,123





									Retrofit factor												1.00						$   1,856,123


									Inflation factor												1.99						$   3,699,379





						aReference [29], revised  


						bDuctwork and stack costs, including insulation costs, may be obtained from Chapter 10 of the manual. This installation factor pertains solely to insulation for fan housings and other auxiliaries, except for ductwork and stacks.


						cThe increased use of special coatings may increase this factor to 0.06B or higher. [The factors given in Table 1.8 are for average installation conditions. Considerable variation may be seen with other-than-average installation circumstances.]








annual costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 1 (Baghouses and Filters)


						Table 1.11 Annual Costs for Fabric Filter System


						Cost Item									Factor


						Direct Annual Costs, DAC


									Operating labor


												Operator			2			hr/shift *			3			shift/day *			265			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =									$   95,400


												Supervisor			15%			of operator labor																											$   14,310





									Operating materials





									Maintenance


												Labor			1			hr/shift *			3			shift/day *			265			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =									$   47,700


												Material			100%			of maintenance labor																											$   47,700





									Replacement parts, bags																																				$   57,526





									Utilities


												Electricity


												Fan			0.000181			*			0			acfm *			4			in. HO *			6,500			hr yr *			$   0.06			kWh =			$   - 0


												Comprerssed air			2			scfm/1000acfm*			0			acfm *			$   0.25			/1000scf *			60			min/hr *			6,500			hr/yr * =			$   - 0


									Waste Dispoal																																				$   - 0


															Total Direct Costs																														$   262,636


						Indirect Annual Costs, IAC


									Overhead						60%			of total labor and material costs =																											$   123,066


									Administrative charges						2%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   37,122


									Property tax						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   36,994


									Insurance						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   18,561


									Capital recovery						0.0786			x Total Capital Investment =																											$   145,799


															Total Indirect Costs																														$   361,543





						Total Annual Cost									DAC + IAC																														$   624,178


















ARD CCM BGH ACS EGF cost estimate.xlsx

givenassume


									CCM Example			ARD


						Actual Flow Rate			50,000			210,000			acfm			ACS


						Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)						516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour			NPS for sub-bituminous coal			ACS used 590


						maximum heat input rate (QB)						356.0			MMBtu/hour			ACS


						Gas temperature at the BGH inlet (T)						450									ACS used 450


						Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700) =			144,106			acfm						ACS used 210,000





						Retrofit factor =						1.0						ARD


						CEPCI (1998)			389.5									CCM example


						CEPCI (2021)						776.3			2.0			factor increase





						Purchased equipment costs


						Fabric filter (with insulation)(EC)			$   103,847			$   245,665			2.4			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Bags and cages			$   26,791			$   112,522.20			4.2			factor increase (CEPCI)


						Auxiliary equipment			$   89,500			$   211,725			2.4			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Sum = A			$   220,138			$   1,135,875			5.2			factor increase





						Operating hr/yr						6,500						ACS


						Operating days/yr						265						ACS


						Hours per shift						8						assumed


						Number of shifts						813						calculated


						Operating labor rate						$   60.00			/hr			ACS


						Maintenance labor rate						$   60.00			/hr			ACS


						Repalcement parts, bags			$   18,184			$   76,373			4.2			factor increase


						Interest rate						4.75%						current prime


						Equipment life (years)						20						CCM


						BGH pressure drop						4.0			"H2O			additional


						Electricity rate						$   0.06			/kWh			ACS


						Waste									tons			How much additional PM captured?


						Waste disposal						$   20			/ton			ACS


						Demolish ESP						$   200,000						from ACS 4FA








capital costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 1 (Baghouses and Filters)


						Table 1.10 Capital Costs for Fabric Filter System


						Cost Item															Factor


						Direct Costs


												Purchased equipment costs


												Fabric filter (EC) + bags + auxiliary equipment									As estimated, 			A			$   1,135,875


												Instrumentation									0.10			 A			$   113,587


												Sales taxes									0.07			A			$   78,091


												Freight									0.05			A			$   56,794


												Purchased equipment cost, PEC						B = 			1.18			A			$   1,384,347





									Direct installation costs


												Foundations & supports									0.04			 B			$   55,374


												Handling & erection									0.50			B			$   692,174


												Electrical									0.08			 B			$   110,748


												Piping									0.01			B			$   13,843


												Insulation for ductworkb									0.07			B			$   96,904


												Paintingc									0.04			B			$   55,374


															Direct installation costs						0.74			B			$   1,024,417





									Site preparation												As required, SP						$   200,000


									Buildings												As required, Bldg.





															Total Direct Costs, DC												$   2,608,764





						Indirect Costs (installation)


												Engineering									0.10			B			$   138,435


												Construction and field expenses									0.20			B			$   276,869


												Contractor fees									0.10			B			$   138,435


												Start-up									0.01			B			$   13,843


												Performance test									0.01			B			$   13,843


												Contingencies									0.03			B			$   41,530


															Total Indirect Costs, IC						0.45			B			$   622,956





						Total Capital Investment = DC + IC + C															2.19			B + SP + Bldg.+ C			$   3,231,720





									Retrofit factor												1.00						$   3,231,720


									Inflation factor												1.99						$   6,441,038





						aReference [29], revised  


						bDuctwork and stack costs, including insulation costs, may be obtained from Chapter 10 of the manual. This installation factor pertains solely to insulation for fan housings and other auxiliaries, except for ductwork and stacks.


						cThe increased use of special coatings may increase this factor to 0.06B or higher. [The factors given in Table 1.8 are for average installation conditions. Considerable variation may be seen with other-than-average installation circumstances.]








annual costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 1 (Baghouses and Filters)


						Table 1.11 Annual Costs for Fabric Filter System


						Cost Item									Factor


						Direct Annual Costs, DAC


									Operating labor


												Operator			2			hr/shift *			3			shift/day *			265			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =									$   95,400


												Supervisor			15%			of operator labor																											$   14,310





									Operating materials





									Maintenance


												Labor			1			hr/shift *			3			shift/day *			265			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =									$   47,700


												Material			100%			of maintenance labor																											$   47,700





									Replacement parts, bags																																				$   76,373





									Utilities


												Electricity


												Fan			0.000181			*			210,000			acfm *			4			in. HO *			6,500			hr yr *			$   0.06			kWh =			$   59,296


												Comprerssed air			2			scfm/1000acfm*			210,000			acfm *			$   0.25			/1000scf *			60			min/hr *			6,500			hr/yr * =			$   40,950


									Waste Dispoal																																				$   - 0


															Total Direct Costs																														$   381,728


						Indirect Annual Costs, IAC


									Overhead						60%			of total labor and material costs =																											$   123,066


									Administrative charges						2%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   64,634


									Property tax						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   26,088


									Insurance						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   32,317


									Capital recovery						0.0786			x Total Capital Investment =																											$   505,947


															Total Indirect Costs																														$   752,052





						Total Annual Cost									DAC + IAC																														$   1,133,780


















ARD CCM ESP ACS CRK boiler 3 cost estimate.xlsx

givenassume


									CCM Example			ARD


						Actual Flow Rate			50,000


						Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)						516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour			for sub-bituminous coal


						maximum heat input rate (QB)						165.0			MMBtu/hour			ACS


						Gas temperature at the ESP inlet (T)						450									ACS used 450


						Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700) =			66,791			acfm			before air pre-heater





						Retrofit factor =						1.0						ARD


						CEPCI (1998)			389.5									CCM example


						CEPCI (2021)						776.3			2.0			factor increase





						Purchased equipment costs									1.2			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Specific Collection Area 			703			ft2


						Purchased equipment costs			$   635,189			$   755,703


						Operating hours/yr			6,500						ACS


						Operating days/yr			265						ACS


						Hours per shift			8


						Number of shifts			33


						Operating labor rate			$   60.00			/hr			ACS


						Interest rate			4.75%


						Equipment life (years)			20


						ESP pressure drop			0.4			"H2O


						Electricity rate			0.06			/kWh


						Plate area			35,144			46,946			1.3			factor increase








capital costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 3 (Electrostatic Precipitators)


						Table 3.20: Capital Cost Factors for ESP System Example Problem


						Cost Item															Factor


						Direct Costs


												Purchased equipment costs


												Absorber + packing + auxiliary equipmenta, EC									As estimated, 			A			$   755,703


												Instrumentationb									0.10			 A			$   75,570


												Sales taxes									0.07			A			$   51,955


												Freight									0.05			A			$   37,785


												Purchased equipment cost, PEC						B = 			1.18			A			$   921,013





									Direct installation costs


												Foundations & supports									0.04			 B			$   36,841


												Handling & erection									0.50			B			$   460,507


												Electrical									0.08			 B			$   73,681


												Piping									0.01			B			$   9,210


												Insulation									0.02			B			$   18,420


												Painting									0.02			B			$   18,420


															Direct installation costs						0.67			B			$   617,079





									Site preparation												As required, SP


									Buildings												As required, Bldg.





															Total Direct Costs, DC												$   1,538,092





						Indirect Costs (installation)


												Engineering									0.20			B			$   184,203


												Construction and field expenses									0.20			B			$   184,203


												Contractor fees									0.10			B			$   92,101


												Start-up									0.01			B			$   9,210


												Performance test									0.01			B			$   9,210


												Model study									0.02			B			$   18,420


												Contingencies									0.03			B			$   27,630


															Total Indirect Costs, IC						0.57			B			$   524,977





						Total Capital Investment = DC + IC + C															2.24			B + SP + Bldg.+ C			$   2,063,069





									Retrofit factor												1.00						$   2,063,069			(1987$)


									Inflation factor												1.99						$   4,111,838			(2021$)








annual costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 3 (Electrostatic Precipitators)


						Table 3.21: Annual Costs for Carbon Absorber System Example Problem


						Cost Item									Factor


						Direct Annual Costs, DAC


									Operating labora


												Operator			3			hour per day*			265			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =															$   47,700


												Supervisor			15%			of operator labor																											$   7,155


												Coordinator			1/3			of operator																											$   15,900


									Maintenancea


												Labor			$4,125			for collector area < 50,000 ft3									0.825 A if > 50,000ft2																		$   4,125


												Material			1%			of purchase equipment costs																											$   6,352


									Utilities


												Electricity			(consumption rate) x (hours/yr) x (unit cost)


												Fan			0.000181			x 			66,791			acfm x 			0.4			in. HO x 			6,500			hr yr x			$0.06			kWh =			$   1,886


												Operating			0.00194			x 			46,946			ft2 x 			6,500			hr x 			$0.06			/kWh =									$   35,519


									Waste Dispoal


															Total Direct Costs																														$   118,637


						Indirect Annual Costs, IAC


									Overhead						60%			of total labor and material costs =																											$   48,739


									Administrative charges						2%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   41,261


									Property tax						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   41,118


									Insurance						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   20,631


									Capital recoveryc						0.0786			x Total Capital Investment =


															Total Indirect Costs																														$   151,750





						Total Annual Cost									DAC + IAC																														$   270,387


















ARD CCM ESP ACS EGF cost estimate.xlsx

givenassume


									CCM Example			ARD


						Actual Flow Rate			50,000			210,000			acfm			ACS


						Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)						516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour			for sub-bituminous coal


						maximum heat input rate (QB)						356.0			MMBtu/hour			ACS


						Gas temperature at the ESP inlet (T)						450									ACS used 450


						Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700) =			144,106			acfm			before air pre-heater





						Retrofit factor =						1.0						ARD


						CEPCI (1998)			389.5									CCM example


						CEPCI (2021)						776.3			2.0			factor increase





						Purchased equipment costs			50,000						2.4			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Specific Collection Area 			703			ft2


						Purchased equipment costs			$   635,189			$   1,502,632


						Operating hours/yr			6,500						ACS


						Operating days/yr			265						ACS


						Hours per shift			8


						Number of shifts			33


						Operating labor rate			$   60.00			/hr			ACS


						Interest rate			4.75%


						Equipment life (years)			20


						ESP pressure drop			0.4			"H2O


						Electricity rate			0.06			/kWh


						Plate area			35,144			147,605			4.2			factor increase








capital costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 3 (Electrostatic Precipitators)


						Table 3.20: Capital Cost Factors for ESP System Example Problem


						Cost Item															Factor


						Direct Costs


												Purchased equipment costs


												Absorber + packing + auxiliary equipmenta, EC									As estimated, 			A			$   1,502,632


												Instrumentationb									0.10			 A			$   150,263


												Sales taxes									0.07			A			$   103,306


												Freight									0.05			A			$   75,132


												Purchased equipment cost, PEC						B = 			1.18			A			$   1,831,332





									Direct installation costs


												Foundations & supports									0.04			 B			$   73,253


												Handling & erection									0.50			B			$   915,666


												Electrical									0.08			 B			$   146,507


												Piping									0.01			B			$   18,313


												Insulation									0.02			B			$   36,627


												Painting									0.02			B			$   36,627


															Direct installation costs						0.67			B			$   1,226,993





									Site preparation												As required, SP


									Buildings												As required, Bldg.





															Total Direct Costs, DC												$   3,058,325





						Indirect Costs (installation)


												Engineering									0.20			B			$   366,266


												Construction and field expenses									0.20			B			$   366,266


												Contractor fees									0.10			B			$   183,133


												Start-up									0.01			B			$   18,313


												Performance test									0.01			B			$   18,313


												Model study									0.02			B			$   36,627


												Contingencies									0.03			B			$   54,940


															Total Indirect Costs, IC						0.57			B			$   1,043,859





						Total Capital Investment = DC + IC + C															2.24			B + SP + Bldg.+ C			$   4,102,185





									Retrofit factor												1.00						$   4,102,185			(1987$)


									Inflation factor												1.99						$   8,175,933			(2021$)








annual costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 3 (Electrostatic Precipitators)


						Table 3.21: Annual Costs for Carbon Absorber System Example Problem


						Cost Item									Factor


						Direct Annual Costs, DAC


									Operating labora


												Operator			3			hour per day*			265			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =															$   47,700


												Supervisor			15%			of operator labor																											$   7,155


												Coordinator			1/3			of operator																											$   15,900


									Maintenancea


												Labor			$4,125			for collector area < 50,000 ft3									0.825 A if > 50,000ft2																		$   121,774


												Material			1%			of purchase equipment costs																											$   6,352


									Utilities


												Electricity			(consumption rate) x (hours/yr) x (unit cost)


												Fan			0.000181			x 			210,000			acfm x 			0.4			in. HO x 			6,500			hr yr x			$0.06			kWh =			$   5,930


												Operating			0.00194			x 			147,605			ft2 x 			6,500			hr x 			$0.06			/kWh =									$   111,678


									Waste Dispoal


															Total Direct Costs																														$   316,488


						Indirect Annual Costs, IAC


									Overhead						60%			of total labor and material costs =																											$   119,329


									Administrative charges						2%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   82,044


									Property tax						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   81,759


									Insurance						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   41,022


									Capital recoveryc						0.0786			x Total Capital Investment =


															Total Indirect Costs																														$   324,153





						Total Annual Cost									DAC + IAC																														$   640,642
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			16.5			MW





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.41			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.06			lb/MMBtu			NPS estimate																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,400			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			123,500			MWh			NPS estimate





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			company report


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			6360			Hours			company report						Plant Elevation						840			Feet above sea level						ADEQ rerport


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			6360			Hours			company report												company report


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.004			$/gallon 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.06			$/kWh 			company report


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour			company report


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			165			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			144,540			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			123,500			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.854			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,485			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			85			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			58			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			216			tons/year			253			tpy uncontrolled																																																			company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.41			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			207			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			1.3			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.05			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.1			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			7			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$6,401,368


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$1,648,830


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$756,916


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$11,988,664


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,127


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$45,701,376			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$6,401,368			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$1,648,830			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$756,916			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$11,988,664			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,127			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,758,574


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$2,941,481


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$5,700,055			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$685,521


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$11,591


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$92,859


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$41,047


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$18,286


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$392,130			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,758,574			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$53,154


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$2,888,327


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$2,941,481			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$5,700,055			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			216			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$26,374			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			165			MMBtu/hour			296			tpy uncontrolled


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			144,540			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			123,500			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.854			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,485			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			85			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			58			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			216.13			tons/year			253			tpy uncontrolled																																																			company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.41			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			226			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			1.0			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.04			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.1			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$7,044,847


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$3,016,218


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,072,719


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$26,173,918			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$2,387,277			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$7,044,847





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$7,044,847			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$1,229,584


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$3,016,218





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$3,016,218			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$3,361,676


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$10,072,719





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,072,719			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$1,582,978


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$1,688,855


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$3,271,833			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$392,609


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$38,945


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$101,361


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$30,152


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$21,513


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$1,582,978			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$34,663


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$1,654,192


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$1,688,855			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$3,271,833			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			216			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$15,139			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			16.5			MW





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.41			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.04			lb/MMBtu			NPS estimate																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,400			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			123,500			MWh			NPS estimate





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			company report


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			6360			Hours			company report						Plant Elevation						840			Feet above sea level						ADEQ rerport


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			6360			Hours			company report												company report


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.004			$/gallon 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.06			$/kWh 			company report


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour			company report


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			165			MMBtu/hour			296			tpy uncontrolled


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			144,540			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			123,500			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.854			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,485			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			90			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			61			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			228			tons/year			253			tpy uncontrolled																																																			company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.41			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			207			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			1.3			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.05			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.1			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			7			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$6,401,368


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$1,648,830


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$756,916


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$11,988,664


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,127


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$45,701,376			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$6,401,368			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$1,648,830			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$756,916			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$11,988,664			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,127			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,761,386


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$2,941,481


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$5,702,867			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$685,521


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$12,254


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$92,859


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$41,047


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$20,435


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$392,130			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,761,386			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$53,154


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$2,888,327


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$2,941,481			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$5,702,867			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			228			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$24,961			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			165			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			144,540			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			123,500			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.854			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,485			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			90			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			61			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			228.48			tons/year			253			tpy uncontrolled																																																			company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.41			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			226			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			1.0			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.04			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.1			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$7,044,847


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$3,016,218


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,072,719


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$26,173,918			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$2,387,277			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$7,044,847





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$7,044,847			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$1,229,584


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$3,016,218





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$3,016,218			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$3,361,676


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$10,072,719





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,072,719			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$1,586,433


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$1,688,855


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$3,275,288			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$392,609


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$41,170


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$101,361


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$30,152


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$22,742


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$1,586,433			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$34,663


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$1,654,192


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$1,688,855			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$3,275,288			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			228			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$14,335			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			13.7			MW





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.37			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.06			lb/MMBtu			NPS estimate																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,350			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			130,000			MWh			NPS estimate





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			company report


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			6360			Hours			company report						Plant Elevation						880			Feet above sea level


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			6360			Hours			company report												company report


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.004			$/gallon 			company report


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.06			$/kWh 			company report


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour			company report


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			137			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			120,012			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			130,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			1.083			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			9,489			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			84			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			42			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			202			tons/year			240			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.37			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 880 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.2			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			171			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			1.1			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.04			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.1			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			5			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$5,599,960


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$1,399,505


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$632,644


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,509,319


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,067


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$42,250,645			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0316975917


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$5,599,960			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$1,399,505			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$632,644			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,509,319			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,067			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,815,874


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$2,722,774


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$5,538,648			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$633,760


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$10,807


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$97,142


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$43,169


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$16,732


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$497,124			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,815,874			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$52,533


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$2,670,241


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$2,722,774			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$5,538,648			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			202			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$27,487			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			137			MMBtu/hour			222			tpy uncontrolled 


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			120,012			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			130,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			1.083			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			9,489			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			84			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			42			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			201.50			tons/year			241			tpy uncontrolled 						company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.37			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 880 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.2			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			187			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			0.8			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.03			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.1			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$6,169,210


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$2,586,543


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$8,829,793


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$22,861,209			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0316975917


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$1,985,043			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$6,169,210





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$6,169,210			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$1,020,927


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$2,586,543





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$2,586,543			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$2,795,264


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$8,829,793





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$8,829,793			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$1,535,990


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$1,478,895


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$3,014,885			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$342,918


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$36,238


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$106,673


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$31,724


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$20,036


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$1,535,990			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$34,067


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$1,444,828


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$1,478,895			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$3,014,885			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			202			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$14,962			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			13.7			MW





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.37			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.04			lb/MMBtu			NPS estimate																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,350			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			130,000			MWh			NPS estimate





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			company report


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			6360			Hours			company report						Plant Elevation						840			Feet above sea level


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			6360			Hours			company report												company report


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.004			$/gallon 			company report


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.06			$/kWh 			company report


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour			company report


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			137			MMBtu/hour			222			tpy uncontrolled


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			120,012			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			130,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			1.083			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			9,489			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			89			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			45			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			215			tons/year			240			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.37			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			171			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			1.1			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.04			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.1			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			5			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$5,591,838


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$1,399,505


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$632,644


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,494,076


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,067


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$42,220,270			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$5,591,838			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$1,399,505			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$632,644			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$10,494,076			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,067			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,818,345


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$2,720,849


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$5,539,193			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$633,304


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$11,504


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$97,142


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$43,169


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$18,961


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$497,124			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,818,345			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$52,528


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$2,668,321


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$2,720,849			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$5,539,193			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			215			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$25,824			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			137			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			120,012			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			130,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			1.083			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			9,489			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			89			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			45			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			214.50			tons/year


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.37			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			187			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			0.8			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.03			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.1			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$6,160,261


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$2,586,543


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$8,816,985


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$22,832,927			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$1,982,163			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$6,160,261





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$6,160,261			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$1,020,927


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$2,586,543





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$2,586,543			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$2,791,210


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$8,816,985





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$8,816,985			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$1,539,196


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$1,477,103


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$3,016,299			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$342,494


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$38,576


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$106,673


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$31,724


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$21,329


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$1,539,196			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$34,062


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$1,443,041


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$1,477,103			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$3,016,299			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			215			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$14,062			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.
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PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
























ARD CRK Boilers 1, 2, 3 IPM DSI w Milled Trona w BGH.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS CRK Boilers 1 & 2 & 3


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			43.9			calculated from company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			company report


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.40			calculated from company report																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			BGH						company report																		Lignite


			Milled Trona			G			TRUE


			Removal Target			H						80			Maximum Removal Targets:
Unmilled Trona with an ESP = 65%
Milled Trona with an ESP = 80%
Unmilled Trona with a BGH = 80%
Milled Trona with a BGH = 90%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			4.39E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.97			Unmilled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0350*H,0.352e(0.0345*H))
Milled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0270*H,0.353e(0.0280*H))
Unmilled Trona with an BGH = If(H<40.0,0.0215*H,0.295e(0.0267*H))
Milled Trona with an BGH = IF(H<40.0,0.0160*H,0.208e(0.0281*H))


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.42			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = Unmilled Trona, If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)
                     Milled Trona, If(M>25 then (750,000*B*M) else (7,516,000*B*M0.284)									$6,467,270			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$147			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$646,727			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$323,364			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$323,364			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$7,760,724			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$177			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$388,036			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$8,148,761			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$186			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$8,148,761			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$186			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   11,121,747			(2019$)








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS CRK Boilers 1 & 2 & 3


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			43.9			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.40			calculated from company report


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.42			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.34			(0.7387+0.00185*H/K)*M; Based on a final reaction product of NA2SO4 and unreacted drysorbent as NA2CO3


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			1.25			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.19			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			Trona Cost			R			($/ton)			250.00			company report


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			assumed


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			367,500			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$5.69			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$1.47			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$64,673


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.19			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,264


																		$322,537


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$7.35			Total Fixed O&M costs			$322,537





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$2.37			Variable O&M costs for lime reagent			$869,348


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.81			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$666,503


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.11


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$41,729


																		$1,577,580


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$4.29			Total variable O&M costs			$1,577,580























cost-effectiveness


						ACS CRK Boilers 1 & 2 & 3


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			BGH			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   11,121,747			2020$


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   703,000			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   322,537			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   1,577,580			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   2,603,117			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			735			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			588			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   4,427			$/ton












ARD CRK Boilers 1, 2, 3 IPM DSI w Milled Trona w ESP.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 &3


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			43.9			calculated from company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			company report


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.40			calculated from company report																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			ESP						company report																		Lignite


			Milled Trona			G			TRUE						IPM example


			Removal Target			H						50			Maximum Removal Targets:
Unmilled Trona with an ESP = 65%
Milled Trona with an ESP = 80%
Unmilled Trona with a BGH = 80%
Milled Trona with a BGH = 90%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			4.39E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.43			Unmilled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0350*H,0.352e(0.0345*H))
Milled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0270*H,0.353e(0.0280*H))
Unmilled Trona with an BGH = If(H<40.0,0.0215*H,0.295e(0.0267*H))
Milled Trona with an BGH = IF(H<40.0,0.0160*H,0.208e(0.0281*H))


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.30			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = Unmilled Trona, If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)
                     Milled Trona, If(M>25 then (820,000*B*M) else (8,300,000*B*M0.284)									$5,907,001			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$135			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$590,700			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$295,350			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$295,350			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$7,088,401			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$161			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$354,420			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$7,442,821			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$170			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$7,442,821			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$170			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   10,158,253			(2020$)








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 &3


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			43.9			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.40			calculated from company report


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.30			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.24			(0.7387+0.00185*H/K)*M; Based on a final reaction product of NA2SO4 and unreacted drysorbent as NA2CO3


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			1.25			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.14			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			Trona Cost			R			($/ton)			225.00			IPM default


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			IPM default


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			IPM default


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			User Input


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)						User Input


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			367,500			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$5.69			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$1.35			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$59,070


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.19			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,197


																		$316,867


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$7.22			Total Fixed O&M costs			$316,867





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$1.55			Variable O&M costs for lime reagent			$568,677


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.70			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$626,518


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.08


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$30,329


																		$1,225,524


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$3.33			Total variable O&M costs			$1,225,524























cost-effectiveness


						ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 &3


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			ESP			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   10,158,253


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   642,098			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   316,867			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   1,225,524			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   2,184,489			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			735			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			368			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   5,944			$/ton












ARD revised MPCA FFA Costs (ACS - Crookston) (Boiler 1&2) (SCR) (2022-05-05).xlsm

Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			137			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.81


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			9,400			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.38			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			74,154,894			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			840			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														1





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			265			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			265			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.33			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.04			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			1.050															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									100200			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									400			oF									 


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									731			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																1			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Author: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.			$/gallon for 29% ammonia 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$0.293/gallon 29% ammonia solution 'ammonia cost for 29% solution			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 








Reset Form
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Not applicable





SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			137			MMBtu/hour			198			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			127,672,340			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						74,154,894			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.581			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5088			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			87.9			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			39.73			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			101.07			tons/year			115			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.10


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			100,200			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			51.24			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.02			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2166575758			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.2329			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			4


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			1,955.46			Cubic feet																								0.958264			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			104			ft2																								0.98089			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			7			feet


																																				3.796			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			120			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			11.0			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			66			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			15			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			53			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			7			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			2,400			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			78.35			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.03			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$5,419,889						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$2,029,222						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$2,393,154						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$12,794,943						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			3,781,983.41


																					$0			$3,781,983


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$5,419,889			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$1,415,985





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$2,029,222			in 2021 dollars						$0			$1,415,985





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$1,669,936





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$2,393,154			in 2021 dollars						$0			$1,669,936








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$152,113			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$888,086			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$1,040,199			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$63,975			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$20,033			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$33,644			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$34,461			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 1 selected.									Method 1			$34,461


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$540,747


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$54,075


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$152,113			in 2021 dollars									54,075





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$2,676			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$885,410			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$888,086			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$1,040,199			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						101			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$10,292			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			137			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.81


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			9,400			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.38			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			3


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			74,154,894			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									4.12			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															 																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			265			days									Plant Elevation  						840			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			265			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.33			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.25			lb/MMBtu			 


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.05





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																2			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.89			$/MMBtu*


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.55			$/gallon for a 29 percent solution of ammonia 


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$0.293/gallon of 29% Ammonia			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.89			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			5.84			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			137			MMBtu/hour			198			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			127,672,340			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						74,154,894			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.581			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5088			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			25			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			11.30			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			28.75			tons/year			115			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			18			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			61			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			8.1			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			2,800			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0786


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			2.2			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			14			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			0.14			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			0.6			lb/hour			 














Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$1,023,829			in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$1,455,189			in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$3,222,724			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$1,023,829			in 2021 dollars						ELEVF			1.0302011585








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$1,455,189			in 2021 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		13.7


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$73,496			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$254,756			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$328,252			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$48,341			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$22,649			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$767			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$293			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$1,369			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$77			in 2021 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$73,496			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$1,450			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$253,306			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$254,756			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$328,252			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =			29			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$11,416			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			165			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.81


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			9,400			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.38			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			89,310,638			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			840			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														1





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			265			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			265			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.32			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.04			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			1.050															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									103000			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									460			oF									 


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									624			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																1			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Author: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.			$/gallon for 29% ammonia 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$0.293/gallon 29% ammonia solution 'ammonia cost for 29% solution			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			165			MMBtu/hour			231			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			153,765,957			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						89,310,638			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.581			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5088			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			87.5			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			46.20			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			117.53			tons/year			134			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.09


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			103,000			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			58.69			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.02			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.21265			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.2329			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			4


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			1,755.02			Cubic feet																								0.955056			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			107			ft2																								0.98089			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			6			feet


																																				2.84764			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			123			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			11.1			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			63			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			18			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			62			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			8			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			2,800			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			94.36			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.03			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$6,425,656						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$2,107,222						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$2,587,565						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$14,456,576						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			4,483,805.08


																					$0			$4,483,805


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$6,425,656			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$1,470,414





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$2,107,222			in 2021 dollars						$0			$1,470,414





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$1,805,596





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$2,587,565			in 2021 dollars						$0			$1,805,596








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$167,027			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$1,003,170			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$1,170,198			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$72,283			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$23,296			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$40,520			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$30,928			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 1 selected.									Method 1			$30,928


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$649,270


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$64,927


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$167,027			in 2021 dollars									64,927





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$2,775			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$1,000,395			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$1,003,170			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$1,170,198			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						118			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$9,956			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			165			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.81


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			9,400			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.38			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			3


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			89,310,638			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									4.12			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															 																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			265			days									Plant Elevation  						840			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			265			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.32			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.288			lb/MMBtu			 


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.05





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																2			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.89			$/MMBtu*


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.55			$/gallon for a 29 percent solution of ammonia 


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$0.293/gallon of 29% Ammonia			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.89			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			5.84			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			165			MMBtu/hour			231			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			153,765,957			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						89,310,638			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.581			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5088			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			10			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			5.28			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			13.43			tons/year			134			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			21			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			71			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			9.5			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			3,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0786


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			2.6			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			16			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			0.17			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			0.7			lb/hour			 














Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$1,107,001			in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$1,412,233			in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$3,275,005			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$1,107,001			in 2021 dollars						ELEVF			1.0302011585








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$1,412,233			in 2021 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		16.5


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$78,503			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$258,889			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$337,392			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$49,125			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$26,451			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$896			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$342			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$1,598			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$90			in 2021 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$78,503			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$1,474			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$257,415			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$258,889			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$337,392			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =			13			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$25,118			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			356			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.81


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			9,400			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.38			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			210,661,000			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			840			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														1





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			265			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			265			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.34			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.04			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			1.050															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									210000			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									590			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																1			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Author: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.			$/gallon for 29% ammonia 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$0.293/gallon 29% ammonia solution 'ammonia cost for 29% solution			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			356			MMBtu/hour			532			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			331,761,702			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						210,661,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.635			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5562			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			88.3			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			107.33			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			298.52			tons/year			338			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.10


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			210,000			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			135.89			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.01			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2209761347			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.2329			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			4


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			1,545.42			Cubic feet																								0.9619532			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			219			ft2																								0.98089			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			3			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			252			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			15.9			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			50			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			42			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			144			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			19			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			6,500			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			203.59			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.03			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$13,060,023						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$2,601,562						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$3,574,020						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$25,006,287						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			9,113,248.34


																					$0			$9,113,248


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$13,060,023			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$1,815,363





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$2,601,562			in 2021 dollars						$0			$1,815,363





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$2,493,941





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$3,574,020			in 2021 dollars						$0			$2,493,941








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$307,011			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$1,733,843			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$2,040,855			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$125,031			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$59,168			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$95,577			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$27,235			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 1 selected.									Method 1			$27,235


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,409,783


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$140,978


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$307,011			in 2021 dollars									140,978





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$3,408			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$1,730,435			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$1,733,843			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$2,040,855			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						299			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$6,837			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			356			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.81


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			9,400			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.38			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			3


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			210,661,000			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									4.12			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															 																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			265			days									Plant Elevation  						840			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			265			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.34			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.306			lb/MMBtu			 


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.05





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																2			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.9


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Current fuel cost as identified in the data sources below.			$/MMBtu 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.			$/gallon for a 29 percent solution of ammonia 


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			$/kWh 


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$0.293/gallon of 29% Ammonia			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.89			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		(1.90 $/MMBtu)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2020. Table 7.4. Published March 2022. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			5.84			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			356			MMBtu/hour			532			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			331,761,702			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						210,661,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.635			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5562			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			10			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			12.64			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			35.15			tons/year			338			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			47			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			163			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			21.8			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			7,400			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0786


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			6.0			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			37			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			0.38			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			1.7			lb/hour			 














Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$1,529,022			in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$2,021,160			in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$4,615,236			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$1,529,022			in 2021 dollars						ELEVF			1.0302011585








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$2,021,160			in 2021 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		35.6


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$144,196			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$364,834			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$509,031			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$69,229			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$67,018			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$2,817			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$860			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$4,045			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$228			in 2021 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$144,196			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$2,077			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$362,758			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$364,834			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$509,031			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =			35			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$14,482			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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EGF SDA


			EGF Dry FGD Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Dry FGD EquipmentB			5,342,587			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			534,300			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			367,303			6.88%


			FreightC			267,100			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			6,511,300


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			5,534,600			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			245,600			Estimated by HDR


			Exhaust Stack			97,300			Estimated by HDR


			Retrofit Interconnection/Ductwork			324,000			Estimated by HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			12,712,800			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			195,300			3% of TEC


			Engineering			651,100			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			651,100			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			651,100			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			65,100			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			65,100			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			2,278,800





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			14,991,600			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF FAB


			EGF Dry FGD Fabric Filter Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Fabric Filter EquipmentB			4,645,728			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			464,600			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			319,394			6.88%


			FreightC			232,300			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			5,662,000


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			4,189,900			Based on percentage of TEC:                          4% Foundation & Supports, 50% Erection, 8% Electrical Installation, 1% Piping, 4% Painting, 7% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Exhaust Stack			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Retrofit Cost Addition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			9,851,900			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			169,900			3% of TEC


			Engineering			566,200			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			1,132,400			20% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			566,200			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			56,600			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			56,600			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			2,547,900





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			12,399,800			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF SDA&FAB Annual


			EGF Dry FGD/Fabric Filter Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			Dry FGD Labor			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Dry FGD Supervisor			7,400			15% of labor


			Fabric Filter Labor			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Fabric Filter Supervisor			9,900			15% of labor


			Solvent (Reagent)			457,900			Consumption x cost


			Fabric Filter Bag Replacement			304,900			Labor plus bag cost


			Solids Scrubber Disposal			100,300			Production x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			168,000			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Dry FGD			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			49,300			100% of labor


			Maintenance Labor, Fabric F.			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Fabric F.			65,700			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan			231,100			Consumption x cost


			Pump			76,700			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			1,701,200												Interest Rate Comparison





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			675,100			60% of O&M Labor


			Administrative Charges			547,800			2% of Total Capital Investment


			Property Taxes			273,914			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Insurance			273,900			1% of Total Capital Investment															Interest (i)			4.0%			4.0%


			Dry FGD Annualized CostsD			866,966			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 			0.05783												Life (n)			20			30


			Fabric Filter Annualized CostsD			912,399			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 			0.07358												CRF			0.07358			0.05783


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			3,550,100





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			5,251,300			DAC + IAC = TAC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








EGF DSI NO FAB


			EGF Dry Sorbent Injection Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			DSI EquipmentB			1,490,000			Vendor Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			149,000			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			102,438			6.88%


			FreightC			74,500			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			1,815,900


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			1,543,500			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Flatwork/Drainage/RetrofitD			52,000			Estimated HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			3,411,400			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			181,600			10% of TEC (Retrofit Adjustment, HDR)


			Engineering			90,800			5% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			181,600			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			181,600			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			18,200			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			36,300			2% of TEC (Adjusted, HDR)


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			690,100





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			4,101,500			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor.


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF DSI  NO FAB Annual


			EGF Dry Sorbent Injection Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			DSI Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			DSI Supervisor			3,700			15% of labor


			Solvent (Trona)			55,000			Consumption x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			27,000			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			24,600			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan/Pumps			23,000			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			182,500												Interest Rate Comparison





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			79,500			60% of O&M Labor									79,500


			Administrative Charges			82,000			2% of Total Capital Investment									82,000


			Property Taxes			41,015			1% of Total Capital Investment									41,015


			Insurance			41,000			1% of Total Capital Investment									41,000						Interest (i)			4%			4.0%


			DSI Annualized CostsD			336,500			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08024)									264,465						Life (n)			20			30


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			580,000												507,980						CRF			0.07358			0.05783





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			762,500			DAC + IAC = TAC									690,500


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters and vendor quote.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








EGF DSI


			EGF Dry Sorbent Injection Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			DSI EquipmentB			1,498,000			Vendor Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			149,800			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			102,988			6.88%


			FreightC			74,900			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			1,825,700


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			1,551,800			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			3,377,500			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			182,600			10% of TEC (Retrofit Adjustment, HDR)


			Engineering			182,600			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			182,600			10% of TEC


			CFD Modeling			70,000			Vendor Quote


			Contractor Fees			182,600			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			18,300			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			36,500			2% of TEC (Adjusted, HDR)


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			855,200





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			4,232,700			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, UCC, 2021.


			DSI silo


			Unloading Station


			Mill and Compressor


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.








EGF DSI FAB


			EGF DSI Fabric Filter Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Fabric Filter EquipmentB			11,816,600			Scaled Quote (Two Baghouses)


			Control/InstrumentationC			1,181,700			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			812,391			6.88%


			FreightC			590,800			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			14,401,500


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			10,657,100			Based on percentage of TEC:                          4% Foundation & Supports, 50% Erection, 8% Electrical Installation, 1% Piping, 4% Painting, 7% Insulation


			Demolition of ESPsD			200,000			Demolition and Site Prep


			Stack ReplacementD			912,700			Extend two stacks to 200'


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			26,171,300			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			432,000			3% of TEC


			Engineering			1,440,200			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			2,880,300			20% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			1,440,200			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			144,000			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			144,000			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			6,480,700





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			32,652,000			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor and scaled for capacity.


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Hammon Research-Cottrell, 2021


			Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			120 ft exhaust stack


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for fabric filters.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF DSI Annual


			EGF Dry Sorbent Injection Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			DSI Labor			49,200			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			DSI Supervisor			7,400			15% of labor


			Fabric Filter Labor			194,400			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts									From American Crystal Sugar SO2 Supplement (2022-02-02):


			Fabric Filter Supervisor			29,200			15% of labor


			Solvent (Trona)			1,801,200			Consumption x cost


			Fabric Filter Bag Replacement			304,900			Labor plus bag cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			168,000			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Fabric F.			49,200			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Fabric F.			49,200			100% of labor


			Maintenance Labor, DSI			49,200			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, DSI			49,200			100% of labor


			DSI Electric Demand			36,400			606,435 kW/yr


			Fabric F. Electrical Demand			61,600			513,500 kW/yr/unit


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			2,849,100


																		Interest Rate Comparison


			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			227,200			60% of O&M Labor


			Administrative Charges			737,700			2% of Total Capital Investment


			Property Taxes			368,847			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Insurance			368,800			1% of Total Capital Investment															Interest (i)			4%			4.0%


			DSI Annualized CostsD			347,300			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08024)															Life (n)			20			30


			Fabric Filter Annualized CostsD			2,678,800			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08024)															CRF			0.07358			0.05783


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			4,728,600





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			7,577,700			DAC + IAC = TAC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters and vendor quote.															Emission Reduction (tpy)			633


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,															Cost Effectivness ($/ton)			11,971


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interest rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








CRK SDA 1&2


			CRK No. 1 Dry FGD Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Dry FGD EquipmentB			3,014,251			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			301,400			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			207,230			6.88%


			FreightC			150,700			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			3,673,600


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			3,122,600			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			138,500			Estimated by HDR


			Exhaust Stack			97,300			Estimated by HDR


			Retrofit Cost Addition			182,700			Estimated by HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			7,214,700			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			110,200			3% of TEC


			Engineering			367,400			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			367,400			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			367,400			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			36,700			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			36,700			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			1,285,800





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			8,500,500			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK FAB 1&2


			CRK No. 1 Dry FGD Fabric Filter Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Fabric Filter EquipmentB			2,621,088			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			262,100			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			180,200			6.88%


			FreightC			131,100			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			3,194,500


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			2,363,900			Based on percentage of TEC:                          4% Foundation & Supports, 50% Erection, 8% Electrical Installation, 1% Piping, 4% Painting, 7% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Exhaust Stack			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Retrofit Cost Addition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			5,558,400			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			95,800			3% of TEC


			Engineering			319,500			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			638,900			20% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			319,500			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			31,900			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			31,900			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			1,437,500





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			6,995,900			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor and scaled from similar projects.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK SDA&FAB Annual 1&2


			CRK No. 1 Dry FGD/Fabric Filter Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			Dry FGD Labor			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Dry FGD Supervisor			7,400			15% of labor


			Fabric Filter Labor			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Fabric Filter Supervisor			9,900			15% of labor


			Solvent (Reagent)			256,400			Consumption x cost


			Fabric Filter Bag Replacement			170,700			Labor plus bag cost


			Solids Scrubber Disposal			56,200			Production x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			94,100			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Dry FGD			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			49,300			100% of labor


			Maintenance Labor, Fabric F.			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Fabric F.			65,700			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan			129,400			Consumption x cost


			Pump			42,900			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			1,112,000												Interest Rate Comparison





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			473,600			60% of O&M Labor									473,600


			Administrative Charges			309,900			2% of Total Capital Investment									309,900


			Property Taxes			155,000			1% of Total Capital Investment									155,000


			Insurance			155,000			1% of Total Capital Investment									155,000						Interest (i)			5%			3.5%


			Dry FGD Annualized CostsD			697,400			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08204)									611,518						Life (n)			20			20


			Fabric Filter Annualized CostsD			573,900			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08204)									503,227						CRF			0.08024			0.07036


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			2,364,800												2,208,245





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			3,476,800			DAC + IAC = TAC									3,320,200


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








CRK DSI  NO FAB 1&2


			CRK No. 1 Dry Sorbent Injection Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			DSI EquipmentB			840,062			Vendor Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			84,000			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			57,754			6.88%


			FreightC			42,000			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			1,023,800


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			870,200			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Flatwork/Drainage/RetrofitD			52,000			Estimated HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			1,946,000			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			102,400			10% of TEC (Retrofit Adjustment, HDR)


			Engineering			51,200			5% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			102,400			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			102,400			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			10,200			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			20,500			2% of TEC (Adjusted HDR)


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			389,100





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			2,335,100			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor.


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK DSI Annual NO FAB 1&2


			CRK No. 1 Dry Sorbent Injection Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			DSI Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			DSI Supervisor			3,700			15% of labor


			Solvent (Trona)			31,000			Consumption x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			15,200			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			24,600			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan/Pumps			13,000			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			136,700												Interest Rate Comparison





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			65,100			60% of O&M Labor									65,100


			Administrative Charges			46,700			2% of Total Capital Investment									46,700


			Property Taxes			23,400			1% of Total Capital Investment									23,400


			Insurance			23,400			1% of Total Capital Investment									23,400						Interest (i)			5%			3.5%


			DSI Annualized CostsD			191,600			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08204)									168,005						Life (n)			20			20


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			350,200												326,605						CRF			0.08024			0.07036





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			486,900			DAC + IAC = TAC									463,300


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters and vendor quote.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








CRK SDA 3


			CRK No. 2 Dry FGD Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Dry FGD EquipmentB			3,369,794			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			337,000			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			231,673			6.88%


			FreightC			168,500			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			4,107,000


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			3,491,000			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			154,800			Estimated by HDR


			Exhaust Stack			97,300			Estimated by HDR


			Retrofit Cost Addition			204,200			Estimated by HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			8,054,300			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			123,200			3% of TEC


			Engineering			410,700			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			410,700			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			410,700			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			41,100			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			41,100			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			1,437,500





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			9,491,800			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK FAB 3


			CRK No. 2 Dry FGD Fabric Filter Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Fabric Filter EquipmentB			2,930,256			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			293,000			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			201,455			6.88%


			FreightC			146,500			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			3,571,200


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			2,642,700			Based on percentage of TEC:                          4% Foundation & Supports, 50% Erection, 8% Electrical Installation, 1% Piping, 4% Painting, 7% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Exhaust Stack			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Retrofit Cost Addition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			6,213,900			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			107,100			3% of TEC


			Engineering			357,100			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			714,200			20% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			357,100			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			35,700			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			35,700			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			1,606,900





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			7,820,800			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK SDA&FAB Annual 3


			CRK No. 2 Dry FGD/Fabric Filter Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			Dry FGD Labor			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Dry FGD Supervisor			7,400			15% of labor


			Fabric Filter Labor			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Fabric Filter Supervisor			9,900			15% of labor


			Solvent (Reagent)			288,500			Consumption x cost


			Fabric Filter Bag Replacement			192,100			Labor plus bag cost


			Solids Scrubber Disposal			63,200			Production x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			105,800			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Dry FGD			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			49,300			100% of labor


			Maintenance Labor, Fabric F.			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Fabric F.			65,700			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan			145,600			Consumption x cost


			Pump			48,300			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			1,205,800												Interest Rate Comparison





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			505,700			60% of O&M Labor									505,700


			Administrative Charges			346,300			2% of Total Capital Investment									346,300


			Property Taxes			173,100			1% of Total Capital Investment									173,100


			Insurance			173,100			1% of Total Capital Investment									173,100						Interest (i)			5%			3.5%


			Dry FGD Annualized CostsD			778,700			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08204)									682,807						Life (n)			20			20


			Fabric Filter Annualized CostsD			641,600			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08204)									562,590						CRF			0.08024			0.07036


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			2,618,500												2,443,597





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			3,824,300			DAC + IAC = TAC									3,649,400


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








CRK DSI NO FAB 3


			CRK No. 2 Dry Sorbent Injection Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			DSI EquipmentB			939,296			Vendor Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			93,900			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			64,577			6.88%


			FreightC			47,000			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			1,144,800


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			973,100			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Flatwork/Drainage/RetrofitD			52,000			Estimated HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			2,169,900			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			114,500			10% of TEC (Retrofit Adjustment, HDR)


			Engineering			57,200			5% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			114,500			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			114,500			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			11,400			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			22,900			2% of TEC (Adjusted HDR)


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			435,000





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			2,604,900			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor.


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK DSI NO FAB Annual 3


			CRK No. 2 Dry Sorbent Injection Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			DSI Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			DSI Supervisor			3,700			15% of labor


			Solvent (Trona)			34,700			Consumption x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			17,000			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			24,600			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan/Pumps			14,500			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			143,700												Interest Rate Comparison





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			67,300			60% of O&M Labor									67,300


			Administrative Charges			52,100			2% of Total Capital Investment									52,100


			Property Taxes			26,000			1% of Total Capital Investment									26,000


			Insurance			26,000			1% of Total Capital Investment									26,000						Interest (i)			5%			3.5%


			DSI Annualized CostsD			213,700			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08204)									187,384						Life (n)			20			20


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			385,100												358,784						CRF			0.08024			0.07036





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			528,800			DAC + IAC = TAC									502,500


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters and vendor quote.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








CRK DSI


			CRK Dry Sorbent Injection Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			DSI EquipmentB			1,832,000			Vendor Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			183,200			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			125,950			6.88%


			FreightC			91,600			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			2,232,800


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			1,897,900			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			4,130,700			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			223,300			10% of TEC (Retrofit Adjustment, HDR)


			Engineering			223,300			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			223,300			10% of TEC


			CFD Modeling			105,000			Vendor Quote


			Contractor Fees			223,300			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			22,300			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			44,700			2% of TEC (Adjusted HDR)


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			1,065,200





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			5,195,900			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, UCC, 2021.


			DSI silo


			Unloading Station


			Mill and Compressor


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.








CRK DSI FAB


			CRK DSI Fabric Filter Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Fabric Filter EquipmentB			11,087,100			Scaled Quote (Three Baghouses)


			Control/InstrumentationC			1,108,700			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			762,238			6.88%


			FreightC			554,400			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			13,512,400


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			9,999,200			Based on percentage of TEC:                          4% Foundation & Supports, 50% Erection, 8% Electrical Installation, 1% Piping, 4% Painting, 7% Insulation


			Demolition of ESPsD			300,000			Demolition and Site Prep


			Stack ReplacementD			1,369,000			Extend three stacks to 200'


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			25,180,600			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			405,400			3% of TEC


			Engineering			1,351,200			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			2,702,500			20% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			1,351,200			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			135,100			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			135,100			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			6,080,500





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			31,261,100			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor and scaled for capacity.


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Hammon Research-Cottrell, 2021


			Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			120 ft exhaust stack


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for fabric filters.


			D Estimated by HDR.








CRK DSI Annual


			CRK Dry Sorbent Injection Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			DSI Labor			73,800			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			DSI Supervisor			11,100			15% of labor


			Fabric Filter Labor			291,600			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts									From American Crystal Sugar SO2 Supplement (2022-02-02):


			Fabric Filter Supervisor			43,700			15% of labor


			Solvent (Trona)			1,227,600			Consumption x cost


			Fabric Filter Bag Replacement			143,600			Labor plus bag cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			115,300			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Fabric F.			73,800			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Fabric F.			73,800			100% of labor


			Maintenance Labor, DSI			73,800			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, DSI			73,800			100% of labor


			DSI Electric Demand			47,100			785,185 kW/yr


			Fabric F. Electrical Demand			62,700			348,400 kW/yr/unit


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			2,311,700


																		Interest Rate Comparison


			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			340,700			60% of O&M Labor									340,700


			Administrative Charges			729,100			2% of Total Capital Investment									729,100


			Property Taxes			364,600			1% of Total Capital Investment									364,600


			Insurance			364,600			1% of Total Capital Investment									364,600						Interest (i)			5%			3.50%


			DSI Annualized CostsD			426,300			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08024)									365,600						Life (n)			20			20


			Fabric Filter Annualized CostsD			2,564,700			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 0.08024)									2,199,600						CRF			0.08024			0.07036


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			4,790,000												4,364,200





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			7,101,700			DAC + IAC = TAC									6,675,900


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters and vendor quote.															Emission Reduction (tpy)			515


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,															Cost Effectivness ($/ton)			13,000


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interest rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.
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Cost Summary


			Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


			Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


			Table 1: Cost Summary





			NOx Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $2			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr2			Pollution Control Cost $/ton2


			Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat (SCR)			92%			77.1			831.9			$38,717,483			$5,729,558			$6,887


			Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired1			24%			693.6			215.4			$2,057,668			$331,958			$1,541


			Low NOx Burners + Over Fire Air (LNB+OFA) Coal-Fired1			36%			585.7			323.3			$3,560,926			$484,376			$1,498


			Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)			49%			462.4			446.6			$7,159,267			$1,314,072			$2,942


			1) Control efficiency based on vendor estimated performance compared to baseline emission rates


			2) Equipment costs scaled to 2019 dollars using the most current Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI). All other costs scaled to 2020 dollars





			SO2 Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr			Pollution Control Cost $/ton


			Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)			90%			79.5			715.5			$36,347,289			$4,878,177			$6,818


			Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including trona injection system)			70%			238.5			556.5			$25,170,184			$4,602,726			$8,271
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Utility Chem$ Data


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Boiler 1						Study Year			2021


						Emission Unit Number			EQUI17


						Stack/Vent Number			STRU25


									2021


						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			60			$/hr			60			2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Maintenance Labor 			60			$/hr												Assumed to be equivalent to operating labor


						Installation Labor			60			$/hr												Assumed to be equivalent to operating labor


						Electricity			0.0676			$/kwh									2015-2019 EIA Average prices for the commerical sector


						Natural Gas			9.35			$/kscf									2015-2019 EIA Average prices for the commerical sector


						Water			5.28			$/mgal			4.17			2013			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.


						Compressed Air			0.50			$/kscf			0.38			2012			Taconite FIP Docket


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Lime			189.19			$/ton			145.00			2012			Taconite FIP Docket


						Trona			285.00			$/ton						2020			Reagent cost for trona from another Barr Engineering Co. Project.


						Urea 50% Solution			1.87			$/gallon			1.66			2017			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Fuel Cost			2.19						1.89			2016			EPA SNCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			20,000			hours									EPA Control Cost Manual for SCR suggests 16,000 - 24,000 hours


						SCR Catalyst cost (CC replace)			263			$/cubic foot			227			2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet			 Cost includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst


						Fabric Filter Bags			234.86			$/bag			180			2012			Taconite FIP Docket





						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%									2020			Minnesota sales tax rate


						Interest Rate			4.50%									2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Solid Waste Disposal			65.24			$/ton			50			2012			Taconite FIP Docket


						Contingencies			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)									EPA Cost Control Cost Manual Chapter 2			Suggested contingency range of 5% to 15% of total capital investment


						Markup on capital investment (retrofit factor)			0%												EPA Cost Control Cost Manual Chapter 2





						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			6,525			Hours									Operating Hours as predicted by EPA Control Cost Manual spreadsheets


						Utilization Rate			100%												Assumed


						Design Capacity			472.4			MMBTU/hr									Boiler Design Capacity


						Equipment Life 			30			yrs									Assumed


						Temperature			370			Deg F									SMBSC CEMS Stack Temperature Data			2018-2020 Average, excluding periods of boiler shutdown/startup


						Moisture Content			11.8%												2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Actual Flow Rate			209,000			acfm									2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Standardized Flow Rate			132,954			scfm @ 68º F			123,889			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated Value


						Dry Std Flow Rate			117,332			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated Value


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			BTU/lb									SMBSC Site Specific Data			2017 Operating Data


						Plant Elevation			1,100			Feet above sea level												Renville, MN elevation


						Sulfur Content (%)			0.28			%									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data


						# days boiler operates			314			days									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data





									Baseline Emissions						lb/hr			ton/year


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			Ton/Year			ppmv			ppmv			lb/mmbtu


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			278.6			909.0			331			331.2			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.															2017 Operating Data


						Sulfur Dioxides (SO2)			243.7			795.0			208			208.0						Baseline ton/year is based on 2028 SO2 modeling emission inventory.


						GSA - SO2 Control Efficiency			90%												EPA fact sheet for flue gas desulfurization (new installations) https://www3.epa.gov/ttncatc1/dir1/ffdg.pdf


						SDA - SO2 Control Efficiency			90%												EPA fact sheet for flue gas desulfurization (new installations) https://www3.epa.gov/ttncatc1/dir1/ffdg.pdf


						DSI - SO2 Control Efficiency			70%			Trona Ore Control Efficiency									Control efficiency is based on trona as injected reagent. 


						SCR - NOx Control Efficiency			92%												Common design basis for SCR units per EPA Control Cost Manual


						LNB - NOx Performance			0.45			lb/MMBtu									Vendor estimated burner performance


						LNB+OFA- NOx Performance			0.38			lb/MMBtu									Vendor estimated burner performance


						SNCR - NOx Performance			0.30			lb/MMBtu									EPA Control Cost Manual SCR spreadshet default outlet NOx emission rate
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SCR>>>








SCR + Reheat Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																																	Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																											Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																																SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			20,221,322									Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																								Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			3,791,299									Interest Rate						4.50%


						Design Capacity						472			mmbtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			- 0									Equipment Life						30			years


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			4,769,432									CRF						0.0614


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,525			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																					Retrofit factor						0%			of TCI, see SCR Summary tab


						Annual Interest Rate						4.5%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm												Total Capital Investment (TCI) 																		37,416,668									Replacement Catayst - Refer to the SCR Summary Tab


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F











						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																	OPERATING COSTS


						Capital Costs																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC





																																													Maintenance


																																																Annual Maintenance Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			187,083									Reagent Use


																																																																		Refer to the SCR Summary tab


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Annual Electricity Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			148,782


																																																Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			191,915


																																																Annual Reagent Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			398,862


						Total Capital Investment (TCI)																								SCR Only			37,416,668


																														SCR + Reheat			38,717,483									Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															926,643									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,525


																																																																		Refer to the SCR Summary tab									Utilization Rate:									100%


						Operating Costs


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.															SCR + Reheat			2,912,495


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost															SCR + Reheat			2,933,155									Indirect Operating Costs


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																								SCR + Reheat			5,729,558


																																																Administrative Charges (AC) = 						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			4,790


																																																Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			0.0614			Refer to the SCR Summary tab			2,634,133


						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost


						Pollutant			Weight			Lb/Hr			T/Yr			%			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem															Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			2,638,923


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			278.6			909.0			92%			77.1			831.9			6,887





			Notes & Assumptions																																				Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		3,565,566


			1			Estimated Equipment Cost per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 7th Ed SCR Control Cost Spreadsheet


			2			Costs scaled to current dollars from the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)
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Reheat Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)																																	Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)																											Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)																											Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors																											Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with 70% Heat Recovery


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25						Chemical Engineering															Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												635,318									Interest Rate						4.50%																					Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 3.19 


						Desgin Capacity						472			MMBTU/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F			Chemical Plant Cost Index																		Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years																		Twi			370			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F			1998/1999			390															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			63,532									CRF						0.0614																					Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,525			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%						2019			607.5															MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			43,678																																				Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						Annual Interest Rate						4.5%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm			Inflation Adj			1.56															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			31,766									Replacement Catalyst:						Catalyst																					FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						774,294									Equipment Life						3			years


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.3638																					Two			566			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						0			$/ft3


																																																Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			61,944									Amount Required						39			ft3																		Tfo			454			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 


																																																Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			108,401									Catalyst Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			30,972									Installation Labor						0			Assume Labor = 15% of catalyst cost (basis labor for baghouse replacement)																		-hcaf			21502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,486									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																		-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			7,743									Annualized Cost						0																					Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											635,318															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			7,743																																				pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		774,294												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						232,288									Replacement Parts & Equipment:																											paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


																																																																		Equipment Life						3																					Qwg			132,954			scfm - Flow of waste gas 


						  Installation - Standard Costs						30%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		232,288															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA									CRF						0.3638


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											NA															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA									Rep part cost per unit						0			$ each																		Qaf			428			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel


						  Installation Total																											232,288															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA									Amount Required						0			Number


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											1,006,582												Total Site Specific Costs												NA									Total Rep Parts Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax																		Year			2005						Inflation Rate			3.0%


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						38%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		294,232												Installation Total												232,288									Installation Labor						0			10 min per bag (13 hr total) Labor at $29.65/hr												OAQPS list replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.						Cost Calculations						133,382			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$407,859


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											1,300,814									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,006,582									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																																				Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$635,318


																																																																		Annualized Cost						0																								Heat Rec %			A			B


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs																																																						0			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 3.24


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		1,985,852															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			77,429									Electrical Use																														0.3			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 3.25


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		178,140															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			38,715												Flow  acfm						Δ P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW												0.5			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 3.26


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											2,163,992															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			77,429									Blower, Thermal			209,000						19			0.6						774.3			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1									0.7			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 3.27


																																																Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,486									Blower, Catalytic			209,000						23			0.6						937.4			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1


			Notes & Assumptions																																													Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			7,743


			1			Equipment cost estimate EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2.5.1 																																										Model Studies						of purchased equip cost (B)			0


			2			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2 																																										Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			77,429																																										Indurator Flue Gas Heat Capacity - Basis Typical Composition


																																										Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									38%			of purchased equip cost (B)			294,232																																													100			scfm			359			scf/lbmole


																																																																																																						Gas Composition						lb/hr f			wt %			Cp Gas			Cp Flue


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		1,300,814									Oxidizer Type			thermal			(catalytic or thermal)												774.3												28			mw CO			0			v %			0


																																							Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		1,300,814																																							44			mw CO2			15			v %			184			22.0%			0.24			0.0528


																																																																																																18			mw H2O			10			v %			50			6.0%			0.46			0.0276


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						1,300,814									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs  Oxidizers - NA																														28			mw N2			60			v %			468			56.0%			0.27			0.1512


																																							OPERATING COSTS																																																									32			mw O2			15			v %			134			16.0%			0.23			0.0368


																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																																																									Cp Flue Gas			100			v %			836			100.0%						0.2684





																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr			24,470


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			3,670


																																													Maintenance


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr			24,470


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			24,470


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Electricity 			0.07			$/kwh, 774 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			341,571


																																																Natural Gas 			9.35			$/mscf, 428 scfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			1,567,202									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,525


																																																																											Utilization Rate:									100%									Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  5th Ed  Feb 1996  - Chapter 3 Thermal & Catalytic Incinerators


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															1,985,852																																				                    (EPA 453/B-96-001)


																																																																					Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																										Indirect Operating Costs																								Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			46,248									Operating Labor


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			26,016									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			408			24,470			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			13,008									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			3,670			15% of Operator Costs


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			13,008									Maintenance


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0614			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.5% interest rate			79,859									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			408			24,470			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			178,140									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			24,470			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																																		Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																																		Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			774.3			kW-hr			5,052,821			341,571			$/kwh, 774 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		2,163,992									Natural Gas 			9.35			$/mscf			428			scfm			167,615			1,567,202			$/mscf, 428 scfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization





																																																																																	*annual use rate is in same units of measurement as the unit cost factor
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SCR Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















SCR Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1.5			* NOTE: You must document why a retrofit factor of 1.5 is appropriate for the proposed project.																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			472.4			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			342,550,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1100			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														2





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			314			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.05			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									209000			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			20,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			20			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2019


						CEPCI for 2019			607.5			Enter the CEPCI value for 2019						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.5


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			1.660			$/gallon for 50% urea*															* $1.66/gallon is a default value for 50% urea. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			67.53			$/hour (including benefits) 															 


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 








Reset Form


Calculate 


Method 1


Method 2


Not applicable





SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			472			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			459,863,227			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						342,550,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.745			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6525			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			91.5			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			254.99			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			831.94			tons/year			909


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.14


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			209,000			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			91.98			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.01			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.50


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2552044128			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3219			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			2,272.17			Cubic feet																								1.0415990512			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			218			ft2																								0.97634			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			4			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			250			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			15.8			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			55			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			175			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			349			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			37			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			12,400			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0704


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			270.15			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








SCR Summary


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.04			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2019 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$20,221,322						in 2019 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$3,791,299						in 2019 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2019 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$4,769,432						in 2019 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$37,416,668						in 2019 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			18,031,094.73


																					$0			$18,031,095


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$20,221,322			in 2019 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$3,380,653





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$3,791,299			in 2019 dollars						$0			$3,380,653





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2019 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$4,252,842





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$4,769,432			in 2019 dollars						$0			$4,252,842








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$926,643			in 2019 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$2,638,923			in 2019 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$3,565,566			in 2019 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$187,083			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$398,862			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$148,782			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$191,915			in 2019 dollars


																								2


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 2 selected.									Method 1			$55,343


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,919,151


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$191,915


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$926,643			in 2019 dollars									191,915





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$4,790			in 2019 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$2,634,133			in 2019 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$2,638,923			in 2019 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$3,565,566			per year in 2019 dollars


			NOx Removed =						832			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$4,286			per ton of NOx removed in 2019 dollars
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LNB Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 5: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired																																	Table 5: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired																											Table 5: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																					Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												727,000									Interest Rate						4.50%


						Desgin Capacity						472			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years


						Expected Utiliztion Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			72,700									CRF						0.0614


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,525			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																								MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			49,981


						Annual Interest Rate						4.5%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm																					Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			36,350									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						886,031									N/A


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F


																																													Installation [1]


																																																Foundations & supports			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


																																																Handling & erection 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											727,000															Painting 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		886,031												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						0%						710,900									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


																																																																		N/A


						  Installation - Standard Costs						0%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		710,900


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											0												Installation Total												710,900


						  Installation Total																											710,900									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,596,931


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											1,596,931


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		460,736									Indirect Capital Costs


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											2,057,668															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			88,603


																																																Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			177,206


						Operating Costs																																										Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			88,603


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		77,080															Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,860									Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		254,878															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,860


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											331,958															Model Studies			NA			of purchased equip cost (B)			NA


																																																Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			88,603


																																										Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			460,736





																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		2,057,668


						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Baseline 			Cont. Emis.			Cont. Emis.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost																					Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


						Pollutant			Weight			Emis. T/yr			lb/hr			lb/MMBtu			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem																					Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


						PM10 									- 0									- 0			NA																					Site Specific - Other						Site Specific


						Total Particulates									- 0									- 0			NA																		Total Site Specific Costs												0


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			909.0			212.6			0.45			693.6			215.4			1,541												Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		2,057,668									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			64.1						- 0									- 0			NA


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						2,057,668


			Notes & Assumptions


			1			Purchased equipment and installation costs from vendor																																	OPERATING COSTS


			2			Assumed 0.5 hr/shift operatior and maintenance labor for LNB																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC


			3			Controlled emission factor based on vendor estimated burner performance


																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr			24,470


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			3,670


																																													Maintenance (2)


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr			24,470


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			24,470									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,525


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																														Utilization Rate:									100%


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Operating Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			408			24,470			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			3,670			15% of Operator Costs


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maintenance


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			408			24,470			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			24,470			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			0.0			kW-hr			0			0			$/kwh, 0 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Natural Gas 			9.35			$/kscf			0			scfm			0			0			$/kscf, 0 scfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Water 			5.28			$/kgal			0.0			gpm			0			0			$/kgal, 0 gpm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															77,080





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			46,248


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			41,153


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			20,577


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			20,577


																																																Capital Recovery			6%			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.5% interest rate			126,323


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			254,878








																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		331,958
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LNB-OFA Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 6: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) with Over-Fire Air (OFA) Coal-Fired																																	Table 6: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) with Over-Fire Air (OFA) Coal-Fired																											Table 6: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) with Over-Fire Air (OFA) Coal-Fired





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																					Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												1,265,871									Interest Rate						4.50%


						Desgin Capacity						472			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years


						Expected Utiliztion Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			126,587									CRF						0.0614


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,525			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																								MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			87,029


						Annual Interest Rate						4.5%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm																					Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			63,294									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						1,542,780									N/A


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F


																																													Installation [1]


																																																Foundations & supports			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


																																																Handling & erection 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											1,265,871															Painting 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		1,542,780												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						0%						1,215,900									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


																																																																		N/A


						  Installation - Standard Costs						0%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		1,215,900


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											0												Installation Total												1,215,900


						  Installation Total																											1,215,900									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															2,758,680


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											2,758,680


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		802,246									Indirect Capital Costs


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											3,560,926															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			154,278


																																																Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			308,556


						Operating Costs																																										Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			154,278


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		77,080															Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,428									Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		407,296															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,428


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											484,376															Model Studies			NA			of purchased equip cost (B)			NA


																																																Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			154,278


																																										Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			802,246





																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		3,560,926


						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Baseline 			Cont. Emis.			Cont. Emis.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost																					Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


						Pollutant			Weight			Emis. T/yr			lb/hr			lb/MMBtu			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem																					Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


						PM10 									- 0									- 0			NA																					Site Specific - Other						Site Specific


						Total Particulates									- 0									- 0			NA																		Total Site Specific Costs												0


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			909.0			179.5			0.38			585.7			323.3			1,498												Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		3,560,926									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			64.1						- 0									- 0			NA


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						3,560,926


			Notes & Assumptions


			1			Purchased equipment and installation costs from vendor																																	OPERATING COSTS


			2			Assumed 0.5 hr/shift operatior and maintenance labor for LNB																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC


			3			Controlled emission factor based on vendor estimated burner/OFA performance


																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr			24,470


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			3,670


																																													Maintenance (2)


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr			24,470


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			24,470									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,525


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																														Utilization Rate:									100%


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Operating Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			408			24,470			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			3,670			15% of Operator Costs


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maintenance


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			408			24,470			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			24,470			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			0.0			kW-hr			0			0			$/kwh, 0 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Natural Gas 			9.35			$/kscf			0			scfm			0			0			$/kscf, 0 scfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Water 			5.28			$/kgal			0.0			gpm			0			0			$/kgal, 0 gpm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															77,080





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			46,248


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			71,219


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			35,609


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			35,609


																																																Capital Recovery			6%			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.5% interest rate			218,611


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			407,296








																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		484,376
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SNCR Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















SNCR Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1.5			* NOTE: You must document why a retrofit factor of 1.5 is appropriate for the proposed project.																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			472.4			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			3


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			342,550,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									5.84			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															*The ash content of 5.84% is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual value, if known.																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			314			days									Plant Elevation  						1100			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.3			lb/MMBtu			*The NSR for a urea system may be calculated using equation 1.17 in Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.57





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																1			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2019


						CEPCI for 2019			607.5			Enter the CEPCI value for 2019						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.5


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.89			$/MMBtu*


						Reagent (Costreag)			1.66			$/gallon for a 50 percent solution of urea*


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh 


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$1.66/gallon of 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SNCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-4, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-4_sncr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.89			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			5.84			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			472			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			459,863,227			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						342,550,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.745			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6525			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			49			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			136.89			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			446.62			tons/year			909


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1100 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.50


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			285			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			569			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			60.0			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			20,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0704


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			20.5			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			273			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			2.31			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			15.0			lb/hour			 














SNCR Summary


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$2,040,438			in 2019 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2019 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$3,466,690			in 2019 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$7,159,267			in 2019 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$2,040,438			in 2019 dollars						ELEVF			1.0399743737








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2019 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$3,466,690			in 2019 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		47.24


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$806,838			in 2019 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$507,234			in 2019 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$1,314,072			in 2019 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$107,389			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$649,903			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$11,292			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$7,427			in 2019 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$28,444			in 2019 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$2,383			in 2019 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$806,838			in 2019 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$3,222			in 2019 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$504,012			in 2019 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$507,234			in 2019 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$1,314,072			per year in 2019 dollars


			NOx Removed =			447			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$2,942			per ton of NOx removed in 2019 dollars
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SDA Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 7: SO2 Control Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)																																	Table 7: SO2 Control Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)																											Table 7: SO2 Control Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																					Purchased Equipment (A) (1)												13,364,399									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Design Capacity						472			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxiliary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years


						Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			1,336,440									CRF						0.0632


						Annual Operating Hours						6,525			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																								State Sales Taxes   			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			918,802


						Annual Interest Rate						4.75%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm																					Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			668,220									Replacement Parts & Equipment:						Filter Bags


						Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						16,287,862									Equipment Life						5			years


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.2294


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						234.86			$/bag


																																																Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			651,514									Amount Required						1620


																																																Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,143,931									Total Rep Parts Cost						425,718			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,303,029									Installation Labor						37,560			20 min per bag												EPA Cont Cost Manual 6th ed Section 6  Chapter 1.5.1.4


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			162,879									Total Installed Cost						463,278			Zero out if no replacement parts needed												lists replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,140,150									Annualized Cost						106,267


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											13,364,399															Painting 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			651,514


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		16,287,862												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						74%						12,053,018


																																																																		Electrical Use


						  Installation - Standard Costs						74%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		12,053,018															Other Specific Costs (see summary)																					Flow  acfm						D P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											NA															Site Preparation, as required			N/A			Site Specific			- 0									Blower, Baghouse			209,000						10.00									2,850,793			Incremental electricity increase over with baghouse replacing scrubber including ducting


						  Installation Total																											12,053,018															Buildings, as required			N/A			Site Specific			- 0


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											28,340,879															Site Specific - Other			N/A			Site Specific			- 0


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		8,469,688


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											36,810,567


						Adjusted TCI for Replacment Parts																											36,347,289												Total Site Specific Costs												NA


						TCI with Retrofit Factor																											36,347,289												Installation Total												12,053,018


																																										Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															28,340,879									Total																		2,850,793


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		894,262															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,628,786									Reagents and Other Operating Costs


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		3,983,915															Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			3,257,572


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											4,878,177															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,628,786									Lime Use Rate			1.30			lb-mole CaO/lb-mole SO2						282.17			lb/hr Lime


																																																Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			162,879


																																																Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			162,879									Solid Waste Disposal			1,572			ton/yr unreacted sorbent and reaction byproducts


						Emission Control Cost Calculation																																										Model Studies			N/A			of purchased equip cost (B)			 - 


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Exit			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,628,786


						Pollutant			Weight			Lb/Hr			T/Yr			%			Conc.			Units			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,469,688


						PM10 																					0.0			- 0			NA																																	Operating Cost Calculations


						PM2.5																					0.0			- 0			NA						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		36,810,567									Utilization Rate			100%						Annual Operating Hours			6,525


						Total Particulates																					0.0			- 0			NA						Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		36,347,289												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46																		0.0			- 0			NA																																	Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			64.1						795.0			90%									79.5			715.5			6,818						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						36,347,289									Operating Labor


						Sulfuric Acid Mist			98.1																		0.00			- 0			NA																																	Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			2.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,631			$   97,879			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr


						Fluorides			19																		0.0			- 0			NA						OPERATING COSTS																											Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			$   14,682			15% of Operator Costs


						Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)			16																		0.0			- 0			NA									Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Maintenance


						Carbon Monoxide (CO)			28																		0.0			- 0			NA												Operating Labor																					Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			816			$   48,940			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr


						Lead (Pb)																					0.00			- 0			NA															Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			97,879									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			$   48,940			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			14,682									Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


			Notes & Assumptions																																										Maintenance																					Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			436.9			kW-hr			2,850,793			$   192,714			$/kwh, 436.9 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			1			Capital cost estimate based on flow rate of 300,000 scfm from Northshore Mining Powerhouse #2 2006 BART submittal including anciliary equipment																																										Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			48,940									Compressed Air			0.496			$/kscf			2			scfm/kacfm			163,654			$   81,142			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			2			Costs scaled up to design airflow using the 6/10 power law																																										Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			48,940									$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			5.282			$/mgal						gpm									$/mgal, 0 gpm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			3			Cost scaled up for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)																																							Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																					15% of Operator Costs			65.24			$/ton			0.24			ton/hr			1,572			$   102,545			$/ton, 0.2 ton/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			4			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1 																																										Electricity 			0.07			$/kwh, 436.9 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			192,714												189.19			$/ton			282.2			lb/hr			1,063			$   201,154			$/ton, 282.2 lb/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																Compressed Air			0.50			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			81,142									$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			234.86			$/bag			1,620			bags			N/A			$   106,267			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																N/A						 			 - 									100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																15% of Operator Costs			65.24			$/ton, 0.2 ton/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			102,545


																																																0			189.19			$/ton, 282.2 lb/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			201,154


																																																$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			234.86			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			106,267





																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															894,262





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			126,264


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			726,946


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			363,473


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			363,473


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0632			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			2,403,760


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			3,983,915						1


																																																															2


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		4,878,177						5


																																																															1


																																																															1
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DSI Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 8: SO2 Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including injection system)																																	Table 8: SO2 Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including injection system)																											Table 8: SO2 Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including injection system)





						Operating Unit:			Boiler 1																														CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


						Emission Unit Number												Stack/Vent Number																								Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Design Capacity			472			MMBtu/hr						Standardized Flow Rate												123,889			scfm @ 32º F												Purchased Equipment (A) (1)												9,306,454									Interest Rate						4.50%


						Utilization Rate			100%									Exhaust Temperature												370			Deg F															Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Injection System + auxiliary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years


						Annual Operating Hours			6,525			hr/yr						Exhaust Moisture Content												11.8%																		Instrumentation			10%			Included in vendor estimate			930,645									CRF						0.0614


						Annual Interest Rate			4.50%									Actual Flow Rate												209,000			acfm															State Sales Taxes   			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			639,819


						Control Equipment Life 			30			yrs						Standardized Flow Rate												132,954			scfm @ 68º F															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			465,323									Replacement Parts & Equipment:						Filter Bags


						Plant Elevation			1100			ft 						Dry Std Flow Rate												117,332			dscfm @ 68º F												Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						11,342,240									Equipment Life						5			years


																																																																		CRF						0.2278


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						234.86			$/bag 


																																																Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			453,690									Amount Required						1620			Bags


																																																Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,671,120									Total Rep Parts Cost						425,718			Cost adjusted for freight, sales tax, and bag disposal


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			907,379									Installation Labor						37,560			20 min per bag


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			113,422									Total Installed Cost						463,278


						Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			793,957									Annualized Cost						105,531


						Purchased Equipment (A)																											9,306,454															Painting 			4%			Included in vendor estimate			453,690


						Purchased Equipment Total (B)			22%			of control device cost (A)																					11,342,240												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						74%						8,393,258


																																																																		Electrical Use


						Installation - Standard Costs			74%			of purchased equip cost (B)																					8,393,258															Other Specific Costs (see summary)																					Flow  acfm						D P in H2O									kWhr/yr


						Installation - Site Specific Costs																											N/A															Site Preparation, as required			N/A			Site Specific												Blower			209,000						6.00									1,710,476			Incremental electricity increase over with baghouse replacing scrubber including ducting


						Installation Total																											8,393,258															Buildings, as required			N/A			Site Specific


						Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											19,735,498															Lost Production for Tie-In			N/A			Site Specific


						Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC			52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																					5,897,965


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											25,170,184												Total Site Specific Costs												N/A


						Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts																											25,170,184												Installation Total												8,393,258


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor																											25,170,184									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															19,735,498


																																																																		Total																		1,710,476


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs


						Total Annual Direct Operating Costs						Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																					1,818,887															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,134,224									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs						Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																					2,783,839															Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,268,448									Trona use - 1.5 NSR			243.67			lb/hr SO2			1158.62			lb/hr Trona


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											4,602,726															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,134,224									Solid Waste Disposal			3,507			ton/yr DSI unreacted sorbent and reaction byproducts


																																																Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			113,422


						Emission Control Cost Calculation																																										Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			113,422


									Max Emis			Annual			Calculation			Cont Eff			Performance 			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Model Studies			N/A			of purchased equip cost (B)			 - 


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			Ton/Yr			Method			%			Basis			Units			Ton/Yr			Ton/Yr			$/Ton Rem															Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,134,224


						PM10 																																				Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,897,965									Operating Cost Calculations


						PM2.5																																																												Utilization Rate			100%						Annual Operating Hours			6,525


						Total Particulates																																	Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		25,633,463												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)																																																												Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			243.67			795.00			% Removal			70%									238.50			556.50			$8,271						Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		25,170,184									Operating Labor


						Sulfuric Acid Mist (H2SO4)																																																												Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			2.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,631			$   97,879			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 1,631 hr/yr


						Fluorides																																	Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						25,170,184									Supervisor 			15%			of Op Labor									NA			$   14,682			% of Operator Costs


						Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)																																																												Maintenance


						Carbon Monoxide (CO)																																	OPERATING COSTS																											Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			816			$   48,940			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 816 hr/yr


						Lead (Pb)																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Maint Mtls			100%			of Maintenance Labor									NA			$   48,940			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																													Operating Labor																					Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


			Notes & Assumptions																																													Operator			60.00			$/Hr			97,879									Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			262.1			kW-hr			1,710,476			$   115,628			$/kwh, 262.1 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			1			Capital cost estimate based on flow rate of 300,000 scfm from Northshore Mining Powerhouse #2 2006 BART submittal including anciliary equipment																																										Supervisor			0.15			of Op Labor			14,682									Water									N/A			gpm									


			2			Costs scaled up to design airflow using the 6/10 power law																																							Maintenance																					Compressed Air			0.496			$/kscf			2.0			scfm/kacfm			163,654			$   81,142			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			3			Cost scaled up for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)																																										Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			48,940									Cooling Water									N/A			gpm									


			4			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1 																																										Maintenance Materials			100			% of Maintenance Labor			48,940									Solid Waste Disposal 			65.24			$/ton			0.5			ton/hr			3,507			$   228,801			$/ton, 0.5 ton/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																					Trona			285.00			$/ton			1,158.6			lb/hr			3,780			$   1,077,345			$/ton, 1,158.6 lb/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																Electricity			0.07			$/kwh, 262.1 kW-hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			115,628									Filter Bags			234.86			$/bag			1,620			bags			N/A			$   105,531			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																Compressed Air			0.50			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			81,142


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																Solid Waste Disposal 			65.24			$/ton, 0.5 ton/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			228,801


																																																Trona			285.00			$/ton, 1,158.6 lb/hr, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			1,077,345


																																																Filter Bags			234.86			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6525.28365791702 hr/yr, 100% utilization			105,531																														


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															1,818,887





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			126,264


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			503,404


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			251,702


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			251,702


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0614			for a 30-year equipment life and a 4.5% interest rate			1,545,236


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery costs			2,783,839





																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		4,602,726

















																																																															





						Notes to User


						1) Enter Data in Blue Highlighted Cells Throughout Worksheet 


						2) Control cost basis calculated by % control efficiency or concentration.  Enter valued in appropriate yellow highlighted cell


						2a) If using % control efficiency, enter data only in column F, do not enter concentration units in column H


						2b) If using concentration, enter concentration data in column F and units in column H


						3) If not data entered in columns F and G; control cost will show NA. This was done to prevent divide by zero errors


						4) See comments in cell V88 regarding selection of reagents, catalysts and supplies
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Cost Summary


			Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


			Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


			Table 1: Cost Summary





			NOx Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $2			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr2			Pollution Control Cost $/ton2


			Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat (SCR)			90%			94.6			835.4			$44,709,067			$5,307,676			$6,354


			Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired1			24%			708.7			221.3			$2,057,668			$491,916			$2,222


			Low NOx Burners + Over Fire Air (LNB+OFA) Coal-Fired1			36%			598.4			331.6			$3,560,926			$759,234			$2,290


			Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)			49%			483.4			446.6			$7,159,267			$1,314,072			$2,942


			1) Control efficiency based on vendor estimated performance compared to baseline emission rates


			2) Equipment costs scaled to 2019 dollars using the most current Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI). All other costs scaled to 2020 dollars





			SO2 Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr			Pollution Control Cost $/ton


			Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)			90%			79.5			715.5			$54,520,933			$7,599,363			$10,621


			Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including trona injection system)			70%			238.5			556.5			$37,755,277			$6,560,579			$11,789
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Utility Chem$ Data


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Boiler 1						Study Year			2021


						Emission Unit Number			EQUI17


						Stack/Vent Number			STRU25


									2021


						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			60			$/hr			60			2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Maintenance Labor 			60			$/hr												Assumed to be equivalent to operating labor


						Installation Labor			60			$/hr												Assumed to be equivalent to operating labor


						Electricity			0.0676			$/kwh									EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Natural Gas			8.00			$/kscf									June 11, 2022 Henry Hub


						Water			5.28			$/mgal			4.17			2013			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.


						Compressed Air			0.50			$/kscf			0.38			2012			Taconite FIP Docket


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Lime			189.19			$/ton			145.00			2012			Taconite FIP Docket


						Trona			285.00			$/ton						2020			Reagent cost for trona from another Barr Engineering Co. Project.


						Urea 50% Solution			2.37			$/gallon			1.66			2017			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Fuel Cost			2.19						1.89			2016			EPA SNCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours									EPA Control Cost Manual for SCR suggests 16,000 - 24,000 hours


						SCR Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227			$/cubic foot			227			2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet			 Cost includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst


						Fabric Filter Bags			234.86			$/bag			180			2012			Taconite FIP Docket





						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%												No Minnesota sales tax on APC


						Interest Rate			4.75%									2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Solid Waste Disposal			65.24			$/ton			50			2012			Taconite FIP Docket


						Contingencies			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)									EPA Cost Control Cost Manual Chapter 2			Suggested contingency range of 5% to 15% of total capital investment


						Markup on capital investment (retrofit factor)			50%												EPA Cost Control Cost Manual Chapter 2





						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			6,667			Hours									Operating Hours as predicted by EPA Control Cost Manual spreadsheets


						Utilization Rate			100%												Assumed


						Design Capacity			472.4			MMBTU/hr									Boiler Design Capacity


						Equipment Life 			20			yrs									Assumed


						Temperature			370			Deg F									SMBSC CEMS Stack Temperature Data			2018-2020 Average, excluding periods of boiler shutdown/startup


						Moisture Content			11.8%												2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Actual Flow Rate			209,000			acfm									2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Standardized Flow Rate			132,954			scfm @ 68º F			123,889			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated Value


						Dry Std Flow Rate			117,332			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated Value


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			BTU/lb									SMBSC Site Specific Data			2017 Operating Data


						Plant Elevation			1,100			Feet above sea level												Renville, MN elevation


						Sulfur Content (%)			0.28			%									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data


						# days boiler operates			314			days									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data





									Baseline Emissions						lb/hr			ton/year


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			Ton/Year			ppmv			ppmv			lb/mmbtu


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			279.0			930.0									0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.															Baseline ton/year is based on 3016 NOx modeling emission inventory. Lb/MMBtu is based on MPCA average


						Sulfur Dioxides (SO2)			238.5			795.0			204			203.6						Baseline ton/year is based on 2028 SO2 modeling emission inventory.


						GSA - SO2 Control Efficiency			90%												EPA fact sheet for flue gas desulfurization (new installations) https://www3.epa.gov/ttncatc1/dir1/ffdg.pdf


						SDA - SO2 Control Efficiency			90%												EPA fact sheet for flue gas desulfurization (new installations) https://www3.epa.gov/ttncatc1/dir1/ffdg.pdf


						DSI - SO2 Control Efficiency			70%			Trona Ore Control Efficiency									Control efficiency is based on trona as injected reagent. 


						SCR - NOx Control Efficiency			90%												Common design basis for SCR units per EPA Control Cost Manual


						LNB - NOx Performance			0.45			lb/MMBtu									Vendor estimated burner performance


						LNB+OFA- NOx Performance			0.38			lb/MMBtu									Vendor estimated burner performance


						SNCR - NOx Performance			0.30			lb/MMBtu									EPA Control Cost Manual SCR spreadshet default outlet NOx emission rate
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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SCR + Reheat Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																																	Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																											Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																																SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			24,758,549									Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																								Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			3,551,374									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Design Capacity						472			mmbtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			- 0									Equipment Life						25			years


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			4,803,007									CRF						0.0692


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,667			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																					Retrofit factor						0%			of TCI, see SCR Summary tab


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm												Total Capital Investment (TCI) 																		43,046,809									Replacement Catayst - Refer to the SCR Summary Tab


						Expected Equipment Life						25			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F











						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																	OPERATING COSTS


						Capital Costs																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC





																																													Maintenance


																																																Annual Maintenance Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			215,234									Reagent Use


																																																																		Refer to the SCR Summary tab


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Annual Electricity Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			181,337


																																																Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			282,052


																																																Annual Reagent Cost =						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			851,571


						Total Capital Investment (TCI)																								SCR Only			43,046,809


																														SCR + Reheat			44,709,067									Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															1,530,195									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,667


																																																																		Refer to the SCR Summary tab									Utilization Rate:									100%


						Operating Costs


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.															SCR + Reheat			3,328,035


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost															SCR + Reheat			2,111,312									Indirect Operating Costs


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																								SCR + Reheat			5,307,676


																																																Administrative Charges (AC) = 						Refer to the SCR Summary tab			4,844


																																																Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			0.0692			Refer to the SCR Summary tab			1,730,482


						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost


						Pollutant			Weight			Lb/Hr			T/Yr			%			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem															Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			1,735,325


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			279.0			930.0			90%			94.6			835.4			6,354





			Notes & Assumptions																																				Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		3,265,520


			1			Estimated Equipment Cost per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 7th Ed SCR Control Cost Spreadsheet


			2			Costs scaled to current dollars from the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)
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Reheat Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)																																	Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)																											Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)																											Table 4: NOx Control - Flue Gas Reheat for SCR (Thermal Oxidizer)





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors																											Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with 70% Heat Recovery


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25						Chemical Engineering															Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												811,848									Interest Rate						4.75%																					Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 3.19 


						Desgin Capacity						472			MMBTU/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F			Chemical Plant Cost Index																		Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						20			years																		Twi			370			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F			1998/1999			390															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			81,185									CRF						0.0786																					Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,667			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%						2021			776.3															MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			55,815																																				Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm			Inflation Adj			1.99															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			40,592									Replacement Catalyst:						Catalyst																					FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency


						Expected Equipment Life						20			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						989,440									Equipment Life						3			years


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.3655																					Two			566			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						0			$/ft3


																																																Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			79,155									Amount Required						39			ft3																		Tfo			454			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 


																																																Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			138,522									Catalyst Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			39,578									Installation Labor						0			Assume Labor = 15% of catalyst cost (basis labor for baghouse replacement)																		-hcaf			21502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			19,789									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																		-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			9,894									Annualized Cost						0																					Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											811,848															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			9,894																																				pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		989,440												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						296,832									Replacement Parts & Equipment:																											paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


																																																																		Equipment Life						3																					Qwg			132,954			scfm - Flow of waste gas 


						  Installation - Standard Costs						30%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		296,832															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA									CRF						0.3655


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											NA															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA									Rep part cost per unit						0			$ each																		Qaf			428			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel									231			mmBtu/hr =>			23			lb/hr @			0.1			lb/mmBtu


						  Installation Total																											296,832															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA									Amount Required						0			Number																																													Alternative Control Techniques Document—NO Emissions from Stationary Gas Turbines


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											1,286,272												Total Site Specific Costs												NA									Total Rep Parts Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax																		Year			2005						Inflation Rate			3.0%															U. S. EPA 1/1/1993


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						38%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		375,987												Installation Total												296,832									Installation Labor						0			10 min per bag (13 hr total) Labor at $29.65/hr												OAQPS list replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.						Cost Calculations						133,382			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$407,859


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											1,662,259									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,286,272									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																																				Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$811,848


																																																																		Annualized Cost						0																								Heat Rec %			A			B


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs																																																						0			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 3.24


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		1,797,840															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			98,944									Electrical Use																														0.3			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 3.25


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		244,315															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			49,472												Flow  acfm						Δ P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW												0.5			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 3.26


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											2,042,155															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			98,944									Blower, Thermal			209,000						19			0.6						774.3			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1									0.7			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 3.27


																																																Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			19,789									Blower, Catalytic			209,000						23			0.6						937.4			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1


			Notes & Assumptions																																													Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			9,894


			1			Equipment cost estimate EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2.5.1 																																										Model Studies						of purchased equip cost (B)			0


			2			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2 																																										Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			98,944																																										Indurator Flue Gas Heat Capacity - Basis Typical Composition


																																										Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									38%			of purchased equip cost (B)			375,987																																													100			scfm			359			scf/lbmole


																																																																																																						Gas Composition						lb/hr f			wt %			Cp Gas			Cp Flue


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		1,662,259									Oxidizer Type			thermal			(catalytic or thermal)												774.3												28			mw CO			0			v %			0


																																							Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		1,662,259																																							44			mw CO2			15			v %			184			22.0%			0.24			0.0528


																																																																																																18			mw H2O			10			v %			50			6.0%			0.46			0.0276


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						1,662,259									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs  Oxidizers - NA																														28			mw N2			60			v %			468			56.0%			0.27			0.1512


																																							OPERATING COSTS																																																									32			mw O2			15			v %			134			16.0%			0.23			0.0368


																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																																																									Cp Flue Gas			100			v %			836			100.0%						0.2684





																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr			25,002


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			3,750


																																													Maintenance


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr			25,002


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			25,002


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Electricity 			0.0676			$/kwh, 774 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			348,999


																																																Natural Gas 			8.00			$/mscf, 428 scfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			1,370,084									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,667


																																																																											Utilization Rate:									100%									Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  5th Ed  Feb 1996  - Chapter 3 Thermal & Catalytic Incinerators


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															1,797,840																																				                    (EPA 453/B-96-001)


																																																																					Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																										Indirect Operating Costs																								Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			47,254									Operating Labor


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			33,245									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			417			25,002			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			16,623									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			3,750			15% of Operator Costs


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			16,623									Maintenance


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0786			for a 20- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			130,571									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			417			25,002			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			244,315									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			25,002			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																																		Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																																		Electricity 			0.0676			$/kwh			774.3			kW-hr			5,162,713			348,999			$/kwh, 774 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		2,042,155									Natural Gas 			8.00			$/mscf			428			scfm			171,261			1,370,084			$/mscf, 428 scfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization





																																																																																	*annual use rate is in same units of measurement as the unit cost factor
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SCR Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















SCR Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			704			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			350,000,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1,100			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														2





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			314			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.06			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									209,000			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75%


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh 															* $0.0676/kWh is a default value for electrity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			704			MMBtu/hour			1817			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			684,881,610			lbs/Year			459,863,227			by boiler


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						350,000,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.761			fraction			0.761			for boiler


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6667			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			89.8			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			372.72			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			1,242.51			tons/year			1383			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.12


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			209,000			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			62.66			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.02			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2372652953			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3332			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			3,335.61			Cubic feet																								1.0415990512			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			218			ft2																								0.97634			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			6			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			250			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			15.8			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			61			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			255			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			511			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			54			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			18,100			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0402


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			402.34			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








SCR Summary


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.04			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$24,758,549						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$3,551,374						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$4,803,007						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$43,046,809						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			17,276,447.48


																					$0			$17,276,447


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$24,758,549			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$2,478,139





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$3,551,374			in 2021 dollars						$0			$2,478,139





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$3,351,525





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$4,803,007			in 2021 dollars						$0			$3,351,525








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$1,530,195			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$1,735,325			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$3,265,520			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$215,234			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$851,571			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$181,337			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$282,052			in 2021 dollars


																								2


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 2 selected.									Method 1			$84,098


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$2,820,524


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$282,052


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$1,530,195			in 2021 dollars									282,052





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$4,844			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$1,730,482			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$1,735,325			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$3,265,520			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						1,243			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$2,628			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars











LNB-LNBOFA>>>








LNB Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 5: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired																																	Table 5: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired																											Table 5: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) Coal-Fired





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																					Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												727,000									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Desgin Capacity						472			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						20			years


						Expected Utiliztion Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			72,700									CRF						0.0786


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,667			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																								MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			49,981


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm																					Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			36,350									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


						Expected Equipment Life						20			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						886,031									N/A


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F


																																													Installation [1]


																																																Foundations & supports			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


																																																Handling & erection 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											727,000															Painting 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		886,031												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						0%						710,900									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


																																																																		N/A


						  Installation - Standard Costs						0%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		710,900


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											0												Installation Total												710,900


						  Installation Total																											710,900									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,596,931


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											1,596,931


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		460,736									Indirect Capital Costs


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											2,057,668															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			88,603


																																																Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			177,206


						Operating Costs																																										Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			88,603


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		78,756															Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,860									Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		413,160															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,860


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											491,916															Model Studies			NA			of purchased equip cost (B)			NA


																																																Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			88,603


																																										Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			460,736





																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		2,057,668


						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Baseline 			Cont. Emis.			Cont. Emis.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost																					Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


						Pollutant			Weight			Emis. T/yr			lb/hr			lb/MMBtu			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem																					Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


						PM10 									- 0									- 0			NA																					Site Specific - Other						Site Specific


						Total Particulates									- 0									- 0			NA																		Total Site Specific Costs												0


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			930.0			212.6			0.45			708.7			221.3			2,222												Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		2,057,668									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			64.1						- 0									- 0			NA


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												50%						3,086,501


			Notes & Assumptions


			1			Purchased equipment and installation costs from vendor																																	OPERATING COSTS


			2			Assumed 0.5 hr/shift operatior and maintenance labor for LNB																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC


			3			Controlled emission factor based on vendor estimated burner performance


																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr			25,002


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			3,750


																																													Maintenance (2)


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr			25,002


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			25,002									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,667


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																														Utilization Rate:									100%


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Operating Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			417			25,002			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			3,750			15% of Operator Costs


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maintenance


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			417			25,002			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			25,002			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			0.0			kW-hr			0			0			$/kwh, 0 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Natural Gas 			8.00			$/kscf			0			scfm			0			0			$/kscf, 0 scfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Water 			5.28			$/kgal			0.0			gpm			0			0			$/kgal, 0 gpm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															78,756





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			47,254


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			61,730


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			30,865


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			30,865


																																																Capital Recovery			8%			for a 20- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			242,446


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			413,160








																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		491,916
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LNB-OFA Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 6: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) with Over-Fire Air (OFA) Coal-Fired																																	Table 6: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) with Over-Fire Air (OFA) Coal-Fired																											Table 6: NOx Control - Low NOx Burners (LNB) with Over-Fire Air (OFA) Coal-Fired





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																					Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												1,265,871									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Desgin Capacity						472			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						20			years


						Expected Utiliztion Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			126,587									CRF						0.0786


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						6,667			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																								MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			87,029


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm																					Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			63,294									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


						Expected Equipment Life						20			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						1,542,780									N/A


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F


																																													Installation [1]


																																																Foundations & supports			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


																																																Handling & erection 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											1,265,871															Painting 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		1,542,780												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						0%						1,215,900									Replacement Parts & Equipment:


																																																																		N/A


						  Installation - Standard Costs						0%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		1,215,900


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											0												Installation Total												1,215,900


						  Installation Total																											1,215,900									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															2,758,680


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											2,758,680


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		802,246									Indirect Capital Costs


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											3,560,926															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			154,278


																																																Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			308,556


						Operating Costs																																										Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			154,278


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		78,756															Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,428									Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		680,478															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,428


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											759,234															Model Studies			NA			of purchased equip cost (B)			NA


																																																Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			154,278


																																										Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			802,246





																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		3,560,926


						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Baseline 			Cont. Emis.			Cont. Emis.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost																					Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


						Pollutant			Weight			Emis. T/yr			lb/hr			lb/MMBtu			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem																					Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


						PM10 									- 0									- 0			NA																					Site Specific - Other						Site Specific


						Total Particulates									- 0									- 0			NA																		Total Site Specific Costs												0


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			930.0			179.5			0.38			598.4			331.6			2,290												Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		3,560,926									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			64.1						- 0									- 0			NA


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												50%						5,341,389


			Notes & Assumptions


			1			Purchased equipment and installation costs from vendor																																	OPERATING COSTS


			2			Assumed 0.5 hr/shift operatior and maintenance labor for LNB																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC


			3			Controlled emission factor based on vendor estimated burner/OFA performance


																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr			25,002


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			3,750


																																													Maintenance (2)


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr			25,002


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			25,002									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									6,667


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																														Utilization Rate:									100%


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Operating Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			417			25,002			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			3,750			15% of Operator Costs


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maintenance


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			417			25,002			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			25,002			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			0.0			kW-hr			0			0			$/kwh, 0 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Natural Gas 			8.00			$/kscf			0			scfm			0			0			$/kscf, 0 scfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 									Water 			5.28			$/kgal			0.0			gpm			0			0			$/kgal, 0 gpm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															78,756





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			47,254


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			106,828


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			53,414


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			53,414


																																																Capital Recovery			8%			for a 20- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			419,569


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			680,478








																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		759,234
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SNCR>>>








SNCR Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















SNCR Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1.5			* NOTE: You must document why a retrofit factor of 1.5 is appropriate for the proposed project.																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			472.4			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			3


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			342,550,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									5.84			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															*The ash content of 5.84% is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual value, if known.																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			314			days									Plant Elevation  						1100			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.3			lb/MMBtu			*The NSR for a urea system may be calculated using equation 1.17 in Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.57





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																1			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2019


						CEPCI for 2019			607.5			Enter the CEPCI value for 2019						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.5


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.89			$/MMBtu*


						Reagent (Costreag)			1.66			$/gallon for a 50 percent solution of urea*


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh 


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$1.66/gallon of 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SNCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-4, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-4_sncr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.89			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			5.84			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			472			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			459,863,227			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						342,550,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.745			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6525			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			49			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			136.89			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			446.62			tons/year			909


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1100 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.50


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			285			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			569			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			60.0			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			20,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0704


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			20.5			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			273			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			2.31			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			15.0			lb/hour			 














SNCR Summary


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$2,040,438			in 2019 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2019 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$3,466,690			in 2019 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$7,159,267			in 2019 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$2,040,438			in 2019 dollars						ELEVF			1.0399743737








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2019 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$3,466,690			in 2019 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		47.24


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$806,838			in 2019 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$507,234			in 2019 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$1,314,072			in 2019 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$107,389			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$649,903			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$11,292			in 2019 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$7,427			in 2019 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$28,444			in 2019 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$2,383			in 2019 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$806,838			in 2019 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$3,222			in 2019 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$504,012			in 2019 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$507,234			in 2019 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$1,314,072			per year in 2019 dollars


			NOx Removed =			447			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$2,942			per ton of NOx removed in 2019 dollars
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SDA Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 7: SO2 Control Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)																																	Table 7: SO2 Control Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)																											Table 7: SO2 Control Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) with Baghouse (including lime slaking system)





						Operating Unit:						Boiler 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EQUI17						Stack/Vent Number						STRU25																					Purchased Equipment (A) (1)												13,364,399									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Design Capacity						472			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						123,889			scfm @ 32º F																					Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxiliary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						20			years


						Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						370			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			1,336,440									CRF						0.0786


						Annual Operating Hours						6,667			Hours			Moisture Content						11.8%																								State Sales Taxes   			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			918,802


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate						209,000			acfm																					Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			668,220									Replacement Parts & Equipment:						Filter Bags


						Equipment Life						20			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						132,954			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						16,287,862									Equipment Life						5			years


																		Dry Std Flow Rate						117,332			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.2294


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						234.86			$/bag


																																																Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			651,514									Amount Required						1620


																																																Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,143,931									Total Rep Parts Cost						425,718			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,303,029									Installation Labor						37,560			20 min per bag												EPA Cont Cost Manual 6th ed Section 6  Chapter 1.5.1.4


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			162,879									Total Installed Cost						463,278			Zero out if no replacement parts needed												lists replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,140,150									Annualized Cost						106,267


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											13,364,399															Painting 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			651,514


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		16,287,862												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						74%						12,053,018


																																																																		Electrical Use


						  Installation - Standard Costs						74%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		12,053,018															Other Specific Costs (see summary)																					Flow  acfm						D P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											NA															Site Preparation, as required			N/A			Site Specific			- 0									Blower, Baghouse			209,000						10.00									2,850,793			Incremental electricity increase over with baghouse replacing scrubber including ducting


						  Installation Total																											12,053,018															Buildings, as required			N/A			Site Specific			- 0


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											28,340,879															Site Specific - Other			N/A			Site Specific			- 0


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		8,469,688


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											36,810,567


						Adjusted TCI for Replacment Parts																											36,347,289												Total Site Specific Costs												NA


						TCI with Retrofit Factor																											54,520,933												Installation Total												12,053,018


																																										Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															28,340,879									Total																		2,850,793


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		900,603															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,628,786									Reagents and Other Operating Costs


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		6,698,760															Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			3,257,572


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											7,599,363															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,628,786									Lime Use Rate			1.30			lb-mole CaO/lb-mole SO2						282.17			lb/hr Lime


																																																Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			162,879


																																																Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			162,879									Solid Waste Disposal			1,572			ton/yr unreacted sorbent and reaction byproducts


						Emission Control Cost Calculation																																										Model Studies			N/A			of purchased equip cost (B)			 - 


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Exit			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,628,786


						Pollutant			Weight			Lb/Hr			T/Yr			%			Conc.			Units			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			8,469,688


						PM10 																					0.0			- 0			NA																																	Operating Cost Calculations


						PM2.5																					0.0			- 0			NA						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		36,810,567									Utilization Rate			100%						Annual Operating Hours			6,667


						Total Particulates																					0.0			- 0			NA						Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		36,347,289												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46																		0.0			- 0			NA																																	Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			64.1						795.0			90%									79.5			715.5			10,621						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												50%						54,520,933									Operating Labor


						Sulfuric Acid Mist			98.1																		0.00			- 0			NA																																	Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			2.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,667			$   100,008			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr


						Fluorides			19																		0.0			- 0			NA						OPERATING COSTS																											Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			$   15,001			15% of Operator Costs


						Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)			16																		0.0			- 0			NA									Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Maintenance


						Carbon Monoxide (CO)			28																		0.0			- 0			NA												Operating Labor																					Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			833			$   50,004			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr


						Lead (Pb)																					0.00			- 0			NA															Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			100,008									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			$   50,004			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			15,001									Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


			Notes & Assumptions																																										Maintenance																					Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			427.6			kW-hr			2,850,793			$   192,714			$/kwh, 427.6 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			1			Capital cost estimate based on flow rate of 300,000 scfm from Northshore Mining Powerhouse #2 2006 BART submittal including anciliary equipment																																										Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			50,004									Compressed Air			0.496			$/kscf			2			scfm/kacfm			167,213			$   82,907			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			2			Costs scaled up to design airflow using the 6/10 power law																																										Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			50,004									$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			5.282			$/mgal						gpm									$/mgal, 0 gpm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			3			Cost scaled up for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)																																							Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																					15% of Operator Costs			65.24			$/ton			0.24			ton/hr			1,572			$   102,545			$/ton, 0.2 ton/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			4			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1 																																										Electricity 			0.07			$/kwh, 427.6 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			192,714												189.19			$/ton			282.2			lb/hr			1,063			$   201,154			$/ton, 282.2 lb/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																Compressed Air			0.50			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			82,907									$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			234.86			$/bag			1,620			bags			N/A			$   106,267			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																N/A						 			 - 									100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																15% of Operator Costs			65.24			$/ton, 0.2 ton/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			102,545


																																																0			189.19			$/ton, 282.2 lb/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			201,154


																																																$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 7536 hr/yr			234.86			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			106,267





																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															900,603





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			129,010


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			1,090,419


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			545,209


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			545,209


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0786			for a 20- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			4,388,912


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			6,698,760						1


																																																															2


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		7,599,363						5


																																																															1


																																																															1
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DSI Summary


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																																	Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)																											Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 8: SO2 Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including injection system)																																	Table 8: SO2 Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including injection system)																											Table 8: SO2 Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse (including injection system)





						Operating Unit:			Boiler 1																														CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


						Emission Unit Number												Stack/Vent Number																								Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Design Capacity			472			MMBtu/hr						Standardized Flow Rate												123,889			scfm @ 32º F												Purchased Equipment (A) (1)												9,306,454									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Utilization Rate			100%									Exhaust Temperature												370			Deg F															Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Injection System + auxiliary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						20			years


						Annual Operating Hours			6,667			hr/yr						Exhaust Moisture Content												11.8%																		Instrumentation			10%			Included in vendor estimate			930,645									CRF						0.0786


						Annual Interest Rate			4.75%									Actual Flow Rate												209,000			acfm															State Sales Taxes   			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			639,819


						Control Equipment Life 			20			yrs						Standardized Flow Rate												132,954			scfm @ 68º F															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			465,323									Replacement Parts & Equipment:						Filter Bags


						Plant Elevation			1100			ft 						Dry Std Flow Rate												117,332			dscfm @ 68º F												Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						11,342,240									Equipment Life						5			years


																																																																		CRF						0.2294


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						234.86			$/bag 


																																																Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			453,690									Amount Required						1620			Bags


																																																Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,671,120									Total Rep Parts Cost						425,718			Cost adjusted for freight, sales tax, and bag disposal


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			907,379									Installation Labor						37,560			20 min per bag


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			113,422									Total Installed Cost						463,278


						Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			793,957									Annualized Cost						106,267


						Purchased Equipment (A)																											9,306,454															Painting 			4%			Included in vendor estimate			453,690


						Purchased Equipment Total (B)			22%			of control device cost (A)																					11,342,240												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						74%						8,393,258


																																																																		Electrical Use


						Installation - Standard Costs			74%			of purchased equip cost (B)																					8,393,258															Other Specific Costs (see summary)																					Flow  acfm						D P in H2O									kWhr/yr


						Installation - Site Specific Costs																											N/A															Site Preparation, as required			N/A			Site Specific												Blower			209,000						6.00									1,710,476			Incremental electricity increase over with baghouse replacing scrubber including ducting


						Installation Total																											8,393,258															Buildings, as required			N/A			Site Specific


						Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											19,735,498															Lost Production for Tie-In			N/A			Site Specific


						Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC			52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																					5,897,965


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																											25,170,184												Total Site Specific Costs												N/A


						Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts																											25,170,184												Installation Total												8,393,258


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor																											37,755,277									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															19,735,498


																																																																		Total																		1,710,476


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs


						Total Annual Direct Operating Costs						Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																					1,849,396															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,134,224									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs						Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																					4,711,183															Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,268,448									Trona use - 1.5 NSR			238.48			lb/hr SO2			1158.62			lb/hr Trona


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											6,560,579															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,134,224									Solid Waste Disposal			3,507			ton/yr DSI unreacted sorbent and reaction byproducts


																																																Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			113,422


						Emission Control Cost Calculation																																										Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			113,422


									Max Emis			Annual			Calculation			Cont Eff			Performance 			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Model Studies			N/A			of purchased equip cost (B)			 - 


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			Ton/Yr			Method			%			Basis			Units			Ton/Yr			Ton/Yr			$/Ton Rem															Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,134,224


						PM10 																																				Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,897,965									Operating Cost Calculations


						PM2.5																																																												Utilization Rate			100%						Annual Operating Hours			6,667


						Total Particulates																																	Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		25,633,463												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)																																																												Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			238.48			795.00			% Removal			70%									238.50			556.50			$11,789						Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		25,170,184									Operating Labor


						Sulfuric Acid Mist (H2SO4)																																																												Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			2.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,667			$   100,008			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 1,667 hr/yr


						Fluorides																																	Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												50%						37,755,277									Supervisor 			15%			of Op Labor									NA			$   15,001			% of Operator Costs


						Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)																																																												Maintenance


						Carbon Monoxide (CO)																																	OPERATING COSTS																											Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			833			$   50,004			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 833 hr/yr


						Lead (Pb)																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Maint Mtls			100%			of Maintenance Labor									NA			$   50,004			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																													Operating Labor																					Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


			Notes & Assumptions																																													Operator			60.00			$/Hr			100,008									Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			256.6			kW-hr			1,710,476			$   115,628			$/kwh, 256.6 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			1			Capital cost estimate based on flow rate of 300,000 scfm from Northshore Mining Powerhouse #2 2006 BART submittal including anciliary equipment																																										Supervisor			0.15			of Op Labor			15,001									Water									N/A			gpm									


			2			Costs scaled up to design airflow using the 6/10 power law																																							Maintenance																					Compressed Air			0.496			$/kscf			2.0			scfm/kacfm			167,213			$   82,907			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			3			Cost scaled up for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)																																										Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			50,004									Cooling Water									N/A			gpm									


			4			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1 																																										Maintenance Materials			100			% of Maintenance Labor			50,004									Solid Waste Disposal 			65.24			$/ton			0.5			ton/hr			3,507			$   228,801			$/ton, 0.5 ton/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																					Trona			285.00			$/ton			1,158.6			lb/hr			3,862			$   1,100,775			$/ton, 1,158.6 lb/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																Electricity			0.07			$/kwh, 256.6 kW-hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			115,628									Filter Bags			234.86			$/bag			1,620			bags			N/A			$   106,267			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																Compressed Air			0.50			$/kscf, 2.0 scfm/kacfm, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			82,907


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																Solid Waste Disposal 			65.24			$/ton, 0.5 ton/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			228,801


																																																Trona			285.00			$/ton, 1,158.6 lb/hr, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			1,100,775


																																																Filter Bags			234.86			$/bag, 1,620 bags, 6667.19976724845 hr/yr, 100% utilization			106,267																														


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																																N/A						 			 - 


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															1,849,396





																																										Indirect Operating Costs


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			129,010


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			755,106


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			377,553


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			377,553


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0786			for a 20-year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			2,965,695


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery costs			4,711,183





																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		6,560,579

















																																																															





						Notes to User


						1) Enter Data in Blue Highlighted Cells Throughout Worksheet 


						2) Control cost basis calculated by % control efficiency or concentration.  Enter valued in appropriate yellow highlighted cell


						2a) If using % control efficiency, enter data only in column F, do not enter concentration units in column H


						2b) If using concentration, enter concentration data in column F and units in column H


						3) If not data entered in columns F and G; control cost will show NA. This was done to prevent divide by zero errors


						4) See comments in cell V88 regarding selection of reagents, catalysts and supplies
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















MPCA Utility Chem$ Data


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop (SMBSC)


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Boiler 1						Study Year			2021


						Emission Unit Number			EQUI17


						Stack/Vent Number			STRU25


									2021


						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			70			$/hr			60			2016			EPA SCR Control Cost Manual Spreadsheet


						Maintenance Labor 			70			$/hr												Assumed to be equivalent to operating labor


						Installation Labor			70			$/hr												Assumed to be equivalent to operating labor


						Electricity			0.0676			$/kwh									EPA CCM default


						Natural Gas			6.30			$/kscf									June 11, 2022 Henry Hub price


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours									EPA CCM suggests 16,000 - 24,000 hours


						SCR Catalyst cost (CC replace)			263			$/cubic foot			227			2016			EPA SCR CCM default			 Cost includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst





						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%												No Minnesota sales tax on APC


						Interest Rate			4.75%												June 2022 prime


						Markup on capital investment (retrofit factor)			0%												CCM default





						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			6,667			Hours									CCM SCR without Reheat workbook Design Parameters


						Utilization Rate			100%												Assumed


						Design Capacity			472.4			MMBTU/hr									Boiler Design Capacity


						Equipment Life 			25			yrs									EPA CCM suggests 20 - 25 years for SCR


						Temperature			370			Deg F									SMBSC CEMS Stack Temperature Data			2018-2020 Average, excluding periods of boiler shutdown/startup


						Moisture Content			11.8%												2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Actual Flow Rate			209,000			acfm									2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Standardized Flow Rate			132,954			scfm @ 68º F			123,889			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated Value


						Dry Std Flow Rate			117,332			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated Value


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			9,152			BTU/lb									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data


						Plant Elevation			1,100			Feet above sea level									MPCA			Renville, MN elevation


						Sulfur Content (%)			0.28			%									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data


						# days boiler operates			314			days									SMBSC Site Specific Data			Average of 2015-2019 Operating Data





									Baseline Emissions						lb/hr			ton/year


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			Ton/Year			ppmv			ppmv			lb/mmbtu


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			279.0			930									0.59			Baseline ton/year is based on 3016 NOx modeling emission inventory. Lb/MMBtu is based on MPCA average


						SCR - NOx Control Efficiency			90%												Common design basis for SCR units per EPA Control Cost Manual
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Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1.0			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			704			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			350,000,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1,100			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														2





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			314			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.06			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									209000			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh 															* $0.0676/kWh is a default value for electrity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 
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SCR wi Reheat Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			704			MMBtu/hour			1817			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			684,881,610			lbs/Year			459,863,227			by boiler


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						350,000,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.761			fraction			0.761			for boiler


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6667			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			89.8			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			372.72			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			1,242.51			tons/year			1,383			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.12


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			209,000			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			62.66			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.02			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2372652953			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			3,335.61			Cubic feet																								1.0415990512			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			218			ft2																								0.97634			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			6			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			250			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			15.8			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			61			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			255			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			511			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			54			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			18,100			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			402.34			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.04			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$24,758,549						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$3,551,374						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$4,803,007						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$43,046,809						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			17,276,447.48


																					$0			$17,276,447


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$24,758,549			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$2,478,139





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$3,551,374			in 2021 dollars						$0			$2,478,139





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$3,351,525





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$4,803,007			in 2021 dollars						$0			$3,351,525








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$1,530,195			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$2,983,683			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$4,513,878			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$215,234			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$851,571			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$181,337			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$282,052			in 2021 dollars


																								2


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 2 selected.									Method 1			$80,261


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$2,820,524


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$282,052


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$1,530,195			in 2021 dollars									282,052





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$4,844			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$2,978,839			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$2,983,683			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$4,513,878			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						1,243			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$3,633			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars











parameters


						SMBSC


						Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with Heat Recovery


						Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  7th Ed  November 2017  - Chapter 2 Incinerators and Oxidizers





						Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 2.21 


						Twi			370			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery																					MPCA


						Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery																					CCM default


						Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency																					ARD assumption





						Two			566			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery





						Tfo			454			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 





						-hcaf			21,502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


						Qwg			132,954			scfm - Flow of waste gas 





						Qaf			428			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel												231			mmBtu/hr =>			23			lb/hr @			0.1			lb/mmBtu


																																				Alternative Control Techniques Document—NO Emissions from Stationary Gas Turbines


																																				U. S. EPA 1/1/1993


						Cost Calculations						133,382			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$407,859			CEPCI =			355.4


																								Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$890,885			CEPCI =			776.3			2021$			CEPCI


									Heat Rec %			A			B


									0%			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 2.29


									30%			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 2.30


									50%			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 2.31


									70%			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 2.34


						Retrofit Factor			1.0												ARD assumption


						Interest Rate			4.75%												June 2022 prime


						Equipment Life			25			years									ARD assumption


						Capital Recovery Factor			0.06919												calculated


						Operating Time			6,667			hr/yr									CCM SCR without reheat Design Parameters


						Hours per Shift			8												ARD assumption


						Shifts per Year			833												calculated


						Operator			$60.00			/hr									CCM default


						Labor			$60.00			/hr									CCM default


						Natural Gas			$6.30			/kft3									June 8, 2022 Henry Hub


						Pressure Drop			19.0			in. H2O									CCM default for thermal oxidizer with reheat


						Gas Flow Rate			209,000			acfm - Flow of waste gas 									2014 Boiler 1 Hg Stack Test Data


						Fan Efficiency			60%												CCM default


						Electricity			$0.0676			/kWh									CCM default








capital costs


						SMBSC


						from CCM Table 2.10: Capital Cost Factors for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers (Vatavuk, 1980)


						Thermal Oxidizer


						CAPITAL COSTS


									Direct Capital Costs


												Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												$   890,885


															Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 


															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			$   89,089


															Sales Taxes 			7%			of control device cost (A)			$   61,248


															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			$   44,544


												Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						$   1,085,767





												Installation


															Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   86,861


															Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   152,007


															Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   43,431


															Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   21,715


															Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   10,858


															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   10,858


												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						$   325,730





															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA


												Total Site Specific Costs												NA


												Installation Total												$   325,730


									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															$   1,411,497





									Indirect Capital Costs


															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   108,577


															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   54,288


															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   108,577


															Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   21,715


															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			$   10,858


									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									28%						$   304,015





															Contingency Cost, 0.10(DC + IC)			10%			of (DC + IC)			$   171,551





						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC + Contingencies																		$   1,887,062





						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												1.0			Retrofit Factor			$   1,887,062








						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		ERROR:#REF!








operating costs


						SMBSC


						From CCM Table 2.12: Annual Costs for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers


						Cost Item			Suggested Factor						Unit Cost						Thermal


						Direct Annual Costs, DC


						Operating Labor


						Operator			0.5			hr/shift			$60.00			/hr			$   25,002


						Supervisor			15%			of operator						—			$   3,750


						Operating Materials						—


						Maintenance


						Labor			0.5			 hr/shift			$60.00			/hr.			$   25,002


						Materials			100%			 of maintenance labor						—			$   25,002


						Utilities


						Natural Gas			428			scfm			$6.30			/kft3			$   1,079,290


						Electricity			1.17E-04			—			$0.0676			/kWh			$   265,622


												Total DC									$   1,344,912


						Indirect Annual Cost, IC


						Overhead			60%			 of sum of operating, supervisor, & maintenance labor & maintenance materials						—			$   47,254


						Administrative Charges			2%			 TCI						—			$   37,741


						Property Taxes			1%			 TCI						—			$   18,871


						Insurance			1%			 TCI						—			$   18,871


						Capital recovery			0.06919			CRF						—			$   130,557


												Total IC									$   253,293





						Total Annual Cost															$   1,598,205
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1.5			* NOTE: You must document why a retrofit factor of 1.5 is appropriate for the proposed project.																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			472.4			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			3


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			350,000,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1100			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														2





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			314			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.06			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									209000			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			20,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh 															* $0.0676/kWh is a default value for electrity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			472			MMBtu/hour			1220			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			459,863,227			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						350,000,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.761			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6667			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			89.8			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			250.26			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			834.28			tons/year			929			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.12


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			209,000			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			93.32			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.01			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.50


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2372652953			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			2,239.69			Cubic feet																								1.0415990512			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			218			ft2																								0.97634			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			4			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			250			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			15.8			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			55			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			172			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			343			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			36			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			12,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			270.15			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.04			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$25,743,558						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$4,822,153						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$6,094,667						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$47,658,491						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			17,963,784.09


																					$0			$17,963,784


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$25,743,558			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$3,364,885





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$4,822,153			in 2021 dollars						$0			$3,364,885





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$4,252,842





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$6,094,667			in 2021 dollars						$0			$4,252,842








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$1,121,222			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$3,303,088			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$4,424,310			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$238,292			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$571,787			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$121,759			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$189,384			in 2021 dollars


																								2


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 2 selected.									Method 1			$53,891


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,893,839


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$189,384


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$1,121,222			in 2021 dollars									189,384





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$5,120			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$3,297,968			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$3,303,088			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$4,424,310			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						834			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$5,303			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars















ARD revised MPCA FFA Costs (Southern MN Beet Sugar) (Boiler 1) (SNCR) (2022-05-05).xlsm

NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			925			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.4625			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			17.64			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.36			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.35			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						925			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			925			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.4625			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			25.95			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.47			$/gal NH3


			1.020			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			925			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.4625			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			26.50			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.54			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.673			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			925			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.4625			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			32.84			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.39			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.195			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  











Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			472.4			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.62


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			8,999


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.28			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			3


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			350,000,000


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									5.84			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															*The ash content of 5.84% is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual value, if known.																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			314			days									Plant Elevation  						1100			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			314			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.59


Author: Author:
CEMS NOX data and heat input as reported to 2017 emissions inventory.			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.42			lb/MMBtu


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			0.94						*The NSR for a urea system may be calculated using equation 1.17 in Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																1			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.89			$/MMBtu*


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.20			$/gallon for a 50 percent solution of urea 


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
Heat input and coal use as reported in 2017 emissions inventory.			


Author: Author:
coal usage as reported to 2017 annual emissions inventory.			$/kWh*


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$1.66/gallon of 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SNCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-4, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-4_sncr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.89			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			5.84			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			472			MMBtu/hour			1220			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			459,863,227			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						350,000,000			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.761			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6667			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			30			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			82.33			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			274.47			tons/year			929			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1100 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			171			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			343			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			36.1			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			12,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0786


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			12.3			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			164			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			1.39			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			9.0			lb/hour			 














Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$1,738,263			in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$2,778,512			in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$5,871,808			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$1,738,263			in 2021 dollars						ELEVF			1.0399743737








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$2,778,512			in 2021 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		47.24


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$645,265			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$464,166			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$1,109,431			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$88,077			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$528,120			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$5,558			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$4,564			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$17,480			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$1,465			in 2021 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$645,265			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$2,642			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$461,524			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$464,166			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$1,109,431			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =			274			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$4,042			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars











Figure 1.1c


						Figure 1.1c SNCR NOx Reduction Efficiency Versus Baseline NOx Levels for Coal-fired Utility Boilers


						y = 22.554x + 16.725


						If x =			0.590


						y =			29.5517312973			%


						xout =			0.42








NSR


						Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio


						1.17			NSR = [2NOxin + 0.7] ηNOx/ NOxin


						Noxin =			0.5897726034


						ηNOx =			29.5517312973





						NSR =			(			2			*			0.5897726034			+			0.7			)			*			30%			/			0.5897726034


						NSR =			0.94
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			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			398.0


Author: Author:
PTE calculations			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						NA


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						1


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			1,020


Author: Author:
PTE uses 1020.

Default is 1033			Btu/scf						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									 			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			6


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			1,414,842,703


Author: Author:
2019 AEI Annual Total			scf/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			8.2


Author: Author:
Left as default value of 8.2 for NG			MMBtu/MW																																				4			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1129


Author: Author:
International Falls elevation			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														3





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			351


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			351


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.2


Author: Author:
2019 AEI CEMs Average			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.02


Author: Author:
Nox outlet should not be less than 0.04 lb/MMBTU or greater than 90% removal efficiency unless vendor guaranteed			lb/MMBtu			80.0%			Assumed Control efficiency						Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			1.050															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									144512


Author: Author:
No values found for this.

Parameter doesn't have a singificant effect on cost effectiveness			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000


Author: Author:
EPA scr guidance suggests 16,000 - 24,000 hours			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25


Author: Author:
assume lower end			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									330


Author: Author:
Didn't find any unit specific values for this. This temperature does have a decent effect on cost as it will impact the control efficiency of the unit.

			oF									 


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									484


Author: Author:
default			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29


Author: Author:
default			


Author: Author:
PTE calculations			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56


Author: Author:
defualt			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14


Author: Author:
default			


Author: Author:
PTE uses 1020.

Default is 1033																								


Author: Author:
No values found for this.

Parameter doesn't have a singificant effect on cost effectiveness			


Author: Author:
2019 AEI Annual Total																								


Author: Author:
Didn't find any unit specific values for this. This temperature does have a decent effect on cost as it will impact the control efficiency of the unit.

			


Author: Author:
default			


Author: Author:
Left as default value of 8.2 for NG			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																1			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Author: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.			


Author: Author:
International Falls elevation			$/gallon for 29% ammonia 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00


Author: Author:
default			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00


Author: Author:
default			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00


Author: Author:
default			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$0.293/gallon 29% ammonia solution 'ammonia cost for 29% solution			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			 			Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			1,033			2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 








Reset Form
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Method 2


Not applicable





SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			398			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			3,418,117,647			scf/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						1,414,842,703			scf/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			0.82


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.414			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			3626			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			90.0			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			71.64			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			129.88			tons/year			144			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.13


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			144,512			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			19.59			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.05			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.00																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			 			 			Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2391			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			7,377.89			Cubic feet																								0.91656			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			151			ft2																								0.9636			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			17			feet


																																				5.15176			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			173			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			13.2			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			106			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			28			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			96			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			13			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			4,400			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			204.65			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.04			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$7,161,899


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$10,263,582						in 2021 dollars									$0			$7,161,899





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			0.00


																					$0			$0


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$317,218			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$713,383			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$1,030,601			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$51,318			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$25,744			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$62,629			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$177,527			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			 


			 			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						 									Method 1			$177,527


			 			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,386,954


			 			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$169,141


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$317,218			in 2021 dollars									169,141





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$3,143			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$710,240			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$713,383			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$1,030,601			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						130			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$7,935			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			398.0


Author: Author:
PTE calculations			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						ERROR:#VALUE!


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						ERROR:#VALUE!


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			1,020


Author: Author:
PTE uses 1020.

Default is 1033			Btu/scf						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									 			percent by weight																		4			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			6


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			1,414,842,703


Author: Author:
2019 AEI Annual Total			scf/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									 			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															 																														Coal


																		Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas																														4			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			8.2			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			351


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days									Plant Elevation  						1129


Author: Author:
International Falls elevation			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			351


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.131


Author: Author:
2019 AEI CEMs Average			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.11			lb/MMBtu			 


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.05





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																2			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			2.87			$/MMBtu*


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Author: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.																		


Author: Author:
International Falls elevation			$/gallon for a 29 percent solution of ammonia 


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
PTE calculations			


Author: Author:
PTE uses 1020.

Default is 1033			


Author: Author:
2019 AEI Annual Total			$/kWh 


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			 			$/ton


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$0.293/gallon of 29% Ammonia			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			2.87			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016.  Table 7.4.  Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			Not Applicable			Not Applicable																		Not Applicable															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			Not Applicable			Not Applicable																		Not Applicable															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			Not Applicable			Not Applicable																		Not Applicable															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			1,033			2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			398			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			3,418,117,647			scf/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						1,414,842,703			scf/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			0.82


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.414			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			3626			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			19			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			10.01			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			18.15			tons/year			95			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			 						Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			ERROR:#VALUE!			 			Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1129 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			20			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			70			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			9.3			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			3,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0786


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			3.1			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			16			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			0.16			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			0.0			lb/hour			Not applicable - Ash disposal cost applies only to coal-fired boilers














Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$1,030,432			in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$1,449,173			in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$3,223,487			in 2021 dollars


			ERROR:#VALUE!








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$1,030,432			in 2021 dollars						ELEVF			1.0410712899








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			ERROR:#VALUE!





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$1,449,173			in 2021 dollars									1			BTF


																		213000


																		48.5365853659


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$69,997			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$254,817			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$324,814			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$48,352			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$18,736			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$960			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$241			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$1,708			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$69,997			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$1,451			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$253,366			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$254,817			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$324,814			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =			18			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$17,893			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars











Figure 1.1c


						Figure 1.1c SNCR NOx Reduction Efficiency Versus Baseline NOx Levels for Coal-fired Utility Boilers


						y = 22.554x + 16.725


						If x =			0.131


						y =			19			%


						xout =			0.11
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			430			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.22


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			4,597			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.05			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			4


						 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			517,045,435


Author: Author:
see sappi fuel calcs			lbs/Year																																										Coal blend


									 									For units burning coal blends:																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10


Author: Author:
Left as default value of 10			MMBtu/MW																																				2			Fuel Oil


									 												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1083


Author: Author:
Cloquet MN			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														1





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			352


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			352


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			


Author: Author:
Left as default value of 10			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									3


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.292


Author: Author:
2019 AEI CEMs Average			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.050


Author: Author:
Calculate based on assumed efficient.
			lb/MMBtu			80.0%			Assumed Control efficiency						Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			1.050															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 1.05 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			20,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									413			oF									 


						* For industrial boilers, the typical equipment life is between 20 and 25 years.																		Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									547			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 29% and density of 56 lbs/cft are default values for ammonia reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																1			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Author: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			Percent															 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Author: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.			


Author: Author:
Cloquet MN			$/gallon for 29% ammonia 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Author: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			


Author: Author:
see sappi fuel calcs			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$0.293/gallon 29% ammonia solution 'ammonia cost for 29% solution			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.82			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			6,685			2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 








Reset Form
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Not applicable





SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			430			MMBtu/hour			550			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			819,403,959			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						517,045,435			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.631			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5528			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			82.9			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			104.06			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			287.60			tons/year			347			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.04


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			177,016			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			32.94			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.03			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.07																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.1637356164			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.4884			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			2


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			5,373.11			Cubic feet																								0.9460736			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			184			ft2																								0.965875			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			11			feet


																																				3.5737806			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			212			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			14.6			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			80			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			40			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			139			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			19			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			6,300			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			247.91			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.








Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.04			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0						in 2021 dollars									$0			$0





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$15,749,954						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$2,581,492						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$3,934,401						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$28,945,602						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			10,990,274.76


																					$0			$10,990,275


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$15,749,954			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$1,801,358





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$2,581,492			in 2021 dollars						$0			$1,801,358





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$2,745,414





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$3,934,401			in 2021 dollars						$0			$2,745,414








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$515,955			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$2,007,307			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$2,523,262			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$144,728			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$57,005			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$115,656			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$198,567			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			For coal-fired boilers, the following methods may be used to calcuate the catalyst replacement cost.


			Method 1 (for all fuel types):			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						* Calculation Method 1 selected.									Method 1			$198,567


			Method 2 (for coal-fired utility boilers):			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,719,631


			Method 2 (for coal-fired industrial boilers):			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$171,963


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$515,955			in 2021 dollars									171,963





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$4,271			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$2,003,036			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$2,007,307			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$2,523,262			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						288			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$8,774			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(March 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) control device. SNCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions by injecting an ammonia-base reagent (urea or ammonia) into the furnace at a location where the temperature is in the appropriate range for ammonia radicals to react with NOx to form nitrogen and water.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SNCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SNCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 1 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated April 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SNCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of the SNCR are based primarily on four parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, and the reagent consumption. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SNCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SNCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions, such as the boiler configuration and fuel type. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will reset the NSR, plant elevation, estimated equipment life, desired dollar year, cost index (to match desired dollar year), annual interest rate, unit costs for fuel, electricity, reagent, water and ash disposal, and the cost factors for maintenance cost and administrative charges. All other data entry fields will be blank.  


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu.  Indicate whether the SNCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you selected coal, select the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The NOx emissions rate, weight percent coal ash and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2016 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.015 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SNCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SNCR. 

















Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SNCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than  0.84 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1			 																																				 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility			New Construction			3


																		Provide the following information for coal-fired boilers:																																	Industrial			Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			430			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						0.22


						 																																													< 3lb/MMBtu			Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						2


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			4,597			Btu/lb						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									0.05			percent by weight																		2			≥ 3lb/MMBtu			Sub-Bituminous			4


						 												or                                                                                   Select the appropriate SO2 emission rate:																																	Not Applicable			Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			517,045,435			lbs/Year									 																																	Coal blend


									 									Ash content (%Ash):									2.8			percent by weight																								Not Applicable


						Is the boiler a fluid-bed boiler? 															 																														Coal


																		For units burning coal blends:																														2			Fuel Oil


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			10			MMBtu/MW									Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV, %S, %Ash and cost. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Natural Gas


																					Coal Blend Composition Table


									 																		Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			%Ash			HHV (Btu/lb)			Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			9.23			11,841			2.4															10500


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			5.84			8,826			1.89


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			13.6			6,626			1.74


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																											3			Yes


																																																Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No








			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SNCR:





						Number of days the SNCR operates (tSNCR)			352


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days									Plant Elevation  						1083


Author: Author:
Cloquet MN			Feet above sea level


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			352


Author: Author:
2019 AEI			days


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SNCR			0.292			lb/MMBtu


						Oulet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SNCR			0.230


Author: Author:
Jansen controlled efficiency for 88 gph NH3 injection with 1 ppm ammonia slip			lb/MMBtu			 


						Estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR)			1.05


Author: Author:
Default is 1.22. 3.02 is from Jansen report injection rate of 88 gph





						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			29			Percent


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			56			lb/ft3


						Concentration of reagent injected (Cinj)			10			percent												Densities of typical SNCR reagents: 


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days												50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


						Estimated equipment life			20			Years												29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3															1			Urea


																																																2			Ammonia


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SNCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Current Prime Interest rate as identified in the data sources below.			


Author: Author:
Default is 1.22. 3.02 is from Jansen report injection rate of 88 gph			Percent															 


						Fuel (Costfuel)			1.9


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Current fuel cost as identified in the data sources below.			$/MMBtu 


						Reagent (Costreag)			0.554


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Current reagent cost as identified in the data sources below.																		


Author: Author:
Cloquet MN			$/gallon for a 29 percent solution of ammonia 


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0844


Hassan Bouchareb: Author:
Electricity cost for industrial customers, January 2022, see data source below.			$/kWh 


						Ash Disposal (for coal-fired boilers only) (Costash)			48.80			$/ton*


									 


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


																																																																																																						270			$			1			TON H3			0.29			LB NH3			56			lb SOL						FT3 SOL			=			$   0.293			$


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:																																																																																																			1			TON NH3			2000			LB NH3			1			lb SOL						FT3 SOL			7.48052			GAL SOL									GAL SOL


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.015			 																																																																																										510			$			1			TON H3			0.29			LB NH3			56			lb SOL						FT3 SOL			=			$   0.554			$


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 																																																																																										1			TON NH3			2000			LB NH3			1			lb SOL						FT3 SOL			7.48052			GAL SOL									GAL SOL


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost 			$0.293/gallon of 29% Ammonia			U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, January 2017 (https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/nitrogen/mcs-2017-nitro.pdf																		($0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia)
U.S. Geological Survey, Minerals Commodity Summaries, 2021 https://pubs.usgs.gov/periodicals/mcs2022/mcs2022-nitrogen.pdf. $/gallon price was back calculated.
(510 $/ton NH3) / (2000 lb/ton NH3) * (0.29 lb NH3 / lb SOL) * (56 lb SOL / ft3 SOL) / (7.48052 gal SOL / ft3 SOL) = $0.554/gallon of 29% Ammonia															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00417			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2013 compiled by Black & Veatch. (see 2012/2013 "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		(0.0844 $/kWh)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power, January 2022 for MN industrial users. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Fuel Cost ($/MMBtu)			1.74			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 7.4. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		(1.90 $/MMBtu)
U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2020. Table 7.4. Published March 2022. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Ash Disposal Cost ($/ton)			48.8			Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.																		 															Use plant data or use Waste Business Journal.  The Cost to Landfill MSW Continues to Rise Despite Soft Demand.  July 11, 2017.  Available at:  http://www.wastebusinessjournal.com/news/wbj20170711A.htm.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			0.82			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Percent ash content for Coal (% weight)			13.60			Average ash content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			6,685			Select type of coal																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate																		(3.5%)
Bank prime rate is as of March 2, 2021 and is available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.
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SNCR Design Parameters


			SNCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SNCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			430			MMBtu/hour			550			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 Btu/MMBtu x 8760)/HHV =			819,334,091			lbs/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						517,045,435			lbs/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tSNCR/tplant) =			0.631			fraction


			Total operating time for the SNCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5528			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			21			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			26.66			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			73.69			tons/year			347			pre-control TPY


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.07						 																					ERROR:#DIV/0!


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*(1x106)/HHV =			< 3			lbs/MMBtu			 


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1083 feet above sea level (P) =			2116x[(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 


			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Ammonia			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									17.03			g/mole															1			56


															Density  =			56			lb/gallon





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x NSR x MWR)/(MWNOx x SR) =			49			lb/hour


						(whre SR = 1 for NH3; 2 for Urea)


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			168			lb/hour


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density =			22.5			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24 hours/day)/Reagent Density =			7,600			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded up to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0786


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			(0.47 x NOxin x NSR x QB)/NPHR =			6.2			kW/hour





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qw) =                                                                          			(msol/Density of water) x ((Cstored/Cinj) - 1) =			38			gallons/hour





			Fuel Data:


			Additional Fuel required to evaporate water in injected reagent (ΔFuel) =			Hv x mreagent x ((1/Cinj)-1) =			0.40			MMBtu/hour





			Ash Disposal:


			Additional ash produced due to increased fuel consumption (Δash) =			(Δfuel x %Ash x 1x106)/HHV =			2.4			lb/hour			 














Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)





			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + APHcost + BOPcost)


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SNCRcost + BOPcost)





			Capital costs for the SNCR (SNCRcost) =			$6,068,270			in 2022 dollars (site specific quotes)


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)* = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$0			in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$6,068,270			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 0.3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x (BMW x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 220,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF)0.42 x CoalF x BTF x ELEVF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			SNCRcost = 147,000 x ((QB/NPHR)x HRF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF





			SNCR Capital Costs (SNCRcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars						ELEVF			1.0393319935








			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			 APHcost = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 			$0			in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (BMW)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 320,000 x (0.1 x QB)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x BTF x RF


			For Fuel Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers:


			BOPcost = 213,000 x (QB/NPHR)0.33 x (NOxRemoved/hr)0.12 x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$0			in 2021 dollars									1			BTF


																		320000


																		43


			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$168,063			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$479,697			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$647,759			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Water Cost) + (Annual Fuel Cost) + (Annual Ash Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$91,024			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			qsol x Costreag x top =			$68,788			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$2,891			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$883			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Fuel Cost  =			ΔFuel x Costfuel x top =			$4,152			in 2021 dollars


			Additional Ash Cost =			ΔAsh x Costash x top x (1/2000) =			$325			in 2021 dollars


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$168,063			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x Annual Maintenance Cost =			$2,731			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$476,966			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$479,697			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$647,759			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =			74			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$8,790			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars











Quote Summary


			Class 3 Estimate for SNCR System on #9 Boiler





						SNCR Installation for #9 Boiler			Cost Estimate


			1			Equipment & Engineering (Jansen)			$2,271,000


			3			Piping Labor (Jamar)			$601,302


			4			Setting Skids & Tank Labor (Jamar)			$138,762


			5			Install Steel Labor (Jamar)			$154,180


			6			Install Tube Bends Labor (Jamar)			$231,270


			7			Piping Tie-ins Labor (Jamar)			$231,270


			8			Piping Relocations Labor (Jamar)			$154,180


			9			Sheetmetal Flashing Labor (Jamar)			$30,836


			10			Pipe Fitter Materials & Consumables (Jamar)			$166,462


			11			Pipe Fitter Tools & Equipment (Jamar)			$178,738


			12			Insulation (Jamar)			$83,750


			13			Concrete Bases & Floor (Jamar)			$212,500


			14			Scaffolding (Jamar)			$25,000


			15			Refractory for Tube Bends (Jamar)			$9,372


			16			Crane Rental (Jamar)			$191,670


			17			Electrical Wiring Labor (Hunt)			$96,000


			18			Electrical Wiring Materials (Hunt)			$51,000


			19			Electrical Contingency (Hunt)			$15,300





			20			Project Engineering (Sappi)			$484,259


			21			Owners Cost (Sappi)			$257,159


			25			Contingency			$484,259





						Total			$6,068,270
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Table 1.2








CEPCI DATA


			CE Plant Cost Index Report


			1997


			CE INDEX			386.5			1997


			Equipment			433.2			1997


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			385.3			1997


			Process Machinery			424.8			1997


			Pipe, valves and fittings			532.8			1997


			Process Instruments			371.5			1997


			Pumps and Compressors			632.2			1997


			Electrical equipment			331.9			1997


			Structural supports			377.6			1997


			Construction Labor			281.9			1997


			Buildings			371.4			1997


			Engineering Supervision			342.5			1997


			1998


			CE INDEX			389.5			1998


			Equipment			436			1998


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			382.8			1998


			Process Machinery			430.8			1998


			Pipe, valves and fittings			534.8			1998


			Process Instruments			365.3			1998


			Pumps and Compressors			648.5			1998


			Electrical equipment			333.6			1998


			Structural supports			394.3			1998


			Construction Labor			287.4			1998


			Buildings			374.2			1998


			Engineering Supervision			341.2			1998


			1999


			CE INDEX			390.6			1999


			Equipment			435.5			1999


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			371.2			1999


			Process Machinery			433.6			1999


			Pipe, valves and fittings			531.6			1999


			Process Instruments			363.5			1999


			Pumps and Compressors			658.4			1999


			Electrical equipment			335.8			1999


			Structural supports			413.1			1999


			Construction Labor			292.5			1999


			Buildings			380.2			1999


			Engineering Supervision			339.9			1999


			2000


			CE INDEX			394.1			2000


			Equipment			438			2000


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			370.6			2000


			Process Machinery			439.4			2000


			Pipe, valves and fittings			545.9			2000


			Process Instruments			368.5			2000


			Pumps and Compressors			665.3			2000


			Electrical equipment			339.4			2000


			Structural supports			408.7			2000


			Construction Labor			299.2			2000


			Buildings			385.6			2000


			Engineering Supervision			340.6			2000


			2001


			CE INDEX			394.3			2001


			Equipment			437.3			2001


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			363.9			2001


			Process Machinery			439.5			2001


			Pipe, valves and fittings			548.1			2001


			Process Instruments			362.9			2001


			Pumps and Compressors			683.2			2001


			Electrical equipment			341.2			2001


			Structural supports			413.9			2001


			Construction Labor			302.3			2001


			Buildings			385.6			2001


			Engineering Supervision			341.5			2001


			2002


			CE INDEX			395.6			2002


			Equipment			437.5			2002


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			356.9			2002


			Process Machinery			444.2			2002


			Pipe, valves and fittings			555.8			2002


			Process Instruments			363.5			2002


			Pumps and Compressors			699.2			2002


			Electrical equipment			341.4			2002


			Structural supports			415.4			2002


			Construction Labor			305.8			2002


			Buildings			390.4			2002


			Engineering Supervision			345.3			2002


			2003


			CE INDEX			402			2003


			Equipment			445.1			2003


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			363.6			2003


			Process Machinery			450.3			2003


			Pipe, valves and fittings			570.7			2003


			Process Instruments			363.4			2003


			Pumps and Compressors			705.4			2003


			Electrical equipment			341.6			2003


			Structural supports			428.6			2003


			Construction Labor			309.3			2003


			Buildings			400.6			2003


			Engineering Supervision			347.3			2003


			2004


			CE INDEX			444.237			2004


			Equipment			508.111			2004


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			464.826			2004


			Process Machinery			490.979			2004


			Pipe, valves and fittings			600.618			2004


			Process Instruments			374.326			2004


			Pumps and Compressors			719.427			2004


			Electrical equipment			351.007			2004


			Structural supports			537.493			2004


			Construction Labor			307.756			2004


			Buildings			428.567			2004


			Engineering Supervision			345.185			2004


			2005


			CE INDEX			468.2			2005


			Equipment			543.7			2005


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			513.9			2005


			Process Machinery			519.7			2005


			Pipe, valves and fittings			623.7			2005


			Process Instruments			381.8			2005


			Pumps and Compressors			752.5			2005


			Electrical equipment			372.1			2005


			Structural supports			584.8			2005


			Construction Labor			305.6			2005


			Buildings			445.1			2005


			Engineering Supervision			346.8			2005


			2006


			CE INDEX			499.6			2006


			Equipment			588			2006


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			548			2006


			Process Machinery			549.7			2006


			Pipe, valves and fittings			708			2006


			Process Instruments			420.1			2006


			Pumps and Compressors			785.7			2006


			Electrical equipment			403.1			2006


			Structural supports			625.3			2006


			Construction Labor			309.3			2006


			Buildings			468.6			2006


			Engineering Supervision			350.9			2006


			2007


			CE INDEX			525.4			2007


			Equipment			624.4			2007


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			592.1			2007


			Process Machinery			598.3			2007


			Pipe, valves and fittings			733.6			2007


			Process Instruments			425.2			2007


			Pumps and Compressors			831.2			2007


			Electrical equipment			430.5			2007


			Structural supports			662.6			2007


			Construction Labor			315.1			2007


			Buildings			476.8			2007


			Engineering Supervision			357			2007


			2008


			CE INDEX			575.4			2008


			Equipment			696.8			2008


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			687.6			2008


			Process Machinery			643.4			2008


			Pipe, valves and fittings			827.6			2008


			Process Instruments			434.6			2008


			Pumps and Compressors			871.7			2008


			Electrical equipment			458.5			2008


			Structural supports			748.6			2008


			Construction Labor			321.7			2008


			Buildings			506.9			2008


			Engineering Supervision			352.9			2008


			2009


			CE INDEX			521.9			2009


			Equipment			615.7			2009


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			558.3			2009


			Process Machinery			598.6			2009


			Pipe, valves and fittings			760.7			2009


			Process Instruments			397.4			2009


			Pumps and Compressors			897.3			2009


			Electrical equipment			461.5			2009


			Structural supports			629.2			2009


			Construction Labor			327.3			2009


			Buildings			492			2009


			Engineering Supervision			346.8			2009


			2010


			CE INDEX			550.8			2010


			Equipment			659.4			2010


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			610.4			2010


			Process Machinery			622.5			2010


			Pipe, valves and fittings			824.4			2010


			Process Instruments			422.2			2010


			Pumps and Compressors			902.6			2010


			Electrical equipment			478.8			2010


			Structural supports			680			2010


			Construction Labor			328.9			2010


			Buildings			504.3			2010


			Engineering Supervision			339.1			2010


			2011


			CE INDEX			585.7			2011


			Equipment			712.9			2011


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			674.7			2011


			Process Machinery			666.7			2011


			Pipe, valves and fittings			889.2			2011


			Process Instruments			437.8			2011


			Pumps and Compressors			903.6			2011


			Electrical equipment			506.3			2011


			Structural supports			755			2011


			Construction Labor			327.5			2011


			Buildings			517.2			2011


			Engineering Supervision			332.4			2011


			2012


			CE INDEX			584.6			2012


			Equipment			712.5			2012


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			661.7			2012


			Process Machinery			668.7			2012


			Pipe, valves and fittings			913.7			2012


			Process Instruments			425.8			2012


			Pumps and Compressors			920.1			2012


			Electrical equipment			512.5			2012


			Structural supports			754.6			2012


			Construction Labor			322.6			2012


			Buildings			525.6			2012


			Engineering Supervision			328.2			2012


			2013


			CE INDEX			567.3			2013


			Equipment			686.9			2013


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			623			2013


			Process Machinery			654.7			2013


			Pipe, valves and fittings			874			2013


			Process Instruments			412.2			2013


			Pumps and Compressors			921.3			2013


			Electrical equipment			513.4			2013


			Structural supports			741			2013


			Construction Labor			319.6			2013


			Buildings			532.8			2013


			Engineering Supervision			325			2013


			2014


			CE INDEX			576.1			2014


			Equipment			699.4			2014


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			640.7			2014


			Process Machinery			665.3			2014


			Pipe, valves and fittings			877.4			2014


			Process Instruments			411.8			2014


			Pumps and Compressors			937.7			2014


			Electrical equipment			515.5			2014


			Structural supports			767.6			2014


			Construction Labor			321.3			2014


			Buildings			543.9			2014


			Engineering Supervision			321.1			2014


			2015


			CE INDEX			556.8			2015


			Equipment			670.3			2015


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			598.4			2015


			Process Machinery			660.2			2015


			Pipe, valves and fittings			832.3			2015


			Process Instruments			396.1			2015


			Pumps and Compressors			956.2			2015


			Electrical equipment			511.5			2015


			Structural supports			734.2			2015


			Construction Labor			322.1			2015


			Buildings			542.1			2015


			Engineering Supervision			318.5			2015


			2016


			CE INDEX			541.7			2016


			Equipment			646.7			2016


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			557.1			2016


			Process Machinery			653.2			2016


			Pipe, valves and fittings			810			2016


			Process Instruments			387.1			2016


			Pumps and Compressors			970			2016


			Electrical equipment			509.6			2016


			Structural supports			706.9			2016


			Construction Labor			325.4			2016


			Buildings			543.6			2016


			Engineering Supervision			314.9			2016


			2017


			CE INDEX			567.5			2017


			Equipment			684.4			2017


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			599.9			2017


			Process Machinery			681.9			2017


			Pipe, valves and fittings			878.1			2017


			Process Instruments			405.7			2017


			Pumps and Compressors			983.5			2017


			Electrical equipment			518.2			2017


			Structural supports			735.3			2017


			Construction Labor			328			2017


			Buildings			560.2			2017


			Engineering Supervision			312			2017


			2018


			CE INDEX			603.1			2018


			Equipment			734.1			2018


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			649.6			2018


			Process Machinery			718.4			2018


			Pipe, valves and fittings			957.2			2018


			Process Instruments			420.6			2018


			Pumps and Compressors			1023.5			2018


			Electrical equipment			540.6			2018


			Structural supports			799.8			2018


			Construction Labor			334.7			2018


			Buildings			593.5			2018


			Engineering Supervision			312.3			2018


			2019


			CE INDEX			607.5			2019


			Equipment			740			2019


			Heat Exchangers and Tanks			649.8			2019


			Process Machinery			725.4			2019


			Pipe, valves and fittings			963.3			2019


			Process Instruments			418.4			2019


			Pumps and Compressors			1069.2			2019


			Electrical equipment			558.5			2019


			Structural supports			801.7			2019


			Construction Labor			336.1			2019


			Buildings			594.4			2019


			Engineering Supervision			315			2019








Figure 1.1c


						Figure 1.1c SNCR NOx Reduction Efficiency Versus Baseline NOx Levels for Coal-fired Utility Boilers


						y = 22.554x + 16.725


						If x =			0.292


						y =			22.835768			%


						xout =			0.23
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ARD UTAC Line 1 SCR.xlsx

Line 1 Utility Chem$ Data


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Line 1						Study Year			2020


						Emission Unit Number			EU 040


						Stack/Vent Number			SV 046





						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			72.12			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			68.44			2020			Site-specific cost


						Natural Gas			6.48			$/kscf						N/A			5-yr average based on natural gas prices (eia.gov)


						Water			0.01			$/kgal						2019			Site-specific cost from 2019


						Compressed Air			0.48			$/kscf			0.25			1998			EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Taconite Pellets			29.1			$/LT						2020			Based on Q1 2020 sales margin in earnings report


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Lime			183.68			$/ton			145.00			2012			Hydrated lime cost from 2012 Dry Flugas Desulfurization Study for UTAC Lines 1 and 2			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Urea 50% Solution			2.37			$/gallon			1.66			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Trona			285.00			$/ton						2020			Vendor estimated delivered cost


						Estimated operating life of the SCR catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst)			227			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Cost per bag			116.70			$/bag			110			2018			Vendor estimated bag cost from the 2018 Best Available Mercury Reduction Technology (BAMRT) Analysis			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%			percent									Current MN sales tax rate


						Interest Rate			4.75%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Solid Waste Disposal			44.35			$/ton			41.8			2018			2018 site specific cost			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Contingency			10%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 2, 7th Edition estimates contingencies from 5-15%. Assumed the mid range


						Markup on capital cost (Retrofit Factor)			0%			percent									CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities.


						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			8376			Hours									Site-specific estimate


						Utilization Rate			100%			percent									Site-specific estimate


						Single Furnace Pellet Production Rate			250			Lton/hr									Furnace capacity


						Desgin Capacity			190			MMBTU/hr									Furnace capacity


						Equipment Life 			25			yrs									Assumed


						Temperature- After Scrubber			140			Deg F									Stack test data


						Temperature- Before Scrubber			250			Deg F									Site-specific estimate


						Moisture Content-After Scrubber			13.7%												Stack test data


						Moisture Content-Before Scrubber			6.3%						1000			lb H2O/min			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet Concentraiton			2.17			gr/dscf dust load						2018			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet			5,958			lb/hr =>			24,952			tpy


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet			31			lb/mmBtu


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Control Efficiency			94%			percent									2020 TVOP reissuance application PM control efficiency			Efficiency is used to calculate the increased baghouse dust loading for DSI because the captured dust cannot be recycled to process with the spent/unreacted reagent. This does not apply to the GSA/SDA because there is an ESP upstream of the absorber.


						Existing Pollution Contols PM emissions			357			lb/hr =>			1,497			tpy


						Actual Flow Rate-After Scrubber			420,000			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Actual Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			460,000			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Standardized Flow Rate-After Scrubber			369,600			scfm @ 68º F			344,400			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Standardized Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			342,085			scfm @ 68º F			318,761			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-After Scrubber			318,965			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			320,696			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			1,033			BTU/scf									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Plant Elevation			1,500			Feet above sea level									Site elevation


						Method 19 Design Factor (SCR)			8,710			dscf/MMBtu									Natural gas F-Factor


						Technology Control Efficiencies


						SCR			90%			percent									Control efficiency provided by Solnhofer Portland Cement Works GmbH & Co. KG. Reference "The Experience of SCR at Solhhofen and its Applicability to US Cement Plants, June 6, 2006. According to Portland Cement Association, the EPA 7th Edition SCR control cost data severally underestimates the costs of installation and operation of SCR control technology designed for utility boilers and transfer to Portland Cement kilns. Assumed similar control efficiency to a cement kiln.


						GSA			-2%			percent									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						SDA			-2%			percent									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						DSI			-2%			percent									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications. Note, it is unlikely that DSI can actually achieve 5 ppm SO2 outlet. However, to be conservative it was assume that this could be achieved.


						Existing scrubber SO2 Control Efficiency			25%			percent									Site-specific estimate


									Baseline Emissions


						Pollutant			lb/hr			tpy			ppmv			lb/mmBtu


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			348			1,325			151			1.83			Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			15.7			59.7			4.9			0.08			Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Outlet SO2 controls target									5.0


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Uncontrolled with Scrubbers Removed			20.9			79.6			7			0.11			SO2 emission rate without the existing scrubbers
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 
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Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1																																							 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			300			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						NA


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						1


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			1,033			Btu/scf						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									 			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			6


						*HHV value of 1033 Btu/scf is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual HHV for fuel burned, if known. 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			2,210,000,000			scf/Year																																										Coal blend


						Operating Hours			8,376									Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			8.2			MMBtu/MW																																				4			Fuel Oil


									ASSUME DEFAULT												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1,500			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														3





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			349			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			349			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									2


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			1.20			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.120			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									1776357			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


																								Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									484			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			2021  final CEPCI value						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh 															* $0.0676/kWh is a default value for electrity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			72.12			$/hour (including benefits) 															 


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.0025			*MCF is less than the IPM default value of 0.005. User must document why the value entered is appropriate.


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			 			Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			1,033			2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																																	Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 





			Note:


			DROP DOWN MENUS DISABLED
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters





			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			300			MMBtu/hour			1,572			tpy max


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			2,542,219,303			scf/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						2,210,000,000			scf/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			0.82


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.869			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7615			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			90.0			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			323.00			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			1230			tons/year			1,367			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.12


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			1,776,357			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			1,065.30			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.00			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.00																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			 			 			Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.06						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			13.9			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2388751276			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			1,667.47			Cubic feet																								1.2365435228			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			1,850			ft2																								0.9636			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			1			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			2,128			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			46.1			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			34			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			221			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			443			lb/hour															9.4913441615


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			47			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			15,700			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			154.15			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.


			Note:


			DROP DOWN MENUS DISABLED
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Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate





			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.06			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$6,038,032


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$8,652,989						in 2021 dollars									$0			$6,038,032





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0.00						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			0.00


																					$0			$0


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$1,004,084			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$602,067			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$1,606,151			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.0025 x TCI =						$21,632			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$842,914			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$79,354			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$60,184			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			 


			 			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						 									Method 1			$60,184


			 			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,044,516


			 			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$127,380


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$1,004,084			in 2021 dollars									127,380





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$3,280			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$598,787			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$602,067			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$1,606,151			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						1,230			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$1,306			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars


									$/Ton above does not include reheat costs


			Note:


			DROP DOWN MENUS DISABLED
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parameters





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 1





						Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with Heat Recovery


						Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  7th Ed  November 2017  - Chapter 2 Incinerators and Oxidizers





						Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 2.21 


						Twi			140			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery


						Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery


						Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency





						Two			497			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery





						Tfo			293			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 





						-hcaf			21,502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


						Qwg			369,600			scfm - Flow of waste gas 





						Qaf			1,771			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel									110			mmBtu/hr =>			11			lb/hr @			0.1			lb/mmBtu =>			42			tpy =>			1367			tpy total


																																	Alternative Control Techniques Document—NO Emissions from Stationary Gas Turbines


																																	U. S. EPA 1/1/1993


						Cost Calculations						371,371			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$526,850			CEPCI =			355.4


																								Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$1,150,799			CEPCI =			776.3			2021


									Heat Rec %			A			B


									0%			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 2.29


									30%			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 2.30


									50%			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 2.31


									70%			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 2.34									526,850


						Retrofit Factor			1


						Interest Rate			4.75%


						Equipment Life			20			years


						Capital Recovery Factor			0.07855


						Operating Time			7615			hr/yr


						Hours per Shift			8


						Shifts per Year			951.9045021989


						Operator			$72.12			/hr


						Labor			$72.12			/hr


						Natural Gas			ERROR:#REF!			/kft3


						Pressure Drop			19.0			in. H2O


						Gas Flow Rate			420,000			acfm - Flow of waste gas 


						Fan Efficiency			60%


						Electricity			$0.0676			/kWh








capital costs





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 1





						from CCM Table 2.10: Capital Cost Factors for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers (Vatavuk, 1980)


						Thermal Oxidizer


						CAPITAL COSTS


									Direct Capital Costs


												Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												1,150,799


															Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 


															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			115,080


															Sales Taxes 			7%			of control device cost (A)			79,117


															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			57,540


												Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						1,402,536





												Installation


															Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			112,203


															Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			196,355


															Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			56,101


															Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			28,051


															Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			14,025


															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			14,025


												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						420,761





															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA


												Total Site Specific Costs												NA


												Installation Total												420,761


									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,823,297





									Indirect Capital Costs


															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			140,254


															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			70,127


															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			140,254


															Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			28,051


															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			14,025


									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									28%						392,710





															Contingency Cost, 0.10(DC + IC)			10%			of (DC + IC)			221,601





						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC + Contingencies																		2,437,607





						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												1			Retrofit Factor			2,437,607








						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		ERROR:#REF!








operating costs





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 1





						From CCM Table 2.12: Annual Costs for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers


						Cost Item			Suggested Factor						Unit Cost						Thermal


						Direct Annual Costs, DC


						Operating Labor


						Operator			0.5			hr/shift			$72.12			/hr			34,326


						Supervisor			15%			of operator						—			5,149


						Operating Materials						—


						Maintenance


						Labor			0.5			 hr/shift			$72.12			/hr.			34,326


						Materials			100%			 of maintenance labor						—			34,326


						Utilities


						Natural Gas			1,771			scfm			$6.48			/kft3			5,241,433


						Electricity			1.17E-04			—			$0.0676			/kWh			801,065


												Total DC									$6,042,497


						Indirect Annual Cost, IC


						Overhead			60%			 of sum of operating, supervisor, & maintenance labor & maintenance materials						—			64,876


						Administrative Charges			2%			 TCI						—			48,752


						Property Taxes			1%			 TCI						—			24,376


						Insurance			1%			 TCI						—			24,376


						Capital recovery			0.07855			CRF						—			191,475


												Total IC									$353,855





						Total Annual Cost															$6,396,352

















summary





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 1			SCR			Reheat			Total


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$   8,652,989			$   2,437,607			$   11,090,596


						Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			$   598,787			$   191,475			$   790,262


						Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			$   602,067			$   353,855			$   955,922


						Direct Annual Cost = 			$   1,004,084			$   6,042,497			$   7,046,581


						Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$   1,606,151			$   6,396,352			$   8,002,503


						NOx Removed =			1,192			-4			1,188


						Cost Effectiveness ($/ton) 			$   1,306						$   6,736












ARD UTAC Line 2 SCR.xlsx

UTAC Line 2 Utility Chem$ Data


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Line 2						Study Year			2020


						Emission Unit Number			EU 042


						Stack/Vent Number			SV 048 & 049





						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			72.12			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			68.44			2020			Site-specific cost


						Natural Gas			6.48			$/kscf						N/A			5-yr average based on natural gas prices (eia.gov)


						Water			0.01			$/kgal						2019			Site-specific cost from 2019


						Compressed Air			0.48			$/kscf			0.25			1998			EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Taconite Pellets			29.1			$/LT						2020			Based on Q1 2020 sales margin in earnings report


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Lime			183.68			$/ton			145.00			2012			Hydrated lime cost from 2012 Dry Flugas Desulfurization Study for UTAC Lines 1 and 2			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Urea 50% Solution			2.37			$/gallon			1.66			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Trona			285.00			$/ton						2020			Vendor estimated delivered cost


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst)			227			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Cost per bag			116.70			$/bag			110			2018			Vendor estimated bag cost from the 2018 Best Available Mercury Reduction Technology (BAMRT) Analysis			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%			percent									Current MN sales tax rate


						Interest Rate			4.75%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Solid Waste Disposal			44.35			$/ton			41.8			2018			2018 site specific cost			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Contingency			10%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 2, 7th Edition estimates contingencies from 5-15%. Assumed the mid range


						Markup on capital cost (Retrofit Factor)			0%			percent									CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities. However, the retrofit factor does not apply to the GSA/SDA because the costs were based on a site-specific estimate.


						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			8376			Hours									Site-specific estimate


						Utilization Rate			100%												Site-specific estimate


						Single Furnace Pellet Production Rate			600			Lton/hr									Furnace capacity


						Desgin Capacity			400			MMBTU/hr									Furnace capacity


						Equipment Life 			25			yrs									Assumed


						Temperature- After Scrubber			136			Deg F									Stack test data


						Temperature- Before Scrubber			300			Deg F									Site-specific estimate


						Moisture Content-After Scrubber			13.1%												Stack test data


						Moisture Content-Before Scrubber			6.3%						2300			lb h2o/min			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet Concentraiton			2.17			gr/dscf dust load						2018			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet			13,545			lb/hr =>			56,726			tpy


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet			34			lb/mmBtu


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Control Efficiency			94%			percent									2020 TVOP reissuance application PM control efficiency			Efficiency is used to calculate the increased baghouse dust loading for DSI because the captured dust cannot be recycled to process with the spent/unreacted reagent. This does not apply to the GSA/SDA because there is an ESP upstream of the absorber.


						Existing Pollution Contols PM emissions			813			lb/hr =>			3,404			tpy


						Actual Flow Rate-After Scrubber			840,000			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Actual Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			1,120,210			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Standardized Flow Rate-After Scrubber			744,161			scfm @ 68º F			693,423			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Standardized Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			778,251			scfm @ 68º F			725,189			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-After Scrubber			646,676			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			729,057			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			1,033			BTU/scf									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Plant Elevation			1,500			Feet above sea level									Site elevation


						Method 19 Design Factor (SCR)			8,710			dscf/MMBtu									Natural gas F-Factor


						Technology Control Efficiency


						SCR			90%			%									Control efficiency for a cement kiln referenced in the EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition. Efficiencies may be as high as 90%, but SCR has not been demonstrated in practice on taconite indurating furnaces.


						GSA			50%			%									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						SDA			50%			%									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						DSI			50%			%									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications. Note, it is unlikely that DSI can actually achieve 5 ppm SO2 outlet. However, to be conservative it was assume that this could be achieved.


						Existing scrubber SO2 Control Efficiency			25%			%									Site-specific estimate


									Max Emis			Baseline Emissions


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			tpy			ppmv			lb/mmBtu


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			488.0			1,874.0			93			1.22			Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average during baseline period when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			73.1			215.4			10			0.18			Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average during baseline period when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Outlet SO2 controls target									5


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Uncontrolled with Scrubbers Removed			97.5			287.2			13			0.24			SO2 emission rate without the existing scrubbers
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)





						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 
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Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1																																							 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			622			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						NA


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						1


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			1,033			Btu/scf						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									 			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			6


						*HHV value of 1033 Btu/scf is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual HHV for fuel burned, if known. 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			4,160,000,000			scf/Year																																										Coal blend


						Operating Hours			8,376									Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			8.2			MMBtu/MW																																				4			Fuel Oil


									ASSUME DEFAULT												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1,500			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														3





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			349			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			349			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									2


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.91			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.090			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									1776357			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


																								Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									484			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			2021  final CEPCI value						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh 															* $0.0676/kWh is a default value for electrity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			72.12			$/hour (including benefits) 															 


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.0025			*MCF is less than the IPM default value of 0.005. User must document why the value entered is appropriate.


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			 			Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			1,033			2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																																	Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 





			Note:
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters





			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			622			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			5,277,234,225			scf/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						4,160,000,000			scf/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			0.82


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.788			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			6905			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			90.1			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			508.75			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			1757			tons/year			1,950			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.13


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			1,776,357			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			554.44			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.00			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.00																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			 			 			Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.06						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			13.9			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2399770594			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			3,203.88			Cubic feet																								1.1435334341			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			1,850			ft2																								0.9636			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			2			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			2,128			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			46.1			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			36			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			349			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			697			lb/hour															9.4913441615


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			73			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			24,700			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			319.99			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.


			Note:
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			Cost Estimate





			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.06			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$9,706,688


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$13,910,471						in 2021 dollars									$0			$9,706,688





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0.00						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			0.00


																					$0			$0


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$1,503,671			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$966,042			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$2,469,713			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.0025 x TCI =						$34,776			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$1,203,885			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$149,372			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$115,638			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			 


			 			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						 									Method 1			$115,638


			 			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$2,170,028


			 			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$264,638


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$1,503,671			in 2021 dollars									264,638





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$3,438			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$962,605			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$966,042			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$2,469,713			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						1,757			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$1,406			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars


									$/Ton above does not include reheat costs


			Note:
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parameters





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 2





						Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with Heat Recovery


						Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  7th Ed  November 2017  - Chapter 2 Incinerators and Oxidizers





						Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 2.21 


						Twi			136			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery


						Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery


						Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency





						Two			496			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery





						Tfo			290			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 





						-hcaf			21,502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


						Qwg			744,161			scfm - Flow of waste gas 





						Qaf			3,587			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel									222			mmBtu/hr =>			22			lb/hr @			0.1			lb/mmBtu =>			77			tpy =>			1951			tpy total


																																	Alternative Control Techniques Document—NO Emissions from Stationary Gas Turbines


																																	U. S. EPA 1/1/1993


						Cost Calculations						747,748			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$627,587			CEPCI =			355.4


																								Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$1,370,838			CEPCI =			776.3			2021


									Heat Rec %			A			B


									0%			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 2.29


									30%			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 2.30


									50%			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 2.31


									70%			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 2.34									627,587


						Retrofit Factor			1


						Interest Rate			4.75%


						Equipment Life			20			years


						Capital Recovery Factor			0.07855


						Operating Time			8376			hr/yr


						Hours per Shift			8


						Shifts per Year			1047


						Operator			$72.12			/hr


						Labor			$72.12			/hr


						Natural Gas			$6.48			/kft3


						Pressure Drop			19.0			in. H2O


						Gas Flow Rate			840,000			acfm - Flow of waste gas 


						Fan Efficiency			60%


						Electricity			$0.0676			/kWh








capital costs





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 2





						from CCM Table 2.10: Capital Cost Factors for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers (Vatavuk, 1980)


						Thermal Oxidizer


						CAPITAL COSTS


									Direct Capital Costs


												Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												1,370,838


															Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 


															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			137,084


															Sales Taxes 			7%			of control device cost (A)			94,245


															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			68,542


												Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						1,670,709





												Installation


															Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			133,657


															Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			233,899


															Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			66,828


															Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			33,414


															Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			16,707


															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			16,707


												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						501,213





															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA


															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA


															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA


												Total Site Specific Costs												NA


												Installation Total												501,213


									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															2,171,921





									Indirect Capital Costs


															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			167,071


															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			83,535


															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			167,071


															Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			33,414


															Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			16,707


									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									28%						467,798





															Contingency Cost, 0.10(DC + IC)			10%			of (DC + IC)			263,972





						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC + Contingencies																		2,903,691





						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												1			Retrofit Factor			2,903,691








						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		ERROR:#REF!








operating costs





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 2





						From CCM Table 2.12: Annual Costs for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers


						Cost Item			Suggested Factor						Unit Cost						Thermal


						Direct Annual Costs, DC


						Operating Labor


						Operator			0.5			hr/shift			$72.12			/hr			37,755


						Supervisor			15%			of operator						—			5,663


						Operating Materials						—


						Maintenance


						Labor			0.5			 hr/shift			$72.12			/hr.			37,755


						Materials			100%			 of maintenance labor						—			37,755


						Utilities


						Natural Gas			3,587			scfm			$6.48			/kft3			11,673,723


						Electricity			1.17E-04			—			$0.0676			/kWh			1,762,182


												Total DC									$13,435,906


						Indirect Annual Cost, IC


						Overhead			60%			 of sum of operating, supervisor, & maintenance labor & maintenance materials						—			71,357


						Administrative Charges			2%			 TCI						—			58,074


						Property Taxes			1%			 TCI						—			29,037


						Insurance			1%			 TCI						—			29,037


						Capital recovery			0.07855			CRF						—			228,086


												Total IC									$415,591





						Total Annual Cost															$13,851,496

















summary





						United Taconite - Fairlane Plant Line 2			SCR			Reheat			Total


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$   13,910,471			$   2,903,691			$   16,814,162


						Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			$   962,605			$   228,086			$   1,190,691


						Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			$   966,042			$   415,591			$   1,381,633


						Direct Annual Cost = 			$   1,503,671			$   13,435,906			$   14,939,577


						Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$   2,469,713			$   13,851,496			$   16,321,210


						NOx Removed =			1,688			-8			1,681


						Cost Effectiveness ($/ton) 			$   1,406						$   9,712












CCM BGH SMBSC cost estimate.xlsx

givenassume


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Corp.			Renville, MN


									CCM Example			ARD


						Actual Flow Rate			50,000


						Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)						516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour			for sub-bituminous coal


						maximum heat input rate (QB)						472.4			MMBtu/hour			SMBSC


						Gas temperature at the BGH inlet (T)			325


						Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =						209,000			acfm





						CEPCI (1998)			389.5									CCM example


						CEPCI (2021)						776.3			2.0			factor increase





						Purchased equipment costs


						Fabric filter (with insulation)(EC)			$   103,847			$   244,963			2.4			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Bags and cages			$   26,791			$   - 0			4.2			factor increase (CEPCI)


						Auxiliary equipment			$   89,500			$   211,120			2.4			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Sum = A			$   220,138			$   909,003			4.1			factor increase





						Retrofit factor =						1.0						ARD


						Operating hr/yr						7,536						SMBSC


						Operating days/yr						314						SMBSC


						Hours per shift						8						assumed


						Number of shifts						942						calculated


						Operating labor rate						$   60.00			/hr			CCM


						Maintenance labor rate						$   60.00			/hr			CCM


						Repalcement parts, bags			$   18,184			$   76,009			4.2			factor increase


						Interest rate						4.75%						current prime


						Equipment life (years)						20						CCM


						BGH pressure drop						4.0			"H2O			additional


						Electricity rate						$   0.06			/kWh			CCM


						Waste									tons			How much additional PM captured?


						Waste disposal						$   30			/ton			CCM for SDA


						Demolish ESP						$   200,000						from ACS 4FA








capital costs


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Corp.												Renville, MN


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 1 (Baghouses and Filters)


						Table 1.10 Capital Costs for Fabric Filter System


						Cost Item															Factor


						Direct Costs


												Purchased equipment costs


												Fabric filter (EC) + bags + auxiliary equipment									As estimated, 			A			$   909,003


												Instrumentation									0.10			 A			$   90,900


												Sales taxes									0.07			A			$   62,494


												Freight									0.05			A			$   45,450


												Purchased equipment cost, PEC						B = 			1.18			A			$   1,107,847





									Direct installation costs


												Foundations & supports									0.04			 B			$   44,314


												Handling & erection									0.50			B			$   553,924


												Electrical									0.08			 B			$   88,628


												Piping									0.01			B			$   11,078


												Insulation for ductworkb									0.07			B			$   77,549


												Paintingc									0.04			B			$   44,314


															Direct installation costs						0.74			B			$   819,807





									Site preparation												As required, SP						$   200,000


									Buildings												As required, Bldg.





															Total Direct Costs, DC												$   2,127,655





						Indirect Costs (installation)


												Engineering									0.10			B			$   110,785


												Construction and field expenses									0.20			B			$   221,569


												Contractor fees									0.10			B			$   110,785


												Start-up									0.01			B			$   11,078


												Performance test									0.01			B			$   11,078


												Contingencies									0.03			B			$   33,235


															Total Indirect Costs, IC						0.45			B			$   498,531





						Total Capital Investment = DC + IC + C															2.19			B + SP + Bldg.+ C			$   2,626,186			(1998$)





									Retrofit factor												1.00						$   2,626,186


									Inflation factor												1.99						$   5,234,167			(2021$)





						aReference [29], revised  


						bDuctwork and stack costs, including insulation costs, may be obtained from Chapter 10 of the manual. This installation factor pertains solely to insulation for fan housings and other auxiliaries, except for ductwork and stacks.


						cThe increased use of special coatings may increase this factor to 0.06B or higher. [The factors given in Table 1.8 are for average installation conditions. Considerable variation may be seen with other-than-average installation circumstances.]








annual costs


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Corp.									Renville, MN


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 1 (Baghouses and Filters)


						Table 1.11 Annual Costs for Fabric Filter System


						Cost Item									Factor


						Direct Annual Costs, DAC


									Operating labor


												Operator			2			hr/shift *			3			shift/day *			314			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =									$   113,040


												Supervisor			15%			of operator labor																											$   16,956





									Operating materials





									Maintenance


												Labor			1			hr/shift *			3			shift/day *			314			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =									$   56,520


												Material			100%			of maintenance labor																											$   56,520





									Replacement parts, bags																																				$   76,009





									Utilities


												Electricity


												Fan			0.000181			*			209,000			acfm *			4			in. HO *			7,536			hr yr *			$   0.06			kWh =			$   68,419


												Comprerssed air			2			scfm/1000acfm*			209,000			acfm *			$   0.25			/1000scf *			60			min/hr *			7,536			hr/yr * =			$   47,251


									Waste Dispoal																																				$   - 0


															Total Direct Costs																														$   434,715


						Indirect Annual Costs, IAC


									Overhead						60%			of total labor and material costs =																											$   145,822


									Administrative charges						2%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   52,524


									Property tax						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   52,342


									Insurance						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   26,262


									Capital recovery						0.0786			x Total Capital Investment =																											$   411,146


															Total Indirect Costs																														$   688,095





						Total Annual Cost									DAC + IAC																														$   1,122,810


















CCM ESP SMBSC cost estimate.xlsx

givenassume


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Corp.			Renville, MN


									CCM Example			ARD			for SMBSC


						Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)						516			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour			for sub-bituminous coal


						maximum heat input rate (QB)						472.4			MMBtu/hour			SMBSC


						Gas temperature at the BGH inlet (T)			325


						Volumetric flue gas flow rate (acfm) (qflue gas) 			50,000			209,000			2.4			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)





						CEPCI (1987)			323.8									CCM example


						CEPCI (2021)						776.3			2.4			factor increase





						Purchased equipment costs			$   635,189			$   1,498,334			factor increase (six-tenths power rule)


						Specific Collection Area 			703


						Retrofit factor =						1.0			factor increase


						Operating hours/yr			8,640			7,536			SMBSC


						Operating days/yr			360			314			SMBSC


						Hours per shift			8			8			assumed


						Number of shifts			45			942			calculated


						Operating labor rate ($/hr)			$   12.00			$   60			CCM


						Interest rate			4.75%			4.75%			current prime


						Equipment life (years)			20			20			CCM


						ESP pressure drop ("H2O)			0.4			0.4			CCM


						Electricity rate ($/kWh)			0.06			0.06			CCM


						Plate area (ft2)			35,144			146,902			4			factor increase








capital costs


						Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Corp.															Renville, MN


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 3 (Electrostatic Precipitators)


						Table 3.16: Capital Cost Factors for ESPsa


						Table 3.20: Capital Cost Factors for ESP System Example Problem


						Cost Item															Factor


						Direct Costs


												Purchased equipment costs


												Absorber + packing + auxiliary equipment, EC									As estimated, 			A			$   1,498,334


												Instrumentation									0.10			 A			$   149,833


												Sales taxes									0.07			A			$   103,010


												Freight									0.05			A			$   74,917


												Purchased equipment cost, PEC						B = 			1.18			A			$   1,826,095





									Direct installation costs


												Foundations & supports									0.04			 B			$   73,044


												Handling & erection									0.50			B			$   913,047


												Electrical									0.08			 B			$   146,088


												Piping									0.01			B			$   18,261


												Insulation for ductworka									0.02			B			$   36,522


												Painting									0.02			B			$   36,522


															Direct installation costs						0.67			B			$   1,223,484





									Site preparation												As required, SP


									Buildings												As required, Bldg.





															Total Direct Costs, DCb						1.67 B + SP + Bldg.						$   3,049,579





						Indirect Costs (installation)


												Engineering									0.20			B			$   365,219


												Construction and field expenses									0.20			B			$   365,219


												Contractor fees									0.10			B			$   182,609


												Start-up									0.01			B			$   18,261


												Performance test									0.01			B			$   18,261


												Model study									0.02			B			$   36,522


												Contingencies									0.03			B			$   54,783


															Total Indirect Costs, IC						0.57			B			$   1,040,874





						Total Capital Investment = DC + IC + C															2.24			B + SP + Bldg.+ C			$   4,090,453





									Retrofit factor												1.00						$   4,090,453			(1987$)


									Inflation factor												2.40						$   9,806,728			(2021$)





						a If ductwork dimensions have been established, cost may be estimated based on $10 to $12/ft2 of surface for field application. (Alternatively, refer to Section 2 of this Manual.) Fan housing and stacks may also be insulated. 


						b For two stage precipitators, total installation direct costs are more nearly 0.20 to 0.25 + SP + Bldg.








annual costs


						OAQPS Control Cost Manual 6th edition, Section 6 (Particulate Matter Controls), Chapter 3 (Electrostatic Precipitators)


						Table 3.21: Annual Costs for Carbon Absorber System Example Problem


						Cost Item									Factor


						Direct Annual Costs, DAC


									Operating labor


												Operator			3			hour per day*			314			days/yr *			$   60.00			/hr =															$   56,520


												Supervisor			15%			of operator labor																											$   8,478


												Coordinator			1/3			of operator																											$   18,840


									Maintenance


												Labor			$4,125			for collector area < 50,000 ft3						0.825 A if > 50,000ft2																					$   121,194


												Material			1%			of purchase equipment costs																											$   14,983


									Utilities


												Electricity			(consumption rate) x (hours/yr) x (unit cost)


												Fan			0.000181			*			209,000			acfm *			0.4			in. HO *			7,536			hr yr *			$0.06			kWh =			$   6,842


												Operating			0.00194			*			146,902			ft2 *			7,536			hr *			$0.06			/kWh =									$   128,861


									Waste Dispoal


															Total Direct Costs																														$   355,718


						Indirect Annual Costs, IAC


									Overhead						60%			of total labor and material costs =																											$   132,009


									Administrative charges						2%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   196,135


									Property tax						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   98,067


									Insurance						1%			of Total Capital Investment =																											$   98,067


									Capital recoverya						0.0786			x Total Capital Investment =


															Total Indirect Costs																														$   524,278





						Total Annual Cost									DAC + IAC																														$   879,997





						a The capital recovery cost factor, CRF, is a function of the fabric filter or equipment life and the opportunity cost of the capital (i.e., interest rate). For this example, for a 20 year equipment life and a 10% interest rate, CRF = 0.1175.












revised Four Factor Analysis Costs (United Taconite) (Line 1) (2020-08-10).xlsm

Cost Summary


			Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1


			Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


			Table 1: Cost Summary





			NOx Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr			Pollution Control Cost $/ton


			Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat (SCR)			90%			132.5			1192.5			$45,993,734			$12,653,039			$10,611
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Utility Chem$ Data


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Line 1						Study Year			2020


						Emission Unit Number			EU 040


						Stack/Vent Number			SV 046





						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			60			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Maintenance Labor 			60			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			68.44			2020			Site-specific cost


						Natural Gas			8.00			$/kscf						N/A			5-yr average based on natural gas prices (eia.gov)


						Water			0.01			$/kgal						2019			Site-specific cost from 2019


						Compressed Air			0.48			$/kscf			0.25			1998			EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Taconite Pellets			29.1			$/LT						2020			Based on Q1 2020 sales margin in earnings report


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Lime			183.68			$/ton			145.00			2012			Hydrated lime cost from 2012 Dry Flugas Desulfurization Study for UTAC Lines 1 and 2			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Urea 50% Solution			2.37			$/gallon			1.66			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Trona			285.00			$/ton						2020			Vendor estimated delivered cost


						Estimated operating life of the SCR catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			248.05			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst)			227			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Cost per bag			116.70			$/bag			110			2018			Vendor estimated bag cost from the 2018 Best Available Mercury Reduction Technology (BAMRT) Analysis			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%			percent									Current MN sales tax rate


						Interest Rate			4.75%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Solid Waste Disposal			44.35			$/ton			41.8			2018			2018 site specific cost			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Contingency			10%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 2, 7th Edition estimates contingencies from 5-15%. Assumed the mid range


						Markup on capital cost (Retrofit Factor)			60%			percent									CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities.


						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			8376			Hours									Site-specific estimate


						Utilization Rate			100%			percent									Site-specific estimate


						Single Furnace Pellet Production Rate			250			Lton/hr									Furnace capacity


						Desgin Capacity			190			MMBTU/hr									Furnace capacity


						Equipment Life 			25			yrs									Assumed


						Temperature- After Scrubber			140			Deg F									Stack test data


						Temperature- Before Scrubber			250			Deg F									Site-specific estimate


						Moisture Content-After Scrubber			13.7%												Stack test data


						Moisture Content-Before Scrubber			6.3%						1000			lb H2O/min			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet Concentraiton			2.17			gr/dscf dust load						2018			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Control Efficiency			94%			percent									2020 TVOP reissuance application PM control efficiency			Efficiency is used to calculate the increased baghouse dust loading for DSI because the captured dust cannot be recycled to process with the spent/unreacted reagent. This does not apply to the GSA/SDA because there is an ESP upstream of the absorber.


						Actual Flow Rate-After Scrubber			420,000			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Actual Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			460,000			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Standardized Flow Rate-After Scrubber			369,600			scfm @ 68º F			344,400			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Standardized Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			342,085			scfm @ 68º F			318,761			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-After Scrubber			318,965			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			320,696			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			1,033			BTU/scf									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Plant Elevation			1,500			Feet above sea level									Site elevation


						Method 19 Design Factor (SCR)			8,710			dscf/MMBtu									Natural gas F-Factor


						Technology Control Efficiencies


						SCR			90%			percent									Control efficiency provided by Solnhofer Portland Cement Works GmbH & Co. KG. Reference "The Experience of SCR at Solhhofen and its Applicability to US Cement Plants, June 6, 2006. According to Portland Cement Association, the EPA 7th Edition SCR control cost data severally underestimates the costs of installation and operation of SCR control technology designed for utility boilers and transfer to Portland Cement kilns. Assumed similar control efficiency to a cement kiln.


						GSA			-2%			percent									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						SDA			-2%			percent									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						DSI			-2%			percent									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications. Note, it is unlikely that DSI can actually achieve 5 ppm SO2 outlet. However, to be conservative it was assume that this could be achieved.


						Existing scrubber SO2 Control Efficiency			25%			percent									Site-specific estimate


									Baseline Emissions


						Pollutant			lb/hr			tpy			ppmv


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			348			1,325			151						Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			15.7			59.7			4.9						Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Outlet SO2 controls target									5.0


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Uncontrolled with Scrubbers Removed			20.9			79.6			7						SO2 emission rate without the existing scrubbers


									0.11
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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SCR + Reheat


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1																																	Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 3: Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																																	Table 3: Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																											Table 3: Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat





						Operating Unit:						Line 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																																																		Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 040						Stack/Vent Number						SV 046															Total Capital Investment (TCI) 															Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			40,113,786									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Design Capacity						190			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate5						344,400			scfm @ 32º F																																							Equipment Life						25			years


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Exhaust Temperature5						140			Deg F																		Retrofit factor						0%			of TCI, see Cost Estimate tab												CRF						0.0692


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						8,376			Hours			Exhaust Moisture Content5						13.7%																					Lost Production for Tie-In												2,444,400


						Annual Interest Rate						4.75%						Actual Flow Rate5						420,000			acfm																																							Replacement Catayst - Refer to the Cost Estimate Tab


						Expected Equipment Life						25			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate5						369,600			scfm @ 68º F


						Pellet Throughput						250			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate5						318,965			dscfm @ 68º F





																																							Total Capital Investment Retrofit Installed																		42,558,186





						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS


						Capital Costs


																																																																		Annualized Cost						$   352,140





																																																																		Equivalent Duty			2,197

















						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit																								SCR Only			42,558,186																																	Uncontrolled Nox lb/mmBtu			0.158


																														SCR + Reheat			45,993,734


																																																																		SCR Capital Cost


						Operating Costs


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.															SCR + Reheat			9,269,129																																	Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost															SCR + Reheat			3,383,910


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																								SCR + Reheat			12,653,039














						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Emissions			Annual			Cont Eff			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost


						Pollutant			Weight			Lb/Hr			T/Yr			%			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem																																							Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			348.0			1,325.0			90%			132.5			1,192.5			10,611																																							Refer to the Cost Estimate tab


																																							OPERATING COSTS


																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC


			Notes & Assumptions


			1			Estimated Equipment Cost per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 7th Ed SCR Control Cost Spreadsheet (June 2019)																																							Maintenance


			2			TCI includes the cost of a new booster fan																																										Annual Maintenance Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			157,917									Design Basis						Max Emis												Control Eff (%)


			3			For Calculation purposes, duty reflects increased flow rate, not actual duty.																																																																		lb/MMBtu												90%


			4			CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities.																																							Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																					Nitrous Oxides (NOx)						0.158			Adjusted lb/MMBtu


			5			Specifications are after scrubber conditions.																																										Annual Electricity Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			639,716


																																																Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			352,140


																																																Annual Reagent Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			898,980									Actual			100,726			dscf/MMBtu


																																																																		Method 19 Factor			8,710			dscf/MMBtu			NG F-FACTOR


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															2,048,753									Adjusted Duty			2,197			MMBtu/hr





																																																																		Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									8,376


																																																																											Utilization Rate:									100%


																																										Indirect Operating Costs





																																																Administrative Charges (AC) = 						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			4,408


																																																Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			0.0692			Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			2,945,026									Refer to the Cost Estimate tab








																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			2,949,434








																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		4,998,187
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Reheat


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1																																	Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 1


						Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix A - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)																																	Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)																											Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)																											Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)





						Operating Unit:						Line 1																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors																											Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with 70% Heat Recovery


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 040						Stack/Vent Number						SV 046						Chemical Engineering															Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												1,048,702									Interest Rate						4.75%																					Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 3.19 


												190			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate3						344,400			scfm @ 32º F			Chemical Plant Cost Index																		Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						25			years																		Twi			140			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Exhaust Temperature3						140			Deg F			1998/1999			390															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			104,870									CRF						0.0692																					Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						8,376			Hours			Exhaust Moisture Content3						13.7%						2021			776.3															MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			72,098																																				Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						Annual Interest Rate						4.75%						Actual Flow Rate3						420,000			acfm			Inflation Adj			1.99															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			52,435									Replacement Catalyst:						Catalyst																					FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency


						Expected Equipment Life						25			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate3						369,600			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						1,278,106									Equipment Life						3			years


						Pellet Throughput						250			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate3						318,965			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.3655																					Two			497			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						0			$/ft3


																																																Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			102,248									Amount Required						39			ft3																		Tfo			293			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 


																																																Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			178,935									Catalyst Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			51,124									Installation Labor						0			Assume Labor = 15% of catalyst cost (basis labor for baghouse replacement)																		-hcaf			21502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			25,562									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																		-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			12,781									Annualized Cost						0																					Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											1,048,702															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			12,781																																				pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		1,278,106												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						383,432									Replacement Parts & Equipment:																											paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


																																																																		Equipment Life						3																					Qwg			369,600			scfm - Flow of waste gas 


						  Installation - Standard Costs						30%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		383,432															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA									CRF						0.3655


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											NA															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA									Rep part cost per unit						0			$ each																		Qaf			1,771			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel


						  Installation Total																											383,432															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA									Amount Required						0			Number


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											1,661,538												Total Site Specific Costs												NA									Total Rep Parts Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						38%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		485,680												Installation Total												383,432									Installation Labor						0			10 min per bag (13 hr total) Labor at $29.65/hr												OAQPS list replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.						Cost Calculations						371,371			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$526,850


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit																											3,435,548									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,661,538									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																																				Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$1,048,702


																																																																		Annualized Cost						0																								Heat Rec %			A			B


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs																																																						0			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 3.24


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		7,220,376															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			127,811									Electrical Use																														0.3			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 3.25


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		434,476															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			63,905												Flow  acfm						Δ P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW												0.5			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 3.26


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											7,654,852															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			127,811									Blower, Thermal			420,000						19			0.6						1,556.1			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1									0.7			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 3.27


																																																Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			25,562									Blower, Catalytic			420,000						23			0.6						1,883.7			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1


																																																Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			12,781


			Notes & Assumptions																																													Model Studies						of purchased equip cost (B)			0


			1			Equipment cost estimate EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2.5.1 																																										Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			127,811																																										Indurator Flue Gas Heat Capacity - Basis Typical Composition


			2			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2 																																				Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									38%			of purchased equip cost (B)			485,680																																													100			scfm			359			scf/lbmole


			3			Specifications are after scrubber conditions.																																																																																																Gas Composition						lb/hr f			wt %			Cp Gas			Cp Flue


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		2,147,218									Oxidizer Type			thermal			(catalytic or thermal)												0.0			Reheat is by duct burner, pressure drop does not apply									28			mw CO			0			v %			0


																																							Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		2,147,218																																							44			mw CO2			15			v %			184			22.0%			0.24			0.0528


																																																																																																18			mw H2O			10			v %			50			6.0%			0.46			0.0276


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												60%			1.6 Retrofit Factor			3,435,548									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs  Oxidizers - NA																														28			mw N2			60			v %			468			56.0%			0.27			0.1512


																																							OPERATING COSTS																																																									32			mw O2			15			v %			134			16.0%			0.23			0.0368


																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																																																									Cp Flue Gas			100			v %			836			100.0%						0.2684





																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr			31,410


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			4,712


																																													Maintenance


																																																Maintenance Labor 			60.00			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr			31,410


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			31,410


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																Natural Gas 			8.00			$/kscf, 1,771 scfm, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization			7,121,435									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									8,376


																																																																											Utilization Rate:									100%									Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  5th Ed  Feb 1996  - Chapter 3 Thermal & Catalytic Incinerators


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															7,220,376																																				                    (EPA 453/B-96-001)


																																																																					Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																										Indirect Operating Costs																								Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			59,365									Operating Labor


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			68,711									Op Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			524			31,410			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			34,355									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			4,712			15% of Operator Costs


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			34,355									Maintenance


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0692			for a 25- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			237,689									Maint Labor 			60.00			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			524			31,410			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			434,476									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			31,410			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																																		Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																																		Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			0.0			kW-hr			0			0			$/kwh, 0 kW-hr, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		7,654,852									Natural Gas 			8.00			$/kscf			1,771			scfm			890,179			7,121,435			$/kscf, 1,771 scfm, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization





																																																																																	*annual use rate is in same units of measurement as the unit cost factor
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)





						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 
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Do not rename this tab - EPA CCM spreadsheet has hidden macros in the background





Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1.0																																							 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			2,197			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						NA


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						1


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			1,033			Btu/scf						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									 			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			6


						*HHV value of 1033 Btu/scf is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual HHV for fuel burned, if known. 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			17,816,081,913			scf/Year																																										Coal blend


						Operating hours			8,376									Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			8.2			MMBtu/MW																																				4			Fuel Oil


									ASSUME DEFAULT												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1,500			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														3





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			349			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			349			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									2


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			0.16			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.02			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									882254			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			25			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


																								Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									484			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			2019  final CEPCI value						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh 															* $0.0676/kWh is a default value for electrity cost. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			248.05			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															 


						Operator Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour (including benefits)*															*  $60/hour is a default value for the operator labor rate. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.005			 


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			 			Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			1,033			2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																																	Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 





						Note:


						DROP DOWN MENUS ARE DISABLED
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			2,197			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			18,632,865,038			scf/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						17,816,081,913			scf/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			0.82


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.956			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			8376			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			90.0			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			313.20			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			1192.50			tons/year


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.13


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			882,254			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			98.81			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.01			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.00																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			 			 			Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.06						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			13.9			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.2391			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			8,928.55			Cubic feet																								0.903208661			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			919			ft2																								0.9636			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			6			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			1,057			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			32.5			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			48			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			215			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			429			lb/hour															9.4913441615


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			45			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			15,200			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0692


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			1129.81			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.


			Note:


			DROP DOWN MENUS DISABLED
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Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.06			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$22,038,838


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$31,583,442						in 2021 dollars									$0			$22,038,838





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0.00						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			0.00


																					$0			$0


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$2,048,753			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$2,189,982			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$4,238,735			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.005 x TCI =						$157,917			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$898,980			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$639,716			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$352,140			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			 


			 			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						 									Method 1			$352,140


			 			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$8,366,935


			 			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$1,020,358


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$2,048,753			in 2021 dollars									1,020,358





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$4,408			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$2,185,574			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$2,189,982			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$4,238,735			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						1,193			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$3,554.49			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars


									$/Ton above does not include reheat costs


			Note:


			DROP DOWN MENUS DISABLED
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revised Four Factor Analysis Costs (United Taconite) (Line 2) (2020-08-10).xlsm

Cost Summary


			Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


			Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


			Table 1: Cost Summary








			NOx Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr			Pollution Control Cost $/ton


			Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat (SCR)			96%			76.8			1797.2			$14,332,385			$13,451,608			$7,485





			SO2 Control Cost Summary 


			Control Technology			Control Eff %			Controlled Emissions T/yr			Emission Reduction T/yr			Installed Capital Cost $			Annualized Operating Cost $/yr			Pollution Control Cost $/ton


			Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse			75%			53.0			162.4			$33,741,308			$7,185,430			$44,300


			Spray Dry Absorber (SDA) 			75%			53.0			162.4			$124,853,238			$17,483,086			$107,666


			Gas Suspension Absorber (GSA)			75%			53.0			162.4			$117,109,274			$16,752,396			$103,167
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Utility Chem$ Data


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 2: Summary of Utility, Chemical and Supply Costs





						Operating Unit:			Line 2						Study Year			2020


						Emission Unit Number			EU 042


						Stack/Vent Number			SV 048 & 049





						Item			Unit Cost			Units			Cost			Year			Data Source			Notes


						Operating Labor			72.12			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/hr						2020			Site-specific labor cost


						Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			68.44			2020			Site-specific cost


						Natural Gas			5.98			$/kscf						N/A			current Henry Hub price


						Water			0.01			$/kgal						2019			Site-specific cost from 2019


						Compressed Air			0.48			$/kscf			0.25			1998			EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1


						Taconite Pellets			29.1			$/LT						2020			Based on Q1 2020 sales margin in earnings report


						Chemicals & Supplies


						Lime			145.00			$/ton			145.00			2012			Hydrated lime cost from 2012 Dry Flugas Desulfurization Study for UTAC Lines 1 and 2


						Urea 50% Solution			2.37			$/gallon			1.66			2022


						Trona			285.00			$/ton						2020			Vendor estimated delivered cost


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst)			227			2017			EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Cost per bag			110.00			$/bag			110			2018			Vendor estimated bag cost from the 2018 Best Available Mercury Reduction Technology (BAMRT) Analysis			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Other


						Sales Tax			6.875%			percent									Current MN sales tax rate


						Interest Rate			4.75%			percent									current prime


						Solid Waste Disposal			41.80			$/ton			41.8			2018			2018 site specific cost			Adjusted for 3% inflation


						Contingency			10%			percent									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 2, 7th Edition estimates contingencies from 5-15%. Assumed the mid range


						Markup on capital cost (Retrofit Factor)			0%			percent									CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities. However, the retrofit factor does not apply to the GSA/SDA because the costs were based on a site-specific estimate.


						Operating Information


						Annual Op. Hrs			8376			Hours									Site-specific estimate


						Utilization Rate			100%												Site-specific estimate


						Single Furnace Pellet Production Rate			600			Lton/hr									Furnace capacity


						Desgin Capacity			400			MMBTU/hr									Furnace capacity


						Equipment Life 			30			yrs									Assumed


						Temperature- After Scrubber			136			Deg F									Stack test data


						Temperature- Before Scrubber			300			Deg F									Site-specific estimate


						Moisture Content-After Scrubber			13.1%												Stack test data


						Moisture Content-Before Scrubber			6.3%						2300			lb h2o/min			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Inlet Concentraiton			2.17			gr/dscf dust load						2018			Site-specific estimate


						Existing Pollution Contols PM Control Efficiency			94%			percent									2020 TVOP reissuance application PM control efficiency			Efficiency is used to calculate the increased baghouse dust loading for DSI because the captured dust cannot be recycled to process with the spent/unreacted reagent. This does not apply to the GSA/SDA because there is an ESP upstream of the absorber.


						Actual Flow Rate-After Scrubber			840,000			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Actual Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			1,120,210			acfm									Site-specific estimate


						Standardized Flow Rate-After Scrubber			744,161			scfm @ 68º F			693,423			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Standardized Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			778,251			scfm @ 68º F			725,189			scfm @ 32º F			Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-After Scrubber			646,676			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Dry Std Flow Rate-Before Scrubber			729,057			dscfm @ 68º F									Calculated from stack temperature and flow data in acfm listed above


						Fuel higher heating value (HHV)			1,033			BTU/scf									EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition default


						Plant Elevation			1,500			Feet above sea level									Site elevation


						Method 19 Design Factor (SCR)			8,710			dscf/MMBtu									Natural gas F-Factor


						Technology Control Efficiency


						SCR			96%			%									Control efficiency for a cement kiln referenced in the EPA Control Cost Manual Chapter 7, 7th Edition. Efficiencies may be as high as 90%, but SCR has not been demonstrated in practice on taconite indurating furnaces.


						GSA			75%			%									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						SDA			75%			%									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications


						DSI			75%			%									Calculated control efficiency to determine reduction over baseline emissions to 5 ppm outlet per vendor specifications. Note, it is unlikely that DSI can actually achieve 5 ppm SO2 outlet. However, to be conservative it was assume that this could be achieved.


						Existing scrubber SO2 Control Efficiency			25%			%									Site-specific estimate


									Max Emis			Baseline Emissions


						Pollutant			Lb/Hr			tpy			lb/mmBtu


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			488.0			1,874.0			1.22						Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average during baseline period when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)			73.1			215.4			0.18						Baseline tpy is site-specific estimate. Lb/hr represents average during baseline period when furnace was operating at >50% capacity


						Outlet SO2 controls target									0.06


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Uncontrolled with Scrubbers Removed			97.5			287.2			0.24						SO2 emission rate without the existing scrubbers
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NH3_costs


			Conversions for NH3 Reagent Costs (if given NH3 costs in $/ton using USGS source referenced in CCM**)


			99.5 % Anhydrous conversion from pure NH3:															NH3 Densities:												Conversions:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												19% Aqueous:						57.3			lb/ft3			1 ft3  =			7.48			gallons


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												29% Aqueous:						56.1			lb/ft3


			19.08			$/ft3 (Anhydrous) density												99.5% Anhydrous:						38.15			lb/ft3


			2.55			$/gal  NH3												50% Urea:						71			lb/ft3


			2.54			$/gal 99.5% NH3 solution





			29.4% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Pure NH3/Urea Costs:						1000			$/ton**			Enter USGS commodity price & yr here.


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												Commodity Year:						2022						Enter USGS commodity cost year here.


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												Select NH3/Urea Type:						50% Urea


			28.05			$/ft3 (29% Aqueous) density


			3.75			$/gal NH3


			1.103			$/gal 29% NH3 solution





			19% Aqueous conversion from pure NH3:															Calculation  Checks - See CCM Table 2.2 & Example Problem #1:


			1000			$/ton pure NH3												266			$/ton NH3						*Assumes 2016 Cost Year  - This is the Minerals Commodity Summaries Cost Year Used in EPA Example Problem #1


			0.5			$/lb pure NH3												78.1			$/ton 29% aqueous solution


			28.65			$/ft3 (19% Aqueous) density												0.039			$/lb


			3.83			$/gal NH3												2.19			$/ft3


			0.728			$/gal 19% NH3 solution												0.293			$/gal						I used this to double check the math for the conversions from $/ton to $/gal percent solution.  EPA CCM default assumption is $0.293/gal for 29% solution and $1.660/gal for urea.





			50% Urea Conversion															700			$/ton Urea


			1000			$/ton Urea												349.8			$/ton 50% Urea solution


			0.5			$/lb Urea												0.175			$/lb


			35.50			$/ft3 Urea												12.42			$/ft3


			4.75			$/gal Urea												1.660			$/gal


			2.373			$/gal 50% Urea Solution


			**USGS NH3 commodity price statistics (cited in CCM SCR Chapter):  https://www.usgs.gov/centers/nmic/nitrogen-statistics-and-information  
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SCR + Reheat


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																																	Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																																	Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat																											Table 3: NOx Control - Selective Catalytic Reduction with Reheat





						Operating Unit:						Line 2																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																																																		Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 042						Stack/Vent Number						SV 048 & 049															SCR Total Capital Investment (TCI) 															Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			11,686,303									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Design Capacity						400			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate5						693,423			scfm @ 32º F																																							Equipment Life						30			years


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Exhaust Temperature5						136			Deg F																		Retrofit factor						0%			of TCI, see Cost Estimate tab												CRF						0.0632


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						8,376			Hours			Exhaust Moisture Content5						13.1%																					Lost Production for Tie-In


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate5						840,000			acfm																																							Replacement Catayst - Refer to the Cost Estimate Tab


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate5						744,161			scfm @ 68º F


						Pellet Throughput						600			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate5						646,676			dscfm @ 68º F





																																							SCR Total Capital Investment Retrofit Installed																		11,686,303





						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS


						Capital Costs


																																																																		Annualized Cost						$   84,858





																																																																		Equivalent Duty			4,455

















						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit																								SCR Only			11,686,303																																	Uncontrolled Nox lb/mmBtu			0.115


																														SCR + Reheat			14,332,385


																																																																		SCR Capital Cost


						Operating Costs


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.															SCR + Reheat			12,365,242																																	Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost															SCR + Reheat			1,086,365


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																								SCR + Reheat			13,451,608














						Emission Control Cost Calculation


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost


						Pollutant			Weight			Lb/Hr			T/Yr			%			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem																																							Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			488.0			1,874.0			96%			76.8			1,797.2			7,485																																							Refer to the Cost Estimate tab


																																							SCR OPERATING COSTS


																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC


			Notes & Assumptions


			1			Estimated Equipment Cost per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 7th Ed SCR Control Cost Spreadsheet (June 2019)																																							Maintenance


			2			TCI includes the cost of a new booster fan																																										Annual Maintenance Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			26,093									Design Basis						Max Emis												Control Eff (%)


			3			For Calculation purposes, duty reflects increased flow rate, not actual duty.																																																																		lb/MMBtu												96%


			4			CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities.																																							Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management																					Nitrous Oxides (NOx)						0.115			Adjusted lb/MMBtu


			5			Specifications are after scrubber conditions.																																										Annual Electricity Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			109,059


																																																Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			84,858


																																																Annual Reagent Cost =						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			1,242,507									Actual			97,001			dscf/MMBtu


																																																																		Method 19 Factor			8,710			dscf/MMBtu			NG F-FACTOR


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															1,462,516									Adjusted Duty			4,455			MMBtu/hr





																																																																		Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									8,376


																																																																											Utilization Rate:									100%


																																										Indirect Operating Costs





																																																Administrative Charges (AC) = 						Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			3,333


																																																Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			0.0632			Refer to the Cost Estimate tab			738,574									Refer to the Cost Estimate tab








																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			741,908








																																							SCR Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		2,204,424
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Reheat


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																																	Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)																																	Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)																											Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)																											Table 4: Cost to Reheat Flue Gas (Duct Burner)





						Operating Unit:						Line 2																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors																											Flue Gas Re-Heat Equipment Cost Estimate  Basis Thermal Oxidizer with 70% Heat Recovery


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 042						Stack/Vent Number						SV 048 & 049						Chemical Engineering															Purchased Equipment (A)  (1)												1,249,220									Interest Rate						4.75%																					Auxiliary Fuel Use  Equation 3.19 


												400			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate3						693,423			scfm @ 32º F			Chemical Plant Cost Index																		Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Absorber + packing + auxillary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years																		Twi			136			Deg F  - Temperature of waste gas into heat recovery


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Exhaust Temperature3						136			Deg F			1998/1999			390															Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			124,922									CRF						0.0632																					Tfi			650			Deg F -  Temperature of Flue gas into heat recovery


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						8,376			Hours			Exhaust Moisture Content3						13.1%						2021			776.3															MN Sales Taxes 			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			85,884																																				Tref			77			Deg F -  Reference temperature for fuel combustion calculations


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate3						840,000			acfm			Inflation Adj			1.99															Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			62,461									Replacement Catalyst:						Catalyst																					FER			70%			Factional Heat Recovery %  Heat recovery section efficiency


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate3						744,161			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%						1,522,487									Equipment Life						3			years


						Pellet Throughput						600			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate3						646,676			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.3655																					Two			496			Deg F -  Temperature of waste gas out of  heat recovery


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						0			$/ft3


																																																Foundations & supports			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			121,799									Amount Required						39			ft3																		Tfo			290			Deg F -  Temperature of flue gas out of  heat recovery 


																																																Handling & erection 			14%			of purchased equip cost (B)			213,148									Catalyst Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			60,899									Installation Labor						0			Assume Labor = 15% of catalyst cost (basis labor for baghouse replacement)																		-hcaf			21502			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion auxiliary fuel (methane)


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			30,450									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																		-hwg			0			Btu/lb  Heat of combustion waste gas


						  Direct Capital Costs																																										Insulation 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,225									Annualized Cost						0																					Cp wg			0.2684			Btu/lb - Deg F  Heat Capacity of waste gas (air)


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											1,249,220															Painting 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,225																																				pwg			0.0739			lb/scf  - Density of waste gas (air) at 77 Deg F


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						22%			of control device cost (A)																		1,522,487												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						30%						456,746									Replacement Parts & Equipment:																											paf			0.0408			lb/scf  - Density of auxiliary fuel (methane) at 77 Deg F


																																																																		Equipment Life						3																					Qwg			744,161			scfm - Flow of waste gas 


						  Installation - Standard Costs						30%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		456,746															Site Preparation, as required						Site Specific			NA									CRF						0.3655


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											NA															Buildings, as required						Site Specific			NA									Rep part cost per unit						0			$ each																		Qaf			3,587			scfm - Flow of auxiliary fuel


						  Installation Total																											456,746															Site Specific - Other						Site Specific			NA									Amount Required						0			Number


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											1,979,233												Total Site Specific Costs												NA									Total Rep Parts Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						28%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		426,296												Installation Total												456,746									Installation Labor						0			10 min per bag (13 hr total) Labor at $29.65/hr												OAQPS list replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.						Cost Calculations						747,748			scfm  Flue Gas									Cost in 1989 $'s			$627,587


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit																											2,646,082									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															1,979,233									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed																																				Current Cost Using CHE Plant Cost Index			$1,249,220


																																																																		Annualized Cost						0																								Heat Rec %			A			B


						Operating Costs																																				Indirect Capital Costs																																																						0			10,294			0.2355			 Exponents per equation 3.24


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		10,902,726															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			152,249									Electrical Use																														0.3			13,149			0.2609			 Exponents per equation 3.25


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		344,457															Construction & field expenses			5%			of purchased equip cost (B)			76,124												Flow  acfm						Δ P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW												0.5			17,056			0.2502			 Exponents per equation 3.26


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											11,247,183															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			152,249									Blower, Thermal			840,000						19			0.6						3,112.2			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1									0.7			21,342			0.2500			 Exponents per equation 3.27


																																																Start-up 			2%			of purchased equip cost (B)			30,450									Blower, Catalytic			840,000						23			0.6						3,767.4			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed -  Oxidizders Chapter 2.5.2.1


																																																Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,225


			Notes & Assumptions																																													Model Studies						of purchased equip cost (B)			0


			1			Equipment cost estimate EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2.5.1 																																				Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									28%			of purchased equip cost (B)			426,296																																										Indurator Flue Gas Heat Capacity - Basis Typical Composition


			2			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 3.2 Chapter 2 																																																																																																100			scfm			359			scf/lbmole


			3			Specifications are after scrubber conditions.																																										Contingencies 			10%			of DC + IC			240,553																																													Gas Composition						lb/hr f			wt %			Cp Gas			Cp Flue


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		2,646,082									Oxidizer Type			thermal			(catalytic or thermal)												0.0			Reheat is by duct burner, pressure drop does not apply									28			mw CO			0			v %			0


																																							Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		2,646,082																																							44			mw CO2			15			v %			184			22.0%			0.24			0.0528


																																																																																																18			mw H2O			10			v %			50			6.0%			0.46			0.0276


																																							Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%						2,646,082									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs  Oxidizers - NA																														28			mw N2			60			v %			468			56.0%			0.27			0.1512


																																							OPERATING COSTS																																																									32			mw O2			15			v %			134			16.0%			0.23			0.0368


																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																																																									Cp Flue Gas			100			v %			836			100.0%						0.2684





																																													Operating Labor


																																																Operator			72.12			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr			37,755


																																																Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			5,663


																																													Maintenance


																																																Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr			37,755


																																																Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs			37,755


																																													Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																NA			NA			 			 - 


																																																Natural Gas 			5.98			$/kscf, 3,587 scfm, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization			10,783,798									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									8,376


																																																																											Utilization Rate:									100%									Reference:  OAQPS Control Cost Manual  5th Ed  Feb 1996  - Chapter 3 Thermal & Catalytic Incinerators


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															10,902,726																																				                    (EPA 453/B-96-001)


																																																																					Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																										Indirect Operating Costs																								Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			71,357									Operating Labor


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			52,922									Op Labor 			72.12			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			524			37,755			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			26,461									Supervisor 			15%			of Op.									NA			5,663			15% of Operator Costs


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			26,461									Maintenance


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0632			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			167,257									Maint Labor 			72.12			$/Hr			0.5			hr/8 hr shift			524			37,755			$/Hr, 0.5 hr/8 hr shift, 8376 hr/yr


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			344,457									Maint Mtls			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			37,755			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																																		Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																																		Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			0.0			kW-hr			0			0			$/kwh, 0 kW-hr, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		11,247,183									Natural Gas 			5.98			$/kscf			3,587			scfm			1,802,535			10,783,798			$/kscf, 3,587 scfm, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization





																																																																																	*annual use rate is in same units of measurement as the unit cost factor
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Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(June 2019)





						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) control device. SCR is a post-combustion control technology for reducing NOx emissions that employs a metal-based catalyst and an ammonia-based reducing reagent (urea or ammonia). The reagent reacts selectively with the flue gas NOx within a specific temperature range to produce N2 and water vapor. 





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the SCR chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of the SCR control technology and the cost methodologies, see Section 4, Chapter 2 of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated March 2019).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo.





						The spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for applying SCR, and particularly to the following types of combustion units:





						(1)   			Coal-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(2)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired utility boilers with full load capacities greater than or equal to 25 MW.


						(3)   			Coal-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.


						(4)   			Fuel oil- and natural gas-fired industrial boilers with maximum heat input capacities greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu/hour.





						The size and costs of the SCR are based primarily on five parameters: the boiler size or heat input, the type of fuel burned, the required level of NOx reduction, reagent consumption rate, and catalyst costs. The equations for utility boilers are identical to those used in the IPM. However, the equations for industrial boilers were developed based on the IPM equations for utility boilers. This approach provides study-level estimates (±30%) of SCR capital and annual costs. Default data in the spreadsheet is taken from the SCR Control Cost Manual and other sources such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).  The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from system suppliers.  The methodology used in this spreadsheet is based on the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM) (version 6).  For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling.  The Agency wishes to note that all spreadsheet data inputs other than default data are merely available to show an example calculation.  





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select on the Data Inputs tab and click on the Reset Form button. This will clear many of the input cells and reset others to default values.   


						Step 2:  Select the type of combustion unit (utility or industrial) using the pull down menu. Indicate whether the SCR is for new construction or retrofit of an existing boiler. If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.


						Step 3:  Select the type of fuel burned (coal, fuel oil, and natural gas) using the pull down menu. If you select fuel oil or natural gas, the HHV and NPHR fields will be prepopulated with default values. If you select coal, then you must complete the coal input box by first selecting the type of coal burned from the drop down menu. The weight percent sulfur content, HHV, and NPHR will be pre-populated with default factors based on the type of coal selected. However, we encourage you to enter your own values for these parameters, if they are known, since the actual fuel parameters may vary from the default values provided. Method 1 is pre-selected as the default method for calculating the catalyst replacement cost. For coal-fired units, you choose either method 1 or method 2 for calculating the catalyst replacement cost by selecting appropriate radio button. 


						Step 4: Complete all of the cells highlighted in yellow. If you do not know the catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) or flue gas flow rate (Qflue gas), please enter "UNK" and these values will be calculated for you. As noted in step 1 above, some of the highlighted cells are pre-populated with default values based on 2014 data. Users should document the source of all values entered in accordance with what is recommended in the Control Cost Manual, and the use of actual values other than the default values in this spreadsheet, if appropriately documented, is acceptable. You may also adjust the maintenance and administrative charges cost factors (cells highlighted in blue) from their default values of 0.005 and 0.03, respectively. The default values for these two factors were developed for the CAMD Integrated Planning Model (IPM). If you elect to adjust these factors, you must document why the alternative values used are appropriate.   


						Step 5: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SCR Design Parameters tab to see the calculated design parameters and the Cost Estimate tab to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the SCR. 
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Do not rename this tab - EPA CCM spreadsheet has hidden macros in the background





Data Inputs


			Data Inputs





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:


			Is the combustion unit a utility or industrial boiler?															What type of fuel does the unit burn?


			Is the SCR for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?





			Please enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5 based on the level of difficulty.  Enter 1 for projects of average retrofit difficulty.									1																																							 


			Complete all of the highlighted data fields:																																													3			Utility						3			New Construction


																		Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																																	Industrial									Retrofit


						What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?			400			MMBtu/hour						Type of coal burned:																																										SO2 Emission Rate (lbs SO2/MMBtu) = 						NA


									 																																													Bituminous						SO2 Emission Rate						1


						What is the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel?			1,033			Btu/scf						Enter the sulfur content (%S) =									 			percent by weight																		1						Sub-Bituminous			6


						*HHV value of 1033 Btu/scf is a default value. See below for data source. Enter actual HHV for fuel burned, if known. 															 																																	Lignite


						What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?			3,000,000,000			scf/Year																																										Coal blend


						Operating Hours			8,376									Not applicable to units buring fuel oil or natural gas																																				Not Applicable


																					Note: The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and  %S. Please enter the actual  values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   																														Coal


						Enter the net plant heat input rate (NPHR)			8.2			MMBtu/MW																																				4			Fuel Oil


									ASSUME DEFAULT												Coal Type						Fraction in Coal Blend			%S			HHV (Btu/lb)																		Natural Gas


						If the NPHR is not known, use the default NPHR value:  			Fuel Type			Default NPHR									Bituminous						0			1.84			11,841


									Coal			10 MMBtu/MW									Sub-Bituminous						0			0.41			8,826


									Fuel Oil			11 MMBtu/MW									Lignite						0			0.82			6,685


									Natural Gas			8.2 MMBtu/MW


																					Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted average values based on the data in the table above.  


						Plant Elevation  			1,500			Feet above sea level


																		For coal-fired boilers, you may use either Method 1 or Method 2 to calculate the catalyst replacement cost.  The equations for both methods are shown on rows 85 and 86 on the Cost Estimate tab. Please select your preferred method: 


																		 																														3





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed SCR:








						Number of days the SCR operates (tSCR)			349			days												Number of SCR reactor chambers (nscr)									1


						Number of days the boiler operates (tplant)			349			days												Number of catalyst layers (Rlayer)									2


						Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR			1.22			lb/MMBtu												Number of empty catalyst layers (Rempty)									1


						Outlet NOx Emissions (NOxout) from SCR			0.050			lb/MMBtu												Ammonia Slip (Slip) provided by vendor									2			ppm


						Stoichiometric Ratio Factor (SRF)			0.525															Volume of the catalyst layers (Volcatalyst)                         (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									UNK			Cubic feet


						*The SRF value of 0.525 is a default value. User should enter actual value, if known.																		Flue gas flow rate (Qfluegas)                                              (Enter "UNK" if value is not known) 									1776357			acfm


																																	 


						Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst)			24,000			hours 			 																		 


						Estimated SCR equipment life			30			Years*												Gas temperature at the SCR inlet (T)									650			oF									*The SCR inlet temperature of 650 deg.F is a default value. Enter actual temperature, if known.


																								Base case fuel gas volumetric flow rate factor (Qfuel)									484			ft3/min-MMBtu/hour


						Concentration of reagent as stored (Cstored)			50			percent*			*The reagent concentration of 50% and density of 71 lbs/cft are default values for urea reagent. User should enter actual values for reagent, if different from the default values provided.


						Density of reagent as stored (ρstored)			71			lb/cubic feet*


						Number of days reagent is stored (tstorage)			14			days																		Densities of typical SCR reagents: 


																														50% urea solution						71			lbs/ft3


																														29.4% aqueous NH3						56			lbs/ft3												Ammonia


																																																2			Urea


						Select the reagent used





			Enter the cost data for the proposed SCR:


						Desired dollar-year			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			2021  final CEPCI value						541.7			2016 CEPCI						CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent


						Reagent (Costreag)			2.373			$/gallon for 50% urea 															 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0684			$/kWh 															 


						Catalyst cost (CC replace)			227.00			$/cubic foot (includes removal and disposal/regeneration of existing catalyst and installation of new catalyst 															* $227/cf is a default value for the catalyst cost based on 2016 prices. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Operator Labor Rate			72.12			$/hour (including benefits) 															 


						Operator Hours/Day			4.00			hours/day*															*  4 hours/day is a default value for the operator labor. User should enter actual value, if known.


						Note:  The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.


			Maintenance and Administrative Charges Cost Factors:


									0.015


						Maintenance Cost Factor (MCF) =			0.0025			*MCF is less than the IPM default value of 0.005. User must document why the value entered is appropriate.


						Administrative Charges Factor (ACF) =			0.03			 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 





						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Reagent Cost ($/gallon)			$1.66/gallon 50% urea solution			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model, Updates to the Cost and Performance for APC Technologies, SCR Cost Development Methodology, Chapter 5, Attachment 5-3, January 2017. Available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-05/documents/attachment_5-3_scr_cost_development_methodology.pdf.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Monthly. Table 5.3. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a.


						Percent sulfur content for Coal (% weight)			 			Not applicable to units burning fuel oil or natural gas																		 															Check with fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			1,033			2016 natural gas data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year." Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Catalyst Cost ($/cubic foot)			227			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Check with vendors for current prices. 


						Operator Labor Rate ($/hour)			$60.00			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of  Air and Radiation. May 2018. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																																	Use payroll data, if available, or check current edition of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates – United States (https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm).


						Interest Rate (Percent)			5.5			Default bank prime rate																																	Use known interest rate or use bank prime rate, available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/. 





			Note:
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SCR Design Parameters


			SCR Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the SCR were calculated based on the values entered on the Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			HHV x Max. Fuel Rate =			400			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual fuel consumption (mfuel) =			(QB x 1.0E6 x 8760)/HHV =			3,392,061,955			scf/Year


			Actual Annual fuel consumption (Mactual) =						3,000,000,000			scf/Year


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			NPHR/10 =			0.82


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Mactual/Mfuel) x (tscr/tplant)  =			0.884			fraction


			Total operating time for the SCR (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7748			hours


			NOx Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(NOxin - NOxout)/NOxin =			95.9			percent


			NOx removed per hour =			NOxin x EF x QB  =			468.00			lb/hour


			Total NOx removed per year =			(NOxin x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			1813			tons/year			1,890			tpy uncontrolled


			NOx removal factor (NRF) = 			EF/80 =			1.20


			Volumetric flue gas flow rate (qflue gas) =			Qfuel x QB x (460 + T)/(460 + 700)nscr =			1,776,357			acfm


			Space velocity (Vspace) =			qflue gas/Volcatalyst =			755.54			/hour


			Residence Time 			1/Vspace			0.00			hour


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for oil and natural gas; 1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.00																											ERROR:#DIV/0!			CoalF for blended fuel


			SO2 Emission rate =  			(%S/100)x(64/32)*1x106)/HHV =			 			 			Not applicable; factor applies only to coal-fired boilers


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.06						 


			Atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			13.9			psia


						SNCR Retrofit			1.19


			Retrofit Factor (RF)			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Catalyst Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																								1.3015393443			EF adj


			Future worth factor (FWF) =			(interest rate)(1/((1+ interest rate)Y -1) , where Y = Hcatalyts/(tSCR x 24 hours) rounded to the nearest integer			0.3180			Fraction																								1.1701			Slipadj			3


			Catalyst volume (Volcatalyst) =			2.81 x QB x EF adj x Slipadj x NOxadj x Sadj x (Tadj/Nscr)			2,351.09			Cubic feet																								1.243776			Noxadj


			Cross sectional area of the catalyst (Acatalyst) =			qflue gas /(16ft/sec x 60 sec/min)			1,850			ft2																								0.9636			Sadj


			Height of each catalyst layer (Hlayer) = 			(Volcatalyst/(Rlayer x Acatalyst)) + 1 (rounded to next highest integer)			2			feet


																																				1.146			Tadj


			SCR Reactor Data:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Cross sectional area of the reactor (ASCR) = 			1.15 x Acatalyst			2,128			ft2


			Reactor length and width dimensions for a square reactor = 			(ASCR)0.5			46.1			feet


			Reactor height =			(Rlayer  + Rempty) x (7ft + hlayer) + 9ft			35			feet








			Reagent Data:


			Type of reagent used			Urea			Molecular Weight of Reagent (MW) = 									60.06			g/mole															2			56


															Density  =			71			lb/ft3





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Reagent consumption rate (mreagent) = 			(NOxin x QB x EF x SRF x MWR)/MWNOx =			321			lb/hour


			Reagent Usage Rate (msol) =			mreagent/Csol =			641			lb/hour															9.4913441615


						(msol x 7.4805)/Reagent Density			68			gal/hour


			Estimated tank volume for reagent storage =			(msol x 7.4805 x tstorage x 24)/Reagent Density =			22,800			gallons (storage needed to store a 14 day reagent supply rounded to the nearest 100 gallons)





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Other parameters			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			A x 1,000 x 0.0056 x (CoalF x HRF)0.43 =			205.68			kW


						where A = (0.1 x QB) for industrial boilers.


			Note:
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Cost Estimate


			Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)																		1.06			ELEVF





			TCI for Oil and Natural Gas Boilers


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers between 25MW and 500 MW:																		New 			Retrofit


			TCI = 86,380 x (200/BMW )0.35 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil and Natural Gas-Fired Utility Boilers >500 MW:


			TCI = 62,680 x BMW x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers between 275 and 5,500 MMBTU/hour :


			TCI = 7,850 x (2,200/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers between 205 and 4,100 MMBTU/hour :																											 


			TCI = 10,530 x (1,640/QB )0.35 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$7,282,968


			For Oil-Fired Industrial Boilers >5,500 MMBtu/hour: 


			TCI = 5,700 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Natural Gas-Fired Industrial Boilers >4,100 MMBtu/hour:


			TCI = 7,640 x QB x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$10,437,083						in 2021 dollars									$0			$7,282,968





			TCI for Coal-Fired Boilers


			For Coal-Fired Boilers:


			TCI = 1.3 x (SCRcost + RPC + APHC + BPC)





			Capital costs for the SCR (SCRcost) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Reagent Preparation Cost (RPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)* = 			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC) =			$0						in 2021 dollars


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$0.00						in 2021 dollars


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emits equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.








			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		$0.00			$0.00


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			SCRcost = 310,000 x (NRF)0.2 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.92 x ELEVF x RF																		0.00			0.00


																					$0			$0


			SCR Capital Costs (SCRcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25  MW:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x BMW x NPHR x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			RPC = 564,000 x (NOxin x QB x EF)0.25 x RF																		$0			$0





			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPC) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHC)*


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (BMW x HRF x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			 APHC = 69,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.78 x AHF x RF																		$0			$0





			Air Pre-Heater Costs (APHcost) = 									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0


			* Not applicable - This factor applies only to coal-fired boilers that burn bituminous coal and emit equal to or greater than 3lb/MMBtu of sulfur dioxide.





			Balance of Plant Costs (BPC)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >25MW:


			BPC = 529,000 x (BMW x HRFx CoalF)0.42 x ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0


			For Coal-Fired Industrial Boilers >250 MMBtu/hour:


			BPC = 529,000 x (0.1 x QB x CoalF)0.42 ELEVF x RF																		$0			$0





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =									$0			in 2021 dollars						$0			$0








			Annual Costs





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =						$1,462,516			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =						$662,957			in 2021 dollars


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC						$2,125,474			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Electricity Cost) + (Annual Catalyst Cost)





			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.0025 x TCI =						$26,093			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Reagent Cost =			msol x Costreag x top =						$1,242,507			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 						$109,059			in 2021 dollars


			Annual Catalyst Replacement Cost =									$84,858			in 2021 dollars


																								1


			 


			 			nscr x Volcat x (CCreplace/Rlayer) x FWF						 									Method 1			$84,858


			 			BMW x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3      															Method 2 (utility)			$1,458,220


			 			(QB/NPHR) x 0.4 x (CoalF)2.9 x (NRF)0.71 x (CCreplace) x 35.3 															Method 2 (industrial)			$177,832


			Direct Annual Cost = 									$1,462,516			in 2021 dollars									177,832





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs





			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Operator Cost + 0.4 x Annual Maintenance Cost) =						$3,333			in 2021 dollars


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =						$659,624			in 2021 dollars


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =						$662,957			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ NOx Removed/year





			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =						$2,125,474			per year in 2021 dollars


			NOx Removed =						1,813			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 						$1,172			per ton of NOx removed in 2021 dollars


									$/Ton above does not include reheat costs


			Note:
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DSI Summary


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																																				Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																				Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 5: Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse																																				Table 5: Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse																											Table 5: Control Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) with Baghouse





						Operating Unit:						Line 2																														CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																													Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 042						Stack/Vent Number						SV 048 & 049																								Purchased Equipment (A) (1)												9,551,151									Interest Rate						4.75%


						Design Capacity						400			MMBtu/hr			Standardized Flow Rate						725,189			scfm @ 32º F																								Purchased Equipment Costs (A) - Injection System + auxiliary equipment, EC 																		Equipment Life						30			years


						Utilization Rate						100%						Exhaust Temperature						300			Deg F																								Instrumentation			0%			Included in vendor estimate			 - 									CRF						0.0632


						Annual Operating Hours						8,376			Hours			Exhaust Moisture Content						6.3%																											State Sales Taxes   			6.9%			of control device cost (A)			656,642


						Annual Interest Rate						4.75%						Actual Flow Rate						1,120,210			acfm																								Freight 			5%			of control device cost (A)			477,558									Replacement Parts & Equipment:						Filter Bags


						Control Equipment Life 						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						778,251			scfm @ 68º F																					Purchased Equipment Total (B)						12%						10,685,351									Equipment Life						5			years


						Pellet Throughput						600			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate						729,057			dscfm @ 68º F																																										CRF						0.2294


																																																Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						117			$/bag 


																																																			Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			427,414									Amount Required						8399			Bags


																																																			Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,342,675									Total Rep Parts Cost						1,096,651			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																													Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			854,828									Installation Labor						201,923			20 min per bag


						Capital Costs																																													Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			106,854									Total Installed Cost						1,298,573


						Direct Capital Costs																																													Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			747,975									Annualized Cost						297,868


						Purchased Equipment (A)																														9,551,151															Painting 			0%			Included in vendor estimate			 - 


						Purchased Equipment Total (B)						12%			of control device cost (A)																					10,685,351												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						70%						7,479,745


																																																																					Electrical Use


						Installation - Standard Costs						70%			of purchased equip cost (B)																					7,479,745															Site specific - Site Prep			N/A			Site Specific			94,293												Flow  acfm						D P in H2O									kWhr/yr


						Installation - Site Specific Costs																														11,318,403															Site specific - Ductwork			N/A			Site Specific			3,198,081									Blower			1,120,210						7.18									12,199,907			Incremental electricity increase over with baghouse replacing scrubber including ducting


						Installation Total																														18,798,149															Site specific - Buildings			N/A			Site Specific			2,159,470									Air Compressor																		3,331,191			Based on Compressor HP 


						Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																														29,483,499


						Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						52%			of purchased equip cost (B)																					5,556,382															Lost Production for Tie-In			N/A			Site Specific			5,866,560


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																														33,741,308


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor																														33,741,308												Total Site Specific Costs												11,318,403


						Operating Costs																																										Installation Total												18,798,149


						Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																					4,517,487									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															29,483,499									Total																		15,531,098


						Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																					3,975,105


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																														7,185,430									Indirect Capital Costs


																																																			Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,068,535									Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


						Emission Control Cost Calculation																																													Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,137,070									Trona use - 1.5 NSR			73.13			lb/hr SO2			485.07			lb/hr Trona


												Max Emis			Annual			Calculation			Cont Eff			Performance 			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,068,535									Solid Waste Disposal			53,322			ton/yr existing scrubber inlet process dust loading


						Pollutant						Lb/Hr			Ton/Yr			Method			%			Basis			Units			Ton/Yr			Ton/Yr			$/Ton Rem															Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			106,854									Solid Waste Disposal			1,632			ton/yr DSI unreacted sorbent and reaction byproducts


						PM10 																																													Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			106,854									Taconite Product Loss			8721			ton/yr lost iron production from scrubber replacement by baghouse


						PM2.5																																													Model Studies			N/A			of purchased equip cost (B)			 - 


						Total Particulates																																													Contingencies 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,068,535


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)																																							Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									52%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,556,382


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)						73.13			215.40			% Removal			75%			NA			NA			53.02			162.38			$44,300																																	Operating Cost Calculations


						Sulfuric Acid Mist (H2SO4)																																				Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		35,039,882									Utilization Rate			100%						Annual Operating Hours			8,376


						Fluorides																																																																		Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


						Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)																																				Adjusted TCI for Replacement Parts (Catalyst, Filter Bags, etc) for Capital Recovery Cost																		33,741,308									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


						Carbon Monoxide (CO)																																																															Operating Labor


						Lead (Pb)																																				Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Retrofit Factor												0%			1.6 Retrofit Factor			33,741,308									Op Labor 			72.12			$/Hr			2.0			hr/8 hr shift			2,094			$   151,019			$/Hr, 2.0 hr/8 hr shift, 2,094 hr/yr


																																																																					Supervisor 			15%			of Op Labor									NA			$   22,653			% of Operator Costs


																																										OPERATING COSTS																											Maintenance


			Notes & Assumptions																																										Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Maint Labor 			72.12			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,047			$   75,510			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, 1,047 hr/yr


			1			Purchased equipment cost from vendor quotes for baghouse and anciliary equipment, adjusted for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI).																																																															Maint Mtls			100%			of Maintenance Labor									NA			$   75,510			100% of Maintenance Labor


			2			Calculations per EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual 6th Ed 2002, Section 6 Chapter 1 																																										Operating Labor																					Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


			3			Used 0.6 power law factor to adjust prices based on acfm from vendor bids if applicable																																													Operator			72.12			$/Hr			151,019									Electricity			0.068			$/kwh			1854.2			kW-hr			15,531,098			$   1,062,948			$/kwh, 1,854 kW-hr, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			4			Trona DSI applications typically achieve a 70% SO2 reduction, but the uncontrolled concentrations are too low to achieve this level of control																																													Supervisor			0.15			of Op Labor			22,653									Solid Waste Disposal 			41.80			$/ton			6.56			ton/hr			54,954			$   2,297,085			$/ton, 7 ton/hr, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization


			5			Electricity demand is the incremental cost for additional power demand with the removal of the existing particulate controls																																										Maintenance																					Trona			285.00			$/ton			485.1			lb/hr			2,031			$   578,973			$/ton, 485 lb/hr, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																			Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/Hr			75,510									Taconite Pellets			29.100			$/LTon			1.0			LT/hr			8,721			$   253,788			$/LTon, 1 LT/hr, 8376 hr/yr, 100% utilization


																																																			Maintenance Materials			100			% of Maintenance Labor			75,510																														


																																																Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																			Electricity			0.07			$/kwh			1,062,948


																																																			Solid Waste Disposal 			41.80			$/ton			2,297,085


																																																			Trona			285.00			$/ton			578,973


																																																			Taconite Product Loss			29			$/LTon			253,788





																																													Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															4,517,487


																																													Savings from Shutdown of Existing Emission Controls															$   (1,307,161)


																																													Indirect Operating Costs


																																																			Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			194,815


																																																			Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			674,826


																																																			Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			337,413


																																																			Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			337,413


																																																			Capital Recovery			0.0632			for a 30-year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			2,132,770


																																													Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery costs			3,975,105





																																										Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		7,185,430
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SDA Summary


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																																	Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 6 - Spray Dry Absorber (SDA)																																	Table 6 - Spray Dry Absorber (SDA)																											Table 6 - Spray Dry Absorber (SDA)





						Operating Unit:						Line 2																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 042						Stack/Vent Number						SV 048 & 049																					Purchased Equipment (A)																					Interest Rate						4.75%


																																																Purchased Equipment Costs (A) 									26,325,693									Equipment Life						30			years


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						300			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			2,632,569									CRF						0.0632


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						8,376			Hours			Moisture Content						6.3%																								MN Sales Taxes 			7%			of control device cost (A)			1,809,891


						Annual Interest Rate						4.8%						Actual Flow Rate						1,120,210			acfm																					Freight 			0%			of control device cost (A)			0									Replacement Catalyst:


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						778,251			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						17%						30,768,153									Equipment Life						20			years


						Pellet Throughput						600			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate						729,057			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.0000


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						0			$/ft3


																																																Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,230,726									Amount Required						0			ft3


																																																Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			15,384,077									Packing Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,461,452									Installation Labor						0			Assume Labor = 15% of catalyst cost (basis labor for baghouse replacement)


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			307,682									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed


						  Direct Capital Costs 																																										Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,153,771									Annualized Cost						0


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											26,325,693															Painting 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,230,726


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						17%			of control device cost (A)																		30,768,153												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						74%						22,768,434									Replacement Parts & Equipment: Filter Bags and Cages


																																																																		Equipment Life						3


						  Installation - Standard Costs						74%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		22,768,434									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															53,536,587									CRF						0.3655


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											59,029,538																																	Rep part cost per unit						110.00			$ each												Price of 1 bag plus 1/2 price of 1 cage, from Zachry.


						  Installation Total																											22,768,434									Indirect Capital Costs																								Amount Required						4488			Number												Number of bags, from Ducon proposal. 


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											53,536,587															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			3,076,815									Total Rep Parts Cost						527,621			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						42%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		12,922,624															Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			6,153,631									Installation Labor						107,892															OAQPS list replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Site-specific Costs																											124,853,238															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			3,076,815									Total Installed Cost						635,512			Zero out if no replacement parts needed


																																																Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			307,682									Annualized Cost						232,273


						Operating Costs																																										Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			307,682


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		5,392,590															Model Studies			NA			of purchased equip cost (B)			NA									Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		13,397,657															Contingencies			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0												Flow  acfm						Δ P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW


						  Savings from Shutdown of Existing Emission Controls																											(1,307,161)									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									42%			of purchased equip cost (B)			12,922,624									Process ID Fan			-						-			-			1,500.0			1,125.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											17,483,086						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		66,459,211									Process ID Fan			-						-			-			1,500.0			1,125.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


																																							TCI Adj for Baghouse Filter Replacement																		65,823,699									Process Booster Fan			-						-			-			2,500.0			1,875.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


																																										Retrofit multiplier									0%			of TCI			0									Process Booster Fan			-						-			-			2,500.0			1,875.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


																		Actual																					Site Specific Installed Equipment Costs																														Flow			Liquid SPGR			Δ P ft H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW


						Emission Control Cost Calculation												Emissions																														Civil/Structural									1,664,454									Circ Pump			000 gpm			1			60			0.7			-			0.0			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed Section 5.2  Chapter 1 Eq 1.49


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Exit			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Mechanical Equipment									36,936,333									H2O WW Disch 			0 gpm			1			60			0.7			-			0.0			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed Section 5.2  Chapter 1 Eq 1.49


						Pollutant			Weight			lb/hr			T/Yr			%			Conc.			Units			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem															Electrical and Control									4,839,425															SCA1 			Plate Area


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			ERROR:#N/A			ERROR:#N/A			0%									0.0			ERROR:#N/A			NA															Freight									1,350,994															ft2/kacfm			ft2			kW/ft2


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2): 			64.1			51.4			215			75.4%			5			ppm			53.0			162			$107,666															Total Indirect Costs + Contingencies									8,371,773									ESP Power						200			224,042			1.94E-03						434.6			EPA Cont Cost Manual 6th ed -  Sec 6 Ch 3 Eq 3.48


												0.13			lb/mmBtu																																	Lost Production for Tie-In			N/A			Site Specific			5,866,560									Other 


			Notes & Assumptions																																																															Total																		6434.6


			1			Purchased equipment costs from independent review by Zachry Engineering scaled up for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI)


			2			Capital equipment cost includes the items listed below, which are calculated using EPA cost control manual guidance. 																																							Total Site Specific Costs												59,029,538


			3			GSA/SDA designed for 5 ppm exit SO2 concentration 																																																												Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


			4			6/18/2012 email from Candice Maxwell, Cleveland Cliffs in response to EPA Region 5 CAA Section 114 information request for scrubber operating costs.  																																	Total Capital Investment (TCI) Retrofit Installed																		124,853,238


						Email reported total annual operating costs for both Scrubbers.  Listed value excludes capital recover costs and is pro-rated by scrubber exhaust flow rate.																																																												Hydrated Lime Use			51.43			lb/hr SO2 no scrubber												91.88			lb/hr lime, lime addition 


						Value includes continuing operations cost, per a 9/26/12 e-mail from Jen Krause, Cleveland Cliffs. 																																	OPERATING COSTS																											NSR			1.30															114.63			lb CaSO3/hr


			5			CUECost Workbook Version 1.0, USEPA Document Page 2 allows up to a 60% retrofit factor for installations in existing facilities																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Waste Lime																		21.20			lb/hr waste lime


			6			Site specific installation costs from independent review by Zachry Engineering.																																																												Total Waste																		135.84			lb/hr waste


			7			Labor required for handling of lime shipments entering and exiting the facility. Includes spill prevention/cleanup and truck cleaning. 																																							Operating Labor


			8			Determined from Table 3.21 of Chapter 3 of EPA's September 1999 Particulate Matter control design guidelines (for ESPs)																																										Operator			72.12			$/Hr, 5.0 hr/8 hr shift, Annual Operating Hours 			427,551									An NSR of 1.3 means that 30% more lime is injected than is needed to capture SO2.


			9			Labor and maintenance materials are 5% of capital costs per CueCost. "Average process with normal operating conditions should have maintenance labor and 																																										Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			64,133


						material costs" of 5 to 9% of fixed capital investment. (page 134, Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers, Max Peters and Klaus Timmerhaus;																																							Maintenance


						McGraw-Hill Book Company)																																										Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/hr, Maint Labor Use Rate+ESP Maint Labor Use Rate			75,510									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									8,376


			10			Determined from Table 1.11 of Chapter 1 of EPA's December 1998 Particulate Matter control design guidelines (for FFs and baghouses)																																										Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs + 1% ESP purchase cost			285,510																		Utilization Rate:									100%


			11			Contingency is accounted for under Site Specific Installed Equipment Costs.																																							Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Compressed Air			$   0.48			$/kscf			539,357												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																																Electricity 			0.0684			$/kwh, 6,435 kW-hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization			3,688,680									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																Filter Bag Replacement									232,273									Operating Labor


																																																Solid Waste Disposal			41.80			$/ton, 136 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization			23,779									Op Labor   BH + ESP			72.12			$/Hr			5.0			hr/8 hr shift			5,235			377,548			$/Hr, 5.0 hr/8 hr shift, Annual Operating Hours 


																																																Lime			145.00			$/ton, 92 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization			55,797									Lime Handling Labor			72.12			$/Hr			13.3			hr/week			693.3			50,003			$/Hr, 13.3 hr/week, Annual Operating Hours 


																																																																		Supervisor			15%			of Op.									NA			64,133			15% of Operator Costs


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															5,392,590									Maintenance


																																																																		Maint Labor Baghouse			72.12			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,047			75,510			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, Annual Operating Hours


																																										Savings from Shutdown of Existing Emission Controls															(1,307,161)									Maint Mtls Baghouse			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			75,510			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																																		ESP Maint Mtls and Lbr			5			% of ESP purchase cost												210,000			5% of ESP Purchase Cost


																																										Indirect Operating Costs																								Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			511,622									Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			6434.6			kW-hr			53,896,557			3,688,680			$/kwh, 6,435 kW-hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			2,497,065									Water 			0.01			$/kgal			0.0			gpm			0			0			$/kgal, 0 gpm, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			1,248,532						1			Solid Waste Disposal			41.80			$/ton			135.8			lb/hr			569			23,779			$/ton, 136 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			1,248,532						1			Lime			145.0			$/ton			91.9			lb/hr			385			55,797			$/ton, 92 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0632			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			7,891,905						1			Filter Bag Replacement																		232,273			2012 Dry FGD Study - Opinion of Probable Cost O&M Costs


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			13,397,657									Compressed Air			$   0.48			$/kscf			2			scfm/kacfm			1,125,945			539,357			$/yr


																																																																																	*annual use rate is in same units of measurement as the unit cost factor


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		17,483,086


																																							See Summary page for notes and assumptions


																																																																		See Summary page for notes and assumptions
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GSA Summary


						Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																																	Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2																											Cleveland Cliffs: United Taconite Line 2


						Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																																	Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis																											Appendix B - Four-Factor Control Cost Analysis


						Table 7 - Gas Suspension Absorber (GSA)																																	Table 7 - Gas Suspension Absorber (GSA)																											Table 7 - Gas Suspension Absorber (GSA)





						Operating Unit:						Line 2																											CAPITAL COSTS																											Capital Recovery Factors


																																										Direct Capital Costs																								Primary Installation


						Emission Unit Number						EU 042						Stack/Vent Number						SV 048 & 049																					Purchased Equipment (A) 																					Interest Rate						4.75%


																																																Purchased Equipment Costs (A) 									22,356,887									Equipment Life						30			years


						Expected Utilization Rate						100%						Temperature						300			Deg F																					Instrumentation			10%			of control device cost (A)			2,235,689									CRF						0.0632


						Expected Annual Hours of Operation						8,376			Hours			Moisture Content						6.3%																								MN Sales Taxes 			7%			of control device cost (A)			1,537,036


						Annual Interest Rate						4.75%						Actual Flow Rate						1,120,210			acfm																					Freight 			0%			of control device cost (A)			0									Replacement Catalyst:


						Expected Equipment Life						30			yrs			Standardized Flow Rate						778,251			scfm @ 68º F																		Purchased Equipment Total (B)						17%						26,129,611									Equipment Life						20			years


						Pellet Throughput						600			LTon/hr			Dry Std Flow Rate						729,057			dscfm @ 68º F																																							CRF						0.0000


																																													Installation																					Rep part cost per unit						0			$/ft3


																																																Foundations & supports			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,045,184									Amount Required						0			ft3


																																																Handling & erection 			50%			of purchased equip cost (B)			13,064,806									Packing Cost						0			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						CONTROL  EQUIPMENT COSTS																																										Electrical 			8%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,090,369									Installation Labor						0			Assume Labor = 15% of catalyst cost (basis labor for baghouse replacement)


						Capital Costs																																										Piping 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			261,296									Total Installed Cost						0			Zero out if no replacement parts needed


						  Direct Capital Costs 																																										Insulation 			7%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,829,073									Annualized Cost						0


						  Purchased Equipment (A)																											22,356,887															Painting 			4%			of purchased equip cost (B)			1,045,184


						  Purchased Equipment Total (B)						17%			of control device cost (A)																		26,129,611												Installation Subtotal Standard Expenses						74%						19,335,912									Replacement Parts & Equipment: Filter Bags and Cages


																																																																		Equipment Life						3


						  Installation - Standard Costs						74%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		19,335,912									Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 															45,465,524									CRF						0.3655


						  Installation - Site Specific Costs																											61,304,825																																	Rep part cost per unit						110.00			$ each												Price of 1 bag plus 1/2 price of 1 cage, from Zachry.


						  Installation Total																											19,335,912									Indirect Capital Costs																								Amount Required						4488			Number												Number of bags, from Ducon proposal. 


						  Total Direct Capital Cost, DC 																											45,465,524															Engineering, supervision 			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,612,961									Total Rep Parts Cost						527,621			Cost adjusted for freight & sales tax


						  Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC						42%			of purchased equip cost (B)																		10,974,437															Construction & field expenses			20%			of purchased equip cost (B)			5,225,922									Installation Labor						107,892															OAQPS list replacement times from 5 - 20 min per bag.


						Total Capital Investment (TCI) with Site-specific costs																											117,109,274															Contractor fees			10%			of purchased equip cost (B)			2,612,961									Total Installed Cost						635,512			Zero out if no replacement parts needed


																																																Start-up 			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			261,296									Annualized Cost						232,273


						Operating Costs																																										Performance test			1%			of purchased equip cost (B)			261,296


						  Total Annual Direct Operating Costs									Labor, supervision, materials, replacement parts, utilities, etc.																		5,435,440															Model Studies			NA			of purchased equip cost (B)			NA									Electrical Use


						  Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs									Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost																		12,624,116															Contingencies 			0%			of purchased equip cost (B)			0												Flow  acfm						Δ P in H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW


						  Savings from Shutdown of Existing Emission Controls																											(1,307,161)									Total Indirect Capital Costs, IC									42%			of purchased equip cost (B)			10,974,437									Process ID Fan			-						-			-			1,500.0			1,125.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


						Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																											16,752,396						Total Capital Investment (TCI) = DC + IC																		56,439,961									Process ID Fan			-						-			-			1,500.0			1,125.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


																																							TCI Adj for Baghouse Filter Replacement																		55,804,449									Process Booster Fan			-						-			-			2,500.0			1,875.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


																																										Retrofit multiplier									0%			of TCI			0									Process Booster Fan			-						-			-			2,500.0			1,875.0			Fan size from Zachry cost estimates.


																		Actual																					Site Specific Installed Equipment Costs																														Flow			Liquid SPGR			Δ P ft H2O			Efficiency			Hp			kW


						Emission Control Cost Calculation												Emissions																														Civil/Structural									1,664,454									Circ Pump			000 gpm			1			60			0.7			-			0.0			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed Section 5.2  Chapter 1 Eq 1.49


									Molecular 			Max Emis			Annual			Cont Eff			Exit			Conc.			Cont Emis 			Reduction			Cont Cost															Mechanical Equipment									38,450,302									H2O WW Disch 			0 gpm			1			60			0.7			-			0.0			EPA Cost Cont Manual 6th ed Section 5.2  Chapter 1 Eq 1.49


						Pollutant			Weight			lb/hr			T/Yr			%			Conc.			Units			T/yr			T/yr			$/Ton Rem															Electrical and Control									4,839,425															SCA1 			Plate Area


						Nitrous Oxides (NOx)			46			ERROR:#N/A			ERROR:#N/A			0%									0.0			ERROR:#N/A			NA															Freight									1,404,916															ft2/kacfm			ft2			kW/ft2


						Sulfur Dioxide (SO2): 			64.1			51.4			215			75.4%			5			ppm			53.0			162			$103,167															Total Indirect Costs + Contingencies									9,079,168									ESP Power						200			224,042			1.94E-03						434.6			EPA Cont Cost Manual 6th ed -  Sec 6 Ch 3 Eq 3.48


												0.13			lb/mmBtu												0.0316487066																					Lost Production for Tie-In			N/A			Site Specific			5,866,560									Other 


			Notes & Assumptions																																																															Total																		6434.6


			1			Purchased equipment costs from independent review by Zachry Engineering scaled for inflation using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index


			2			Capital equipment cost includes the items listed below, which are calculated using EPA cost control manual guidance. 																																							Total Site Specific Costs												61,304,825


			3			GSA/SDA designed for 5 ppm exit SO2 concentration 																																																												Reagent Use & Other Operating Costs


			4			6/18/2012 email from Candice Maxwell, Cleveland Cliffs in response to EPA Region 5 CAA Section 114 information request for scrubber operating costs.  																																	Total Capital Investment (TCI) Retrofit Installed																		117,109,274


						Email reported total annual operating costs for both Scrubbers.  Listed value excludes capital recover costs and is pro-rated by scrubber exhaust flow rate.																																																												Hydrated Lime Use			51.43			lb/hr SO2 no scrubber												91.88			lb/hr lime, lime addition 


						Value includes continuing operations cost, per a 9/26/12 e-mail from Jen Krause, Cleveland Cliffs. 																																	OPERATING COSTS																											NSR			1.30															114.63			lb CaSO3/hr


			5			Retrofit factors are not included because the costs are based on a site-specific estimate																																				Direct Annual Operating Costs, DC																								Waste Lime																		21.20			lb/hr waste lime


			6			Site specific installation costs from independent review by Zachry Engineering.																																																												Total Waste																		135.84			lb/hr waste


			7			Labor required for handling of lime shipments entering and exiting the facility. Includes spill prevention/cleanup and truck cleaning. 																																							Operating Labor


			8			Determined from Table 3.21 of Chapter 3 of EPA's September 1999 Particulate Matter control design guidelines (for ESPs)																																										Operator			72.12			$/Hr, 5.0 hr/8 hr shift, Annual Operating Hours 			427,551									An NSR of 1.3 means that 30% more lime is injected than is needed to capture SO2.


			9			Labor and maintenance materials are 5% of capital costs per CueCost. "Average process with normal operating conditions should have maintenance labor and 																																										Supervisor			15%			15% of Operator Costs			64,133


						material costs" of 5 to 9% of fixed capital investment. (page 134, Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers, Max Peters and Klaus Timmerhaus;																																							Maintenance


						McGraw-Hill Book Company)																																										Maintenance Labor 			72.12			$/hr, Maint Labor Use Rate+ESP Maint Labor Use Rate			75,510									Operating Cost Calculations									Annual hours of operation:									8,376


			10			Determined from Table 1.11 of Chapter 1 of EPA's December 1998 Particulate Matter control design guidelines (for FFs and baghouses)																																										Maintenance Materials			100%			of maintenance labor costs + 1% ESP purchase cost			328,360																		Utilization Rate:									100%


			11			Contingency and freight are accounted for under Site Specific Installed Equipment Costs.																																							Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Compressed Air			$   0.48			$/kscf			539,357												Unit 			Unit of			Use			Unit of			Annual			Annual			Comments


																																																Electricity 			0.07			$/kwh, 6,435 kW-hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization			3,688,680									Item			Cost $			Measure			Rate			Measure			Use*			Cost


																																																Filter Bag Replacement									232,273									Operating Labor


																																																Solid Waste Disposal			41.80			$/ton, 136 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization			23,779									Op Labor   BH + ESP			72.12			$/Hr			5.0			hr/8 hr shift			5,235			377,548			$/Hr, 5.0 hr/8 hr shift, Annual Operating Hours 


																																																Lime			145.00			$/ton, 92 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization			55,797									Lime Handling Labor			72.12			$/Hr			13.3			hr/week			693.3			50,003			$/Hr, 13.3 hr/week, Annual Operating Hours 


																																																																		Supervisor			15%			of Op.									NA			64,133			15% of Operator Costs


																																										Total Annual Direct Operating Costs															5,435,440									Maintenance


																																																																		Maint Labor Baghouse			72.12			$/Hr			1.0			hr/8 hr shift			1,047			75,510			$/Hr, 1.0 hr/8 hr shift, Annual Operating Hours


																																										Savings from Shutdown of Existing Emission Controls															(1,307,161)									Maint Mtls Baghouse			100			% of Maintenance Labor									NA			75,510			100% of Maintenance Labor


																																																																		ESP Maint Mtls and Lbr			5			% of ESP purchase cost												252,850			5% of ESP Purchase Cost


																																										Indirect Operating Costs																								Utilities, Supplies, Replacements & Waste Management


																																																Overhead 			60%			of total labor and material costs			537,332									Electricity 			0.068			$/kwh			6434.6			kW-hr			53,896,557			3,688,680			$/kwh, 6,435 kW-hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Administration (2% total capital costs)			2%			of total capital costs (TCI)			2,342,185									Water 			0.01			$/kgal			0.0			gpm			0			0			$/kgal, 0 gpm, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Property tax (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			1,171,093						1			Solid Waste Disposal			41.80			$/ton			135.8			lb/hr			569			23,779			$/ton, 136 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Insurance (1% total capital costs)			1%			of total capital costs (TCI)			1,171,093						1			Lime			145.0			$/ton			91.9			lb/hr			385			55,797			$/ton, 92 lb/hr, annual operating hours, 100% utilization


																																																Capital Recovery			0.0632			for a 30- year equipment life and a 4.75% interest rate			7,402,413						1			Filter Bag Replacement																		232,273			2012 Dry FGD Study - Opinion of Probable Cost O&M Costs


																																										Total Annual Indirect Operating Costs												Sum indirect oper costs + capital recovery cost			12,624,116									Compressed Air			$   0.48			$/kscf			2			scfm/kacfm			1,125,945			539,357			$/yr


																																																																																	*annual use rate is in same units of measurement as the unit cost factor


																																							Total Annual Cost (Annualized Capital Cost + Operating Cost)																		16,752,396


																																							See Summary page for notes and assumptions


																																																																		See Summary page for notes and assumptions
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Sappi Cloquet controls and costs.xlsx

Sappi NOx





						Sappi Boiler 9 


						Control Technology			SNCR						SCR


									NPS			MPCA			NPS			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			430			430			430			430


						Retrofit factor			1			1			1			1.33


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5			776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   6,068,270			$   6,068,270			$   28,945,602			$   29,945,905


						Interest rate (%)			4.75			3.50			4.75			3.50


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20			25			25


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   476,966			$   427,206			$   2,003,036			$   1,817,716


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   479,697			$   429,937			$   2,007,307			$   1,822,048


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.631			0.631			0.631			0.631


						Catalyst Life (hr)									20,000			20,000


						Catalyst Replacement Cost Method									1			1


						Catalyst Replacement Cost									$   198,567			$   194,561


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   168,063			$   312,950			$   515,955			$   514,973


						Total Annual Cost 			$   647,759			$   742,887			$   2,523,262			$   2,337,020


						Maximum Uncontrolled (Tons/yr)			550			550			550			550


						Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)			347			347			347			347


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.29			0.29			0.29			0.29


						NOx Removal Efficiency (%)			21			25			83			80


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.23			0.22			0.05			0.06


						Tons Removed			74			87			288			278


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   8,790			$   8,562			$   8,774			$   8,418


						Incremental Total Annual Cost 									$   1,875,503			$   1,594,133


						Incremental Tons Removed									214			191


						Incremental Cost-Effectiveness									$   8,768			$   8,353












SMBS Boiler 1 IPM DSI w Hydrated Lime w BGH.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.2			company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			IPM default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			company report


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.52			calculated																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			BGH						company report																		Lignite


			Sorbent			G			Hydrated Lime						company report


			Removal Target			H						50			Maximum Removal Targets:
Hydrated Lime with an ESP = 30%; Hydrated Lime with an BGH = 50%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			4.72E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.09			Hydrated Lime with an ESP = 0.504*H^0.3905


															Hydrated Lime with a BGH = 0.0087*H+0.6505


			Hydrated Lime Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.16			Hydrated Lime = (6.0055 x10^-0.07)*K*A*C*D


			Estimated HCl Removal			V			(%)


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)									$4,457,969			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$94			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$445,797			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$222,898			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$222,898			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$5,349,563			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$113			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$267,478			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$5,617,041			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$119			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$5,617,041			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$119			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   7,666,357			0








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.24			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.52			calculated


			Hydrated Lime Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.16			Hydrated Lime = (6.0055 x10^-0.07)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.22			Lime = (1.00 + 0.00777*H/K)*M


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			1.35			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.06			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			N\Hydrated Lime Cost			R			($/ton)			150.00			IPM default


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			User Input


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)						User Input


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			309,615			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$5.28			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$0.94			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$44,580


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.17			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,023


																		$302,203


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$6.40			Total Fixed O&M costs			$302,203





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$0.51			Variable O&M costs for lime reagent			$157,433


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.66			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$513,567


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.04


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$11,335


																		$682,335


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$2.20			Total variable O&M costs			$682,335























cost-effectiveness


						SMBS Boiler 1


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			BGH			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   7,666,357			0


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   484,586			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   302,203			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   682,335			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   1,469,124			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			805			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			403			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   3,650			$/ton












SMBS Boiler 1 IPM DSI w Hydrated Lime w ESP.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.2			company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			IPM default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			company report


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.52			calculated																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			ESP						company report																		Lignite


			Sorbent			G			Hydrated Lime						company report


			Removal Target			H						30			Maximum Removal Targets:
Hydrated Lime with an ESP = 30%; Hydrated Lime with an BGH = 50%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			4.72E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.90			Hydrated Lime with an ESP = 0.504*H^0.3905


															Hydrated Lime with a BGH = 0.0087*H+0.6505


			Hydrated Lime Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.28			Hydrated Lime = (6.0055 x10^-0.07)*K*A*C*D


			Estimated HCl Removal			V			(%)


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)									$5,227,863			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$111			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$522,786			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$261,393			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$261,393			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$6,273,435			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$133			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$313,672			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$6,587,107			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$139			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$6,587,107			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$139			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   8,990,341			0








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.24			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.52			calculated


			Hydrated Lime Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.28			Hydrated Lime = (6.0055 x10^-0.07)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.32			Lime = (1.00 + 0.00777*H/K)*M


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			1.35			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.11			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			N\Hydrated Lime Cost			R			($/ton)			150.00			IPM default


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			User Input


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)						User Input


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			309,615			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$5.28			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$1.11			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$52,279


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.17			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,115


																		$309,994


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$6.56			Total Fixed O&M costs			$309,994





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$0.89			Variable O&M costs for lime reagent			$275,875


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.76			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$545,535


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.06


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$19,863


																		$841,273


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$2.72			Total variable O&M costs			$841,273























cost-effectiveness


						SMBS Boiler 1


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			ESP			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   8,990,341			0


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   568,275			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   309,994			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   841,273			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   1,719,542			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			805			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			242			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   7,120			$/ton












SMBS Boiler 1 IPM DSI w Milled Trona w BGH.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.2			company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			IPM default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			MPCA


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.52			based on Company report																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			BGH						company report																		Lignite


			Milled Trona			G			TRUE


			Removal Target			H						80			Maximum Removal Targets:
Unmilled Trona with an ESP = 65%
Milled Trona with an ESP = 80%
Unmilled Trona with a BGH = 80%
Milled Trona with a BGH = 90%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			4.72E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.97			Unmilled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0350*H,0.352e(0.0345*H))
Milled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0270*H,0.353e(0.0280*H))
Unmilled Trona with an BGH = If(H<40.0,0.0215*H,0.295e(0.0267*H))
Milled Trona with an BGH = IF(H<40.0,0.0160*H,0.208e(0.0281*H))


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.58			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = Unmilled Trona, If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)
                     Milled Trona, If(M>25 then (750,000*B*M) else (7,516,000*B*M0.284)									$7,114,183			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$151			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$711,418			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$355,709			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$355,709			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$8,537,019			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$181			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$426,851			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$8,963,870			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$190			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$8,963,870			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$190			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   12,234,240			(2019$)








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.24			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.52			based on company report


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.58			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.47			(0.7387+0.00185*H/K)*M; Based on a final reaction product of NA2SO4 and unreacted drysorbent as NA2CO3


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			1.35			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.25			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			Trona Cost			R			($/ton)			170.00			IPM default


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			assumed


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			309,615			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$5.28			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$1.51			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$71,142


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.18			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,342


																		$329,084


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$6.97			Total Fixed O&M costs			$329,084





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$2.09			Variable O&M costs for lime reagent			$647,458


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.93			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$597,287


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.15


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$45,703


																		$1,290,448


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$4.17			Total variable O&M costs			$1,290,448























cost-effectiveness


						SMBS Boiler 1


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			BGH			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   12,234,240			(2020$)


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   773,320			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   329,084			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   1,290,448			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   2,392,851			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			805			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			644			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   3,716			$/ton












SMBS Boiler 1 IPM DSI w Milled Trona w ESP.xlsx

Capital Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.2			company report


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			IPM default


			Gross Heat Rate			C			(Btu/kWh)			10,000			MPCA


			SO2 Rate			D			(lb/MMBtu)			0.52			based on Company report																		Bituminous			ESP			TRUE


			Type of Coal			E			PRB						company report																		PRB			BGH			FALSE


			Particulate Capture			F			ESP						company report																		Lignite


			Milled Trona			G			TRUE


			Removal Target			H						40			Maximum Removal Targets:
Unmilled Trona with an ESP = 65%
Milled Trona with an ESP = 80%
Unmilled Trona with a BGH = 80%
Milled Trona with a BGH = 90%


			Heat Input			J			(Btu/hr)			4.72E+08			A*C*1000


			NSR			K						1.08			Unmilled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0350*H,0.352e(0.0345*H))
Milled Trona with an ESP = If(H<40.0,0.0270*H,0.353e(0.0280*H))
Unmilled Trona with an BGH = If(H<40.0,0.0215*H,0.295e(0.0267*H))
Milled Trona with an BGH = IF(H<40.0,0.0160*H,0.208e(0.0281*H))


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.32			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			CEPCI (2016)									541.7


			CEPCI (2021$)									776.3





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Capital Cost Calculation


			   Include:  equipment, installation, buildings, foundations, electrical, and retrofit difficulty.


			   BM ($) = Unmilled Trona, If(M>25 then (745,000*B*M) else (7,500,000*B*M0.284)
                     Milled Trona, If(M>25 then (750,000*B*M) else (7,516,000*B*M0.284)									$6,001,170			Base module absorber island cost


			   BM ($/kW)									$127			Base module cost per kW





			Total Project Cost


			   A1 = 10% of  BM									$600,117			Engineering and construction management costs


			   A2 = 5% of  BM									$300,059			Labor adjustment for 6 x 10 hour shift premium, per diem, etc..


			   A3 = 5% of  BM									$300,059			Contractor profit and fees


			   CECC($) - excludes owner's costs = BM+A1+A2+A3									$7,201,404			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal


			   CECC($/kW) - excludes owner's costs =									$152			Capital, engineering and construction cost subtotal per kW


			   B1 = %5 of CECC									$360,070			Owners costs including "home office" costs (owner engineering, management,  and procurement activities)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs = CECC + B1									$7,561,474			Total project cost without AFUDC


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs =									$160			Total project cost per kW without AFUDC


			   B2 = 0% of (CECC + B1)									$0			AFUDC (based on 3 year enginering and construction cycle)


			   TPC ($) - includes owner's costs  and AFUDC = CECC + B1 + B2									$7,561,474			Total project cost


			   TPC ($/kw) - includes owner's costs and AFUDC  ($/kW) =									$160			Total project cost per kW


			Total Capital Investment =			$   10,320,196			(2019$)








O&M Costs


			DSI Capital Cost Estimate Worksheet									SMBS Boiler 1


			Variable			Designation			Units			Value			Calculation


			Unit Size (Gross)			A			(MW)			47.24			Input (Greater than 50 MW)


			Retrofit Factor			B						1			Input (An "average" retrofit has a factor = 1.0)


			Uncontrolled SO2						(tpy)			0.52			based on company report


			Trona Feed Rate			M			(ton/hr)			0.32			(1.2011*10-6)*K*A*C*D


			Sorbent Waste Rate			N			(ton/hr)			0.26			(0.7387+0.00185*H/K)*M; Based on a final reaction product of NA2SO4 and unreacted drysorbent as NA2CO3


			Fly Ash Waste Rate			P			(ton/hr)			1.35			(A*C)*Ash in Coal*(1-Boiler Ash Removal)/(2*HHV)
For Bituminous Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.012; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 11000
For PRB Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.06; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2; HHV= 8400
For Lignite Coal:  Ash in Coal = 0.08; Boiler Ash Removal = 0.2 HHV= 7200


			Aux Power 			Q			(%)			0.14			If Milled Trona M*20/A, else M*18/A


			Trona Cost			R			($/ton)			170.00			IPM default


			Waste Disposal Cost			S			($/ton)			50.00			IPM default


			Aux Power  Cost			T			($/kWh)			0.06			company report


			Operating Labor Rate			U			($/hr)			60			company report


			Interest Rate						(%)			4.75			current prime


			Control Equipment Life						(yr)			30			assumed


			Capital Recovery Factor						CRF			0.0632			calculated


			Effective annual operating hours, top						(hr/yr)


			Gross Load 						(MW-h)			309,615			User Input





			Costs are all based on 2016 dollars


			Fixed O&M Cost


			   FOMO ($/kW yr) = (2 additional operator)*2080*U/(A*1000)									$5.28			Fixed O&M additional operating labor costs			$249,600


			   FOMM ($/kW yr) = BM*0.01/(B*A*1000)									$1.27			Fixed O&M maintenance material and labor costs			$60,012


			   FOMA ($/kW yr) = 0.03*(FOMO+0.4*FOMM)									$0.17			Fixed O&M additional addministrative labor costs			$8,208


																		$317,820


			   FOM ($/kW yr) = FOMO + FOMM									$6.73			Total Fixed O&M costs			$317,820





			Variable O&M


			   VOMR ($/MWh) = M*R/A									$1.15			Variable O&M costs for lime reagent			$355,663


			   VOMW ($/MWh)= (N+P)*S/A									$1.70			Variable O&M costs for waste disposal			$526,736


			   VOMP ($/MWh) = Q*T*10									$0.08


Aaron J. Worstell: Aaron J. Worstell:
Confirm formula			Variable O&M costs for additional auxillary power required including additional fan power			$25,106


																		$907,504


			   VOM ($/MWh) = VOMR + VOMW + VOMP + VOMM									$2.93			Total variable O&M costs			$907,504























cost-effectiveness


						SMBS Boiler 1


						Dry Sorbent Injection w 			ESP			Cost Estimate


						Total Capital Investment			$   10,320,196			(2020$)


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   652,334			/yr


						Fixed O&M			$   317,820			/yr


						Variable O&M			$   907,504			/yr


						Total Annual Cost			$   1,877,658			/yr


						Uncontrolled SO2			805			ton/yr			company report


						SO2 Removed			322			tpy


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   5,831			$/ton












SMBS Boiler 1 SDA CDS workbook.xlsm

Read Me


			Air Pollution Control Cost Estimation Spreadsheet


			For Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control


			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


			Air Economics Group


			Health and Environmental Impacts Division


			Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards


			(May 2021)


						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			47.2			MW			company report





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.52			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															from company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.06			lb/MMBtu			NPS for SDA/CDS																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,152			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above									company report


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			365,000			MWh			NPS





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			MPCA


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			7536			Hours			compny report						Plant Elevation						1075			Feet above sea level


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			7536			Hours			compny report												Google Earth


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0361			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			472			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			413,822			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			365,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.882			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,727			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			88			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			217			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			840			tons/year			949			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.52			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1075 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			602			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			3.7			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.19			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.3			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			19			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$13,776,235


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$3,760,356


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$1,788,892


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$25,678,175


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,781


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$77,172,472			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0390298603


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$13,776,235			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$3,760,356			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$1,788,892			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$25,678,175			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,781			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$3,487,767


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$4,936,119


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$8,423,887			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$1,157,587


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$45,025


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$167,962


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$121,610


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$73,603


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$404,840			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$3,487,767			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$58,819


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$4,877,300


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$4,936,119			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$8,423,887			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			840			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$10,034			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			472			MMBtu/hour			1076			tpy uncontrolled 


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			413,822			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			365,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.882			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,727			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			88			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			217			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			839.50			tons/year			949			tpy uncontrolled 						company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.52			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1075 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			647			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			2.7			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.16			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.4			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$15,125,060


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$6,717,288


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$21,574,467


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$56,441,860			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0390298603


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$6,893,420			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$15,125,060





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$15,125,060			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$3,520,335


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$6,717,288





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$6,717,288			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$9,707,061


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$21,574,467





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$21,574,467			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,350,483


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$3,607,237


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$5,957,720			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$846,628


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$152,088


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$180,347


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$89,225


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$83,796


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,350,483			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$40,112


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$3,567,126


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$3,607,237			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$5,957,720			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			840			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$7,097			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1.5			* NOTE: You must document why a retrofit factor of 1.5 is appropriate for the proposed project.																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			47.2			MW			company report





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.52			lb/MMBtu			calculated																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															from company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.04			lb/MMBtu			NPS for Wet FGD																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,152			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above									company report


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			365,000			MWh			NPS





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			MPCA


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			7536			Hours			compny report						Plant Elevation						1075			Feet above sea level


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			7536			Hours			compny report												Google Earth


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.0042			$/gallon 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0361			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			472			MMBtu/hour			1076			tpy uncontrolled


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			413,822			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			365,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.882			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,727			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			92			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			227			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			876			tons/year			949			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.52			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1075 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.50


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			602			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			3.7			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.20			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.3			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			19			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$20,664,353


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$5,640,535


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$2,683,337


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$38,517,263


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$21,539,672


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$115,758,707			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1.5


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0390298603


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$20,664,353			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$5,640,535			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$2,683,337			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$38,517,263			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$21,539,672			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$4,075,058


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$7,381,715


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$11,456,773			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$1,736,381


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$46,982


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$167,962


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$121,610


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$80,143


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$404,840			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$4,075,058			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$65,765


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$7,315,950


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$7,381,715			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$11,456,773			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			876			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$13,079			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			472			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			413,822			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			365,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.882			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			7,727			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			92			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			227			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			876.00			tons/year			949			tpy uncontrolled 						company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.52			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.04						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 1075 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.1			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.50


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			647			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			2.7			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.16			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.4			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$22,687,590


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$10,075,933


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$32,361,700


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$84,662,790			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1.5


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0390298603


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$6,893,420			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$22,687,590





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$22,687,590			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$3,520,335


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$10,075,933





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$10,075,933			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$9,707,061


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$32,361,700





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$32,361,700			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,784,053


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$5,395,880


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$8,179,932			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$1,269,942


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$158,700


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$180,347


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$89,225


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$87,439


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,784,053			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$45,191


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$5,350,688


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$5,395,880			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$8,179,932			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			876			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$9,338			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
























SMBS control cost summary.xlsx

SMBS SO2 controls


									ARD Estimates


						SMBS Boiler 1			Existing ESP			DSI (w BGH)			DSI (w BGH)			Baghouse			DSI w ESP			DSI w BGH			DSI w ESP			DSI w BGH			SDA/CDS			WFGD						MPCA SMBS Boiler 1						ARD Revisions to MPCA SMBS Boiler 1


						Control Technology						Hydrated Lime			Milled Trona						Hydrated Lime			Hydrated Lime			Milled Trona			Milled Trona												DSI w Trona & BGH			SDA			DSI w Trona & BGH			SDA


						Capacity (MW)						47.24			47.24						47.24			47.24			47.24			47.24			47.24			47.24						472			472			472			472			mmBtu/hr


						Retrofit factor						1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.5						1.5			1.5			1			1


						CEPCI						776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3


						Capital Cost 			$   200,000			$   7,666,357			$   12,234,240			$   5,234,167			$   8,990,341			$   7,666,357			$   10,320,196			$   17,468,408			$   56,441,860			$   115,758,707						$   37,755,277			$   54,520,933			$   25,633,463			$   36,347,289


						Interest rate (%)						4.75			4.75			4.75%			4.75			4.75			4.75			4.75%			4.75			4.75						3.50%			3.50%			4.50%			4.75%


						Control Equipment Life (yr)						30			30			20			30						30						30			30						20			20			30			30


						Capital Recovery Factor						0.0632			0.0632			0.0786			0.0632						0.0632						0.0632			0.0632						0.0704			0.0704			0.0614			0.0632


						Capital Recovery Cost						$   484,586			$   773,320			$   411,146			$   568,275			$   484,586			$   652,334			$   1,184,466			$   3,567,126			$   7,315,950						2,656,502			$   3,938,759			$   1,545,236			$   2,403,760


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M						$   302,203			$   329,084			$   688,095			$   309,994			$   302,203			$   317,820			$   1,017,179			$   3,607,237			$   7,381,715						4,415,695			$   6,265,971			$   2,783,839			$   3,983,915


						Total System Capacity Factor																											0.882			0.882


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M						$   682,335			$   1,290,448			$   434,715			$   841,273			$   682,335			$   907,504			$   1,725,163			$   2,350,483			$   4,075,058						1,870,007			$   958,329			$   1,818,887			$   894,262


						Total Annual Cost 			$   879,997			$   1,469,124			$   2,392,851			$   242,813			$   1,719,542			$   1,469,124			$   1,877,658			$   2,635,664			$   5,957,720			$   11,456,773						$   6,285,702			$   7,224,301			$   4,602,726			$   4,878,177


						Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)						0.52			0.52						0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52						0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52			lb/hr


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons/yr						1,076			1,076						1,076			1,076			1,076			1076			1076			1076						1067


						Uncontrolled Tons						805			805						805			805			805			805			949			949						795			795			795			795


						SO2 Removal Efficiency (%)						50			80						30			50			40			80			88			92						70%			90%			70%			90%


						Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)						0.26			0.10						0.36			0.26			0.31			0.10			0.06			0.04						0.15			0.05			0.15			0.05


						Tons Removed						403			644						242			403			322			644			840			876						557			716			557			716


						Cost-Effectiveness						$   3,650			$   3,716						$   7,120			$   3,650			$   5,831			$   4,093			$   7,097			$   13,079						$   11,295			$   10,097			$   8,271			$   6,818


						Incremental Total Annual Cost 																					$   158,116			$   1,166,540			$   3,322,056			$   5,499,053									$   938,598						$   275,451


						Incremental Tons Removed																					81			242			196			37									159						159


						Incremental Cost-Effectiveness																					$   1,964			$   4,830			$   16,993			$   150,659									$   5,903						$   1,732








SMBS SO2 controls (2)





						SMBS Boiler 1			DSI w ESP			DSI w BGH			DSI w ESP			DSI w BGH			SDA/CDS			WFGD						MPCA SMBS Boiler 1						ARD Revisions to MPCA SMBS Boiler 1


						Control Technology			Hydrated Lime			Hydrated Lime			Milled Trona			Milled Trona												DSI w Trona & BGH			SDA			DSI w Trona & BGH			SDA


						Capacity (MW)			47.24			47.24			47.24			47.24			47.24			47.24						472			472			472			472			mmBtu/hr


						Retrofit factor			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.0			1.5						1.5			1.5			1			1


						CEPCI			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3			776.3


						Capital Cost 			$   8,990,341			$   7,666,357			$   10,320,196			$   17,468,408			$   56,441,860			$   115,758,707						$   37,755,277			$   54,520,933			$   25,633,463			$   36,347,289


						Interest rate (%)			4.75			4.75			4.75			4.75%			4.75			4.75						3.50%			3.50%			4.50%			4.75%


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			30						30						30			30						20			20			30			30


						Capital Recovery Factor			0.0632						0.0632						0.0632			0.0632						0.0704			0.0704			0.0614			0.0632


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   568,275			$   484,586			$   652,334			$   1,184,466			$   3,567,126			$   7,315,950						2,656,502			$   3,938,759			$   1,545,236			$   2,403,760


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   309,994			$   302,203			$   317,820			$   1,017,179			$   3,607,237			$   7,381,715						4,415,695			$   6,265,971			$   2,783,839			$   3,983,915


						Total System Capacity Factor															0.882			0.882


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   841,273			$   682,335			$   907,504			$   1,725,163			$   2,350,483			$   4,075,058						1,870,007			$   958,329			$   1,818,887			$   894,262


						Total Annual Cost 			$   1,719,542			$   1,469,124			$   1,877,658			$   2,635,664			$   5,957,720			$   11,456,773						$   6,285,702			$   7,224,301			$   4,602,726			$   4,878,177


						Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52						0.52			0.52			0.52			0.52			lb/hr


						Maximum Uncontrolled Tons/yr			1,076			1,076			1,076			1076			1076			1076						1067


						Uncontrolled Tons			805			805			805			805			949			949						795			795			795			795


						SO2 Removal Efficiency (%)			30			50			40			80			88			92						70%			90%			70%			90%


						Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.36			0.26			0.31			0.10			0.06			0.04						0.15			0.05			0.15			0.05


						Tons Removed			242			403			322			644			840			876						557			716			557			716


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   7,120			$   3,650			$   5,831			$   4,093			$   7,097			$   13,079						$   11,295			$   10,097			$   8,271			$   6,818


						Incremental Total Annual Cost 									$   158,116			$   1,166,540			$   3,322,056			$   5,499,053									$   938,598						$   275,451


						Incremental Tons Removed									81			242			196			37									159						159


						Incremental Cost-Effectiveness									$   1,964			$   4,830			$   16,993			$   150,659									$   5,903						$   1,732








SMBS NOx controls





						SMBS Boiler 1 			SNCR						SCR			Reheat			SCR+Reheat


						Control Technology			NPS			MPCA			NPS			NPS			NPS						ARD/MPCA			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			472.4			472.4			472.4			231			704						704			472.4


						Retrofit factor			1			1.5			1.5			1			1						1			1.5


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5			776.3			776.3			776.3						776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   5,871,808			$   7,159,267			$   47,658,491			$   1,887,062			$   43,046,809			$   44,933,871			$   44,709,067			$   39,367,890


						Interest rate (%)			4.75			3.50			4.75			4.75			4.75						4.75			3.50


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20			25			25			25						25			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   461,524			$   504,012			$   3,297,968			$   130,557			$   2,978,839			$   3,109,396			$   3,460,963			$   2,771,423


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   464,166			$   507,234			$   3,303,088			$   253,293			$   2,983,683			$   3,236,976			$   2,111,312			$   2,933,155


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.761			0.745			0.761															0.745


						Catalyst Life (hr)									20,000						24,000						24,000			20,000


						Catalyst Replacement Cost Method									2						2						2			2


						Catalyst Replacement Cost									$   189,384						$   282,052						$   282,052			$   191,915


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   645,265			$   806,838			$   1,121,222			$   1,344,912			$   1,530,195			$   2,875,107			$   3,328,035			$   2,071,903


						Total Annual Cost 			$   1,109,431			$   1,314,072			$   4,424,310			$   1,598,205			$   4,513,878			$   6,112,082			$   5,307,676			$   4,979,779


						Maximum Uncontrolled (Tons/yr)			1220			0			1220			101			1322									1220


						Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)			929			909			929			77						1006						909


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.59			0.59			0.59			0.10									0.59			0.59


						NOx Removal Efficiency (%)			30			49			90			90			90						90			92


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.42			0.30			0.06						0.06						0.06			0.05


						Tons Remaining									94			8						102						77


						Tons Removed			274			447			834			69						826			835			832


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   4,042			$   2,942			$   5,303									$   7,396			$   6,354			$   5,986


						Incremental Total Annual Cost 																		$   5,002,651						$   3,665,707


						Incremental Tons Removed																		552						385


						Incremental Cost-Effectiveness																		$   9,063						$   9,513








SNCR





						SMBSC Boiler 1 


						Control Technology			SNCR


									NPS			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			472.4			472.4


						Retrofit factor			1.0			1.5


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   5,871,808			$   7,159,267


						Interest rate (%)			4.75			3.5


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			20			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   461,524			$   504,012


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   464,166			$   507,234


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.7611			0.7449


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   645,264.59			$   806,837.79


						Total Annual Cost 			$   1,109,430.99			$   1,314,071.85


						Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)			929			909


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.59			0.59


						NOx Removal Efficiency (%)			30			49


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.42			0.30


						Tons Removed			274			447


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   4,042			$   2,942








SCR





						SMBS Boiler 1 


						Control Technology			SCR			Reheat			SCR+Reheat


									NPS			NPS			NPS						ARD/MPCA			MPCA


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			472.4			231			704						704			472.4


						Retrofit factor			1.5			1			1						1			1.5


						CEPCI			776.3			776.3			776.3						776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   47,658,491			$   1,780,613			$   43,046,809			$   44,827,422			$   44,615,299			$   39,367,890


						Interest rate (%)			4.50			4.50			4.50						4.50			3.50


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			25			25			25						25			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   3,212,182			$   120,083			$   2,901,355			$   3,021,438			$   3,460,963			$   2,771,423


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   3,217,303			$   220,755			$   2,906,199			$   3,126,953			$   2,090,103			$   2,933,155


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.761															0.745


						Catalyst Life (hr)			20,000						24,000						24,000			20,000


						Catalyst Replacement Cost Method			2						2						2			2


						Catalyst Replacement Cost			$   189,384						$   282,052						$   282,052			$   191,915


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   1,121,222			$   1,866,908			$   1,530,195			$   3,397,103			$   3,559,237			$   2,071,903


						Total Annual Cost 			$   4,338,525			$   2,087,663			$   4,436,393			$   6,524,057			$   5,509,450			$   4,979,779


						Maximum Uncontrolled (Tons/yr)			1220			101			1322									1220


						Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)			929			77						1006						909


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.59			0.10									0.59			0.59


						NOx Removal Efficiency (%)			90			90			90						90			92


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.06						0.06						0.06			0.05


						Tons Remaining			94			8						102						77


						Tons Removed			834			69						826			835			832


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   5,200									$   7,894			$   6,595			$   5,986


						Incremental Total Annual Cost 												$   5,424,608						$   3,665,707


						Incremental Tons Removed												552						385


						Incremental Cost-Effectiveness												$   9,828						$   9,513
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			35.6			MW





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.45			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															from company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.06			lb/MMBtu			NPS for SDA/CDS																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,350			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			201,000			MWh			NPS





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			MPCA


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			6360			Hours			MPCA						Plant Elevation						840			Feet above sea level						MPCA


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			6360			Hours			MPCA


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.060			$/gallon 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.06			$/kWh 			company report


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour			company report


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			356			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			311,856			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			201,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.645			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5,646			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			87			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			139			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			392			tons/year			452			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.45			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			449			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			2.8			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.12			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.2			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			14			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$11,122,465


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$2,940,520


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$1,368,864


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$20,791,723


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,534


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$65,758,038			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$11,122,465			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$2,940,520			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$1,368,864			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$20,791,723			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,534			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$3,961,301


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$4,212,672


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$8,173,974			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$986,371


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$21,021


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$152,071


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$955,212


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$33,667


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$295,819			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$3,961,301			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$56,764


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$4,155,908


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$4,212,672			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$8,173,974			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			392			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$20,855			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			356			MMBtu/hour			701.676			tpy uncontrolled 


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			311,856			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			201,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.645			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5,646			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			87			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			139			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			391.95			tons/year			452			tpy uncontrolled 						company report


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.45			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			487			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			2.1			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.10			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.2			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$12,229,129


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$5,329,275


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$17,468,934


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$45,535,539			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$5,150,731			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$12,229,129





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$12,229,129			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$2,652,920


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$5,329,275





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$5,329,275			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$7,253,070


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$17,468,934





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$17,468,934			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,657,615


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$2,915,994


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$5,573,609			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$683,033


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$70,765


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$165,003


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$701,360


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$39,054


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,657,615			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$38,148


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$2,877,846


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$2,915,994			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$5,573,609			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			392			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$14,220			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
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						This spreadsheet allows users to estimate the capital and annualized costs for installing and operating scrubbers for reducing sulfur dioxide and acidic gas emissions from fossil fuel-fired combustion units and other industrial sources of acid gases.  





						The calculation methodologies used in this spreadsheet are those presented in the U.S. EPA's Air Pollution Control Cost Manual.  This spreadsheet is intended to be used in combination with the acid gas absorber chapter and cost estimation methodology in the Control Cost Manual. For a detailed description of acid gas absorbers and the cost methodologies, see Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control) of the Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (as updated in 2021).  A copy of the Control Cost Manual is available on the U.S. EPA's "Technology Transfer Network" website at: https://www.epa.gov/economic-and-cost-analysis-air-pollution-regulations/cost-reports-and-guidance-air-pollution.





						This spreadsheet can be used to estimate capital and annualized costs for three types of acid gas scrubbers: 





						(1)   			Wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD) systems used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers over 100 MW.


						(2)   			Spray dryer absorber (SDA) used to control SO2 emissions from coal-fired utility boilers of equal to or greater than 50 MW.


						(3)   			Wet packed-bed scrubbers used to control acid gases from industrial emission sources of any size.





						WFGD and SDA Control Systems
The methodologies for WFGD and SDA systems are based on those from the U.S. EPA Clean Air Markets Division (CAMD)'s Integrated Planning Model (IPM version 6). The size and costs of a WFGD and SDA are based primarily on the size of the combustion unit and the sulfur content of the coal burned. The WFGD methodology include cost algorithms for capital and operating cost for wastewater treatment consisting of chemical pretreatment, low hydraulic residence time biological reduction and ultrafiltration to treat wastewater generated by the WFGD system. The IPM equations estimate the purchased equipment cost and the direct and indirect installation costs based on cost data for multiple lump-sum contracts. Turnkey contracts where the price is fixed at the time the contract is signed and the contractor undertakes responsibility for the completion of the project, are generally 10 to 15% higher than the multiple lump-sum contracts. For additional information regarding the IPM, see the EPA Clean Air Markets webpage at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/power-sector-modeling. 

Users should complete the Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for WFGD and SDA systems. 





						Packed-Bed Scrubbers
The cost methodology for wet packed-bed scrubbers can be used for estimating costs for any size of packed tower absorber used to control flue gas containing any acidic pollutants (e.g., HCl and HF). The capital and operating costs are based on the waste gas composition and properties of the pollutant and sorbent.  The waste gas is assumed to comprise a two-component waste gas mixture (pollutant/air), where the pollutant consists of a single compound present in dilute quantities. The waste gas is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and the solvent is assumed to behave as an ideal solution. Heat effects associated with absorption are considered to be minimal due to the low pollutant concentration. The procedures also assume that, in chemical absorption, the process is not reaction rate limited, i.e., the reaction of the pollutant with the solvent is considered fast compared to the rate of absorption of the pollutant into the solvent. 

Users should complete the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab to estimate costs for packed-bed scrubbers.


						The calculations provide study-level estimates (±30%) of capital and annual costs. Default values included in the spreadsheet are taken from the Control Cost Manual and other sources, such as the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), and are included only as an example of how to complete the data inputs sheets. The actual costs may vary from those calculated here due to site-specific conditions. Selection of the most cost-effective control option should be based on a detailed engineering study and cost quotations from control system suppliers. 





						Instructions 


						Step 1: Please select the FGD Data Inputs or PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. Click he Reset Form button at the top of the sheet to reset all parameters to default values. 


						Step 2: Complete the cells highlighted in yellow. The highlighted cells are pre-populated with example or default values. Users should replace the pre-populated values with current values for each parameter that are specific to the facility. All data entry fields in the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab should be completed. While most fields in the FGD Data Inputs tab apply to both WFGD and SDA systems, a few data entry fields are specific to the type of control system and may be left blank if the user does not wish to estimate costs for both systems. References documenting the source of each value should be documented in the Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations located on the FGD Data Inputs and PB Scrubber Data Inputs tabs.


						Step 3: Once all of the data fields are complete, select the SDA Design Parameters, WFGD Design Parameters, or PB Scrubber Design Parameters tab (as applicable) to see the calculated design parameters. Select the SDA Cost Estimate, WFGD Cost Estimate, or PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tabs to view the calculated cost data for the installation and operation of the scrubber. 

















Wet & Dry FGD Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Spray Dryer Absorber and Wet FGD





			Enter the following data for your combustion unit:





						Is the FGD for a new boiler or retrofit of an existing boiler?


																																																						Retrofit Box


						Please enter a retrofit factor. Enter 1 for projects of average difficulty. Enter values >1 for more difficult retrofits and enter <1 for less difficult retrofits.															1			 																											 


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted data fields.																																																			New Construction			3


																																																						Retrofit


						What is the gross MW rating at full load capacity (A)?			35.6			MW





			Provide the following information for the coal burned:						 			 															 


						Select type of coal burned:																																																Select Coal Type


									 			 																																										Bituminous			3


						Enter the sulfur content (%S)						percent by weight			OR			 SO2 Emissions (SO2in)						0.45			lb/MMBtu			 																								Sub-Bituminous


									 															from company report																														Lignite


						Oulet SO2 Emissions (SO2out)			0.04			lb/MMBtu			NPS for wet FGD																																							Coal blend


									 


						For units burning coal blends:																																																Landfill?			2


						The table below is pre-populated with default values for HHV and percent sulfur. Please enter the actual values for these parameters in the table below. If the actual value for any parameter is not known, you may use the default values provided.   


						Coal Blend Composition Table																																																Onsite Landfill


									Fraction in Coal Blend			Percent Sulfur			HHV (Btu/lb)						Calculated sulfur content of coal blend						0.00			percent																								Offsite Landfill


						Bituminous			0			1.84			11,841


						Sub-Bituminous			0			0.41			8,826


						Lignite			0			0.82			6,626





						Please click the calculate button to calculate weighted values based on the data in the table above.  																																																2			Yes


																																																						Note:  If P25= Yes, then BTF = 0.75 for fluid bed boilers; Else BTF=1			No





									 


						 


						What is the higher heating value of the fuel (HHV)?			9,350			Btu/lb			*Note: You do not need to enter a value for the HHV since you entered SO2 emissions in lb/MMBtu above


						 


						What is the estimated actual annual MWh output?			201,000			MWh			NPS





						Waste from a WFDG system disposed in an onsite or offsite landfill?





						Gross heat input rate (GHR)			10			MMBtu/MWh			MPCA


									 


									 





			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed FGD System:





						Number of hours the scrubber operates (tABS)			6360			Hours			MPCA						Plant Elevation						840			Feet above sea level						MPCA


						Number of hours the boiler operates (tplant)			6360			Hours			MPCA


						Number of Full Time Operators (FT): 


						                                SDA System			8


						                                WFGD system			12


						Estimated equipment life:


						                                SDA System			30			Years


						                                Wet FGD System			30			Years


						Estimated equipment life for mercury monitor for wastewater treatment system for Wet FGD Systems			6			Years





			Enter the cost data for the proposed FGD System:


									 


						Desired dollar-year for Capital Costs			2021


						CEPCI for 2021			776.3			Enter the CEPCI value for 2021						541.7			2016 CEPCI*


						Annual Interest Rate (i)			4.75			Percent			 


						Sorbent Cost:


						Lime (for SDA)			125.00			$/ton of Lime


						Limestone (for Wet FGD)			30.00			$/ton of Limestone


						Water (Costwater)			0.004			$/gallon 


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.06			$/kWh 			company report


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			30.00			$/ton


						Labor Rate			60.00			$/hour			company report


						Purchase Equipment Cost for Mercury Monitor for wastewater treatment System (MMCost) 			100,000			$/monitor


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.																								 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Lime ($/ton)			125			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Limestone ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Water Cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0361			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016, Table 8.4, Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf 																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/ton)			30			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Higher Heating Value (HHV) (Btu/lb)			8,826			Average HHV based 2016 coal data compiled by the Office of Oil, Gas, and Coal Supply Statistics, U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Average Sulfur Content (%)			0.41			Average sulfur content based on U.S. coal data for 2016 compiled by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from data reported on EIA Form EIA-923, Power Plant Operations Report. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.																		 															Fuel supplier or use  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/.


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Hourly Labor Rate ($/hour)			60			U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Documentation for EPA's Power Sector Modeling Platform v6 Using the Integrated Planning Model. Office of Air and Radiation. January 2017. Available at:  https://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/documentation-epas-power-sector-modeling-platform-v6.																		 															Plant data.
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WFGD Design Parameters


			Wet FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the wet FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Wet FGD Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			356			MMBtu/hour			702			tpy uncontrolled 


			Maximum Annual MWh Output  (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			311,856			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			201,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(Boutput/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.645			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5,646			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			91			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			146			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			412			tons/year			452			tpy uncontrolled


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.45			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632			Wet FGD System


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate


									0.1954			Mercury Monitor for Wastewater Treatment System








			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			0.0112e0.155xS x CoalF x HRF x A x 1,000 =			449			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[(1.674 x S + 74.68) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			2.8			kgallons/hour





			Limestone Usage:


			Limestone consumption rate (QLimestone) =			[17.52 x A x S x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.98) =			0.13			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[1.811 x QLimestone x (EF/0.98) = 			0.2			tons/hour





			Wastewater Flow Rate:


			Wastewater flow rate (F) =			A x (0.4 gallons/min/MW) =			14			gallons/minute











WFGD Cost Estimate


			Wet FGD Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + RPEcost + WHECost + BOPcost) + WWTCost











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$11,122,465


			Reagent Preparation Equipment Costs (RPEcost) = 			$2,940,520


			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost) =			$1,368,864


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$20,791,723


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,534


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$65,758,038			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill





																		RF			1


			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


																		CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = 584,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/2)0.02 x ELEVF x RF





			Wet FGD Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$11,122,465			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation Costs (RPEcost)





			 RPEcost = 202,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.3 x RF





			Reagent Preparation (RPEcost) = 			$2,940,520			in 2021 dollars








			Waste Handling Equipment (WHECost)





			 WHEcost = 106,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.45 x RF





			Waste Recycling/Handling (WHEcost) = 			$1,368,864			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)





			BOPcost = 1,070,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$20,791,723			in 2021 dollars





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost)


			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs with Onsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.36 F + 11,157,588) x RF x 0.898


			Wastewater Treatement Facility Costs with Offsite Landfill


			WWTcost = (41.16 F + 11,557,843) x RF x 0.898





			Wastewater Treatment Facility Costs (WWTcost) =			$14,359,534			in 2021 dollars with disposal at onsite landfill








			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$3,077,574


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$4,212,672


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$7,290,246			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Maintenance Cost + Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Make-up Water Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost + Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$986,371


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$1,497,600


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlimestone x CostLimestone x top =			$22,099


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$152,071


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$66,865


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$37,209


			Annual Wastewater Treatment Cost =			(4.847F + 479,023) x 0.958 x CFtotal =			$295,819			(with disposal at onsite landfill)


			Replacement Cost for Mercury Monitor  = 			CFmm x MMCost = 			$19,540			(replaced once every 6 years.)


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$3,077,574			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$56,764


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$4,155,908


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$4,212,672			in 2021 dollars








			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$7,290,246			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			412			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$17,693			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars





























SDA Design Parameters


			Dry FGD Design Parameters


			The following design parameters for the dry FGD system were calculated based on the values entered on the FGD Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the Cost Estimate tab.





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Maximum Annual Heat Input Rate (QB) = 			A x GHR = 			356			MMBtu/hour


			Maximum Annual MWh Output (BMW) =			A x 8760 = 			311,856			MWh


			Estimated Actual Annual MWh Output (Boutput) =			Value entered by user			201,000			MWh


			Heat Rate Factor (HRF) =			Gross Plant Heat Rate/10 =			1.00


			Total System Capacity Factor (CFtotal) =			(B/Bmw)*(tABS/tplant) =			0.645			fraction


			Total effective operating time for the scrubber (top) =			CFtotal x 8760 =			5,646			hours


			SO2 Removal Efficiency (EF) =			(SO2in - SO2out)/SO2in =			91			percent


			SO2 removed per hour =			SO2in x EF x QB  =			146			lb/hour


			Total SO2 removed per year =			(SO2in x EF x QB x top)/2000 =			412.05			tons/year


			Coal Factor (CoalF) =			1 for bituminous; 1.05 for sub-bituminous; 1.07 for lignite (weighted average is used for coal blends)			1.05																											ERROR:#DIV/0!


			Inlet SO2 Emissions (SO2in) =			Value entered by user			0.45			lb/MMBtu


			Elevation Factor (ELEVF)  = 			14.7 psia/P =			1.03						 


			Atmospheric pressure at 840 feet above sea level (P) =			2116 x [(59-(0.00356xh)+459.7)/518.6]5.256 x (1/144)* =			14.3			psia


			Retrofit Factor (RF) =			Retrofit to existing boiler			1.00


			* Equation is from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Earth Atmosphere Model. Available at https://spaceflightsystems.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/atmos.html. 





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0632


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Waste Generation and Lime, Water and Power Consumption Rates:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity Usage:


			Electricity Consumption (P) = 			[(0.000547 x S2) + (0.00649 x S) + 1.3] x CoalF x HRF x (1/100) x A x 1,000 =			487			kW





			Water Usage:


			Water consumption (qwater) =                                                                          			[((0.04898 x S2) + (0.5925 x S) + 55.11) x A x CoalF x HRF]/1,000			2.1			kgallons/hour





			Lime Usage:


			Lime consumption rate (QLime) =			[[((06702 x S2)+(13.42 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x (EF/0.95) =			0.11			tons/hour





			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			[[((0.8016 x S2) + (31.1917 x S)) x A x HRF]/2,000] x EF/0.95 = 			0.2			lb/hour














SDA Cost Estimate


			SDA Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)








			TCI = 1.3 x (ABScost + BMFcost + BOPcost)











			Capital costs for the absorber (ABScost) =			$12,229,129


			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/handling (BMFcost) = 			$5,329,275


			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$17,468,934


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =			$45,535,539			in 2021 dollars





																		RF			1


			SDA Capital Costs (cost)															ELEVF			1.0302011585


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:															CEPCI			1.4330810412


			ABScost = A x 98,000 x ELEVF															$5,150,731			Small Boiler








			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			ABScost = 637,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.6  x (S/4)0.01 x ELEVF x RF															$12,229,129





			SDA Capital Costs (ABScost) = 			$12,229,129			in 2021 dollars








			Reagent Preparation and Waste Recycling/Handling Costs (BMFcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			 BMFcost = A x 52,000															$2,652,920


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers 50 and 600 MW :


			 BMFcost = 338,000 x A0.716 x (S x HRF)0.2 x RF															$5,329,275





			Reagent Preparation & Waste Recycling/Handling (BMFcost) = 			$5,329,275			in 2021 dollars








			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost)


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers >600 MW:


			BOPcost = 138,000 x A x ELEVF															$7,253,070


			For Coal-Fired Utility Boilers betwee 50 and 600 MW :


			BOPcost = 899,000 x (A)0.716 x (CoalF x HRF)0.4 x ELEVF x RF															$17,468,934





			Balance of Plant Costs (BOPcost) =			$17,468,934			in 2021 dollars








			Annual Costs


			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$2,010,982


			Indirect Annual Costs (IDAC) =			$2,915,994


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IDAC			$4,926,976			in 2021 dollars





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = (Annual Maintenance Cost) + (Annual Operator Cost) +(Annual Reagent Cost) + (Annual Make-up Water Cost) + (Annual Waste Disposal Cost) + (Annual Auxiliary Power Cost)


			Annual Maintenance Cost =			0.015 x TCI =			$683,033


			Annual Operator Cost =			FT × 2,080 × Hourly Labor Rate			$998,400


			Annual Reagent Cost =			Qlime x Costreag x top =			$74,394


			Annual Electricity Cost =			P x Costelect x top = 			$165,003


			Annual Make-up Water Cost =			qwater x Costwater x top =			$49,095


			Annual Waste Disposal Cost  =			qwaste x Costfuel x top =			$41,056


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$2,010,982			in 2021 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC)


			IDAC = Administrative Charges + Capital Recovery Costs


			Administrative Charges (AC) = 			0.03 x (Annual Operator Cost + 0.4(Annual Maintenance Cost)) = 			$38,148


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$2,877,846


			Indirect Annual Cost (IDAC) =			AC + CR =			$2,915,994			in 2021 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ SO2 Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$4,926,976			per year in 2021 dollars


			SO2 Removed =			412			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$11,957			per ton of SO2 removed in 			2021 dollars











PB Scrubber Data Inputs


			Data Inputs for Packed Bed Scrubber


			Waste Stream Characteristics:


			Directions: Enter data in highlighted cells.





						Pollutant name			HCl									Name of Solvent 						water


						Concenration of pollutant in waste gas (C)			1,871			ppmv


						Waste Gas Flow rate (Gin)			22,288			acfm


						Temperature (T)			100			oF


						Density of waste gas (ρG)			0.0709			lb/ft3


						Density of liquid (ρL) 			62.40			lb/ft3


						Molecular weight for pollutant (MWp)			36.5			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste gas (MWG) 			29.0			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of Liquid (MWL) 			18.0			lb/lb-mole


						Viscosity of waste gas (μG)			0.044			lb/ft-hour


						Viscosity of liquid (μL)			2.16			lb/ft-hour


						Miniumum wetting rate (MWR)			1.3			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in air (DG)			0.725			sq.ft/hour


						Diffusivity of pollutant in solvent (DL)			1.02E-04			sq.ft/hour						* See Appendix tab for diffusity values for some common pollutants. 


						Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (Xout*)			0.16			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-mole of pollutant free solvent


						Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			0.0001			lb-moles of pollutant/lb-moles of total gas








			Packed Bed Scrubber Specifications:





						Sorbent Name			Sodium hydroxide


						Number of moles of sorbent needed to neutralize 1 mole of pollutant			0.5


						Name of waste species produced			sodium chloride


						Number of moles of sodium chloride (waste) generated per mole of HCl removed			1


						Percent by weight of sodium chloride in wastewater (WF)			10			percent by weight


						Molecular weight of Sorbent (MWs) 			61.98			lb/lb-mole


						Molecular weight of waste produced (MWw) 			58.5			lb/lb-mole


						Pollutant Removal Efficiency (η)			99			percent


						Number of hours the scrubber operates (top)			8000			Hours


						Pump Efficiency (ε)			70			percent


						Estimated Equipment Life			30			Years


						L/G adjustment factor to convert (L/G)min to (L/G)actual			1.5			* Typically between 1.2 and 1.5


						Flooding factor (f)			0.7			* Typically between 0.6 and 0.75


						Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump)			60			feet of water


						Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			33			inches





						Packing Material Properties*


						Packing type			2-inch ceramic Raschig rings


						Packing factor (Fp)			65


						Packing constant (α)			3.82						* See Appendix tab for constants for common packing materials. 


						Packing constant (β)			0.41


						Packing constant (γ)			0.45


						Packing constant (φ)			0.0125


						Packing constant (b)			0.22


						Surface area to volume ratio			28			ft2/ft3


						Packing constant c			0.24


						Packing constant j			0.17





						Select material for construction of absorber																																																Select Material			1


									 																																													Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic


						Site Preparation Cost =			0																																													304 Stainless Steel


						Building Costs =			0																																													Polypropylene


			Enter the following design parameters for the proposed packed bed scrubber:			Contingency Factor (CF) = 			0.1			* Note: 0.1 is a default value. Values of between 0.05 and 0.15 may be used to account for unexpected costs associated with the fabrication and installation of the control system.																																										Polyvinylchloride








			Cost Information:


									 


						Desired dollar-year			2016


						CEPCI for 2016			541.7			Enter the CEPCI value for 2016						390.6			1991 CEPCI*


						*Note:  CEPCI = Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index. The use of CEPCI in this spreadsheet is not an endorsement of the index, but is there merely to allow for availability of a well-known cost index to spreadsheet users. Use of other well-known cost indexes (e.g., M&S) is acceptable.





						Annual Interest Rate (i)			3.25			Percent*			* 3.25 percent is the default bank prime rate. User should enter current bank prime rate (available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.)





						Packing Material Cost (Costpacking)			20.00			$/ft3


						Sorbent (Costsorbent)			447.00			$/ton


						Solvent (CostSolvent)			0.0042			$/gallon*


						Electricity (Costelect)			0.0676			$/kWh*


						Waste Disposal cost (Costwaste)			0.0057			$/gallon*


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			$/hour


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			$/hour


																														 


																														 


			Data Sources for Default Values Used in Calculations: 																											 


																														 


						Data Element			Default Value			Sources for Default Value																		If you used your own site-specific values, please enter the  value used and the reference  source . . . 															Recommended data sources for site-specific information


						Sodium hydroxide cost ($/ton)			447			Price of caustic soda based on July 2016 data reported in Outlook '17: The Calm Before the Storm for European Caustic Soda, ICIS, January 11, 2017 (available at https://www.icis.com/explore/resources/news/2017/01/11/10064199/outlook-17-the-calm-before-the-storm-for-european-caustic-soda/). Value shown is based on $340 per ton of sodium oxide in a 76% sodium oxide/water solution. 																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Packing material cost ($/ton)			20			Section 5, Chapter 1 (Wet and Dry Scrubbers for Acid Gas Control), Table 1.7.																		 															Check with reagent vendors for current prices. 


						Solvent (water) cost ($/gallon)			0.00420			Average water rates for industrial facilities (compiled by Black & Veatch). See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.'Available at www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Electricity Cost ($/kWh)			0.0676			U.S. Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 2016. Table 2.10. Published December 2017. Available at: https://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/pdf/epa.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or use U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) data for most recent year. Available at http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm#sales. 


						Waste Disposal Cost ($/gallon)			0.0057			Average water rates for industrial facilities in 2016 compiled by Black & Veatch. See '50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey - 2018-2019.' Available at https://www.bv.com/sites/default/files/2019-10/50_Largest_Cities_Rate_Survey_2018_2019_Report.pdf.																		 															Plant's utility bill or  Black & Veatch's "50 Largest Cities Water/Wastewater Rate Survey." Available at http://www.saws.org/who_we_are/community/RAC/docs/2014/50-largest-cities-brochure-water-wastewater-rate-survey.pdf. .


						Interest Rate			3.25			Default bank prime rate March 2, 2021 (available as the rates listed under 'bank prime loan' at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/).																		 															Use current bank prime rate available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/.


						Operator Labor Rate			26.61			Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates - United States, May 2016 (https://www.bls.gov/oes/2016/may/oes_nat.htm). Hourly rates for operators based on data for Plant and System Operators - other (51-8099).																		 															Plant data.


						Maintenance Labor Rate			29.27			Maintenance labor rate is estimated at 110% of the operator wage rate.																		 															Plant data.








Reset Form





PB Scrubber Design Parameters


			Packed Bed Scrubber Design Parameters																																																												Abscissa (Eq 73)						Ordinate (Eq74)			Ordinate (Eq75)						A			(Lmol,i) 			Gsfr


																																																															0.0453						0.2010			0.179			0.0220			56.0			7,066			0.67060


			The following design parameters for a packed bed scrubber were calculated based on the values entered on the PB Scrubber Data Inputs tab. These values were used to prepare the costs shown on the PB Scrubber Cost Estimate tab.																																																												0.0457						0.1970			0.179			0.0180			56.5			7,130			0.66467


																																																															0.0461						0.1940			0.178			0.0160			57.0			7,193			0.65884


			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units																																																			0.0465						0.1900			0.178			0.0120			57.5			7,256			0.65311


			Concentration of HCl entering absorber (Yin) =			(C/106)/(1- C/106) = 			0.00187			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0469						0.1870			0.178			0.0090			58.0			7,319			0.64748


			Concentration of HCl exiting absorber (Yout) =			Yin (1 - η/100) =			1.87E-05			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free gas																																																			0.0473						0.1840			0.177			0.0070			58.5			7,382			0.64195


			Waste gas flow rate entering the absorber (Gin) =			Waste gas flow rate exiting the absorber (Gout) =			22,288			acfm																																																			0.0477						0.1810			0.177			0.0040			59.0			7,445			0.63651


			Removal efficiency (η) = 			Specified by user			99			Percent																																																			0.0481						0.1780			0.176			0.0020			59.5			7,508			0.63116


			Concentration of HCl entering the absorber in the solvent (Xin) = 			Assuming system is a once through design or spent solvent is regenerated before recycled. 			0			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0485						0.1750			0.176			0.0010			60.0			7,571			0.62590


			Maximum pollutant concentration in liquid phase in equilibrium with pollutant entering column in gas phase (xout*) =			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.16			lb-moles pollutant/lb-mole pollutant free solvent																																																			0.0489						0.1720			0.175			0.0030			60.5			7,634			0.62073


			Minimum L/G ratio (Ls/Gs)min = 			(Yin - Yout)/(Xout* - Xin) = 			0.0116																																																						0.0494						0.1690			0.175			0.0060			61.0			7,697			0.61564


			Actual L/G ration (Ls/Gs)actual = 			(Ls/Gs)min x Adjustment Factor =			0.0174																																																						0.0498						0.1660			0.174			0.0080			61.5			7,760			0.61063


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free gas (Gs) =			(60 x ρG x Gin)/(MWG x (1 + Yin)) =			3,263			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0502						0.1640			0.174			0.0100			62.0			7,824			0.60571


			Molar flow rate of pollutant free solvent (Ls) = 			(Ls/Gs)actual x Gs =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0506						0.1610			0.174			0.0130			62.5			7,887			0.60086


			Waste gas molar flow rate entering the absorber (Gmol,in) = 			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0510						0.1580			0.173			0.0150			63.0			7,950			0.59609


			Liquid molar flow rate entering the absorber (Lmole,in) = 			Ls x (1 + Xin) =			56.8			lb-moles/hour																																																			0.0514						0.1560			0.173			0.0170			63.5			8,013			0.59140


			Concentration of pollutant exiting the absorber in the solvent (xout) =			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin = 			0.107			lb-moles HCl/lb-mole solvent																																																			0.0518						0.1540			0.172			0.0180			64.0			8,076			0.58678


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber (xout) = 			Xout/(1 + Xout) =			0.096																																																						0.0522						0.1510			0.172			0.0210			64.5			8,139			0.58223


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (Yout*)			Provided by user (derived from an equilibrium curve)			0.000100																																																						0.0526						0.1490			0.171			0.0220			65.0			8,202			0.57775


			Mole fraction of pollutant exiting the absorber in equilibrium with concentration in liquid phase (yout*) = 			Yout*/(1 + Yout*) =			0.000100																																																						0.0530						0.1470			0.171			0.0240			65.5			8,265			0.57334


			Slope of equilibrium line between xi and xo (m) =			(yout* - yin*)/(xout - xin) =			0.00104																																																						0.0534						0.1440			0.171			0.0270			66.0			8,328			0.56900


			Absorption factor (AF) = 			Lmol,I/(m x Gmol,i) = 			17																																																						0.0538						0.1420			0.17			0.0280			66.5			8,391			0.56472


			Calculated Abscissa =			(Lmol,in/Gmol,in) x (MWL/MWG) x (ρG/ρL)0.5 =			0.000364																																																						0.0542						0.1400			0.17			0.0300			67.0			8,455			0.56051


			Minimum Abscissa = 						0.010																																																						0.0546						0.1380			0.169			0.0310			67.5			8,518			0.55635


			Ordinate =			10[-1.668 - 1.085(log Abscissa) - 0.297(log(Abscissa)2] =			0.206			*Ordinate calculated using minimum abscissa value of 0.01.																																																			0.0550						0.1360			0.169			0.0330			68.0			8,581			0.55226


			Ratio of the density of the scrubbing liquid to water (ψ)			ρL/ρw =			1.000																																																						0.0554						0.1340			0.168			0.0340			68.5			8,644			0.54823


			Superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr,in) =			[(ρL x ρG x gc x Ordinate)/(Fp x ψ x (μL/2.42)0.2]0.5 =			0.680			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0558						0.1320			0.168			0.0360			69.0			8,707			0.54426


			Calculated cross-sectional area (Acalc) = 			(Gmol,in x MWG)/(3,600 x Gsfr,i x f) =			55.4			ft2																																																			0.0562						0.1300			0.168			0.0380			69.5			8,770			0.54034


			Superficial liquid flow rate (Lsfr,in) =			(Lmol,in x MWL)/Acalc =			18.5			lb/hour-ft2			*Calculated liquid flow rate is below the minimum needed to wet the packed bed.																																																0.0566						0.1280			0.167			0.0390			70.0			8,833			0.53648


			Minimum superficial liquid flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (Lsfr,in)min =			MWR x ρL x a = 			2,271			lb/hour-ft2																																																			0.0570						0.1270			0.167			0.0400			70.5			8,896			0.53268


			Cross-sectional area based on minimum flow rate needed to wet the packed bed (A) =						60			ft2																																																			0.0574						0.1250			0.166			0.0410			71.0			8,959			0.52893


			Adjusted liquid flow rate (Lmol, in) =						7,571			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0578						0.1230			0.166			0.0430			71.5			9,022			0.52523


			Adjusted superficial gas flow rate (Gsfr, in) =						0.626			lb/sec-ft2																																																			0.0582						0.1210			0.166			0.0450			72.0			9,085			0.52158


			Diameter of the column (D) =			[4 x A)/π]0.5 =			8.74			ft																																																			0.0587						0.1200			0.165			0.0450			72.5			9,149			0.51798


			Pollutant concentration exiting the absorber (Xout) = 			[(Yin - Yout)/(Ls/Gs)] + Xin =			0.107			lb-moles pollutant/lb-moles solvent																																																			0.0591						0.1180			0.165			0.0470			73.0			9,212			0.51444


			Number of transfer units (Ntu) =			Ln[yin/yout] =			4.61																																																						0.0595						0.1160			0.164			0.0480			73.5			9,275			0.51094


			Height of liquid transfer unit (HL) =			Φ x (Lsfr,in/μL)b x (μL/ρL x DL)0.5  =			1.06			ft																																																												Min			0.0010			60			7571.2			0.6258978611


			Height of gas transfer unit (HG) = 			[α x (3,600 x f x Gsfr,in)β)/(Lsfr,in)γ] x (μG/ρG x DG)0.5			2.23			ft


			Height of transfer Unit (Htu) = 			HG + (1/AF) x HL ≈ HG ≈			2.23			ft


			Depth of packing (Hpack) = 			Ntu x Htu = 			10.3			ft


			Total height of absorber tower (Htower) =			(1.4 x Hpack) + (1.02 x D) + 2.81 = 			26.1			ft


			Surface area of absorber tower (S) = 			π x D x (Htower + D/2) = 			837			ft2


			Volume of packing (V) =			A x Hpack =			617			ft3


			Solvent flow rate (Lin) =			Lin x A x (1/8.34lb/gallon) x (1/60 minutes/hour) = 			272			gpm


			Impeller diameter for fan (d) =			Provided by user			33			inches


			Pressure drop across packed bed (ΔP) =			[c x 10(j x Lsfr,in/3,600) x (f x Gsfr,in)2/ρG ] * Hpack = 			10.1			inches of water


			Pressure for the solvent pump (Ppump) =						60			ft of water																		FRP			1			1			1


			Total annual operating time for the scrubber (top) =						8,000			hours																		304 Stainless Steel			1.75			0			0			1


			HCl removed per hour =			(Gmass,p x top )/2000 =			893			lb/hour																		Polyvinylchloride			0.9			0			0


			Scrubber material conversion factor (CF) =			CF = 1 for FRP; CF = 1.75 for 304 tainless steel; CF = 1.1 for polypropylene; and CF = 0.9 for polyvinylchloride			1																					Polypropylene			1.1			0			0


			Scaling Factor (SF) =			CEPCI for 2016/390.6 =			1.39





			Capital Recovery Factor:





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value


			Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) = 			i (1+ i)n/(1+ i)n - 1 =			0.0527


						Where n = Equipment Life and i= Interest Rate





			Parameter			Equation			Calculated Value			Units


			Electricity:


			Power to operate fan (Efan) =			[1.17x10-4 x G x ΔP]/ε =			37.6			kW


			Power to operate pump (Epump) = 			[(0.746) x (2.52 x 10-4) x L x P]/ε =			4.4			kW


			Total Energy (Etotal) =			Efan + Epump =			42.0			kW


			Sorbent Usage:


			Molar flow rate in (Lmol,i) =			(Lsfr,in)min/MWL) x A =			7,571			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of liquid (Lmass) = 			Lmol,in x MWL =			136,282			lb/hour


			Flow rate of gas stream (Gmol,i) =			Gs x (1 + Yin) =			3,269			lb-moles/hour


			Mass flow rate of gas stream (Gmass) =			Gmol,in x MWG =			94,813			lb/hour


			Flow rate of pollutant (Gp) =			Gmol,in x C x ppmv/1x106 =			6.12			lb-moles HCl/hour


			Mass flow rate of pollutant (Gmass,p) =			Gp x MWp  = 			223			lbs HCl/hour


			Sorbent consumption rate (Qsorbent) =			0.5 moles of sorbent x Gmass,p x MWs =			189.57			lbs/hour


			Waste Generation:


			Waste generation rate (qwaste) =			(Gmass,p/MWp) x MWw x (moles of waste/moles of pollutant) = 			357.8			lb sodium chloride/hour


			Wastewater flow rate (Qww) =			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm


			Solvent Usage:


			Solvent consumption rate (qsolvent) =                                                                          			(qwaste/WF) x (1/8.34lb/gal) x (1hour/60 minutes) =			7.15			gpm
































PB Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Packed Bed Scrubber Cost Estimate


			Total Capital Investment (TCI)


			TCI = Direct Costs + Indirect Costs + Contingency Costs


			Total Direct Costs (DC) =			PEC + Total Direct Installation Costs =			$371,855


			Total Indirect Costs (IC) = 						$64,321


			Contingency Costs = 			CF(DC + IC) =			$43,618


			Total Capital Investment (TCI) =						$479,794			in 2016 dollars





			Equipment Costs


			Tower Cost (TC) =			115 x S x CF x SF =			$133,566


			Packing Cost = 			V x Costpacking x SF = 			17,122


			Where CF = material conversion factor; S = surface area of absorber; V = packing volume; and SF = Scaling factor


			Auxiliary Equipment Costs


			Pump Cost =			L x 16 x SF =			$6,043


			Fan Cost =			57.9(d)1.38 x SF =			$10,006


			Fan Motor Cost =			104(hpfan)0.821 x SF =			$3,604


			Total Auxiliary Equipment Cost =						$19,653


			Where L = flow rate; d = diameter of impeller; hpfan = fan motor size; and SF = scaling factor


			Purchase Equipment Cost (PEC)


			Equipment Costs (EC)* =			TC + Packing Cost + Auxiliary Equipment =			$170,341


			Instrumentation Costs** = 			0.1 x EC =			$17,034


			Sales Tax = 			0.03 x EC =			$5,110


			Freight =			0.05 x EC =			$8,517


			Purchase Equipment Cost (B) =						$201,003			in 2016 dollars


			* Includes the initial quantity of packing, as well as items normally not included with the unit supplied by vendors, such as ductwork, fan, piping, etc.


			** Instrumentation costs cover pH monitor and liquid level indicator in sump.





			Total Direct Installation Costs


			Foundations & Supports = 			0.12 x B =			$24,120


			Handling & Erection = 			0.4 x B =			$80,401


			Electrical =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Piping =			0.3 x B =			$60,301


			Insulation = 			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Painting =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Site Preparation Cost (SP) =						$0


			Building Costs (Bldg) =						$0


			Total Direct Installation Costs Costs =			(0.85 x B) + SP + Bldg =			$170,852			in 2016 dollars





			Total Indirect Capital Costs (Installation)


			Engineering =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Construction and field expenses =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Contractor fees =			0.1 x B =			$20,100


			Start-up =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Performance test =			0.01 x B =			$2,010


			Total Indirect Capital Costs (IC) =			0.32 x B =			$64,321			in 2016 dollars





			Annual Costs





			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)


			DAC = Annual Operator Cost + Annual Reagent Cost + Annual Solvent Cost + Annual Waste Disposal Cost + Annual Maintenance Costs + Annual Auxiliary Power Cost


			Annual Operator Labor Cost =			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$13,305


			Annual Supervisor Labor Cost =			0.15 x Annual Operator Labor Cost =			$1,996


			Annual Sodium hydroxide Cost =			Qsorbent x Costsorbent x top =			$338,948


			Annual Solvent Cost =			qsolvent x CostSolvent x top =			$14,417


			Annual Wastewater Disposal Cost  =			Qww x Costww x top =			$19,566


			Annual Maintanace Labor Cost = 			0.5 hours per shift x Labor Rate = 0.5 hours x (top/8) x Labor Rate =			$14,635


			Annual Maintenance Materials Cost = 			100% x Annual Maintanence Labor Cost = 			$14,635


			Annual Electricity Cost =			Etotal x Costelect x top = 			$22,707


			Direct Annual Cost = 						$440,209			in 2016 dollars





			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC)


			IAC = Overhead + Administrative Charges + Property Tax + Insurance + Capital Recovery Costs


			Overhead = 			0.6 x (Total Labor Costs + Material Cost) =			$26,742


			Administrative Charges =			0.02 x TCI = 			$9,596


			Property Tax =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Insurance =			0.01 x TCI =			$4,798


			Capital Recovery Costs (CR)=			CRF x TCI =			$30,323


			Indirect Annual Cost (IAC) =						$76,257			in 2016 dollars





			Total Annual Cost (TAC)


			TAC = Direct Annual Costs + Indirect Annual Costs


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC) =			$440,209


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC) =			$76,257


			Total annual costs (TAC) = DAC + IAC			$516,466			in 2016 dollars





			Cost Effectiveness





			Cost Effectiveness = Total Annual Cost/ton of HCl Removed/year


			Total Annual Cost (TAC) =			$516,466			per year in 2016 dollars


			HCl Removed = 			893			tons/year


			Cost Effectiveness = 			$578			per ton of HCl removed in 2016 dollars





























Appendix


			Typical Costs for Random Packing Materials (1991$)																					Physical Properties of Common Pollutants


			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Construction Material			Packing Type			Packing cost ($/ft3)												Pollutant			Molecular Weight			Diffusivity in Air at 25°C (cm2/sec)			Diffusivity in Water at 20°C (cm2/sec x 105)


												<100 ft3			>100 ft3


			1			304 stainless steel			Pall rings, Raschig rings, Ballast rings			70-109			65-99									Ammonia			17			0.236			1.76


			1			Ceramic			Raschig rings, Berl saddles			33-44			26-36									Methanol			32			0.159			1.28


			1			Polypropylene			Tri-PakÒ, Pall rings, Ballast rings, Flexisaddles 			14-37			Dec-34									Ethyl Alcohol			46			0.119			1


			2			Ceramic			Berl saddles, Raschig rings			13-32			30-Oct									Propyl Alcohol			60			0.1			0.87


			2			Polypropylene			Tri-PacÒ, LanpacÒ, Flexiring, Flexisaddle TelleretteÒ 			20-Mar			19-May									Butyl Alcohol			74			0.09			0.77


			3.5			304 stainless steel			Ballast rings			30			27									Acetic Acid			60			0.133			0.88


			3.5			Polypropylene			Tri-packÒ, LanpacÒ, Ballast rings			14-Jun			12-Jun									Hydrogen Chloride			36			0.187			2.64


																								Hydrogen Bromide			36			0.129			1.93


			Typical Packing Factors for Various Packing Materials for Wet Packed Tower Absorbers																					Hydrogen Fluoride			20			0.753			3.33


			Packing Type			Construction Level			Nominal Diameter (inches)			Fp			a


			Raschig rings			Ceramic			0.5			640			111


									0.625			380			100


									0.75			255			80


									1.0			160			58


									1.5			95			38


									2.0			65			28


									3.0			37


			Raschig rings			Metal			0.5			410			118


									0.625			290


									0.75			230			72


									1.0			137			57


									1.5			83			41


									2.0			57			31


									3.0			32			21


			Pall rings			Metal			0.625			70			131


									1.0			48			66


									1.5			28			48


									2.0			20			36


									3.5			16


			Pall rings			Polypropylene			0.625			97			110


									1.0			52			63


									1.5			32			39


									2.0			25			31


			Berl saddles			Ceramic			0.5			240			142


									0.75			170			82


									1.0			110			76


									1.5			65			44


									2.0			45			32


			Intalox saddles			Ceramic			0.5			200			190


									0.75			145			102


									1.0			98			78


									1.5			52			60


									2.0			40			36


									3.0			22


			Tri-Packs®			Plastic			2.0			16			48


									3.5			12			38


			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HG For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants									Applicable Rangea


									α			Β			γ			Gsfr			Lsfr


			Raschig Rings			0.625			2.32			0.45			0.47			200-500			500-1,500


						1.0			7			0.39			0.58			200-800			400-500


						1.0			6.41			0.32			0.51			200-600			500-4,500


						1.5			1.73			0.38			0.66			200-700			500-1,500


						1.5			2.58			0.38			0.4			200-700			1,500-4,500


						2.0			3.82			0.41			0.45			200-800			500-4,500


			Berl Saddles			0.5			32.4			0.3			0.74			200-700			500-1,500


						0.5			0.81			0.3			0.24			200-700			1,500-4,500


						1.0			1.97			0.36			0.4			200-800			400-4,500


						1.5			5.05			0.32			0.45			200-1,000			400-4,500


			Partition Rings			3.0			640			0.58			1.06			150-900			3,000-10,000


			LanPac®			2.3			7.6			0.33			-0.48			400-3,000			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			1.4			0.33			0.4			100-900			500-10,000


						3.5			1.7			0.33			0.45			100-2,000			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate HL For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Size (inches)			Packing Constants						Applicable Rangea


									φ			b			Lasfr


			Raschig Rings			0.375			0.00182			0.46			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00357			0.35			400-15,000


						1.5			0.01			0.22			400-15,000


						2.5			0.0111			0.22			400-15,000


						2.0			0.0125			0.22			400-15,000


			Berl Saddles			0.5			0.00666			0.28			400-15,000


						1.0			0.00588			0.28			400-15,000


						1.5			0.00625			0.28			400-15,000


			Partition Rings			3.0			0.0625			0.09			3,000-14,000


			LanPac®			2.3			0.0039			0.33			500-8,000


						3.5			0.0042			0.33			500-8,000


			Tri-Packs®			2.0			0.0031			0.33			500-10,000


						3.5			0.004			0.33			500-10,000


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2





			Packing Constants Used to Estimate Pressure Drop For Wet Packed Tower Absorbers


			Packing Type			Construction Material			Nominal Diameter (inches)			c			j


			Raschig rings			ceramic			0.5			3.1			0.41


									0.75			1.34			0.26


									1			0.97			0.25


									1.25			0.57			0.23


									1.5			0.39			0.23


									2			0.24			0.17


			Raschig rings			metal			0.625			1.2			0.28


									1			0.42			0.21


									1.5			0.29			0.2


									2			0.23			0.135


			Pall rings			metal			0.625			0.43			0.17


									1			0.15			0.16


									1.5			0.08			0.15


									2			0.06			0.12


			Berl saddles			ceramic			0.5			1.2			0.21


									0.75			0.62			0.17


									1			0.39			0.17


									1.5			0.21			0.13


			Intalox saddles			ceramic			0.5			0.82			0.2


									0.75			0.28			0.16


									1			0.31			0.16


									1.5			0.14			0.14


			a Units of lb/hr-ft2
























updated ARD revisions to ACS EGF FourFactorCosts_Revised_03_31_21.xlsx

EGF SDA


			EGF Dry FGD Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Dry FGD EquipmentB			5,342,587			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			534,300			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			367,303			6.88%


			FreightC			267,100			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			6,511,300


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			5,534,600			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			245,600			Estimated by HDR


			Exhaust Stack			97,300			Estimated by HDR


			Retrofit Interconnection/Ductwork			324,000			Estimated by HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			12,712,800			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			195,300			3% of TEC


			Engineering			651,100			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			651,100			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			651,100			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			65,100			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			65,100			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			2,278,800





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			14,991,600			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF SDA Annual


			EGF Dry FGD Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			Dry FGD Labor			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Dry FGD Supervisor			7,400			15% of labor


			Solvent (Reagent)			457,900			Consumption x cost


			Solids Scrubber Disposal			100,300			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Dry FGD			49,300			1 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			49,300			100% of labor


			Pump			76,700			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			790,200





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			367,900			60% of O&M Labor


			Administrative Charges			547,800			2% of Total Capital Investment


			Property Taxes			149,916			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Insurance			273,900			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Dry FGD Annualized CostsD			735,182			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 			0.0578300991


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			2,074,700





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			2,864,900			DAC + IAC = TAC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








EGF DSI


			EGF Dry Sorbent Injection Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			DSI EquipmentB			1,490,000			Vendor Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			149,000			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			102,438			6.88%


			FreightC			74,500			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			1,815,900


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			1,543,500			Based on percentage of TEC:                       12% Foundation & Supports, 40% Erection, 1% Electrical Installation, 30% Piping, 1% Painting, 1% Insulation


			Flatwork/Drainage/RetrofitD			52,000			Estimated HDR


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			3,411,400			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			181,600			10% of TEC (Retrofit Adjustment, HDR)


			Engineering			90,800			5% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			181,600			10% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			181,600			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			18,200			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			36,300			2% of TEC (Adjusted, HDR)


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			690,100





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			4,101,500			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor.


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF DSI Annual


			EGF Dry Sorbent Injection Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			DSI Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			DSI Supervisor			3,700			15% of labor


			Solvent (Trona)			55,000			Consumption x cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			27,000			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor			24,600			1/2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Dry FGD			24,600			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan/Pumps			23,000			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			182,500





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			79,500			60% of O&M Labor


			Administrative Charges			82,000			2% of Total Capital Investment


			Property Taxes			41,015			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Insurance			41,000			1% of Total Capital Investment


			DSI Annualized CostsD			237,190			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 			0.0578300991


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			480,700





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			663,200			DAC + IAC = TAC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters and vendor quote.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.








EGF FAB


			EGF Dry FGD Fabric Filter Capital Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Capital Costs


			Fabric Filter EquipmentB			4,645,728			Scaled Quote


			Control/InstrumentationC			464,600			10% of Equipment Cost


			Sales Tax			319,394			6.88%


			FreightC			232,300			5% of Equipment Cost


			Total Equipment Cost (TEC)			5,662,000


			Total Installation Cost (TIC)/Balance of Plant CostC			4,189,900			Based on percentage of TEC:                          4% Foundation & Supports, 50% Erection, 8% Electrical Installation, 1% Piping, 4% Painting, 7% Insulation


			Retrofit Cost AdjustmentsD


			Infrastructure Relocation/Demolition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Exhaust Stack			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Retrofit Cost Addition			-			Included in SDA Costs


			Total Direct Investment (TDI)			9,851,900			TEC + TIC + Site Prep. = TDI





			Indirect Capital CostC


			Contingency			169,900			3% of TEC


			Engineering			566,200			10% of TEC


			Construction & Field Expense			1,132,400			20% of TEC


			Contractor Fees			566,200			10% of TEC


			Start-up Assistance			56,600			1% of TEC


			Performance Test			56,600			1% of TEC


			Total Indirect Investment (TII)			2,547,900





			Total Turnkey Cost (TTC)			12,399,800			TDI + TII = TTC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Capital equipment cost provided by vendor, scaled for capacity and ajdusted to 2019 dollars:


			   Capacity scaled using Cn=r0.6C, Chemical Engineers' Handbook, Fifth Edition.


			Alstom Sept. 2006


			SDA System and Pulse Jet Fabric Filter Baghouse


			$43,000,000 Total


			2 SDA vessels (66' dia. X 52' side height)


			Support Steel, roof penthouse


			3 rotary atomizers per vessel


			Lime prep system - lime silos, lakers, pumps, controls


			Pulse jet fabric filter, including pulse systrem, support steel, roof penthouse


			2 350-hp rotary screw air compressors, 3800 gal air receiver, air dryrers, filters


			No erection or installation


			No piping or insulation


			C Direct and indirect cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers.


			D Estimated by HDR.








EGF FAB Annual


			EGF Fabric Filter Annual Cost Summary


			Description of Cost			($)A			Remarks


			Direct Annual CostsB


			Fabric Filter Labor			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Fabric Filter Supervisor			9,900			15% of labor


			Fabric Filter Bag Replacement			304,900			Labor plus bag cost


			Solids Fly Ash Disposal			168,000			Production x cost


			Maintenance Labor, Fabric F.			65,700			2 hr per shift, assumed 8 hr shifts


			Maintenance Material, Fabric F.			65,700			100% of labor


			Induced Draft Fan			231,100			Consumption x cost


			Direct Annual Costs (DAC)			911,000





			Indirect Annual CostsC


			Overhead			307,100			60% of O&M Labor


			Administrative Charges			547,800			2% of Total Capital Investment


			Property Taxes			123,998			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Insurance			273,900			1% of Total Capital Investment


			Fabric Filter Annualized CostsD			912,399			(Capital Investment) x (CFR of 			0.0736


			Indirect Annual Costs (IAC)			2,165,200





			Total Annualized Costs (TAC)			3,076,200			DAC + IAC = TAC


			A Values rounded to the nearest $100.


			B Direct annual costs are based on site-specific design parameters.


			C Indirect annual cost percentages obtained from EPA's Air Pollution Control Manual,


			   Sixth Edition, January 2002, for gas absorbers and fabric filters.


			D Capital Recovery Factor (CFR) based on 20 year life and an interst rate of 5%, EPA Air


			   Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002.












UTAC control cost summary.xlsx

NOx





						SCR + Reheat			UTAC Line 1						UTAC Line 2


									NPS			UTAC			NPS			UTAC


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)			300			2,197			622			4,455


						Retrofit factor			1			1.6			1			1.6


						CEPCI			776.3			607.5			776.3			607.5


						Capital Cost 			$   11,090,596			$   43,637,895			$   16,814,162			$   72,550,865


						Interest rate (%)			4.75			5.50			4.75			5.5


						Control Equipment Life (yr)			25			20			25			20


						Capital Recovery Cost			$   790,262			$   3,652,470			$   1,190,691			$   5,500,301


						Reheat Indirect Annual Cost			$   191,475			$   90,349			228,086			$   106,540


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M			$   955,922			$   3,772,408			$   1,381,633			$   6,182,554


						Total System Capacity Factor			0.869			0.956			0.788			0.956


						Reheat Direct Annual Cost			$   6,042,497			$   15,468,890			$   13,435,906			$   31,434,467


						Catalyst Life (hr)			24,000			8,000			24,000			8,000


						Catalyst Replacement Cost			$   60,184			$   763,512			$   115,638			$   1,523,872


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M			$   7,046,581			$   17,578,490			$   14,939,577			$   35,153,534


						Total Annual Cost 			$   8,002,503			$   21,350,897			$   16,321,210			$   41,336,088


						Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)			1325			1325			1874			1874


						Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			1.83			0.16			1.22			0.11


						NOx Removal Efficiency (%)			90			50			90			50


						Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.12			0.08			0.09			0.06


						Tons Remaining			137			663			193			937


						Tons Removed			1,188			663			1681			937						2,869


						Cost-Effectiveness			$   6,736			$   32,228			$   9,712			$   44,115








PM





						SCR + Reheat			Line 1			Line 2


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)


						Retrofit factor


						CEPCI


						Capital Cost 


						Interest rate (%)


						Control Equipment Life (yr)


						Capital Recovery Cost


						Reheat Indirect Annual Cost


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M


						Total System Capacity Factor


						Reheat Direct Annual Cost


						Catalyst Life (hr)


						Catalyst Replacement Cost


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M


						Total Annual Cost (GSA plus ESP and FF)


						Uncontrolled PM Emissions (Tons/yr)			24,952			56,726


						Uncontrolled PM Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			31			34


						Current PM Emissions (ton/yr)			1,497			3,404


						New PM Removal Efficiency (%)			99.9%			99.9%


						Controlled PM Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.031			0.034


						Tons Remaining			25			57


						Tons Removed by New PM Controls			24,927			56,669


						Net Tons Removed by New PM Controls			1,472			3,347


						Cost-Effectiveness						- 0








SO2





						SCR + Reheat			Line 1			Line 2


						Capacity (mmBtu/hr)


						Retrofit factor


						CEPCI


						Capital Cost 


						Interest rate (%)


						Control Equipment Life (yr)


						Capital Recovery Cost


						Reheat Indirect Annual Cost


						Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M


						Total System Capacity Factor


						Reheat Direct Annual Cost


						Catalyst Life (hr)


						Catalyst Replacement Cost


						Direct Cost/Variable O&M


						Total Annual Cost (GSA plus ESP and FF)						$16,752,396


						Uncontrolled SO2 Emissions (Tons/yr)			80			287


						Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.11			0.24


						Current SO2 Emissions (ton/yr)			60			215


						New SO2 Removal Efficiency (%)			46%			75%


						Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)			0.06			0.06


						Tons Remaining			43			71


						Tons Removed by New SO2 Controls			36			217


						Net Tons Removed by New SO2 Controls			16			145


						Cost-Effectiveness						$   77,375








Sheet3





									Line 1			Line 2


						Total Annual Cost (GSA+ESP+FF+SCR)			?			$   33,073,605


						Tons NOx Removed			1,188			1,681


						Tons PM removed			1,472			3,347


						Tons SO2 Removed			16			145


						Total Tons Removed			2,677			5,172


						Cost-Effectiveness ($/ton)			?			$   6,395
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[bookmark: _Toc108443908]Executive Summary

The NPS commends the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) for a robust source selection process, commitment to working with NPS and other FLMs throughout the consultation process, rejection of international endpoint adjustments, and the use of a $10k initial screening cost threshold for controls. Overall, the Minnesota draft regional haze SIP is one of the most technically sound and complete plans that the NPS has reviewed in this planning period.

However, in some cases NPS disagrees with the conclusions reached by MPCA. NPS finds that emission control costs for American Crystal Sugar (ACS) Crookston, ACS East Grand Forks, and the Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative have been overestimated. NPS analysis indicates that further controls may be cost effective for these facilities as well as for Power Boiler 9 at Sappi Cloquet, LLC.  The NPS recommends that cost-effective emission controls that achieve the greatest level of reductions be required for these facilities. Source specific recommendations are detailed in subsequent sections of this document.

For Boise White Paper as well as all of the taconite facilities, the NPS recommends that MPCA could improve the draft SIP with more robust demonstrations of effective controls. In the absence of such compelling demonstrations, four factor analyses may identify further reasonable emission reduction opportunities in this planning period. For the taconite facilities in particular, the NPS recommends that opportunities for further controls be evaluated as discussed in EPA’s 2016 Federal Implementation Plan. The NPS recommends that MPCA require all taconite facilities originally selected for four-factor analysis to conduct four-factor analyses evaluating how an integrated approach to emission control improvements could reduce visibility-impairing emissions. 

Emission reductions achieved through the regional haze planning process will advance the incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region.




[bookmark: _Toc108443909]Overarching Feedback

[bookmark: _Toc108443910]Four-factor Analysis Screening - Demonstration of Effective Controls

In its July 2021 clarification memo, EPA advised that once a source is selected states must show why additional emission reductions are not necessary to make reasonable progress to use “effective controls” as rationale to forgo a four-factor analysis. Section 2.3 addressed the analytical expectations for “effectively controlled” determinations:

The underlying rationale for the “effective controls” flexibility is that if a source’s emissions are already well controlled, it is unlikely that further cost-effective reductions are available. A state relying on an “effective control” to avoid performing a four-factor analysis for a source should demonstrate why, for that source specifically, a four-factor analysis would not result in new controls and would, therefore, be a futile exercise.

NPS finds that, for many of the sources that MPCA determined were effectively controlled, a 4-factor analysis may, in fact, have resulted in additional controls. See the comments on individual facilities for specific information.

[bookmark: _Toc108443911]Retrofit Factors in Cost Analyses 

We recognize that determining if a retrofit factor is appropriate and, if so, what that factor should be, is not a simple process. However, in some cases, Minnesota facilities did not provide any documentation justifying retrofit factors, some of which exceed the maximum value (1.5) recommended by EPA. Site-specific retrofit factors should be based upon a thorough and well-documented analysis of the individual factors involved in a project. We recommend that the procedure outlined by William Vatavuk on pages 59-62 in his book Estimating Costs of Air Pollution Control be followed. That process involves estimating and assigning a retrofit factor to each major element of a project and from that deriving an overall retrofit factor. The EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) also addresses “Retrofit Cost Considerations” in section 2.6.4.2. The CCM (Section 4, Chapter 2) advises that:

A retrofit factor of 0.8 should be used for new construction and a retrofit factor of 1 should be used for average retrofits. The equations may overestimate costs for some simple retrofits of existing plants. For retrofits that are more complicated than average, a retrofit factor of greater than 1 can be used to estimate capital costs provided the reasons for using a higher retrofit factor are appropriate and fully documented.

And in the instructions for the SCR Cost Calculation Spreadsheet:

If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate.

In the absence of such a proper analysis, NPS assumed a retrofit factor = 1.0.

[bookmark: _Toc108443912]Electric Generating Facilities – Four-Factor Feedback

[bookmark: _Toc108443913]Hibbing Public Utilities Commission

The Hibbing Public Utilities Commission (HPUC) operates a co-generation facility for the city of Hibbing that provides steam for space heating and industrial processes. The facility is capable of providing electricity as well. The combustion emission units at the facility consist of three coal-fired boilers—EQUI 1, EQUI 2, and EQUI 3—and wood-fired boiler EQUI 7. Boiler 7 includes a gas burner that was installed in 2015 to assist in stabilizing combustion to lower carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. The boiler is equipped with a selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) system for NOx control and a multi-cyclone followed by an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) for particulate matter control. 

[bookmark: _Hlk107479964]HPUC no longer holds a power purchase agreement and does not plan to generate electricity in the future. According to the four-factor analysis, the facility expects to discontinue use of the wood boiler, limit coal use to 14,000 tons per season, and burn natural gas as needed to meet needed steam loads. However, the facility indicated that it does not plan to remove the wood boiler from its operating permit. 

The four-factor analysis estimated the cost of adding SNCR or selective catalytic reduction (SCR) to the coal-fired boilers EQUI 1 and EQUI 2 and concluded these technologies would not be cost-effective. MPCA provided its own cost estimates of these technologies using EPA’s Control Cost Manual worksheets and concluded that SNCR would be cost-effective for all three coal-fired boilers. MPCA estimated costs at $6,700-$7,500 per ton of NOx removed. These cost estimates assumed the boilers would be combusting coal. According to the draft SIP, the facility is working on a utility plan for the next 10 years and are considering possible operational changes that could limit coal usage. The facility has not yet provided details of potential operational changes. 

MPCA also used the EPA Control Cost Manual worksheets to estimate the costs of wet and dry scrubbers to the coal-fired boilers for SO2 control and concluded that it would not be cost-effective at $21,000-$32,500 per ton of SO2 removed. These calculations assumed an uncontrolled SO2 emissions rate of 0.30 lb/MMBtu, but the three boilers have a permit limit of 4.0 lb/MMBtu, which is roughly 10 times higher than the actual rate. NPS recommends that MPCA consider establishing lower SO2 emissions limits closer to the units’ actual emissions rates to prevent backsliding. 

The NPS agrees with MPCA’s conclusion that SNCR is warranted on coal-fired Boilers 1-3. If the facility submits a new plan for these boilers that affects the cost-effectiveness estimate, the NPS recommends this information be included in the SIP. Any operational constraints relied upon in a new cost analysis should be made federally enforceable. The NPS also suggests that MPCA consider removing Boiler 7 from the permit if the facility does not intend to use it in the future.



[bookmark: _Toc108443914]Minnesota Power–Boswell Energy Center

The Boswell Energy Center includes two coal-fired electrical generating units, a 355-megawat unit (Unit 3) and a 585 megawatt unit (Unit 4). Unit 3 is equipped with low-NOx burners, overfire air controls, and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NOx control, a wet flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system for SO2 and acid gas control, and a fabric filter with activated carbon injection for PM/PM10/PM2.5 and mercury control. Unit 4 is equipped with low-NOx burners, overfire air controls, and selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for NOx control, a semi-dry FGD system for SO2 and acid gas control, and a fabric filter with activated carbon injection for PM/PM10/PM2.5 and mercury control. Based on these controls, MPCA concluded in the draft SIP that both units are already effectively controlled and did not request the facility to complete a four-factor analysis.

Unit 3 is required to meet a NOx emissions limit of 0.06 lb NOx/MMBtu and Unit 4 is required to meet a limit of 0.12 lb NOx/MMBtu. Both units are required to meet a limit of 0.20 lb SO2/MMBtu in accordance with the mercury and air toxics standards (MATS) rule. According to EPA Clean Air Markets program emissions data from 2015 through 2021, the SO2 emissions rate at Unit 3 was 0.01 to 0.014 lb SO2/MMBtu, and the SO2 emissions rate at Unit 4 was 0.023 to 0.045 lb SO2/MMBtu. These emissions rates are much lower than the allowable rate of 0.2 lb SO2/MMBtu. If the two units had emitted SO2 at the maximum allowable rate, the facility would have emitted as much as 6,000 additional tons of SO2 annually over the period. NPS recommends that MPCA consider establishing lower SO2 emissions limits closer to the units’ actual emissions rates to prevent backsliding.

[bookmark: _Toc108443915]Virginia Department of Public Utilities

The Virginia Department of Public Utilities (VDPU) operates a co-generation facility for the city of Virginia that provides steam for space heating. The facility is capable of providing electricity as well.

The emission units at the facility consist of a coal-fired boiler Boiler #7 (EQUI 2), a natural gas-fired boiler Boiler #10 (EQUI 4) that serves as the primary backup boiler, a wood-fired boiler Boiler #11 (EQUI 16), fuel storage and transfer systems, and ash handling systems. Boiler #11 is equipped with selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for NOx control and a multi-cyclone followed by an electrostatic precipitator for particulate matter control. 

From the discussion of Boiler #11 in the four-factor analysis prepared by the facility, it is not entirely clear how the facility will use it in the future. The four-factor analysis states that although Boiler #11 is capable of burning wood, “Boiler #11 will most likely burn only natural gas moving forward” (p. 2). However, the analysis also says: “Natural gas is not the primary fuel and not the focus of this analysis for Boiler #11” (p.6). The four-factor analysis states that “Boiler #11 (EQUI 16) will be used as needed but most likely only if there is a problem starting Boiler #10.” MPCA used the EPA Control Cost Worksheet to estimate the cost of adding SCR to the boiler and concluded it would not be cost-effective. That estimate assumed the boiler would combust wood and operate 311 days per year, which suggests it could be used as more than a backup boiler. It is thus not clear how much Boiler 11 will operate and what the primary fuel will be. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA clarify what the operational parameters of the boiler will be and update the SCR cost analysis if natural gas is expected to be the primary fuel. The NPS also suggests that the SIP explain why Boiler #10 was excluded from the analysis is it is not discussed in the four-factor analysis.



[bookmark: _Toc108443916]Sugar beet Processing Facilities – Four-Factor Feedback

[bookmark: _Toc108443917]American Crystal Sugar – Crookston

Summary of NPS Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar–Crookston

NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for American Crystal Sugar – Crookston facility (ACSC) finds that there are technically feasible and cost-effective opportunities available to further control SO2 and NOx emissions from Boilers 1, 2, and 3. In fact, NPS analyses show that the cost of control is more economical than estimated by MPCA when analyses are adjusted in accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual.

The addition of DSI on all three boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from this facility by about 600 tons/year for less than $5,000/ton (with baghouse replacement). The addition of SCR on all three boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 320 tons/year for around $10,000/ton.

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of DSI with milled trona and a new baghouse as well as SCR on Boilers 1, 2, and 3 at American Crystal Sugar – Crookston. By requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region.

Facility Characteristics 

ACSC operates three Babcock and Wilcox coal-fired stoker boilers equipped with modern over- fire air (OFA) control systems. The boilers are also equipped with high-efficiency electrostatic precipitators to control particulate matter emissions. The maximum rated heat input of two identical boilers is 137 million British thermal units per hour (MMBtu/hr) each. The maximum rated heat input of the third boiler is 165 MMBtu/hr. All three boilers combust low sulfur subbituminous coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB). ACSC is located about 270 km southwest of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS.

The 2017 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) shows plantwide emissions of 740 tons of NOx and 775 tons of SO2.

SO2 Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

[bookmark: _Hlk108021050]The NPS supports ACSC’s selection of Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI), Spray Dry Absorption (SDA) or Circulating Dry Scrubber (CDS) in the category Dry FGD, and Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization (Wet FGD) for evaluation.

ACSC four-factor analyses assume that DSI can achieve 46%–51% control. The Sargent & Lundy (S&L) DSI IPM model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when followed by an ESP and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). As a result, the controlled emission rates presented by ACSC for wet and dry scrubbing are too high. Scrubber emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) advises that SDA or CDS with baghouse can achieve 0.06 lb/mmbtu and that a Wet FGD scrubber can achieve 0.04 lb/mmbtu.

[bookmark: _Hlk105479792]Even though Wet FGD may not be as cost-effective as SDA/CDS on small boilers, it may still be cost-effective relative to the MPCA cost-effectiveness threshold for consideration. Because Wet FGD achieves greater SO2 reduction, the NPS evaluation included it.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

[bookmark: _Hlk108021471]In the initial (2021) four factor analysis submittal for ACSC the consulting firm HDR showed that the cost-effectiveness of DSI to reduce SO2 emissions was below $5,000/ton. This is quite cost-effective in spite of several factors that lead to overestimation of costs in the initial analysis. However, on February 1, 2022, consulting firm HDR submitted an “Updated Dry Sorbent Injection Costs for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA revising those findings. HDR expressed concern that the ESPs at ACSC, which have historically provided around 99.1% control of PM, might not be able to handle the additional loading presented by DSI and still maintain compliance with mercury and PM limits. According to HDR:

Therefore, the FFA was updated to enhance the PM control by adding a fabric filter baghouse. The addition of a baghouse will allow higher sorbent injection rates while maintaining compliance with the applicable PM emission limits. Further, the additional system residence time, higher sorbent injection rates, and associated sorbent filter cake in the baghouse, will allow an increased control efficiency of 70% for SO2.

NPS review finds substantial evidence to refute the HDR finding that DSI cannot be added without replacing the ESPs with baghouses. The S&L DSI documentation states, “Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate emissions…”[footnoteRef:2] The IPM DSI models include both ESPs and baghouses. The S&L DSI IPM model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when followed by an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). Also, NPS review of EPA’s Clean Air Markets Data (CAMD) indicates that DSI can achieve 0.10 lb/mmbtu when followed by an ESP and 0.08 lb/mmBtu when followed by a baghouse. Furthermore, EPA’s Clean Air Markets data for 2021 includes several coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI and ESPs. [2:  S&L: Based on commercial testing, removal efficiencies with DSI are limited by the particulate capture device employed. Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate emissions, whereas hydrated lime may remove an even lower percentage of SO2. A baghouse used with sodium-based sorbents generally achieves a higher SO2 removal efficiency (70 to 90%) than that of an ESP. DSI technology, however, should not be applied to fuels with sulfur content greater than 2 lb SO2/MMBtu.
] 




Table 1. Examples of coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI, CAMD 2021

		State

		Facility Name

		Unit ID

		SO2 (tons)

		Calculated  Avg. SO2 Rate (lb/MMBtu)

		Heat Input (MMBtu)

		Unit Type

		PM Control(s)



		MN

		Boswell

		4

		391

		0.025

		31,545,340

		Tangentially-fired

		Baghouse



		MI

		J H Campbell

		1

		2,758

		0.275

		20,090,010

		Tangentially-fired

		Baghouse



		MI

		J H Campbell

		2

		2,094

		0.300

		13,961,840

		Cell burner boiler

		Baghouse



		IN

		R Gallagher

		2

		49

		0.631

		154,982

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21)



		IN

		R Gallagher

		4

		68

		0.720

		189,738

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21)



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		WI

		J P Madgett

		B1

		849

		0.083

		20,454,088

		Dry bottom turbo-fired

		Baghouse | ESP



		OK

		Northeastern

		3313

		4,564

		0.340

		26,816,608

		Tangentially-fired

		Baghouse | ESP



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		IL

		Kincaid

		2

		1,083

		0.093

		23,285,397

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Kincaid

		1

		808

		0.093

		17,366,842

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Waukegan

		7

		501

		0.095

		10,522,238

		Tangentially-fired

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Powerton

		62

		278

		0.109

		5,084,619

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Powerton

		61

		304

		0.111

		5,502,464

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		LA

		Big Cajun 2

		2B1

		1,203

		0.342

		7,032,558

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		OR

		Boardman

		1SG

		

		

		

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Electrostatic Precipitator







In its 2022 submittal, HDR states:

American Crystal Sugar Company (ACSCC) obtained site-specific vendor quotes for Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) equipment in order to verify estimated capital equipment and annual operating costs included in the original Four Factor Analysis (FFA) for the ACSCC East Grand Forks (EGF) and Crookston (CRK) facilities.

NPS review of the HDR submittal identifies these issues:

Use of a 5% interest rate instead of the current prime rate as recommended by the EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM).

[bookmark: _Hlk101169476]20-year life for DSI

Underestimation of DSI efficiency

HDR proposes to “Extend three stacks to 200 ft.” 

Exaggerated performance test costs

In the revised analysis HDR’s cost-effectiveness of DSI increased to above $10,000/ton. Many of the costs in ACSC’s Tables 4 & 5 and HDR’s Table 2 are overestimated: 

[bookmark: _Hlk101169593]ACSC used a 20-year life for DSI; the CCM recommends 30 years for SO2 scrubbers.

ACSC stated that Boilers 1 & 2 have rated capacities of 137 mmBtu/hr and that annual SO2 emissions are 241 tons at 0.37 lb/mmBtu. However, at maximum capacity, Boilers 1 & 2 can emit no more than 222 tpy.

[bookmark: _Hlk105480442]In addition, it is unclear why it would be necessary to extend three stacks to 200ft as HDR proposes. This likely represents an unjustified expense. 

[bookmark: _Hlk105480512]MPCA appears to have used much of the HDR cost estimates without addressing these issues. The NPS also questions the cost of a new fabric filter—see below. Instead, NPS analyses applied the current EPA CCM workbooks for wet and dry scrubbers, ESPs, and baghouses, as well as the current S&L model for DSI with milled trona and:

the existing ESP at 50% control

a baghouse at 80% SO2 control 

NPS analyses applied a retrofit factor = 1.0 assuming that the new baghouses or new SDA/CDS could be installed within the footprint of, or inside the shells of, the ESPs. NPS assumed equipment lives of 30 years for SO2 scrubbers and 20 years for a new baghouse.

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate ESP operating cost savings (see ESP workbook). ESP purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other costs were scaled up based upon a straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1987 ratio was applied to estimate total capital investment. The NPS included ACSC’s $200,000 for demolition of the ESPs and estimate that saved ESP operating costs would be about $550,000/yr.

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate baghouse costs (see baghouse workbook). Some baghouse purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other equipment costs were scaled up based upon a straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1998 ratio to estimate total capital investment. 




Table 2. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for DSI at ACSC 

		ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3

		Combined DSI w Milled Trona



		Control Technology

		w Existing ESP

		w BGH

		Combined New Baghouse

		Totals



		Capacity (MW)

		43.9

		43.9

		43.9

		



		Retrofit factor

		1

		1

		1

		



		CEPCI

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		



		Capital Cost

		$  10,158,253

		$      11,121,747

		$   3,699,379

		$ 14,821,126



		Interest rate

		4.75

		4.75%

		4.75%

		



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		30

		30

		20

		



		Capital Recovery Factor

		0.0632

		0.0632

		0.0786

		



		Capital Recovery Cost

		$        642,098

		$           703,000

		$       145,799

		$       848,799



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		$        316,867

		$           322,537

		$       361,543

		$       684,080



		Total System Capacity Factor

		

		

		

		



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		$     1,225,524

		$        1,577,580

		$       262,636

		$   1,840,216



		Total Annual Cost

		$     2,184,489

		$        2,603,117

		$       624,178

		$   2,956,908



		Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.40

		0.40

		

		0.40



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons

		

		

		

		



		Uncontrolled Tons

		735

		735

		

		735



		SO2 Removal Efficiency

		50

		80

		

		80



		Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.20

		0.08

		

		0.08



		Tons Removed

		368

		588

		

		588



		Cost-Effectiveness

		$            5,944

		$               4,427

		

		$           5,029







NPS analyses show that the cost-effectiveness of adding DSI with milled trona to the existing system is < $6,000/ton and with baghouse replacement is $5,000/ton.

NPS calculations also applied the CCM workbooks for SDA/CDS and Wet FGD and adjusted the annual fuel input to produce the baseline annual SO2 emissions cited by ACSC (even though boilers 1 & 2 cannot emit that much (241 tons) SO2 based upon their capacity (137 mmBtu/hr) and their cited 0.37 lb/mmBtu emission rates).



[bookmark: _Hlk108016197]Table 3. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for SDA/CDS with Baghouse and Wet FGD with Baghouse at ACSC 

		ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3

		SDA/CDS w Baghouse (each)

		Wet FGD w Baghouse (each)



		Control Technology

		Boilers 1 & 2

		Boiler 3

		Boilers 1 & 2

		Boiler 3



		Capacity (MW)

		13.7

		16.5

		13.7

		16.5



		Retrofit factor

		1

		1

		1

		1



		CEPCI

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3



		Capital Cost 

		 $   22,861,209 

		 $   26,173,918 

		 $   42,220,270 

		 $   45,701,376 



		Interest rate

		4.75%

		4.75%

		4.75

		4.75



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		30 

		30 

		30

		30



		Capital Recovery Factor

		0.0632 

		0.0632 

		0.0632

		0.0632



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $      1,444,828 

		 $      1,654,192 

		 $     2,668,321 

		 $     2,888,327 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		 $      1,478,895 

		 $      1,688,855 

		 $     2,720,849 

		 $     2,941,481 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		1.083

		0.854

		1.083 

		0.854



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		 $      1,535,990 

		 $      1,582,978 

		 $     2,818,345 

		 $     2,761,386 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $      3,014,885 

		 $      3,271,833 

		 $     5,539,193 

		 $     5,702,867 



		Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.37 

		0.41 

		0.37

		0.41



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons

		222

		296

		222

		296



		Uncontrolled Tons

		241 

		253 

		241

		253



		SO2 Removal Efficiency

		84 

		85 

		89

		90



		Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.06 

		0.06 

		0.04

		0.04



		Tons Removed

		202

		216

		215

		228



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $           14,962 

		 $           15,139 

		 $           25,824 

		 $           24,961 







Because the results of the NPS cost analysis for SDA/CDS with Baghouse and Wet FGD with Baghouse at ACSC exceeded $10,000/ton, the NPS did not pursue these options further.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

The NPS estimates that it would take 18 months for DSI with milled trona to be installed and operational.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

[bookmark: _Hlk108020040]When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACSC raises several potential concerns with respect to Dry FGD or DSI including energy use, solid waste production, and potentially shortened useful life of the boiler. NPS review finds that:

The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance.

Solid waste production is not a unique issue to this site and has been handled effectively in numerous instances. 

Factors that could affect boiler life can be avoided if sorbent is injected downstream of the boiler. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the ACSC boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for scrubbers unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition.

NOx Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

NPS review finds that the controlled emission rates presented by ACSC for SCR (in its Table 6) are too high. SCR emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The CCM advises that SCR can achieve up to 90% control and reduce emissions down to 0.04 lb/mmbtu. In this case, achieving 0.04 lb/mmBtu would require 88% control efficiency, which is within the capability of SCR.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

On February 21, 2022, HDR submitted an “Updated Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction Performance Data for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA.

Some SNCR costs in ACSC’s Tables 7 & 8 and HDR’s Table 1 are underestimated due to the recent rise in the CEPCI, prime interest rate, and reagent cost. However, overall, ACSC’s SCR costs are inflated for several reasons:

ACSC applied undocumented retrofit factors (1.5) 

ACSC used an unsupported 5% interest rate. 

ACSC used a 20-year life for SCR versus 25 years recommended by the CCM for SCR on industrial boilers. MPCA did not provide estimates for SCR.

ACSC stated that Boilers 1 & 2 have rated capacities of 137 mmBtu/hr and that annual NOx emissions are 209 tons at 0.33 lb/mmBtu. However, at maximum capacity, Boilers 1 & 2 can emit no more than 198 tpy.

ACSC has underestimated uncontrolled annual emissions; this results in underestimation of tons of NOx removed and an overestimation of $/ton.

NPS estimates are based 10% control by SNCR and 85% control by SCR (0.05 lb/mmBtu) and are shown below.

Table 4. NPS/MPCA NOx Control Cost Estimate Comparison for SNCR and SCR at ACSC Boilers 1 & 2

		ACS CRK Boilers 1 & 2

		SNCR

		SCR



		Control Technology

		ARD

		MPCA

		ARD

		MPCA



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		137

		137

		137

		137



		Retrofit factor

		1.0

		1.5

		1.0

		1.5



		CEPCI

		776.3

		607.5

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		 $ 3,222,724 

		 $ 3,782,954 

		 $ 12,794,943 

		 $ 14,757,119 



		Interest rate

		4.75

		3.25

		4.75

		3.50



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		20 

		20 

		25 

		20 



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $    253,306 

		 $    260,267 

		 $      885,410 

		 $   1,038,901 



		Indirect Cost

		 $    254,756 

		 $    261,970 

		 $      888,086 

		 $   1,041,695 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.581 

		0.581 

		0.581 

		0.581 



		Direct Cost

		 $      73,496 

		 $      71,316 

		 $      152,113 

		 $      157,727 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $    328,252 

		 $    333,285 

		 $   1,040,199 

		 $   1,199,421 



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.33

		0.33

		0.33

		0.33



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons

		198 

		198 

		198 

		198 



		Uncontrolled Tons

		115

		115

		115

		115



		NOx Removal Efficiency

		25

		25

		88

		79



		Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.25

		0.25

		0.04

		0.07



		Tons removed

		29

		29

		101

		91



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $      11,416 

		 $      11,591 

		 $        10,292 

		 $        13,236 










Table 5.NPS/MPCA NOx Control Cost Estimate Comparison for SNCR and SCR at ACSC Boiler 3

		ACS CRK Boiler 3

		SNCR

		SCR



		Control Technology

		ARD

		MPCA

		ARD

		MPCA



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		165

		165

		165

		165



		Retrofit factor

		1.0

		1.5

		1.0

		1.5



		CEPCI

		776.3

		607.5

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		 $ 3,275,005 

		 $ 3,844,323 

		 $ 14,456,576 

		 $ 16,766,382 



		Interest rate

		4.75

		3.25

		4.75

		3.50



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		20 

		20 

		25 

		20 



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $    257,415 

		 $    264,489 

		 $   1,000,395 

		 $   1,180,353 



		Indirect Cost

		 $    258,889 

		 $    266,219 

		 $   1,003,170 

		 $   1,183,267 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.581

		0.581

		0.581

		0.581



		Direct Cost

		 $      78,503 

		 $      74,683 

		 $      167,027 

		 $      175,778 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $    337,392 

		 $    340,902 

		 $   1,170,198 

		 $   1,359,046 



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.32

		0.32

		0.32

		0.32



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons

		231

		231

		231

		231



		Uncontrolled Tons

		134

		134

		134

		134



		NOx Removal Efficiency

		10

		10

		88

		81



		Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.288

		0.288

		0.04

		0.06



		Tons removed

		13

		13

		118

		109



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $      25,118 

		 $      25,379 

		 $           9,956 

		 $        12,453 







As the above tables demonstrate, the NPS estimates cost-effectiveness values are about $10,000/ton for SCR on Boilers 1, 2 & 3. The addition of SCR on all three boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 320 tpy.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

The time necessary for compliance for SCR is typically four to five years after SIP approval.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACSC raises several potential concerns with respect to SNCR and SCR including energy use, ammonia storage, potential ammonia slip, and potential impacts to mercury controls. NPS review finds that:

The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance.

Ammonia storage and potential slip issues are not unique to this site and should be addressed by proper operation and maintenance. 

With respect to potential implications for mercury controls, the SNCR ammonia slip issue is not unique to this application. SCR is known to promote ionization/oxidation of elemental mercury to a form that can be captured by downstream control equipment. It is possible that addition of SCR upstream of the SO2 and PM controls could result in reduced mercury emissions and/or PAC consumption/costs. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the ACSC boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for SCR on industrial boilers unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition.

NPS Conclusions and Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar – Crookston

NPS review finds that ACSC and MPCA have overestimated the Cost of Compliance due to:

Use of an unsupported high (5%) interest rate.

Use of equipment life (20 years) for some controls that is too short.

Application of unsupported retrofit factors.

Underestimation of control efficiencies.

With respect to statutory factor one, the Cost of Compliance, after making the adjustments described above NPS analysis finds that:

1. The addition of DSI (with trona) is cost-effective for SO2 emission reductions with or without addition of a new baghouse, and 

2. The addition of SCR is a cost-effective option for reducing NOx emissions from this facility.

The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, Time Necessary for Compliance, for addition of DSI and SCR for all three boilers. Review of statutory factors three and four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to DSI or SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue.

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of DSI with trona and a new baghouse as well as SCR to all three boilers analyzed at American Crystal Sugar – Crookston.

The addition of DSI on all three boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from this facility by over 600 tons/year for less than $5,000/ton (with baghouse replacement). The addition of SCR on all three boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 320 tons/year for around $10,000/ton.



[bookmark: _Toc108443918]American Crystal Sugar–East Grand Forks

Summary of NPS Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar–East Grand Forks

NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for American Crystal Sugar – East Grand Forks facility (EGF) finds that there are technically feasible and cost-effective opportunities available to further control SO2 and NOx emissions from Boilers 1 and 2. In fact, NPS analyses show that the cost of control is more economical than estimated by MPCA when analyses are adjusted in accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual.

The addition of DSI with trona and a new baghouse on both boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from this facility by over 600 tons/year for about $4,900/ton. The addition of SCR on both boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 600 tons/year for less than $7,000/ton.

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of DSI with trona and a new baghouse as well as SCR on both boilers analyzed at American Crystal Sugar – East Grand Forks. By requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region.

Facility Characteristics

EGF operates two Babcock and Wilcox coal-fired stoker boilers equipped with modern over-fire air (OFA) control systems. The boilers are also equipped with high-efficiency electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) to control particulate matter (PM) emissions. The maximum rated heat input of each boiler is 356 million British thermal units per hour (mmBtu/hr). The boilers combust low sulfur subbituminous coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB). Based on Spring Creek Mine quality specifications, the typical mean sulfur content is 0.38 percent, and the typical mean ash content is 4.12 percent. The facility is located about 315 km southwest of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS.

The 2017 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) shows plantwide emissions of 676 tons of NOx and 1,301 tons of SO2.

SO2 Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

The NPS supports EGF’s selection of Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI), Spray Dry Absorption (SDA) or Circulating Dry Scrubber (CDS) in the category Dry FGD, and Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization (Wet FGD) for evaluation.

ACS four-factor analyses assume that DSI can achieve 46%–51% control. The S&L DSI IPM model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when followed by an ESP and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). Review of EPA’s Clean Air Markets Data (CAMD) indicates that DSI can achieve 0.10 lb/mmbtu when followed by an ESP and 0.08 lb/mmBtu when followed by a baghouse. 

As a result of low efficiency assumptions, the controlled emission rates presented by ACS for wet and dry scrubbing are too high. Scrubber emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) advises that SDA or CDS with baghouse can achieve 0.06 lb/mmbtu and that a Wet FGD scrubber can achieve 0.04 lb/mmbtu.

Even though Wet FGD may not be as cost-effective as SDA/CDS on small boilers, it may still be cost-effective relative to the MPCA cost-effectiveness threshold for consideration. Because Wet FGD achieves greater SO2 reduction, the NPS evaluation included it.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

In the initial (2021) four factor analysis submittal for EGF the consulting firm HDR showed that the cost-effectiveness of DSI to reduce SO2 emissions was below $5,000/ton. This is quite cost-effective in spite of several factors that lead to overestimation of costs in the initial analysis. However, on February 1, 2022, consulting firm HDR submitted an “Updated Dry Sorbent Injection Costs for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA revising those findings. HDR expressed concern that the ESPs at EGF, which have historically provided around 99.1% control of PM, might not be able to handle the additional loading presented by DSI and still maintain compliance with mercury and PM limits. According to HDR:

Therefore, the FFA was updated to enhance the PM control by adding a fabric filter baghouse. The addition of a baghouse will allow higher sorbent injection rates while maintaining compliance with the applicable PM emission limits. Further, the additional system residence time, higher sorbent injection rates, and associated sorbent filter cake in the baghouse, will allow an increased control efficiency of 70% for SO2.

NPS review finds substantial evidence to refute the HDR finding that DSI cannot be added without replacing the ESPs with baghouses. The S&L DSI documentation states, “Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate emissions…”[footnoteRef:3] The IPM DSI models include both ESPs and baghouses. The S&L DSI IPM model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when followed by an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). Also, NPS review of EPA’s Clean Air Markets Data (CAMD) indicates that DSI can achieve 0.10 lb/mmbtu when followed by an ESP and 0.08 lb/mmBtu when followed by a baghouse. Furthermore, EPA’s Clean Air Markets data for 2021 includes several coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI and ESPs. (See Table 1 above). [3:  S&L: Based on commercial testing, removal efficiencies with DSI are limited by the particulate capture device employed. Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate emissions, whereas hydrated lime may remove an even lower percentage of SO2. A baghouse used with sodium-based sorbents generally achieves a higher SO2 removal efficiency (70 to 90%) than that of an ESP. DSI technology, however, should not be applied to fuels with sulfur content greater than 2 lb SO2/MMBtu.
] 


In its 2022 submittal, HDR states:

American Crystal Sugar Company (ACSCC) obtained site-specific vendor quotes for Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) equipment in order to verify estimated capital equipment and annual operating costs included in the original Four Factor Analysis (FFA) for the ACSCC East Grand Forks (EGF) and Crookston (CRK) facilities.

NPS review of the HDR submittal identifies these issues:

Use of a 5% interest rate instead of the current prime interest rate as recommended by the CCM.

20-year life for DSI, the CCM recommends 30 years for SO2 scrubbers.

Underestimation of DSI efficiency

HDR proposes to “Extend two stacks to 200 ft.”

Exaggerated performance test costs

In the revised analysis HDR’s cost-effectiveness of DSI increased to above $10,000/ton. Many of the costs in ACSC Table 3 and HDR’s Table 1 are overestimated. 

In addition, it is unclear why it would be necessary to extending two stacks to 200ft as HDR proposes. This likely represents an unjustified expense. 

MPCA appears to have used much of the HDR cost estimates without addressing these issues. The NPS also questions the cost of a new fabric filter—see below. Instead, NPS analyses applied the current EPA CCM workbooks for wet and dry scrubbers, ESPs, and baghouses, as well as the current S&L model for DSI with milled trona and:

the existing ESP at 50% control

a baghouse at 80% SO2 control 

NPS analyses applied a retrofit factor = 1.0 assuming that the new baghouses or new SDA/CDS could be installed within the footprint of, or inside the shells of, the ESPs. NPS assumed equipment lives of 30 years for SO2 scrubbers and 20 years for a new baghouse.

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate ESP operating cost savings (see ESP workbook). ESP purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other costs were scaled up based upon a straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1987 ratio was applied to estimate total capital investment. The NPS included ACSC’s $200,000 for demolition of the ESPs and estimate that saved ESP operating costs would be about $550,000/yr.

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate baghouse costs (see baghouse workbook). Some baghouse purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other equipment costs were scaled up based upon a straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1998 ratio to estimate total capital investment. 




Table 6. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for DSI at EGF 

		ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2

		DSI w Milled Trona w Existing ESP

		Combined DSI w Milled Trona

		SDA/CDS w New BGH (each)



		Control Technology

		

		Combined DSI w BGH

		Combined New Baghouse

		Totals

		



		Capacity (MW)

		71.2

		71.2

		 

		 

		35.6



		Retrofit factor

		1

		1

		1

		 

		1



		CEPCI

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		 

		776.3



		Capital Cost 

		 $     11,128,987 

		 $      12,181,094 

		 $    6,441,038 

		 $ 18,622,132 

		 $ 45,535,539 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		4.75

		4.75

		 

		4.75



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		30

		30

		20 

		 

		30



		Capital Recovery Factor

		0.0632

		0.0632 

		0.0786 

		 

		0.0632 



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $          703,457 

		 $           769,960 

		 $       505,947 

		 $    1,275,907 

		 $   2,877,846 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		 $          322,579 

		 $           328,771 

		 $       752,052 

		 $    1,080,823 

		 $   2,915,994 



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		 $       1,237,341 

		 $        1,488,773 

		 $       381,728 

		 $    1,870,501 

		 $   2,657,615 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $       2,263,377 

		 $        2,587,504 

		 $    1,133,780 

		 $    3,080,643 

		 $   5,573,609 



		Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.45 

		0.45 

		 

		0.45 

		0.45 



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons

		 

		 

		 

		 

		702



		Uncontrolled Tons

		904

		904 

		 

		904 

		452 



		SO2 Removal Efficiency

		40

		70

		 

		70

		87



		Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.27

		0.14 

		 

		0.14 

		0.06 



		Tons Removed

		362

		633 

		 

		633 

		392



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $               6,259 

		 $                4,089 

		 

		 $           4,868 

		 $        14,220 







[bookmark: _Hlk100816570]NPS analyses show that the cost-effectiveness of adding DSI with milled trona and the existing ESP had a cost-effectiveness value around $6,300/ton, with a new baghouse < $4,900/ton and SDA/CDS for > $14,000/ton.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

The NPS estimates that it would take 18 months for DSI with milled trona to be installed and operational.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACS raises several potential concerns with respect to Dry FGD or DSI including energy use, solid waste production, and potentially shortened useful life of the boiler. NPS review finds that:

The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance.

Solid waste production is not a unique issue to this site and has been handled effectively in numerous instances. 

Factors that could affect boiler life can be avoided if sorbent is injected downstream of the boiler. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the EGF boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for scrubbers unless limited by a federally enforceable condition.

NOx Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

NPS review finds that the controlled emission rates presented by ACSC for SCR (in its Table 4 are too high. SCR emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The CCM advises that SCR can achieve up to 90% control and reduce emissions down to 0.04 lb/mmbtu. In this case, achieving 0.04 lb/mmBtu would require 88% control efficiency, which is within the capability of SCR.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

On February 21, 2022, HDR submitted an “Updated Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction Performance Data for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA.

[bookmark: _Hlk108022638]Some SNCR costs in ACS’s Table 5 and HDR’s Table 1 are underestimated due to the recent rise in the CEPCI, prime interest rate, and reagent cost. However, overall, ACS’s SNCR costs for EGF are inflated for several reasons:

No justification is provided for the retrofit factor = 1.5.

SCR life is underestimated. The CCM recommends 20 – 25 years: while ACSC used 20 years, it also estimates that the SCR would only operate 265 days per year.[footnoteRef:4] Such limited operation should allow SCR to operate for at least 25 years. [4:  ACSC: The beet sugar production process is a seasonal, or campaign-based, production process that typically runs from mid-August to June of each year. During the campaign, the boilers operate continuously, 24 hours per day 7 days per week. The boilers are shut down during summer months at the end of the processing campaign. A typical campaign runs for approximately 265 days (6,000 to 6,500 hours per year).] 


ACSC applied a 5% interest rate instead of the current prime  as recommended by the CCM.

NPS estimates applied a higher CEPCI (776.3 vs. 607.5 used by ACSC), the resulting estimated Capital Recovery Cost is more than $700,000/year (30%) lower than the ACS EGF estimate for SNCR.




Overall, ACS’s SCR costs for EGF are also inflated because:

Some of ACS’s annual costs are overestimated (as discussed above). The NPS assumed much higher reagent costs to reflect current prices.

Emission reductions are underestimated because ACS assumed that SCR could only achieve 80% control efficiency.

We estimate that SCR on each of the two boilers at EGF could reduce NOx emissions by 300 tons/yr (each) at an annual cost of $2 million (each) for cost-effectiveness of about $6,800/ton. Our estimates shown below.

Table 7. NPS/MPCA NOx Control Cost Estimate Comparison for SNCR and SCR at EGF Boilers 1 & 2

		ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2 (each)



		Control Technology

		SNCR

		SCR



		Estimates by

		NPS

		MPCA

		NPS

		MPCA



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		356

		356

		356

		356



		Retrofit factor

		1

		1.5

		1

		1.5



		CEPCI

		776.3

		607.5

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		 $ 4,615,236 

		 $   5,417,537 

		 $ 25,006,287 

		 $ 28,837,241 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		3.5

		4.75

		3.5



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		20

		20

		25

		20



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $    362,758 

		 $      381,395 

		 $   1,730,435 

		 $   2,030,142 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		 $    364,834 

		 $      383,833 

		 $   1,733,843 

		 $   2,033,780 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.635

		0.635

		0.635

		0.635 



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		 $    144,196 

		 $      156,231 

		 $      307,011 

		 $      359,977 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $    509,031 

		 $      540,063 

		 $   2,040,855 

		 $   2,393,757 



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.34

		0.306

		0.34

		0.34



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons

		532

		532

		532

		532



		Uncontrolled Tons

		338

		338

		338

		338



		NOx Removal Efficiency (%)

		10

		10

		88

		80



		Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.306

		0.306

		0.04

		0.07



		Tons Removed

		35

		35

		299

		269



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $      14,482 

		 $        15,365 

		 $           6,837 

		 $           8,905 







As the above table demonstrates, the NPS estimates cost-effectiveness values for SCR at less than $7,000/ton.	

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

The time necessary for compliance for SCR is typically four to five years after SIP approval.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACS EGF raises several potential concerns with respect to SNCR and SCR including energy use, ammonia storage, potential ammonia slip, and potential impacts to mercury controls. NPS review finds that:

The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance.

Ammonia storage and potential slip issues are not unique to this site and should be addressed by proper operation and maintenance. 

With respect to potential implications for mercury controls, the SNCR ammonia slip issue is not unique to this application. SCR is known to promote ionization/oxidation of elemental mercury to a form that can be captured by downstream control equipment. It is possible that addition of SCR upstream of the SO2 and PM controls could result in reduced mercury emissions and/or PAC consumption/costs. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the EGF boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for SCR on industrial boilers unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition.

NPS Conclusions and Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar – East Grand Forks

NPS review finds that ACSC and MPCA have overestimated the Cost of Compliance due to:

Use of an unsupported high (5%) interest rate.

Use of equipment life (20 years) for some controls that is too short.

Application of unsupported retrofit factors.

Underestimation of control efficiencies.

With respect to statutory factor one, the Cost of Compliance, after making the adjustments described above NPS analysis finds that:

1. The addition of DSI (with trona) is cost-effective for SO2 emission reductions with or without addition of a new baghouse, and 

2. The addition of SCR is a cost-effective option for reducing NOx emissions from this facility.

The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, the Time Necessary for Compliance, for addition of DSI and SCR for both boilers. Review of statutory factors three and four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to DSI or SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue.

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of DSI with trona and a new baghouse as well as SCR to both boilers analyzed at American Crystal Sugar – East Grand Forks. The addition of DSI on both boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from this facility by over 600 tons/year for about $4,800/ton. The addition of SCR on both boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 600 tons/year for less than $7,000/ton.



[bookmark: _Hlk107318977][bookmark: _Toc108443919]Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative

Summary of NPS Recommendations for Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative

NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative (SMBSC) finds that there are technically feasible and cost-effective opportunities available to further control SO2 and NOx emissions from Boiler 1. NPS analyses show that the cost of control is more economical than estimated by MPCA when analyses are adjusted in accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM).

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of cost-effective control strategies that provide the greatest emission reductions. The SDA/CDS option could remove 840 tons/year of SO2 at an annual cost of $6 million for a cost-effectiveness value of less than $7,100/ton. NPS estimates indicate that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by over 800 tons/year at an annual cost of $5–$7 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of $6,000–$8,000/ton of NOx removed.

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of SDA/CDS and SCR at SMBSC. By requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region.

Facility Characteristics

SMBSC processes harvested sugar beets into beet sugar used in consumer food products. The harvested beets are processed through a series of steps including washing, beet slice, diffusion, carbonation, evaporation, and crystallization. To extract and purify the sugar, many of these processes rely upon steam. SMBSC’s Boiler 1 generates steam needed for beet processing. The boiler also generates steam for SMBSC’s turbine for electricity generation.

Boiler 1 is a Babcock and Wilcox Stirling boiler installed in 1975. The boiler fires sub- bituminous coal as the primary fuel source and is controlled by a high-efficiency electrostatic precipitator for particulate emissions. The flue gas from the electrostatic precipitator is routed to a single stack. The boiler is monitored by a continuous opacity monitor and continuous emissions monitors for NOx, SO2, and O2.

The facility is located near Renville, MN, about 435 km south-southwest of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS.

The 2017 NEI emissions inventory indicates that emissions in 2017 increased over the reported 2016 emissions in the draft SIP and were significantly higher than those projected for 2028. The NPS recommends using recent actual emissions in four factor analyses unless the projected lower emissions are secured by a permit limit. NPS analyses used the reported 2016 emissions for SMBSC Boiler 1.

Table 8. SIP Table 3-2: 2016 and 2028 EPA Modeling Emissions Inventory for SMBSCC Sources (TPY)

		Units

		2016 SO2

		2028 SO2

		2016 NOx

		2028 NOx



		Boiler 1

		805

		786

		930

		907







Table 9. 2017 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) data and NPS Q/d for SMBSC

		Year

		Inventory

		Facility Name

		NOx

		SO2

		Q

		Distance to NPS Class I Area

		Q/d

		NPS Class I Area



		2017NEI_Aug2019_PT

		NEI

		Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop

		1,004

		820

		1,824

		436

		4.2

		VOYA







Overarching Cost Issues

In response to earlier informal four-factor feedback SBMSC said (SMBSC July 23, 2021):

FLMs stated that reagent, utility, and labor costs were inflated with no basis. The basis for these parameters and the year of the estimate is listed in Appendix A of the FFA, which are reasonable representations of costs SMBSC may occur. Values were scaled up to 2020 dollars from the applicable source year assuming 3% inflation each year.

The NPS maintains that SMBSC (and, in many cases, MPCA) increased all of these costs above their default values and, in many cases, by a greater ratio than the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) 2020/2016 cost ratio of 1.10. The 2020 CEPCI used by Barr consulting (607.5) is too high—it was 596.2.) The CCM only applies an inflation factor to Capital Costs. Instead, Operating Costs should be based upon site-specific costs or CCM defaults. None of these costs is specific to this facility. Escalation costs of reagent, electricity, and labor into the future is not allowed by EPA’s overnight costing method. In the absence of site-specific costs, NPS analyses use the CCM and IPM default values.

NPS review finds that the cost of the following consumables is now:

Natural gas = $6.51/kscf (June 11, Henry Hub price)

Urea (approximately) $1000/ton

EPA and the EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) recommend use of the current prime interest rate (currently 4.75%) in the absence of a site-specific interest rate. 

SO2 Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

Basis for the Exclusion of Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization from the FFA

In response to earlier input SMBSC (July 23, 2021) explained that a wet flue gas desulfurization scrubber was not considered for the FFA because captured SO2 would increase sulfate and potentially mercury wastewater loading. Further SMBSC raised concerns about a new wastewater stream requiring additional wastewater treatment and consuming significant amounts of energy.

The NPS analyses estimated that Wet FGD would cost almost $13,000/ton (see attached Wet FGD workbook). 

SDA and DSI SO2 Control Efficiency Basis

In response to earlier input SMBSC (July 23, 2021) objected to the recommendation to use control efficiencies recommended by the updated CCM chapter, which was released following the initial four-factor analysis submission.

However, like most air pollution issues, regional haze is a dynamic process that changes as new information is obtained. The NPS continues to recommend that MPCA and SMBSC consider new information appropriately as part of the FLM and public review and input processes. 

SMBSC also stated:

Further, the control efficiencies are appropriate estimates. For example, the CCM states that SDA removal efficiencies range between 85-95%. Higher control efficiencies may be possible, but SMBSC will design the SDA equipment based on what has been demonstrated consistently in practice (i.e., 90%). Further, SMBSC burns subbituminous coal, which has the lowest available sulfur content. This may inhibit the SDA’s ability to achieve higher control efficiencies with a lower SO2 inlet loading compared to other coal boilers. SMBSC estimated a 70% control efficiency for DSI, which may even be too high. Even the updated CCM estimates that DSI can achieve a 50-70% SO2 reduction.

SMBSC will adjust the SO2 control efficiency based on responses from equipment vendors if applicable.

According to Barr, the SMSBC consultant: The dry sorbent injection system requires the installation of a baghouse to accommodate the additional particulate matter from the injected sorbent and reaction byproducts.

NPS reviewers hold that DSI can be added without replacing the ESP with a baghouse. The S&L DSI documentation states, “Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate emissions…” NPS analyses assumed that DSI could be added without replacing the ESP and achieve 40% control. In the absence of a vendor estimate NPS analyses conservatively assumed 80% control for DSI with milled trona and a new baghouse. The IPM model estimates up to 90% control for this strategy.

Control Equipment Life

The NPS continues to recommend that SMBSC and MPCA follow CCM recommendations with respect to control equipment life for use in cost calculations. 

Spray Dry Absorbers (SDA)

The 30-year life estimate that SMSBC objects to for SDA is not a “best case scenario” as they suggest. For example, the CCM states: Manufacturers reportedly design scrubbers to be as durable as boilers, which are generally designed to operate for more than 60 years. 

NPS analyses relied on the CCM recommendation of a 30-year equipment life. This is likely conservative considering that the system operates on a seasonal (314 day/yr) basis. Nevertheless, even assuming a 20-year DSI life, this control is still quite cost-effective.

Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) and Baghouses

SMSBC suggests that DSI relies on a baghouse as a “major critical component” and that baghouses have a typical equipment life of 20 years therefore making this the appropriate lifetime for a DSI system. However, a baghouse is not integral to, or required for, a DSI system, so its life should not be equated to that of DSI. NPS analyses assume that the 30-year SO2 scrubber life would also apply to a relatively simple DSI system, and 20 years to a new baghouse.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

The vendor estimate relied on by SMBSC is not included in the SIP and the NPS cannot comment upon its usefulness. The cost methodology for estimates provided by SMBSC is of unknown origin. It appears that all values associated with operating costs are general (not specific to this site) and may be inflated. The NPS recommends that, SMBSC use established methods and present documentation to support a robust analysis. 

[bookmark: _Hlk101250745]MPCA and SMBSC could improve this analysis by explaining the rational for requiring replacement of the existing electrostatic precipitator (ESP) with a new baghouse. This may be an unnecessary expense because the IPM DSI models include both ESPs and baghouses. Further, EPA’s Clean Air Markets data for 2021 includes several coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI and ESPs.




Table 10. Examples of coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI, CAMD 2021

		State

		Facility Name

		Unit ID

		SO2 (tons)

		Calculated  Avg. SO2 Rate (lb/MMBtu)

		Heat Input (MMBtu)

		Unit Type

		PM Control(s)



		MN

		Boswell

		4

		391

		0.025

		31,545,340

		Tangentially-fired

		Baghouse



		MI

		J H Campbell

		1

		2,758

		0.275

		20,090,010

		Tangentially-fired

		Baghouse



		MI

		J H Campbell

		2

		2,094

		0.300

		13,961,840

		Cell burner boiler

		Baghouse



		IN

		R Gallagher

		2

		49

		0.631

		154,982

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21)



		IN

		R Gallagher

		4

		68

		0.720

		189,738

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21)



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		WI

		J P Madgett

		B1

		849

		0.083

		20,454,088

		Dry bottom turbo-fired

		Baghouse ESP



		OK

		Northeastern

		3313

		4,564

		0.340

		26,816,608

		Tangentially-fired

		Baghouse ESP



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		IL

		Kincaid

		2

		1,083

		0.093

		23,285,397

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Kincaid

		1

		808

		0.093

		17,366,842

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Waukegan

		7

		501

		0.095

		10,522,238

		Tangentially-fired

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Powerton

		62

		278

		0.109

		5,084,619

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		IL

		Powerton

		61

		304

		0.111

		5,502,464

		Cyclone boiler

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		LA

		Big Cajun 2

		2B1

		1,203

		0.342

		7,032,558

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Electrostatic Precipitator



		OR

		Boardman

		1SG

		

		

		

		Dry bottom wall-fired

		Electrostatic Precipitator







NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate ESP operating cost savings (see ESP workbook) if the ESP is replaced. ESP purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by SMBSC. Other costs were scaled up based upon a simple gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1987 ratio was applied to estimate total capital investment. Demolition of the ESP would be about $200,000 (based on estimates for ACS) and that estimated savings on ESP operating costs would be over $700,000/yr.

The CCM was used to estimate baghouse costs (see baghouse workbook). Some baghouse purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by SMBSC. Other equipment costs were scaled up based upon a simple gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1998 ratio was applied to estimate total capital investment. 

For DSI, NPS analyses used the S&L IPM models and evaluated scenarios in which hydrated lime or milled trona was used in conjunction with the existing ESP or a new baghouse. The NPS also evaluated SDA/CDS (which includes the cost of a new baghouse) and Wet FGD using the CCM workbook. 

NPS review finds that SMBSC and MPCA appear to have used an obsolete method to estimate costs of adding a Spray Dry Absorber (SDA). The current CCM SDA/CDS model includes a new baghouse in its cost estimates. Finally, if the existing ESP is removed, thorough estimation requires deducting its operating costs from those of its replacement and adding demolition costs. 

NPS analyses assumed that a new baghouse could be installed inside of the shell of the existing ESP or within its footprint and would not incur an extra retrofit penalty. Likewise, a SDA/CDS system could be installed within the footprint of the existing ESP with no additional retrofit penalty. $200,000 was added to the capital cost of replacing the ESP with a baghouse to account for demolition costs and annual ESP operating costs were subtracted. NPS calculations used equipment lives of 30 years for SO2 scrubbers and 20 years for a new baghouse. 




Table 11. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for SMBSC Boiler 1

		SMBS Boiler 1

		DSI w ESP

		DSI w BGH

		DSI w ESP

		DSI w BGH

		SDA/CDS

		WFGD



		Control Technology

		Hydrated Lime

		Hydrated Lime

		Milled Trona

		Milled Trona

		

		



		Capacity (MW)

		47.24

		47.24

		47.24

		47.24

		47.24

		47.24



		Retrofit factor

		1.0

		1.0

		1.0

		1.0

		1.0

		1.5



		CEPCI

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3



		Capital Cost 

		$ 8,990,341 

		$ 7,666,357 

		$ 10,320,196 

		$ 17,468,408 

		$ 56,441,860 

		$ 115,758,707 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		4.75

		4.75

		4.75%

		4.75

		4.75



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		30

		 

		30

		 

		30

		30



		Capital Recovery Factor

		0.0632 

		 

		0.0632 

		 

		0.0632 

		0.0632 



		Capital Recovery Cost

		$     568,275 

		$    484,586 

		$      652,334 

		$  1,184,466 

		$   3,567,126 

		$      7,315,950 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		$     309,994 

		$     302,203 

		$      317,820 

		$   1,017,179 

		$   3,607,237 

		$      7,381,715 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		 

		 

		 

		 

		0.882

		0.882



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		$     841,273 

		$     682,335 

		$      907,504 

		$   1,725,163 

		$   2,350,483 

		$      4,075,058 



		Total Annual Cost 

		$ 1,719,542 

		$ 1,469,124 

		$   1,877,658 

		$   2,635,664 

		$   5,957,720 

		$    11,456,773 



		Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.52

		0.52

		0.52

		0.52

		0.52

		0.52



		Maximum Uncontrolled Tons/yr

		1,076 

		1,076 

		1,076 

		1076

		1076

		1076



		Uncontrolled Tons

		805

		805 

		805

		805

		949 

		949 



		SO2 Removal Efficiency (%)

		30

		50

		40

		80

		88

		92



		Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.36

		0.26

		0.31

		0.10

		0.06

		0.04



		Tons Removed

		242

		403 

		322

		644

		840

		876



		Cost-Effectiveness

		$         7,120 

		$         3,650 

		$           5,831 

		$           4,093 

		$           7,097 

		$           13,079 







NPS SO2 control cost estimates (see workbooks for details) indicate that milled trona with a new baghouse and SDA/CDS are the best options. The SDA/CDS option could remove 840 tpy of SO2 at an annual cost of $6 million for a cost-effectiveness value of less than $7,100/ton.

The NPS also evaluated MPCA’s estimates of the cost-effectiveness of these scenarios by adjusting the MPCA interest rate and equipment lives to be consistent with the CCM. Again, no retrofit penalties were assumed for the reasons cited above. 

Table 12. NPS Evaluation of MPCA cost-effectiveness scenarios for SMBSC SO2 control options

		Control Technology

		MPCA SMBS Boiler 1

		ARD Revisions to MPCA SMBS Boiler 1



		

		DSI w Trona & BGH

		SDA

		DSI w Trona & BGH

		SDA



		Capacity (MW)

		472

		472

		472

		472



		Retrofit factor

		1.5

		1.5

		1

		1



		Capital Cost

		$         37,755,277

		$        54,520,933

		$         24,187,473

		$         34,270,795



		Interest rate (%)

		3.50%

		3.50%

		4.50%

		4.50%



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		20

		20

		30

		30



		Capital Recovery Factor

		0.0704

		0.0704

		0.0614

		0.0614



		Capital Recovery Cost

		2,656,502

		$          3,938,759

		$            1,456,465

		$            2,209,468



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		4,415,695

		$          6,265,971

		$            2,637,228

		$            3,706,564



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		1,870,007

		$             958,329

		$            1,818,887

		$               893,526



		Total Annual Cost

		$           6,285,702

		$           7,224,301

		$            4,456,115

		$            4,600,090



		Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.52

		0.52

		0.52

		0.52



		Uncontrolled Tons

		795

		795

		795

		795



		SO2 Removal Efficiency (%)

		70%

		90%

		70%

		90%



		Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.15

		0.05

		0.15

		0.05



		Tons Removed

		557

		716

		557

		716



		Cost-Effectiveness

		$                11,295

		$                10,097

		$                      8,007

		$                     6,429







[bookmark: _Hlk100061450]MPCA’s higher Indirect costs for DSI and SDA are partially due to due to its application of a retrofit factor = 1.5 (versus = 1.0), and shorter equipment life. NPS estimates indicate that, DSI (with trona and a new baghouse) and SDA/CDS are both cost-effective.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

Time necessary for compliance is estimated to be 18 months for DSI with milled trona and 4 – 5 years for SDA.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

SMBSC consultant Barr cites potential increased energy usage and solid waste generation concerns. In most circumstances, energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The solid waste generation concerns are not unique to this site.

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

The CCM recommends a 30-year life for scrubbers unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition.

NOx Four-factor Analysis

Control Efficiency

MPCA assumed 49% efficiency by SNCR with an estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio (NSR) = 1.57. NPS application of CCM Equation 1.17 yielded NSR = 0.94. As a result NPS analyses project a 30% NOx reduction (from CCM Figure 1.1c) down to 0.30 lb/mmBtu with much less reagent.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

Basis for the selected retrofit factor

In the draft SIP SMBSC cost calculations for SNCR and SCR, Barr included a 1.5 retrofit factor. The CCM requires specific justification and documentation to support use of factors greater than 1.0. The EPA CCM default retrofit factor = 1.0 already includes a 20%–25% markup for many of the issues cited as rationale for the higher rate. After observing Google earth photos of the facility, and in consideration of the issues described in SMBSC’s July 23, 2021 submittal, NPS review finds that it appears that a higher retrofit factor may be justified for SCR installed on the roof (NPS assumed 1.5 for this calculation). However, this should not be necessary for SNCR (or SCR installed following the ESP) unless supported by a vendor. For this reason, NPS analyses used the default retrofit factor = 1.0 for those other options. 

Basis and Cost for SCR Reheat

SMBSC (and MPCA) has included costs to reheat the flue gas entering the SCR in addition to applying a 1.5 retrofit factor due to the difficulty of locating the SCR above the boiler exhaust. The SIP could be improved by a demonstration of why both of these costs (retrofit factor =1.5 and reheat costs) are necessary. 

Due to the high cost of natural gas, NPS analyses included a 70%-efficient heat exchanger in the reheat system and applied CCM methods to estimate operating parameters and costs. In estimating the capital and operating costs of SCR, the NPS included the duct burner heat input to size the SCR to handle the additional load.

SCR Catalyst and Equipment Life Basis

In response to earlier input SMBSC replied (July 23, 2021):  

FLMs stated that the catalyst and equipment life are underestimated compared to EPA CCM defaults. Section 4, Chapter 2 of the EPA CCM discusses catalyst and SCR life. SMBSC assumed the mid-range for the typical catalyst life guarantees (16,000 – 24,000 hours). While these numbers represent high dust scenarios, SMBSC will not assume that SCR catalyst will maintain proper performance without a guarantee from a vendor. This would require a detailed SCR evaluation, which is not warranted because the technology is not cost effective.

SMBSC selected “Method 2” to estimate catalyst replacement cost; this tends to produce higher cost estimates than “Method 1.” 20,000 hours is an acceptable mid-range value for catalyst life for a high-dust configuration. However, SCR located following the ESP should have a longer catalyst life—NPS estimates 24,000 hours.

SMBSC also replied (July 23, 2021):

In addition, the CCM states that the expected SCR equipment life for industrial boilers is 20-25 years. SMBSC assumed 20 years for the SCR life because it is a reasonable approximation of what could be expected for an equipment life for purposes of the FFA and is within the default range provided by the CCM.

According to the CCM, “For other sources, the equipment life can be between 20 and 30 years.” The CCM workbook assumes use of the 25-year mid-range value, which the NPS accepts as appropriate for a seasonal facility that only operates 314 days per year. 




NPS Estimated Cost of Compliance for SNCR



Table 13. NPS estimated SNCR costs for SMSBC compared to MPCA estimates

		SMBSC Boiler 1 



		Control Technology

		SNCR



		

		NPS

		MPCA



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		472.4

		472.4



		Retrofit factor

		1.0

		1.5



		CEPCI

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		 $       5,871,808 

		 $       7,159,267 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		3.5



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		20

		20



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $          461,524 

		 $          504,012 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		 $          464,166 

		 $          507,234 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.7611

		0.7449



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		 $    645,264.59 

		 $    806,837.79 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $ 1,109,430.99 

		 $ 1,314,071.85 



		Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)

		929

		909



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.59

		0.59



		NOx Removal Efficiency (%)

		30

		49



		Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.42

		0.30



		Tons Removed

		274

		447



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $              4,042 

		 $              2,942 







Significant Issues regarding SNCR Cost-Effectiveness:

A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 20% increase over a “greenfield” application) is likely unjustified considering the relative simplicity of typical SNCR systems. The CCM advises that:

· If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" is appropriate for the proposed project"

Updated NPS calculations apply more recent values for CEPCI and interest rate.

[bookmark: _Hlk106019977]It is likely that MPCA has overestimated SNCR control efficiency and the resulting Direct Operating Costs and Tons Removed. NPS recommends application of the relationship shown in CCM Figure 1.1c.

NPS analyses estimate that addition of SNCR could reduce annual NOx by almost 300 tons at an annual cost of about $1.1 million resulting in a very cost-effective strategy of about $4,000/ton of NOx removed.

NPS Estimated Cost of Compliance for SCR

The table below shows the SCR costs estimated by MPCA and ARD (NPS). 

The column labeled “SCR” does not include reheat. The column labeled “Reheat” shows the costs of adding a 211 mmBtu/hr burner. The next column to the right shows costs associated with the SCR enlarged to treat the combined gas streams from the boiler and the burner. The next column to the right shows the combined costs of the reheat burner and the enlarged SCR. The cost-effectiveness of this combination is $7,396/ton.

The column headed “ARD/MPCA” shows NPS revisions to the MPCA calculations for the SCR w Reheat combination, while the “MPCA” column shows the actual MPCA calculations.




Table 14. NPS estimated SCR costs for SMSBC compared to MPCA estimates

		SMBS Boiler 1 

		SCR

		Reheat

		SCR+Reheat



		Control Technology

		NPS

		NPS

		NPS

		ARD/MPCA

		MPCA



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		472.4

		231

		704

		 

		704

		472.4



		Retrofit factor

		1.5

		1

		1

		 

		1

		1.5



		CEPCI

		776.3

		776.3

		776.3

		 

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		$ 47,658,491 

		$   1,887,062 

		$ 43,046,809 

		$ 44,933,871 

		$ 44,709,067 

		$ 39,367,890 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		4.75

		4.75

		 

		4.75

		3.50



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		25

		25

		25

		 

		25

		20



		Capital Recovery Cost

		$  3,297,968 

		$     130,557 

		$  2,978,839 

		$  3,109,396 

		$  3,460,963 

		$   2,771,423 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		$   3,303,088 

		$      253,293 

		$   2,983,683 

		$   3,236,976 

		$   2,111,312 

		$   2,933,155 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.761

		 

		 

		 

		 

		0.745



		Catalyst Life (hr)

		20,000 

		 

		24,000 

		 

		24,000 

		20,000 



		Catalyst Replacement Cost Method

		2

		 

		2

		 

		2

		2



		Catalyst Replacement Cost

		$      189,384 

		 

		$      282,052 

		 

		$      282,052 

		$      191,915 



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		$   1,121,222 

		$   1,344,912 

		$   1,530,195 

		$   2,875,107 

		$   3,328,035 

		$   2,071,903 



		Total Annual Cost 

		$   4,424,310 

		$   1,598,205 

		$   4,513,878 

		$   6,112,082 

		$   5,307,676 

		$   4,979,779 



		Maximum Uncontrolled (Tons/yr)

		1220

		101

		1322

		 

		 

		1220



		Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)

		929

		77

		 

		1006

		 

		909



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.59

		0.10

		 

		 

		0.59

		0.59



		NOx Removal Efficiency (%)

		90

		90

		90

		 

		90

		92



		Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.06

		 

		0.06

		 

		0.06

		0.05



		Tons Remaining

		94

		8

		 

		102

		 

		77



		Tons Removed

		834

		69

		 

		826

		835

		832



		Cost-Effectiveness

		$           5,303 

		 

		 

		$           7,396 

		$           6,354 

		$           5,986 





[bookmark: _Hlk106019651]

Significant Issues regarding SCR Cost-Effectiveness:

A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 20% increase over a “greenfield” application) was not justified for SCR with reheat. The CCM advises that:

· If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" is appropriate for the proposed project"

Updated NPS calculations apply more recent values for CEPCI and interest rate.

The NPS estimates that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by over 800 tons at an annual cost of $5–$7 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of $7,000–$8,000/ton of NOx removed.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

SCR operation typically requires four to five years after SIP approval, while SNCR may take up to two years.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

When evaluating statutory factor 3, SMBSC raises several potential concerns with respect to SNCR and SCR including fuel consumption and energy use. The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance.

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

The CCM recommends 25-year life for SCR and 20 years for SNCR on industrial boilers unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition.

NPS Conclusions and Recommendations Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative

NPS review finds that SMBSC and MPCA have overestimated the Cost of Compliance due to:

Use of equipment life (20 years) for some controls that is too short.

Application of unsupported retrofit factors.

Underestimation of control efficiencies.

With respect to statutory factor one, the Cost of Compliance, after making the adjustments described above NPS analysis finds that for this facility:

1. The addition of DSI (with trona) is cost-effective for SO2 emission reductions with or without addition of a new baghouse. 

2. The addition of SDA/CDS is also cost-effective and would provide a superior level of SO2 emission control.

3. The addition of SNCR is a cost-effective option for reducing NOx emissions.

4. The addition of SCR is also cost-effective and would provide a superior level of NOx emission control.

[bookmark: _Hlk107326142]The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, the Time Necessary for Compliance, addition of SDA/CDS and SCR. Review of statutory factors three and four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to DSI, SDA/CDS, SNCR, or SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue.

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of cost-effective control strategies that provide the greatest emission reductions. The SDA/CDS option could remove 840 tons/year of SO2 at an annual cost of $6 million for a cost-effectiveness value of less than $7,100/ton. NPS estimates indicate that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by over 800 tons/year at an annual cost of $5–$7 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of $6,000–$8,000/ton of NOx removed.



[bookmark: _Toc108443920]Paper Manufacturing – Four-Factor Feedback

[bookmark: _Toc108443921]Boise White Paper

Summary of NPS Recommendations for Boise White Paper

NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Boise White Paper (Boise) finds that, as a result of screening Boiler 2 and the Recovery Furnace, almost 1,050 annual tons of SO2 and NOx were not evaluated at this facility.

The NPS recommends that MPCA improve the demonstration of effective controls for these units, showing why these emissions cannot reasonably be reduced, or require a four-factor evaluation of emission control opportunities.

For Boiler 1, the NPS recommends that MPCA adjust the permitted NOx emissions rate to more closely reflect the emission rate evaluated. If the currently permitted limit is considered, SCR may be cost effective. 

Facility Characteristics 

Boise White Paper (Boise) is wholly owned by Packaging Corporation of America (PCA) and is located in International Falls, 17 km west of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the National Park Service. The facility is an integrated kraft pulp and paper mill that produces commodity and specialty paper. The three emission units included in MPCA’s request for information are:

· Boiler 1

· Boiler 2

· Recovery Furnace

MPCA screened Boiler 2 and the Recovery Furnace from four-factor analysis based on a 2013 BACT analysis and the presence of a more stringent NOx emissions limits than found in a review of permit limits for similar sources.

In its July 2021 clarification memo, EPA advised that states must show why additional emission reductions are not necessary to make reasonable progress. Section 2.3 addressed the analytical expectations for “effectively controlled” determinations:

The underlying rationale for the “effective controls” flexibility is that if a source’s emissions are already well controlled, it is unlikely that further cost-effective reductions are available. A state relying on an “effective control” to avoid performing a four-factor analysis for a source should demonstrate why, for that source specifically, a four-factor analysis would not result in new controls and would, therefore, be a futile exercise.

MPCA’s draft SIP Table 14 shows that Boise emitted 803 tons of in NOx 2016. Of this total, only 73 tons of NOx from Boiler #1 are accounted for. Based upon permitted limits, it appears that Boiler #2 has potential NOx emissions of 439 tons/yr and that the Recovery Furnace has potential NOx emissions of 482 tons/yr. In total, as a result of screening Boiler 2 and the Recovery Furnace almost 1,050 annual tons of SO2 and NOx were not evaluated at this facility. 

NPS ARD has reviewed three other hogged fuel boilers similar to Boiler #2 at paper mills, including the Sappi mill in Cloquet, MN where SNCR and SCR were evaluated by the state for NOx reductions. Two of those boilers (PCA in Wallula, WA and Nippon Dynawave in Longview, WA) have NOx emission rates that are lower than the permitted rate for Boiler 2 at Boise White. Further, while the recovery furnace uses staged air combustion to manage the generation of NOx, it is not clear if that includes quaternary air.[footnoteRef:5] If not, the NPS recommends that MPCA investigate its addition. [5:  SUN BIO MATERIAL (U.S.) COMPANY, PSD PERMIT APPLICATION, November 2018: The most widely used combustion modification approach in recovery boilers is commonly referred to as “quaternary air/staged combustion.” This technology involves four stages of combustion air supplied at successively higher points in the body of the furnace. Quaternary Air/Staged Combustion minimizes NOx emissions by maintaining the minimum combustion temperature possible at each successive stage in the furnace to combust the black liquor solids while maintaining high sulfur reduction efficiencies, good bed stability, and uniform velocities after the furnace to minimize high temperatures and fouling. Primary air is used for bed stability, efficient carbon burnout, and high sulfur reduction efficiencies. Secondary (low and high) air ensures even air distribution over the char bed for pyrolysis and volatiles burning. NCG gas can be mixed with high secondary air, which provides air to the start‐up burners. Tertiary air is the over‐fire air over black liquor sprays and provides air to load‐carrying burners. Finally, quaternary air is the air staging register at the upper furnace for NOx reduction. Moreover, the “Quaternary Air/Staged Combustion” technology employed on all modern recovery boiler systems already minimizes NOX emissions while maintaining high reduction efficiencies, good bed stability, and uniform velocities. 
] 


The NPS recommends that MPCA improve the demonstration of effective controls for screened units, showing why emissions cannot reasonably be reduced, or require a four-factor evaluation of emission control opportunities.

NOx Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

Three types of NOx emission controls were evaluated for Boise Boiler 1:

LNB/OFA + FGR

SCR

SNCR

The SNCR analysis is not included in MPCA SIP Table 28 but was included in NPS review.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

MPCA presented the analyses shown in its Table 28 below.

[bookmark: _Ref102999784][bookmark: _Toc103164698]Table 15. Minnesota draft SIP Table 28. NOx control information (MPCA revision)	

		Facility

		Emission Unit

		Control Measure

		Emission Reduction (tpy)

		Capital Costs ($)

		Annual Costs ($)

		Cost Effectiveness ($/ton)



		Boise White Paper

		Boiler 1

		LNB/OFA + FGR

		58

		$11,144,531

		$1,557,544

		$26,649



		

		

		SCR

		66

		$8,031,851

		$905,022

		$13,783







In addition, MPCA provided an analysis of SNCR using methods developed by EPA in its Control Cost Manual (CCM) and determined that SNCR could reduce NOx emissions by 38 tons/yr at an annual cost of about $250,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of just over $6,600/ton of NOx removed. The NPS revised the MPCA calculations for both SNCR and SCR as follows:

Based upon CCM Figure 1.1c, SNCR is estimated to reduce NOx emissions by 19% (instead of 40%) from a baseline emission rate of 0.131 lb/mmBtu.

SCR is assumed to be able to achieve 0.02 lb/mmBtu for this gas-fired boiler. MPCA assumed that SCR would reduce emissions by 70% down to 0.04 lb/mmBtu.

An SCR catalyst life = 24,000 hours for this gas-fired boiler was used, instead of 20,000 hours used by MPCA.

A Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) for 2021 = 776.3 was applied instead of the 2019 CEPCI = 607.5.

The June 21, 2022 prime interest rate = 4.75% was used instead of 3.5%.

NPS analysis determined that SNCR could reduce NOx emissions by 18 tons/yr at an annual cost of about $325,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of almost $18,000/ton of NOx removed.

For SCR, along with the revisions listed above NPS applied an 85% control assumption (down to 0.02 lb/mmBtu), and determined that SCR could reduce NOx emissions by 80 tons/yr at an annual cost of $1,008,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of about $12,600/ton of NOx removed. However, when application of SCR at 90% control versus the permitted emission rate = 0.20 lb/mmBtu was reevaluated, we found that SCR could reduce NOx emissions by 130 tons/yr at an annual cost of $1,031,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of about $8,000/ton of NOx removed.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

Installation of SCR typically requires four-to-five years.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

Energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The other non-air quality environmental impacts cited are not unique to this site.

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

MPCA used a 20-year life for SNCR and for SCR. The CCM recommends 20 – 25 years for SCR; NPS analyses assumed 25 years for this gas-fired boiler.

NPS Conclusions and Recommendations Boise White Paper

MPCA’s Table 14 shows that Boise emitted 803 tons of NOx in 2016. Of this total, only 73 tons of NOx are attributed to Boiler #1, the unit selected for four-factor evaluation. Based upon permitted limits, it appears that Boiler #2 has potential NOx emissions of 439 tons/yr and that the Recovery Furnace has potential NOx emissions of 482 tons/yr. Potential emissions from each of these units is more than six times greater than the emissions that were evaluated.

By screening Boiler #2 and the Recovery Furnace from four-factor evaluation SIP, MPCA has evaluated less than 10% of this facility’s NOx emissions.

The NPS recommends that MPCA could improve the draft SIP by providing a more robust demonstration that Boiler #2 and the Recovery Furnace are effectively controlled or by requiring a four-factor evaluation of NOx control opportunities from these emission units.

For Boiler #1 the NPS recommends that MPCA adjust the permitted NOx emissions rate to reflect the emission rate evaluated. Otherwise, if the currently permitted limit is considered, SCR may be cost effective. 

[bookmark: _Toc108443922]Sappi Cloquet LLC

Summary of NPS Recommendations for Sappi Cloquet LLC

NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Sappi Cloquet LLC supports MPCA findings that:

Recovery Boiler #10 is effectively controlled and can be screened from four-factor evaluation. 

Projected 2028 emissions of SO2 from Power Boiler #9 are too low to warrant four-factor evaluation of DSI or SDA emission controls from that unit.

With respect to the NOx evaluation on Power Boiler #9, NPS review finds that MPCA has reasonably estimated the statutory factor one, Cost of Compliance, and demonstrated that:

Addition of SNCR is cost-effective, and

Addition of SCR is also cost-effective and represents greater emission control.

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of cost-effective control strategies that provide the greatest emission reductions. NPS estimates indicate that addition of SCR to Boiler 9 could reduce annual NOx by 300 tons/year at an annual cost of about $2.5 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx removed. By requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region.

Facility Characteristics 

Sappi Cloquet LLC is a kraft pulp and paper mill that manufactures kraft paper pulp, dissolving wood pulp, and fine coated paper. The facility is located near Cloquet, MN, about 175 km south of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS.

The two emission units included in MPCA’s request for information are:

Power Boiler #9

Recovery Boiler #10

NPS supports MPCA findings that:

Recovery Boiler #10 is effectively controlled and can be screened from four-factor evaluation. 

Projected 2028 emissions of SO2 from Power Boiler #9 are too low to warrant four-factor evaluation of DSI or SDA emission controls from that unit.

NOx Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

Power Boiler #9 burns primarily hog fuel (biomass), utilizes natural gas as a startup/supplemental fuel, is a backup combustion source for NCG, and is permitted to burn distillate oil. Power Boiler #9 is a stoker grate design. Based on the primary fuel use and the design of Power Boiler #9, low NOx burners were not considered in the four-factor analysis because:

· Low NOx burners for solid fuels (like the ones at coal fired power plants) typically utilize dry solid fuel which is pulverized to a fine powder in a mill and fed pneumatically into the burners. This allows staging of air and fuel in the combustion process in order to reduce NOx emissions. This technology is not feasible for the stoker grate hog fuel boiler at Sappi.

· Low NOx burners for natural gas and/or distillate oil are technically feasible options, but the hog fuel boiler at Sappi burns primarily hog fuel (biomass). Thus, installing low NOx burners for natural gas and/or distillate oil would have a minor impact on NOx emissions and therefore was not further considered in the four-factor analysis.

Based on this information, the technologies that were considered in the four-factor analysis are SCR and SNCR. The NPS supports this determination of appropriate NOx controls for consideration.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

The table below shows the SNCR and SCR costs estimated by MPCA and the NPS for Sappi Cloquet LLC. All cost-effectiveness values are below $9,000/ton.

Table 16. NPS estimated NOx control costs for Sappi Cloquet power boiler 9 compared to MPCA estimates

		Sappi Power Boiler 9 



		Control Technology

		SNCR

		SCR



		

		NPS

		MPCA

		NPS

		MPCA



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		430

		430

		430

		430



		Retrofit factor

		1

		1

		1

		1.33



		CEPCI

		776.3

		607.5

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		 $ 6,068,270 

		 $ 6,068,270 

		 $ 28,945,602 

		 $ 29,945,905 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		3.50

		4.75

		3.50



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		20

		20

		25

		25



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $    476,966 

		 $    427,206 

		 $  2,003,036 

		 $   1,817,716 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		 $    479,697 

		 $    429,937 

		 $   2,007,307 

		 $   1,822,048 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.631

		0.631

		0.631

		0.631



		Catalyst Life (hr)

		 

		 

		            20,000 

		            20,000 



		Catalyst Replacement Cost Method

		 

		 

		1

		1



		Catalyst Replacement Cost

		 

		 

		 $      198,567 

		 $      194,561 



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		 $    168,063 

		 $    312,950 

		 $      515,955 

		 $      514,973 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $    647,759 

		 $    742,887 

		 $   2,523,262 

		 $   2,337,020 



		Maximum Uncontrolled (Tons/yr)

		550

		550

		550

		550



		Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)

		347

		347

		347

		347



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.29

		0.29

		0.29

		0.29



		NOx Removal Efficiency (%)

		21

		25

		83

		80



		Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.23

		0.22

		0.05

		0.06



		Tons Removed

		74

		87

		288

		278



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $        8,790 

		 $        8,562 

		 $           8,774 

		 $           8,418 







Significant Issues regarding Cost-Effectiveness:

A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 25% increase over a “greenfield” application) was not justified. The CCM advises that:

· If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" is appropriate for the proposed project." The MPCA retrofit factor represents a 66% increase versus a “greenfield” estimate.

Although both MPCA and NPS used the current versions of EPA’s Control Cost Manual (CCM) workbooks for SNCR and SCR, the NPS applied the current (4.75%) prime interest rate and 2021 Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI = 776.3).

The CCM default for catalyst life is 20,000 – 24,000 hours; NPS used the MPCA 20,000 hour estimate.

It is likely that MPCA has overestimated SNCR control efficiency and the resulting Direct Operating Costs and Tons Removed. NPS recommends application of the relationship shown in CCM Figure 1.1c.

It is likely that MPCA has underestimated SCR control efficiency and the resulting Direct Operating Costs and Tons Removed. The CCM advises that SCR can achieve emissions as low as 0.04 lb/mmbtu (and up to 90% control). NPS analyses used 0.05 lb/mmbtu (83% control) to be conservative.

The NPS estimates that addition of SNCR could reduce annual NOx by over 70 tons at an annual cost of about $0.65 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx removed.

We estimate that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by almost 300 tons at an annual cost of about $2.5 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx removed.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

SCR operation typically requires four to five years after SIP approval, while SNCR may take up to two years.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

Energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The other non-air quality environmental impacts cited are not unique to this site.

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

The CCM recommends 20–25-year life for SCR and 20 years for SNCR on industrial boilers unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition.




NPS Conclusions and Recommendations Sappi Cloquet LLC

NPS supports MPCA findings that:

· Recovery Boiler #10 is effectively controlled and can be screened from four-factor evaluation. 

· Projected 2028 emissions of SO2 from Power Boiler #9 are too low to warrant four-factor evaluation of DSI or SDA emission controls from that unit.

For NOx evaluation on Power Boiler #9, NPS review finds that MPCA has reasonably estimated the statutory factor one, Cost of Compliance, and demonstrated that:

Addition of SNCR is cost-effective, and

Addition of SCR is also cost-effective and represents greater emission control.

The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, the Time Necessary for Compliance, for addition of SNCR and SCR for Power Boiler #9. Review of statutory factors three and four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to SNCR or SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue.

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of cost-effective control strategies that provide the greatest emission reductions. NPS estimates indicate that addition of SCR to Boiler 9 could reduce annual NOx by almost 300 tons/year at an annual cost of about $2.5 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx removed.



[bookmark: _Toc108443923]Taconite – Four-Factor Feedback

[bookmark: _Toc108443924]Overarching Taconite

At the MN taconite facilities, iron ore from mines along the Mesaba Iron Range is separated from taconite (a low-grade iron ore) using magnetism. The taconite powder with the iron in it is called concentrate which is rolled with clay inside large rotating cylinders. The cylinders cause the powder to roll into marble-sized balls that are then dried and heated until they are white hot. The balls become hard as they cool and become taconite pellets which are shipped to steel mills to be melted down into steel.[footnoteRef:6] [6:  Taconite | Minnesota DNR (state.mn.us)] 


On February 6, 2013, U.S. EPA promulgated a Taconite Regional Haze FIP that included BART limits for taconite furnaces subject to BART in Minnesota with an effective date of March 8, 2013.[footnoteRef:7] On April 12, 2016, U.S. EPA finalized the revisions to the 2013 FIP and the final rule (2016 FIP) was effective on May 12, 2016.[footnoteRef:8] EPA’s 2016 FIP contained this: [7:  See 78 Fed. Reg. 8706 (February 6, 2013).]  [8:  See 81 Fed. Reg. 21672 (April 12, 2016).] 


We expect Minnesota and Michigan to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a potential option for making reasonable progress in future planning periods, but reject the technology as BART for the Minnesota and Michigan taconite facilities at this time.

MPCA initially selected six taconite plants for four-factor analyses; their 2017 emissions (from the National Emissions Inventory—NEI) are shown below. (All emissions except Hg are in ton/yr; Hg is in lb/yr.) These facilities are located between 85 and 150 km south of Voyageurs National Park and within 300 km of Isle Royale National Park, both Class I areas administered by the National Park Service (NPS).



Table 17. Recent annual emissions from Minnesota Taconite facilities, NEI 2017 

		Facility Name

		Hg, lb/yr

		NOx, tpy

		PM10-PRI, tpy

		PM25-PRI, tpy

		SO2, tpy

		NOx+
PM10+
SO2, tpy

		Distance to 
NPS Class I Area, km

		(NOx+
PM10+
SO2)/d



		Hibbing Taconite Co

		149

		3,981

		1,567

		400

		824

		6,372

		100

		64



		ArcelorMittal Minorca Mine Inc

		75

		3,063

		567

		173

		136

		3,766

		85

		44



		United Taconite LLC - Fairlane Plant

		190

		3,743

		595

		412

		275

		4,613

		108

		43



		Northshore Mining Co–Silver Bay

		22

		2,169

		461

		327

		1,539

		4,169

		147

		28



		US Steel Corp–Minntac

		173

		6,481

		2,788

		2,084

		1,207

		10,476

		85

		123



		US Steel Corp–Keetac

		90

		5,009

		533

		411

		533

		6,075

		109

		56



		Totals

		700

		24,446

		6,511

		3,807

		4,514

		35,471

		

		358







Based on emissions relative to distance to NPS managed Class I areas, MN ranks #9 in the US, with the taconite facilities comprising more than half of those impacts. (The taconite plants alone would rank #22 as a “state.”

MPCA subsequently decided that no four-factor analyses were required for any of these facilities. The paragraph below (United Taconite—Fairlane) is an example of MPCA’s rationale from the draft SIP:

These circumstances are specific, or similar to, examples U.S. EPA identifies in its August 2019 Guidance where it may be reasonable to not select a source for further analysis. Regarding NOx emissions, the emission units installed and began operating controls to meet BART emission limits for the first implementation period. Regarding SO2 emissions, while the existing controls for the emission units were determined to be BART, meaning no add-on controls were required, both emission units are subject to an hourly SO2 emission rate limit and fuel sulfur content requirements established in the Taconite FIP. Given the level of control required for these emissions units, the MPCA determined that it was unlikely that there are further available reasonable controls for these emission units and removed them from further analysis for this implementation period.

NPS review and analysis demonstrates that controls that are more effective than the current controls are technically feasible, cost-effective, and may be considered reasonable.

MPCA may also be relying upon two other issues related to the taconite companies:

· Analyses conducted by U.S. EPA that determined what emission reductions were BART for the indurating furnaces at taconite facilities in Minnesota, as discussed earlier in Section 2.3.5 regarding sources that are effectively controlled are referenced and relied on. The BART analyses conducted by U.S. EPA were included in the Taconite Regional Haze FIPs promulgated in 2013 and 2016. 

· According to MPCA, U.S. EPA and the Minnesota taconite facilities have been in continued settlement discussions since the promulgation of these FIPs, as discussed in SIP Section 1.3, most recently resulting in revisions to the FIP requirements for U.S. Steel–Minntac in 2020. While the MPCA is not included in the settlement discussions between U.S. EPA and the Minnesota taconite facilities, the MPCA expects that U.S. EPA’s current analysis is both sound and does not require an update for this implementation period given that U.S. EPA continues to evaluate the specific requirements of the FIP, including the associated BART emission limits.

EPA’s previous BART determinations are no longer current (some of the facilities may have changed fuel mixtures and/or pellet characteristics) and warrant revisiting, especially with respect to EPA’s 2016 comments regarding SCR with reheat.

The ongoing negotiations among EPA and the Minnesota taconite facilities do not exempt the taconite facilities from review in this planning period. In its 11/01/2021 letter to Wyoming, EPA stated:

Wyoming states that it did not conduct a four-factor analysis for the Wyodak facility due to ongoing first planning period litigation. First planning period litigation is not a basis to forego a four-factor analysis for Wyodak for the second regional haze implementation period. Wyoming must perform a four-factor analysis or provide a reasonable explanation for excluding Wyodak consistent with the Regional Haze Rule, EPA’s Guidance, and the Clarifications Memo. 



[bookmark: _Toc108443925]United Taconite LLC–Fairlane Plant

Summary of NPS Recommendations for United Taconite LLC–Fairlane Plant

NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Cleveland Cliffs’ United Taconite—Fairlane Plant (UTAC) finds that NOx, SO2, and PM emissions from UTAC’s Lines #1 & #2 are not effectively-controlled.

Further, NPS review finds that:

Application of tail-end SCR (installed after the existing wet scrubbers) at UTAC could reduce NOx emissions by almost 3,000 tons/yr for $7,000–$10,000/ton.

On their own, opportunities to reduce SO2 emissions with a modern scrubber and fabric filter or ESP are well above the threshold for consideration even when adjusted for conformance with CCM methods. 

However, an integrated approach that precedes tail-end SCR with dry scrubbing and a fabric filter would minimize catalyst fouling (improving the technical feasibility of SCR) while drastically reducing PM emissions as well as reducing SO2 emissions. This would be a far superior approach from an emissions reduction and cost effectiveness perspective with the potential to reduce haze causing emissions by thousands of tons per year in a cost-effective manner (Table 20).

The NPS recommends that MPCA require all taconite facilities originally selected for four-factor analysis to conduct four-factor analyses evaluating how an integrated approach to emission control improvements could reduce visibility-impairing emissions. Given both the scale and proximity of haze causing emissions from taconite facilities this may be the single best strategy available to MPCA for reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region.

Facility Characteristics

UTAC is located 108 km southwest of Voyageurs National Park. Of the six taconite facilities identified by MPCA for four-factor analysis, only Cleveland Cliffs submitted one for its UTAC plant. In that submittal, the company included this disclaimer:

The NOx Four-Factor analysis evaluated Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) with reheating of the exhaust gases using a conventional duct burner. It is important to note that the use of SCR with reheat has not been demonstrated on taconite furnaces or similar sources. Therefore, this technology does not meet the definition of technically feasible. However, according to EPA’s 2016 Final Federal Implementation Plan (FIP),[footnoteRef:9] EPA expects Minnesota to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a potential option for reasonable progress in future planning periods. It is only due to this statement by EPA that the SCR with reheat control technology is included in the analysis; UTAC does not concur that SCR with reheat is considered technically feasible.[footnoteRef:10] [9:  EPA April 12, 2016 Federal Register: We expect Minnesota and Michigan to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a potential option for making reasonable progress in future planning periods, but reject the technology as BART for the Minnesota and Michigan taconite facilities at this time.]  [10:  Regional Haze Four-Factor Analysis for NOX and SO2 Emissions Control 
Line 1 Pellet Indurating Furnace EQUI 45/EU 040 
Line 2 Pellet Indurating Furnace EQUI 47/EU 042 
Prepared for United Taconite LLC – Fairlane Plant  July 31, 2020] 


The NPS observes that for the purposes of four factor analysis, a technology need not have been demonstrated on a specific industry to be “technically feasible”—it must only be available (which SCR is) and applicable (which SCR may be).

According to MPCA, lines 1 and 2 at UTAC were BART-eligible emission units and BART emission limits on NOx and SO2 were established by U.S. EPA in the Regional Haze Taconite FIP promulgated during the first Regional Haze Implementation Period. Lines 3, 4, and 5 can burn coal, petroleum coke, natural gas and distillate oil. These emission units utilize existing wet scrubbers for SO2 control.

Emission units are subject to a NOx emissions limit (1.5-3.0 lb NOx/MMBtu for each line, fuel dependent, as a 30-day rolling average) established in the Taconite FIP dated April 12, 2016. These emission units required add-on controls, low NOx burners, to meet the NOx limits. 

[bookmark: _Hlk106895329]Based upon data submitted by UTAC, annual average NOx emission rates were 1,325 tons @ 1.83 lb/mmBtu for Line 1 and 1,874 tons @ 1.22 lb/mmBtu for Line 2. Additionally, these emission units are subject to an SO2 emissions limit (529 lb SO2/hr, averaged across both lines as a 30-day rolling average and a 1.50 percent sulfur content limit for any coal burned as a monthly block average) established in the Taconite FIP dated April 12, 2016. In the 2016 Taconite FIP, U.S. EPA determined that additional SO2 controls were not economically reasonable and were not necessary for BART.

[bookmark: _Hlk106895854]UTAC reports that the existing wet scrubbers are 25% effective at reducing SO2. Based upon data submitted by UTAC, annual average SO2 emission rates were 59.7 tons @ 0.08 lb/mmBtu for Line 1 and 215.4 tons at 0.18 lb/mmBtu for Line 2. The existing wet scrubbers are also 94% effective at reducing PM. (These NPS calculated values are based upon Appendix B of UTAC’s four factor estimate that Line 1 PM emissions are almost 1,500 tons/year and Line 2 PM emissions exceed 3,400 tons/year. MPCA reports that Line 2 emitted 94 tons of PM2.5 in 2017.)

Considering that modern particulate controls can remove 99.9% of emissions and modern SO2 scrubbers can achieve up to 99% control, it is reasonable to conclude that more-effective controls for these pollutants may be feasible.

NOx Four-factor Analysis

SCR – Post-Scrubber with Conventional Duct Burner Reheat

UTAC states that: According to EPA’s 2016 Final FIP, a taconite facility in Sweden, LKAB, has implemented and operated an SCR with reheat through a conventional duct burner on a taconite indurating furnace. However, EPA has stated the following:

Alstom, the SCR vendor for LKAB, declined twice to bid on an SCR with reheat at Minntac, citing technical difficulties with the SCR with reheat at LKAB. These difficulties included operating within the narrow temperature range required by SCR with reheat. Further, LKAB is looking into process optimization and better burners to reduce NOx as opposed to installing another SCR with reheat in the future.

This information was specific to a different facility that burned different fuels over nine years ago and may very well be outdated or inapplicable. The NPS recommends contacting a SCR vendor regarding application to current UTAC operations. 

UTAC also raises concerns regarding the application of SCR on taconite furnaces due to the differences from utility boilers with respect to gas composition, dust loading, and chemistry. Specifically, UTAC states that:

The most serious issues yet to be resolved with SCR on furnaces include the formation of SO3 in the reactor, the ability to inject ammonia at proper molar ratio under non-steady state conditions, the creation of visibility impairing pollutants, the increased oxidation of mercury, the creation of a detached plume, catalyst life, catalyst poisoning, fouling of the bed, and system resistance. Some of these issues, discussed in more detail below, could affect the validity of SCR with reheat control technology and would require extensive testing prior to installation and operation on an existing indurating furnace.

Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfuric Acid

NPS review finds that the SO2 concentrations in the gas stream exiting the existing 25%-efficient wet scrubbers is an order of magnitude lower than encountered by SCR on a typical coal-fired boiler. SCR in a tail-end configuration would also be exposed to much lower concentration of particulate and the reheated gas stream exiting the SCR would be well above the acid dew-point.

NOx Variability and Ammonia Slip

With respect to concerns raised by UTEC regarding NOx variability and ammonia slip, the NPS notes that the reference cited is from 2006 and uses a high dust configuration SCR. As such it may not be relevant. Modern process controls and a much cleaner tail-end SCR location should be capable of better performance. The EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) provides this more up-to-date information:

In the cement industry, pilot tests in the 1970s and 1990s showed that SCR could be a feasible control technology for cement kilns. Building on that experience, SCRs were first installed in Europe in 2001. Today, SCR has been successfully implemented at seven European cement plants in Solnhofer, Germany (operated from 2001 until 2006), Bergamo, Italy (2006), Sarchi, Italy (2007), Mergelstetten, Germany (2010), Rohrdorf, Germany (2011), Mannersdorf, Austria (2012), and Rezatto, Italy (2015). As of 2015, there is only one cement plant in the U.S. that has installed an SCR. This SCR began operation in 2013 and is installed after an electrostatic precipitator. The control efficiency for the system is reported to be about 80 percent, which is consistent with SCR applications on European kilns. SCRs have not seen widespread use in the U.S. cement industry mainly due to industry concerns regarding potential problems caused by high-dust levels and catalyst deactivation by high sulfur trioxide (SO3) concentrations from pyritic sulfur found in the raw materials used by U.S. cement plants. The SO3 could react with calcium oxide in the flue gas to form calcium sulfate and with ammonia to form ammonium bisulfate. The calcium sulfate could deactivate the catalyst, while the ammonium bisulfate could cause catalyst plugging. There have been concerns expressed about the potential for catalyst poisoning by sodium, potassium, and arsenic trioxide. Finally, other concerns expressed are that dioxins and furans may form in the SCR due to combustion gases remaining at temperatures between 450 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) and 750°F. These and other concerns regarding the implementation of SCR to the cement industry are discussed in detail in “Alternative Control Techniques Document Update – NOx Emissions from New Cement Kilns”. Due to the small number of SCRs installed at cement plants, information on capital and operating costs for SCRs at cement plants is limited. The installation and operating costs for the SCR installed at the U.S. plant in 2013 are not publicly available at this time. In general, we expect the capital and operating costs would be higher than for low-dust applications due to the need to install catalyst cleaning equipment for SCR systems installed in high-dust configurations and for heating the flue gas in low-dust, tail-end configurations.

Mercury Oxidation

UTAC raises mercury oxidation as a potential concern saying:

In the case of mercury, the SCR oxidizes mercury from its elemental form. Given the propensity for oxidized mercury to deposit near its emission point, the increase in mass of oxidized mercury emissions is expected to result in more local deposition (i.e., increased loading of mercury) and most certainly within northeast Minnesota. An increase in mercury loading to northeast Minnesota is inconsistent with the Statewide Mercury Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) study that requires a reduction in loading in order to reduce fish tissue mercury concentrations in the area. In addition, a wet scrubber would be required to control the oxidized mercury formed in the SCR.

NPS review finds that UTAC emitted 190 pounds of mercury in 2017, which ranked 49th highest in the US (2017 NEI). A co-benefit of SCR is its ability to oxidize elemental mercury to a form that is more-easily captured in follow-on controls. The NPS recommends that UTAC focus on the potential opportunity to reduce all forms of mercury emissions. Continued dispersion of mercury emissions over a wide area is a significant and ongoing concern for current controls.

Indurating Furnace Exhaust Dust

UTAC expressed concerns that constituents in the indurating furnace exhaust gas stream could adversely affect the SCR catalyst and increase adverse pollutant introduction to the exhaust stream. However, tail end SCR, being evaluated in this case, is exposed to much lower concentrations of particulates and SO2 than conventional SCR on a coal-fired boiler, for example.

The NPS appreciates that UTAC evaluated three SO2 control scenarios that included enhanced particulate controls.

The advantages of tail-end SCR are described by the CCM:

An SCR reactor located downstream of the air heater, particulate control devices, and flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system (“low-dust” or “tail-end” configuration) is essentially dust- and sulfur-free but its temperature is generally below the acceptable range.

A tail-end system may have higher capital and operating costs than the other SCR systems because of the additional equipment and operational costs associated with flue gas reheating and heat recovery. However, these costs are in part offset by reductions in catalyst costs. Tail-end units require less catalyst because they can use catalysts with smaller pitch and higher surface area per unit volume. Tail-end SCR typically require only 2 layers of catalyst, although some use four half-layers of catalyst to allow for greater flexibility for catalyst replacement. In addition, because there is less fly ash, catalyst poisons, and SO2 in the flue gas for tail-end units, the catalyst lifetime is significantly increased, and less expensive catalyst may be used. Some sources have reported catalyst lifetimes for tail-end SCRs to be over 100,000 hours. The tail-end SCRs may also have longer lifetimes due to the lower operating temperatures and lower levels of dust and SO3.

Addition of SCR with reheat in a tail-end configuration at UTAC would mitigate the concerns about catalyst fouling, poisoning, and degradation. Consequently, NPS analyses assumed tail-end SCR life of 25 years and catalyst life of 24,000 hours (the upper ends of the ranges recommended by the CCM for SCR on industrial boilers). Considering the almost 5,000 tons of particulate emitted by UTAC annually, the NPS recommends an integrated approach (as evaluated by UTAC and discussed in the SO2 control section below) to reducing particulate, SO2 and NOx.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

NPS review finds that UTAC has overestimated the capital costs by overestimating the system heat input. Instead, NPS calculations included a 70%-efficient heat exchanger to reduce natural gas reheat requirements. Not only did this reduce operating costs dramatically, but the reduced system heat input also resulted in the much lower SCR capital costs.

UTAC also overestimated capital recovery costs (and thus, operating costs) by overestimating the interest rate and underestimating equipment life. (The CCM recommends use of the current (June 2022 = 4.75%) prime interest rate and 20–25 years for industrial boiler application.) NPS analyses used the upper end of the CCM equipment life estimate (25 years) due to the relatively “clean” tail-end location.

[bookmark: _bookmark42]The NPS evaluated the addition of SCR with reheat by making the following adjustments to the workbooks provided by UTAC:

Natural Gas = $6.69/scf (June 23, 2022 Henry Hub) (UTAC used $4.98/scf)

Urea 50% Solution = $2.37/gal (we assumed urea = $1000/ton) (UTAC used $1.81/gal)

[bookmark: _Hlk106866981]Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst) = 24,000 hr (We used the upper end of the CCM catalyst life estimate (24,000 hours) due to the relative “clean” tail-end location.) (UTAC assumed 8,000 hours which is less than the 20,000-hour lower end of the CCM range.)

Catalyst cost (CCreplace) = $227/cf (CCM default) (UTAC used $248.05 based on inflating the CCM value. Instead, UTAC should use an actual, site-specific current value.)

Interest Rate = 4.75% (current prime) (UTAC applied a 5.5% interest rate)

Markup on capital cost (Retrofit Factor) = 0% due to lack of justification/documentation (UTAC applied a 1.6 retrofit factor which exceeds the maximum value (1.5) A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 25% increase over a “greenfield” application) was not justified. The CCM advises that:

·  the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" is appropriate for the proposed project": UTAC has not done so.

Equipment Life = 25 years (CCM for tail-end application) We used the upper end of the CCM equipment life estimate (25 years) due to the relative “clean” tail-end location. (UTAC used 20 years, the lower end of the CCM range.)

SCR Control Efficiency = 90% due to clean, tail-end location with gas stream heated to CCM 650oF default. (UTAC used 50% based upon a 2006 report on SCR applied to cement kilns in a high-dust configuration.)

The Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) for 2021 was 776.3 (UTAC applied the 2019 value = 607.5)

NPS analyses based SCR “Data Inputs” on the following:

What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)?

· In addition to the heat input (190 mmBtu/hr for Line 1 and 400 mmBtu/hr for Line 2) from the induration furnace burners, the heat input from the duct burners that would be added to reheat the gas stream exiting the existing wet scrubbers (at 140oF for Line 1 and 136oF for Line 2) was included. NPS applied the Auxiliary Fuel Use Equation 2.21 from CCM  7th Ed  November 2017  - Chapter 2 Incinerators and Oxidizers and estimated the additional duct burner heat input required to raise the SCR inlet temperature to 650oF (the CCM default value). Addition of a 70% efficient heat exchanger to reduce natural gas use was assumed. An additional 1,771 scfm gas is estimated as necessary to reheat Line 1 and 3,587 scfm for Line 2. The induration furnace + reheat total heat input rate is estimated to = 400 mmBtu/hr for Line 1 and 622 mmBtu/hr for Line 2. These heat input rates are critical parameters in estimating the capital costs of the SCR systems.

· UTAC did not include a heat exchanger.

· UTAC also assumed that the SCR inlet temperature should be raised to 800oF instead of the 650oF CCM default or 730oF optimum temperature; these assumptions raised natural gas use and costs unnecessarily.

· UTAC’s assumptions resulted in a more than three-fold increase in natural gas use compared to our estimates. 

· [bookmark: _Hlk107140272]The resulting higher natural gas requirement led to UTAC estimates for heat input rate = 2,197 mmBtu/hr for Line 1 and 4,555 mmBtu/hr for Line 2. SCR capital costs for natural gas-fired industrial applications are directly proportional to the heat input rate. As a result of UTAC’s overestimates for this parameter, its capital costs are overestimated by an additional 5–7 times.

Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR:

· [bookmark: _Hlk107142044]NPS assumed that the duct burner would emit NOx @ 0.1 lb/mmBtu based upon Alternative Control Techniques Document—NO Emissions from Stationary Gas Turbines, U. S. EPA 1/1/1993. The duct burner NOx emissions were added to the induration furnace NOx emissions and divided by sums of their heat inputs to estimate the uncontrolled NOx emission rate = 1.20 lb/mmBtu for Line 1 and 0.91 lb/mmBtu for Line 2.

· UTAC estimated uncontrolled NOx emission rate = 0.16 lb/mmBtu for Line 1 and 0.11 lb/mmBtu for Line 2.

What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption?

· NPS adjusted the heat input to yield the uncontrolled NOx emissions estimated as described above.

· UTAC appears to have used a similar method to estimate the same annual uncontrolled NOx emissions.

Reheat costs were estimated as follows:

CCM Table 2.10: Capital Cost Factors for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers with Eqn. 2.34

CCM Table 2.12: Annual Costs for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers assumed a 19.0” H2O pressure drop across the heat exchanger per CCM Table 2.13. This added $0.8 million and $1.8 million in annual electricity costs to Lines 1 and 2, respectively.

The table below shows the cost elements of adding SCR with reheat to each line. 




Table 18. NPS estimated SCR + Reheat costs for UTAC Line 1 & 2 compared to UTAC estimates

		SCR + Reheat

		UTAC Line 1

		UTAC Line 2



		

		NPS

		UTAC

		NPS

		UTAC



		Capacity (mmBtu/hr)

		300

		2,197

		622

		4,455



		Retrofit factor

		1

		1.6

		1

		1.6



		CEPCI

		776.3

		607.5

		776.3

		607.5



		Capital Cost 

		 $ 11,090,596 

		 $ 43,637,895 

		 $ 16,814,162 

		 $ 72,550,865 



		Interest rate (%)

		4.75

		5.50

		4.75

		5.5



		Control Equipment Life (yr)

		25

		20

		25

		20



		Capital Recovery Cost

		 $     790,262 

		 $   3,652,470 

		 $   1,190,691 

		 $   5,500,301 



		Reheat Indirect Annual Cost

		 $      191,475 

		 $        90,349 

		228,086

		 $      106,540 



		Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M

		 $      955,922 

		 $   3,772,408 

		 $   1,381,633 

		 $   6,182,554 



		Total System Capacity Factor

		0.869

		0.956

		0.788

		0.956



		Reheat Direct Annual Cost

		 $   6,042,497 

		 $ 15,468,890 

		 $ 13,435,906 

		 $ 31,434,467 



		Catalyst Life (hr)

		            24,000 

		              8,000 

		24,000

		8,000



		Catalyst Replacement Cost

		 $        60,184 

		 $      763,512 

		 $      115,638 

		 $   1,523,872 



		Direct Cost/Variable O&M

		 $   7,046,581 

		 $ 17,578,490 

		 $ 14,939,577 

		 $ 35,153,534 



		Total Annual Cost 

		 $   8,002,503 

		 $ 21,350,897 

		 $ 16,321,210 

		 $ 41,336,088 



		Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr)

		1325

		1325

		1874

		1874



		Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		1.83

		0.16

		1.22

		0.11



		NOx Removal Efficiency (%)

		90

		50

		90

		50



		Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu)

		0.12

		0.08

		0.09

		0.06



		Tons Remaining

		137

		663

		193

		937



		Tons Removed

		1,188

		663

		1681

		937



		Cost-Effectiveness

		 $           6,736 

		 $        32,228 

		 $           9,712 

		 $        44,115 







[bookmark: _Hlk107075509]A major factor in the difference between NPS estimates and those provided by UTAC is the addition of a 70% efficient heat exchanger to reduce natural gas consumption. This relatively small additional capital investment (Reheat Indirect Annual Cost) dramatically reduces natural gas consumption (Reheat Direct Annual Cost) and the capital cost of the SCR. The lower capital recovery cost and the lower operating costs result in much lower annual operating costs. Coupled with higher SCR control efficiency, the result is cost-effectiveness of $7,000–$10,000/ton.

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

According to UTAC a state SIP revision is needed to approve a new statistically derived emissions limit methodology based on the emission performance of the new system, e.g. 99 percent UPL. Barr assumes that the revisions would occur within 12 to 18 months after the MPCA submits its regional haze SIP for the second implementation period (approximately 2022 to 2023). After the SIP is promulgated, the technology would require significant resources and a time period of approximately five years to engineer, permit, and install the equipment.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

Energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The other non-air quality environmental impacts cited are not unique to this site.

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

The CCM recommends a useful life of 20–25 years for SCR on industrial boilers.

SO2 Four-factor Analysis

Control Selection & Efficiency

EPA’s February 2013 BART determinations are now out-of-date and should be revisited for PM and SO2 in addition to NOx. UTAQ included analyses of strategies to reduce SO2 emissions from Line 2:

Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) – With New PM Control

While DSI has not been demonstrated at an operating taconite indurating furnace, DSI could conceptually be utilized if UTAC were to replace its existing PM controls (wet scrubbers) with controls that are compatible with DSI (e.g., baghouse or electrostatic precipitator (ESP)). Indurating furnace waste gas streams are high in water content and are exhausted at or near dew points. Gases leaving the indurating furnace are currently treated for removal of particulate matter using a wet scrubber. The exhaust temperature is typically in the range of 100oF to 150oF and is saturated with water. For comparison, a utility boiler exhaust operates at 350oF or higher and is not saturated with water. The indurating furnace waste gas conditions following the existing wet scrubber would plug both the filters and the dust removal system. Therefore, the proposed control train would need to replace the existing wet scrubber with DSI and new PM control. With the removal of the existing wet scrubber and addition of new PM control after the DSI, the DSI control technology is assumed to be potentially technically feasible for Line 2 Indurating Furnace.

The DSI evaluation conclusions vary in past SO2 control equipment evaluations (2006 BART, 2010 Keetac BACT, 2011 Essar BACT reports, and 2012 EPA BART Determination). The 2006 BART reports and 2012 EPA BART Determination evaluated DSI after the existing scrubbers and concluded that the technology was not technically feasible due to high moisture flue gas resulting in caking and blinding of the associated filter bags. The 2010 Keetac BACT and 2011 Essar BACT reports concluded that DSI was technically feasible but concluded that a GSA was BACT with a baghouse for PM control.

[bookmark: _bookmark53]Spray Dry Absorption (SDA) – With New PM Control

While an SDA has not been demonstrated at an operating taconite indurating furnace, an SDA could conceptually be utilized if UTAC were to replaces its existing PM controls (wet scrubbers) with controls that are compatible with an SDA (e.g., baghouse or ESP). Similar to the DSI control option, the moisture in the exhaust stream after the existing wet scrubber would plug the dust collection system. Due to the saturated waste gas exhaust, the proposed SDA control technology would require replacement of the wet scrubber with an ESP ahead of the SDA with baghouse control. Therefore, SDA with new PM control is assumed to be potentially technically feasible for Line 2 Indurating Furnace.

The SDA evaluation conclusions vary in past SO2 control equipment evaluations (2006 BART, 2010 Keetac BACT, 2011 Essar BACT reports, and 2012 EPA BART Determination). All of the facilities’ 2006 BART reports (except Northshore Mining Company (NSM) due to NSM already employing wet ESP control technology) and the 2012 EPA BART Determination concluded that SDA was not technically feasible due to the high moisture flue gas. NSM’s 2006 BART reports concluded that SDA was not cost-effective on a $/ton removed basis. The 2010 Keetac BACT report concluded that SDA was technically feasible but stated that GSA was BACT with a baghouse for PM control. The 2011 Essar BACT report concluded that SDA was not cost-effective on a $/ton removed basis.

[bookmark: _bookmark54]Gas Suspension Absorption (GSA) – With New PM Control

While GSA has not been demonstrated at an operating taconite indurating furnace, there are not strong technical reasons prohibiting the installation and operation at an indurating furnace if alternative PM controls are used instead of wet scrubbers (e.g., baghouse or ESP). Similar to the DSI and SDA control options, the moisture in the exhaust stream would plug the dust collection system. Due to the saturated waste gas exhaust following the wet scrubber, the proposed GSA control technology would require replacement of the wet scrubber with an ESP ahead of the GSA with baghouse control. Therefore, GSA with new PM control is assumed to be potentially technically feasible for Line 2 Indurating Furnace.

GSA was not assessed in the 2006 BART report. The 2010 Keetac BACT report concluded that GSA was technically feasible with a baghouse and was BACT. The 2011 Essar BACT report concluded that GSA was not cost-effective on a $/ton removed basis. There was an attempted application of GSA at a taconite pelletizing facility in 2018 in Indiana. The facility experienced severe operational issues with the GSA that resulted in an enforcement action for non-compliance, further supporting the uncertainty of the application of GSA on taconite indurating furnace. Regardless, UTAC proceeded to evaluate the control costs of a GSA for the purpose of this analysis.

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance

According to UTSC: The cost-effectiveness analysis compares the annualized cost of the emission control measure per ton of pollutant removed and is evaluated on a dollar per ton basis using the annual cost (annualized capital cost plus annual operating costs) divided by the annual emissions reduction (tons) achieved by the control device. For purposes of this screening evaluation consistent with the typical approach described in the EPA Control Cost Manual, a 20-year life (before new and extensive capital is needed to maintain and repair the equipment) at 5.5 percent interest is assumed in annualizing capital costs. The resulting cost-effectiveness calculations are summarized in UTAC Table 6-2.

[bookmark: _bookmark56]Table 19. UTAC Table 6-2: SO2 Control Cost Summary, Line 2 Indurating Furnace

		Additional Emission Control Measure

		Installed Capital Cost ($MM)

		Annual Operating Costs

($/yr)

		Annual Emissions Reduction

(tpy)

		Pollution Control Cost-effectiveness ($/ton)



		DSI with New PM Control

		$50,466,157

		$10,090,749

		108.2

		$93,300



		SDA with New PM Control

		$120,947,748

		$19,573,967

		108.2

		$180,891



		GSA with New PM Control

		$113,793,152

		$18,757,651

		108.2

		$173,347







NPS review finds several areas in which the UTAC cost analyses deviates from CCM recommended methods:

5.5% interest rate instead of 4.75% (June 24, 2022 prime)

20-year life instead of 30 years recommended by the CCM

50% SO2 control efficiency instead of 95% for SDA (CCM) or GSA

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance

According to UTAC: A state SIP revision is needed to approve a new statistically derived emissions limit methodology based on the emission performance of the new system, e.g. 99 percent UPL. Barr assumes that the revisions would occur within 12 to 18 months after the MPCA submits its regional haze SIP for the second implementation period (approximately 2022 to 2023). After the SIP is promulgated, the technology would require significant resources and a time period of approximately five years to engineer, permit, and install the equipment.

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts

Energy usage and costs associated with solid waste handling and disposal are most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis.

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life

The CCM recommends 30 years for scrubber life.

PM Four Factor Analysis

Particulate emission reductions were not considered. 

UTAC states that the existing wet scrubbers are 94% effective at reducing PM. NPS calculations based upon Appendix B of UTAC’s four factor estimate that Line 1 PM emissions are almost 1,500 tpy and Line 2 PM emissions exceed 3,400 tpy. (MPCA indicates that Line 2 emitted 94 tons of PM2.5 in 2017.)

According to the CCM, modern fabric filter baghouses and ESPs can remove at least 99.9% of particulate matter. Compared to the existing PM controls, a new baghouse or ESP could reduce annual PM emissions from Line 1 by 1,472 tons and Line 2 by 3,347 tons. Considering UTAC’s costs for the GSA system at face value, the cost-effectiveness of reducing PM and (108 tons/year) SO2 (combined) is less than $5,500/ton. It would be even more cost effective if the GSA calculations were adjusted to meet CCM guidelines. When combined with tail-end SCR, PM, SO2 and NOx emissions could be reduced by almost 2,700 tons from Line 1. Likewise, an integrated approach to Line 2 emissions could yield combined emission reductions of 5,200 tons/yr at a cost of $33 million/yr for a cost-effectiveness value of $6,400/ton.

NPS Conclusions and Recommendations United Taconite LLC–Fairlane Plant

NPS review finds that NOx, SO2, and PM emissions from UTAC’s Lines #1 & #2 are not effectively-controlled. For example, tail-end SCR could reduce NOx emissions by almost 3,000 tons/yr for $7,000–$10,000/ton. 

UTAC also evaluated replacing the existing wet scrubber on Line 2 with a modern SO2 scrubber and fabric filter or ESP. Although tail-end SCR with reheat may be technically-feasible when installed after the existing wet scrubbers, an integrated approach that precedes it with dry scrubbing and a fabric filter would minimize catalyst fouling (improving the technical feasibility of SCR) while drastically reducing PM emissions as well as reducing SO2 emissions. The table below illustrates how such an integrated approach could reduce visibility-impairing emissions by thousands of tons per year in a cost-effective manner. 

Table 20. NPS control cost estimates for an integrated approach to UTAC emissions

		

		Line 1

		Line 2



		Total Annual Cost (GSA+ESP+FF+SCR)

		?

		$         33,073,605



		Tons NOx Removed

		1,188

		1,681



		Tons PM removed

		1,472

		3,347



		Tons SO2 Removed

		                16

		                         145



		Total Tons Removed

		2,677

		5,172



		Cost-Effectiveness ($/ton)

		?

		$                   6,395





*UTAC’s annual cost estimate for GSA with new PM controls is likely inflated but was taken at face value for this table.



The NPS recommends that MPCA explore this opportunity to substantively address the haze causing emissions from UTAC and other Taconite facilities in Minnesota through the regional haze process.
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MPCA selected taconite facilities for analysis then determined that four-factor analyses are not 
required. Because of their significant emissions, we recommend that MPCA reconsider and 
require four-factor evaluations for these facilities. Based on an analysis of emissions relative 
to distance to our Class I areas, MN ranked 9th in the US, with the taconite facilities 
comprising more than half of those impacts. Six Minnesota taconite facilities emit over 35,000 
tons annually of visibility-impairing emissions and are relatively close to Voyageurs and Isle 
Royale national parks. EPA’s 2016 taconite Federal Implementation Plan stated: “We expect 
Minnesota and Michigan to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a potential option for making 
reasonable progress in future planning periods but reject the technology as BART for the 
Minnesota and Michigan taconite facilities at this time.” As our analysis in the attached 
technical feedback demonstrates there are more effective controls available that may be 
technically feasible and cost-effective. 

In order to make reasonable progress in this planning period we recommend that MPCA 
require the addition of technically feasible cost-effective control strategies that provide the 
greatest emission reductions for each of the facilities considered. Please know that we 
welcome the opportunity for further dialogue with you as Minnesota progresses to a final SIP 
revision. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to reach out to us. Also, feel free to let us 
know if you have any edits to this summary and especially if any corrections are needed. 
Best, 

David 

Attachment List: 
NPS-MN_RH-SIP-Feedback_07.11.2022.docx 
NPS-MN_RH-CalculationWorkbooks_07.2022.zip 

David Pohlman 
Air Quality Specialist 
National Park Service 
Interior Region 3:  Great Lakes 
Interior Region 4:  Mississippi Basin 
Interior Region 5:  Missouri Basin 

111 Kellogg Blvd. E., Suite 105 
Saint Paul, MN  55101 
Phone: 651-293-8448 
Now working from home: 651-491-3497 
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1 Executive Summary 

The NPS commends the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) for a robust source 
selection process, commitment to working with NPS and other FLMs throughout the 
consultation process, rejection of international endpoint adjustments, and the use of a $10k initial 
screening cost threshold for controls. Overall, the Minnesota draft regional haze SIP is one of the 
most technically sound and complete plans that the NPS has reviewed in this planning period. 

However, in some cases NPS disagrees with the conclusions reached by MPCA. NPS finds that 
emission control costs for American Crystal Sugar (ACS) Crookston, ACS East Grand Forks, 
and the Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative have been overestimated. NPS analysis 
indicates that further controls may be cost effective for these facilities as well as for Power 
Boiler 9 at Sappi Cloquet, LLC. The NPS recommends that cost-effective emission controls that 
achieve the greatest level of reductions be required for these facilities. Source specific 
recommendations are detailed in subsequent sections of this document. 

For Boise White Paper as well as all of the taconite facilities, the NPS recommends that MPCA 
could improve the draft SIP with more robust demonstrations of effective controls. In the 
absence of such compelling demonstrations, four factor analyses may identify further reasonable 
emission reduction opportunities in this planning period. For the taconite facilities in particular, 
the NPS recommends that opportunities for further controls be evaluated as discussed in EPA’s 
2016 Federal Implementation Plan. The NPS recommends that MPCA require all taconite 
facilities originally selected for four-factor analysis to conduct four-factor analyses evaluating 
how an integrated approach to emission control improvements could reduce visibility-impairing 
emissions. 

Emission reductions achieved through the regional haze planning process will advance the 
incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as 
other Class I areas in the region. 
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2 Overarching Feedback 

2.1 Four-factor Analysis Screening - Demonstration of Effective Controls 

In its July 2021 clarification memo, EPA advised that once a source is selected states must show 
why additional emission reductions are not necessary to make reasonable progress to use 
“effective controls” as rationale to forgo a four-factor analysis. Section 2.3 addressed the 
analytical expectations for “effectively controlled” determinations: 

The underlying rationale for the “effective controls” flexibility is that if a 
source’s emissions are already well controlled, it is unlikely that further cost-
effective reductions are available. A state relying on an “effective control” to 
avoid performing a four-factor analysis for a source should demonstrate 
why, for that source specifically, a four-factor analysis would not result in 
new controls and would, therefore, be a futile exercise. 

NPS finds that, for many of the sources that MPCA determined were effectively controlled, a 4-
factor analysis may, in fact, have resulted in additional controls. See the comments on individual 
facilities for specific information. 

2.2 Retrofit Factors in Cost Analyses 

We recognize that determining if a retrofit factor is appropriate and, if so, what that factor should 
be, is not a simple process. However, in some cases, Minnesota facilities did not provide any 
documentation justifying retrofit factors, some of which exceed the maximum value (1.5) 
recommended by EPA. Site-specific retrofit factors should be based upon a thorough and well-
documented analysis of the individual factors involved in a project. We recommend that the 
procedure outlined by William Vatavuk on pages 59-62 in his book Estimating Costs of Air 
Pollution Control be followed. That process involves estimating and assigning a retrofit factor to 
each major element of a project and from that deriving an overall retrofit factor. The EPA 
Control Cost Manual (CCM) also addresses “Retrofit Cost Considerations” in section 2.6.4.2. 
The CCM (Section 4, Chapter 2) advises that: 

A retrofit factor of 0.8 should be used for new construction and a retrofit factor of 1 
should be used for average retrofits. The equations may overestimate costs for some 
simple retrofits of existing plants. For retrofits that are more complicated than average, a 
retrofit factor of greater than 1 can be used to estimate capital costs provided the reasons 
for using a higher retrofit factor are appropriate and fully documented. 

And in the instructions for the SCR Cost Calculation Spreadsheet: 

If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor between 0.8 and 
1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you 
may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; however, you must document why the value used 
is appropriate. 

In the absence of such a proper analysis, NPS assumed a retrofit factor = 1.0. 
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3 Electric Generating Facilities – Four-Factor Feedback 

3.1 Hibbing Public Utilities Commission 

The Hibbing Public Utilities Commission (HPUC) operates a co-generation facility for the city 
of Hibbing that provides steam for space heating and industrial processes. The facility is capable 
of providing electricity as well. The combustion emission units at the facility consist of three 
coal-fired boilers—EQUI 1, EQUI 2, and EQUI 3—and wood-fired boiler EQUI 7. Boiler 7 
includes a gas burner that was installed in 2015 to assist in stabilizing combustion to lower 
carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. The boiler is equipped with a selective non-catalytic reduction 
(SNCR) system for NOx control and a multi-cyclone followed by an electrostatic precipitator 
(ESP) for particulate matter control. 

HPUC no longer holds a power purchase agreement and does not plan to generate electricity in 
the future. According to the four-factor analysis, the facility expects to discontinue use of the 
wood boiler, limit coal use to 14,000 tons per season, and burn natural gas as needed to meet 
needed steam loads. However, the facility indicated that it does not plan to remove the wood 
boiler from its operating permit. 

The four-factor analysis estimated the cost of adding SNCR or selective catalytic reduction 
(SCR) to the coal-fired boilers EQUI 1 and EQUI 2 and concluded these technologies would not 
be cost-effective. MPCA provided its own cost estimates of these technologies using EPA’s 
Control Cost Manual worksheets and concluded that SNCR would be cost-effective for all three 
coal-fired boilers. MPCA estimated costs at $6,700-$7,500 per ton of NOx removed. These cost 
estimates assumed the boilers would be combusting coal. According to the draft SIP, the facility 
is working on a utility plan for the next 10 years and are considering possible operational 
changes that could limit coal usage. The facility has not yet provided details of potential 
operational changes. 

MPCA also used the EPA Control Cost Manual worksheets to estimate the costs of wet and dry 
scrubbers to the coal-fired boilers for SO2 control and concluded that it would not be cost-
effective at $21,000-$32,500 per ton of SO2 removed. These calculations assumed an 
uncontrolled SO2 emissions rate of 0.30 lb/MMBtu, but the three boilers have a permit limit of 
4.0 lb/MMBtu, which is roughly 10 times higher than the actual rate. NPS recommends that 
MPCA consider establishing lower SO2 emissions limits closer to the units’ actual emissions 
rates to prevent backsliding. 

The NPS agrees with MPCA’s conclusion that SNCR is warranted on coal-fired Boilers 1-3. If 
the facility submits a new plan for these boilers that affects the cost-effectiveness estimate, the 
NPS recommends this information be included in the SIP. Any operational constraints relied 
upon in a new cost analysis should be made federally enforceable. The NPS also suggests that 
MPCA consider removing Boiler 7 from the permit if the facility does not intend to use it in the 
future. 
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3.2 Minnesota Power–Boswell Energy Center 

The Boswell Energy Center includes two coal-fired electrical generating units, a 355-megawat 
unit (Unit 3) and a 585 megawatt unit (Unit 4). Unit 3 is equipped with low-NOx burners, 
overfire air controls, and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NOx control, a wet flue gas 
desulfurization (FGD) system for SO2 and acid gas control, and a fabric filter with activated 
carbon injection for PM/PM10/PM2.5 and mercury control. Unit 4 is equipped with low-NOx 

burners, overfire air controls, and selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for NOx control, a 
semi-dry FGD system for SO2 and acid gas control, and a fabric filter with activated carbon 
injection for PM/PM10/PM2.5 and mercury control. Based on these controls, MPCA concluded in 
the draft SIP that both units are already effectively controlled and did not request the facility to 
complete a four-factor analysis. 

Unit 3 is required to meet a NOx emissions limit of 0.06 lb NOx/MMBtu and Unit 4 is required to 
meet a limit of 0.12 lb NOx/MMBtu. Both units are required to meet a limit of 0.20 lb 
SO2/MMBtu in accordance with the mercury and air toxics standards (MATS) rule. According to 
EPA Clean Air Markets program emissions data from 2015 through 2021, the SO2 emissions rate 
at Unit 3 was 0.01 to 0.014 lb SO2/MMBtu, and the SO2 emissions rate at Unit 4 was 0.023 to 
0.045 lb SO2/MMBtu. These emissions rates are much lower than the allowable rate of 0.2 lb 
SO2/MMBtu. If the two units had emitted SO2 at the maximum allowable rate, the facility would 
have emitted as much as 6,000 additional tons of SO2 annually over the period. NPS 
recommends that MPCA consider establishing lower SO2 emissions limits closer to the units’ 
actual emissions rates to prevent backsliding. 

3.3 Virginia Department of Public Utilities 

The Virginia Department of Public Utilities (VDPU) operates a co-generation facility for the city 
of Virginia that provides steam for space heating. The facility is capable of providing electricity 
as well. 

The emission units at the facility consist of a coal-fired boiler Boiler #7 (EQUI 2), a natural gas-
fired boiler Boiler #10 (EQUI 4) that serves as the primary backup boiler, a wood-fired boiler 
Boiler #11 (EQUI 16), fuel storage and transfer systems, and ash handling systems. Boiler #11 is 
equipped with selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for NOx control and a multi-cyclone 
followed by an electrostatic precipitator for particulate matter control. 

From the discussion of Boiler #11 in the four-factor analysis prepared by the facility, it is not 
entirely clear how the facility will use it in the future. The four-factor analysis states that 
although Boiler #11 is capable of burning wood, “Boiler #11 will most likely burn only natural 
gas moving forward” (p. 2). However, the analysis also says: “Natural gas is not the primary 
fuel and not the focus of this analysis for Boiler #11” (p.6). The four-factor analysis states that 
“Boiler #11 (EQUI 16) will be used as needed but most likely only if there is a problem starting 
Boiler #10.” MPCA used the EPA Control Cost Worksheet to estimate the cost of adding SCR to 
the boiler and concluded it would not be cost-effective. That estimate assumed the boiler would 
combust wood and operate 311 days per year, which suggests it could be used as more than a 
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backup boiler. It is thus not clear how much Boiler 11 will operate and what the primary fuel will 
be. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA clarify what the operational parameters of the boiler will be 
and update the SCR cost analysis if natural gas is expected to be the primary fuel. The NPS also 
suggests that the SIP explain why Boiler #10 was excluded from the analysis is it is not 
discussed in the four-factor analysis. 

4 Sugar beet Processing Facilities – Four-Factor Feedback 

4.1 American Crystal Sugar – Crookston 

4.1.1 Summary of NPS Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar–Crookston 
NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for American Crystal Sugar – Crookston 
facility (ACSC) finds that there are technically feasible and cost-effective opportunities available 
to further control SO2 and NOx emissions from Boilers 1, 2, and 3. In fact, NPS analyses show 
that the cost of control is more economical than estimated by MPCA when analyses are adjusted 
in accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual. 

The addition of DSI on all three boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from this facility by about 
600 tons/year for less than $5,000/ton (with baghouse replacement). The addition of SCR on all 
three boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 320 tons/year for around 
$10,000/ton. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of DSI with milled trona and a new 
baghouse as well as SCR on Boilers 1, 2, and 3 at American Crystal Sugar – Crookston. By 
requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions 
and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National 
Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region. 

4.1.2 Facility Characteristics 
ACSC operates three Babcock and Wilcox coal-fired stoker boilers equipped with modern over-
fire air (OFA) control systems. The boilers are also equipped with high-efficiency electrostatic 
precipitators to control particulate matter emissions. The maximum rated heat input of two 
identical boilers is 137 million British thermal units per hour (MMBtu/hr) each. The maximum 
rated heat input of the third boiler is 165 MMBtu/hr. All three boilers combust low sulfur 
subbituminous coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB). ACSC is located about 270 km 
southwest of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS. 

The 2017 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) shows plantwide emissions of 740 tons of NOx 

and 775 tons of SO2. 
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4.1.3 SO2 Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
The NPS supports ACSC’s selection of Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI), Spray Dry Absorption 
(SDA) or Circulating Dry Scrubber (CDS) in the category Dry FGD, and Wet Flue Gas 
Desulfurization (Wet FGD) for evaluation. 

ACSC four-factor analyses assume that DSI can achieve 46%–51% control. The Sargent & 
Lundy (S&L) DSI IPM model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 
70% removal when followed by an ESP and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). As a 
result, the controlled emission rates presented by ACSC for wet and dry scrubbing are too high. 
Scrubber emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The EPA 
Control Cost Manual (CCM) advises that SDA or CDS with baghouse can achieve 0.06 
lb/mmbtu and that a Wet FGD scrubber can achieve 0.04 lb/mmbtu. 

Even though Wet FGD may not be as cost-effective as SDA/CDS on small boilers, it may still be 
cost-effective relative to the MPCA cost-effectiveness threshold for consideration. Because Wet 
FGD achieves greater SO2 reduction, the NPS evaluation included it. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
In the initial (2021) four factor analysis submittal for ACSC the consulting firm HDR showed 
that the cost-effectiveness of DSI to reduce SO2 emissions was below $5,000/ton. This is quite 
cost-effective in spite of several factors that lead to overestimation of costs in the initial analysis. 
However, on February 1, 2022, consulting firm HDR submitted an “Updated Dry Sorbent 
Injection Costs for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA revising 
those findings. HDR expressed concern that the ESPs at ACSC, which have historically provided 
around 99.1% control of PM, might not be able to handle the additional loading presented by 
DSI and still maintain compliance with mercury and PM limits. According to HDR: 

Therefore, the FFA was updated to enhance the PM control by adding a fabric 
filter baghouse. The addition of a baghouse will allow higher sorbent injection 
rates while maintaining compliance with the applicable PM emission limits. 
Further, the additional system residence time, higher sorbent injection rates, 
and associated sorbent filter cake in the baghouse, will allow an increased 
control efficiency of 70% for SO2. 

NPS review finds substantial evidence to refute the HDR finding that DSI cannot be added 
without replacing the ESPs with baghouses. The S&L DSI documentation states, “Trona, when 
captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate 
emissions…”1 The IPM DSI models include both ESPs and baghouses. The S&L DSI IPM 

1 S&L: Based on commercial testing, removal efficiencies with DSI are limited by the particulate capture device 
employed. Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate 
emissions, whereas hydrated lime may remove an even lower percentage of SO2. A baghouse used with sodium-
based sorbents generally achieves a higher SO2 removal efficiency (70 to 90%) than that of an ESP. DSI 
technology, however, should not be applied to fuels with sulfur content greater than 2 lb SO2/MMBtu. 
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model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when 
followed by an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). 
Also, NPS review of EPA’s Clean Air Markets Data (CAMD) indicates that DSI can achieve 
0.10 lb/mmbtu when followed by an ESP and 0.08 lb/mmBtu when followed by a baghouse. 
Furthermore, EPA’s Clean Air Markets data for 2021 includes several coal-fired Electric 
Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI and ESPs. 

Table 1. Examples of coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI, CAMD 2021 

State 
Facility 
Name 

Unit 
ID 

SO2 

(tons) 

Calculated 
Avg. SO2 

Rate 
(lb/MMBtu) 

Heat Input 
(MMBtu) 

Unit Type PM Control(s) 

MN Boswell 4 391 0.025 31,545,340 Tangentially-fired Baghouse 

MI J H Campbell 1 2,758 0.275 20,090,010 Tangentially-fired Baghouse 

MI J H Campbell 2 2,094 0.300 13,961,840 Cell burner boiler Baghouse 

IN R Gallagher 2 49 0.631 154,982 Dry bottom wall-fired Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21) 

IN R Gallagher 4 68 0.720 189,738 Dry bottom wall-fired Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21) 

WI J P Madgett B1 849 0.083 20,454,088 Dry bottom turbo-fired Baghouse | ESP 

OK Northeastern 3313 4,564 0.340 26,816,608 Tangentially-fired Baghouse | ESP 

IL Kincaid 2 1,083 0.093 23,285,397 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Kincaid 1 808 0.093 17,366,842 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Waukegan 7 501 0.095 10,522,238 Tangentially-fired Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Powerton 62 278 0.109 5,084,619 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Powerton 61 304 0.111 5,502,464 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

LA Big Cajun 2 2B1 1,203 0.342 7,032,558 Dry bottom wall-fired Electrostatic Precipitator 

OR Boardman 1SG Dry bottom wall-fired Electrostatic Precipitator 

In its 2022 submittal, HDR states: 

American Crystal Sugar Company (ACSCC) obtained site-specific vendor 
quotes for Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) equipment in order to verify estimated 
capital equipment and annual operating costs included in the original Four 
Factor Analysis (FFA) for the ACSCC East Grand Forks (EGF) and 
Crookston (CRK) facilities. 
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NPS review of the HDR submittal identifies these issues: 

• Use of a 5% interest rate instead of the current prime rate as recommended by the 
EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM). 

• 20-year life for DSI 
• Underestimation of DSI efficiency 
• HDR proposes to “Extend three stacks to 200 ft.” 
• Exaggerated performance test costs 

In the revised analysis HDR’s cost-effectiveness of DSI increased to above $10,000/ton. Many 
of the costs in ACSC’s Tables 4 & 5 and HDR’s Table 2 are overestimated: 

• ACSC used a 20-year life for DSI; the CCM recommends 30 years for SO2 

scrubbers. 
• ACSC stated that Boilers 1 & 2 have rated capacities of 137 mmBtu/hr and that 

annual SO2 emissions are 241 tons at 0.37 lb/mmBtu. However, at maximum 
capacity, Boilers 1 & 2 can emit no more than 222 tpy. 

In addition, it is unclear why it would be necessary to extend three stacks to 200ft as HDR 
proposes. This likely represents an unjustified expense. 

MPCA appears to have used much of the HDR cost estimates without addressing these issues. 
The NPS also questions the cost of a new fabric filter—see below. Instead, NPS analyses applied 
the current EPA CCM workbooks for wet and dry scrubbers, ESPs, and baghouses, as well as the 
current S&L model for DSI with milled trona and: 

• the existing ESP at 50% control 
• a baghouse at 80% SO2 control 

NPS analyses applied a retrofit factor = 1.0 assuming that the new baghouses or new SDA/CDS 
could be installed within the footprint of, or inside the shells of, the ESPs. NPS assumed 
equipment lives of 30 years for SO2 scrubbers and 20 years for a new baghouse. 

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate ESP operating cost savings (see ESP workbook). 
ESP purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths 
power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other costs were scaled up based upon a 
straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1987 ratio was applied to estimate total capital 
investment. The NPS included ACSC’s $200,000 for demolition of the ESPs and estimate that 
saved ESP operating costs would be about $550,000/yr. 

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate baghouse costs (see baghouse workbook). Some 
baghouse purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths 
power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other equipment costs were scaled up based 
upon a straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1998 ratio to estimate total capital investment. 
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Table 2. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for DSI at ACSC 

ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3 Combined DSI w Milled Trona 

Control Technology w Existing ESP w BGH 
Combined 
New 
Baghouse 

Totals 

Capacity (MW) 43.9 43.9 43.9 

Retrofit factor 1 1 1 

CEPCI 776.3 776.3 776.3 

Capital Cost $ 10,158,253 $ 11,121,747 $ 3,699,379 $ 14,821,126 

Interest rate 4.75 4.75% 4.75% 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 30 30 20 

Capital Recovery Factor 0.0632 0.0632 0.0786 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 642,098 $ 703,000 $ 145,799 $ 848,799 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 316,867 $ 322,537 $ 361,543 $ 684,080 

Total System Capacity Factor 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 1,225,524 $ 1,577,580 $ 262,636 $ 1,840,216 

Total Annual Cost $ 2,184,489 $ 2,603,117 $ 624,178 $ 2,956,908 

Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.40 0.40 0.40 

Maximum Uncontrolled Tons 

Uncontrolled Tons 735 735 735 

SO2 Removal Efficiency 50 80 80 

Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.20 0.08 0.08 

Tons Removed 368 588 588 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 5,944 $ 4,427 $ 5,029 

NPS analyses show that the cost-effectiveness of adding DSI with milled trona to the existing 
system is < $6,000/ton and with baghouse replacement is $5,000/ton. 

NPS calculations also applied the CCM workbooks for SDA/CDS and Wet FGD and adjusted 
the annual fuel input to produce the baseline annual SO2 emissions cited by ACSC (even though 
boilers 1 & 2 cannot emit that much (241 tons) SO2 based upon their capacity (137 mmBtu/hr) 
and their cited 0.37 lb/mmBtu emission rates). 
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Table 3. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for SDA/CDS with Baghouse and Wet FGD with Baghouse at 
ACSC  

ACS CRK Boilers 1, 2 & 3 SDA/CDS w Baghouse (each) Wet FGD w Baghouse (each) 

Control Technology Boilers 1 & 2 Boiler 3 Boilers 1 & 2 Boiler 3 

Capacity (MW) 13.7 16.5 13.7 16.5 

Retrofit factor 1 1 1 1 

CEPCI 776.3 776.3 776.3 776.3 

Capital Cost $ 22,861,209 $ 26,173,918 $ 42,220,270 $ 45,701,376 

Interest rate 4.75% 4.75% 4.75 4.75 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 30 30 30 30 

Capital Recovery Factor 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 1,444,828 $ 1,654,192 $ 2,668,321 $ 2,888,327 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 1,478,895 $ 1,688,855 $ 2,720,849 $ 2,941,481 

Total System Capacity Factor 1.083 0.854 1.083 0.854 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 1,535,990 $ 1,582,978 $ 2,818,345 $ 2,761,386 

Total Annual Cost $ 3,014,885 $ 3,271,833 $ 5,539,193 $ 5,702,867 

Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.37 0.41 0.37 0.41 

Maximum Uncontrolled Tons 222 296 222 296 

Uncontrolled Tons 241 253 241 253 

SO2 Removal Efficiency 84 85 89 90 

Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 

Tons Removed 202 216 215 228 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 14,962 $ 15,139 $ 25,824 $ 24,961 

Because the results of the NPS cost analysis for SDA/CDS with Baghouse and Wet FGD with 
Baghouse at ACSC exceeded $10,000/ton, the NPS did not pursue these options further. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
The NPS estimates that it would take 18 months for DSI with milled trona to be installed and 
operational. 
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Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACSC raises several potential concerns with respect to Dry 
FGD or DSI including energy use, solid waste production, and potentially shortened useful life 
of the boiler. NPS review finds that: 

• The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing 
statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance. 

• Solid waste production is not a unique issue to this site and has been handled 
effectively in numerous instances. 

• Factors that could affect boiler life can be avoided if sorbent is injected 
downstream of the boiler. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the ACSC boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, 
the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In 
addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for scrubbers unless limited by a federally-
enforceable condition. 

4.1.4 NOx Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
NPS review finds that the controlled emission rates presented by ACSC for SCR (in its Table 6) 
are too high. SCR emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The 
CCM advises that SCR can achieve up to 90% control and reduce emissions down to 0.04 
lb/mmbtu. In this case, achieving 0.04 lb/mmBtu would require 88% control efficiency, which is 
within the capability of SCR. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
On February 21, 2022, HDR submitted an “Updated Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction 
Performance Data for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA. 

Some SNCR costs in ACSC’s Tables 7 & 8 and HDR’s Table 1 are underestimated due to the 
recent rise in the CEPCI, prime interest rate, and reagent cost. However, overall, ACSC’s SCR 
costs are inflated for several reasons: 

• ACSC applied undocumented retrofit factors (1.5) 
• ACSC used an unsupported 5% interest rate. 
• ACSC used a 20-year life for SCR versus 25 years recommended by the CCM for 

SCR on industrial boilers. MPCA did not provide estimates for SCR. 
• ACSC stated that Boilers 1 & 2 have rated capacities of 137 mmBtu/hr and that 

annual NOx emissions are 209 tons at 0.33 lb/mmBtu. However, at maximum 
capacity, Boilers 1 & 2 can emit no more than 198 tpy. 

• ACSC has underestimated uncontrolled annual emissions; this results in 
underestimation of tons of NOx removed and an overestimation of $/ton. 

NPS estimates are based 10% control by SNCR and 85% control by SCR (0.05 lb/mmBtu) and 
are shown below. 
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Table 4. NPS/MPCA NOx Control Cost Estimate Comparison for SNCR and SCR at ACSC Boilers 1 & 2 

ACS CRK Boilers 1 & 2 SNCR SCR 

Control Technology ARD MPCA ARD MPCA 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 137 137 137 137 

Retrofit factor 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 

CEPCI 776.3 607.5 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 3,222,724 $ 3,782,954 $ 12,794,943 $ 14,757,119 

Interest rate 4.75 3.25 4.75 3.50 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 20 20 25 20 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 253,306 $ 260,267 $ 885,410 $ 1,038,901 

Indirect Cost $ 254,756 $ 261,970 $ 888,086 $ 1,041,695 

Total System Capacity Factor 0.581 0.581 0.581 0.581 

Direct Cost $ 73,496 $ 71,316 $ 152,113 $ 157,727 

Total Annual Cost $ 328,252 $ 333,285 $ 1,040,199 $ 1,199,421 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

Maximum Uncontrolled Tons 198 198 198 198 

Uncontrolled Tons 115 115 115 115 

NOx Removal Efficiency 25 25 88 79 

Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.25 0.25 0.04 0.07 

Tons removed 29 29 101 91 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 11,416 $ 11,591 $ 10,292 $ 13,236 
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Table 5.NPS/MPCA NOx Control Cost Estimate Comparison for SNCR and SCR at ACSC Boiler 3 

ACS CRK Boiler 3 SNCR SCR 

Control Technology ARD MPCA ARD MPCA 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 165 165 165 165 

Retrofit factor 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 

CEPCI 776.3 607.5 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 3,275,005 $ 3,844,323 $ 14,456,576 $ 16,766,382 

Interest rate 4.75 3.25 4.75 3.50 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 20 20 25 20 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 257,415 $ 264,489 $ 1,000,395 $ 1,180,353 

Indirect Cost $ 258,889 $ 266,219 $ 1,003,170 $ 1,183,267 

Total System Capacity Factor 0.581 0.581 0.581 0.581 

Direct Cost $ 78,503 $ 74,683 $ 167,027 $ 175,778 

Total Annual Cost $ 337,392 $ 340,902 $ 1,170,198 $ 1,359,046 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 

Maximum Uncontrolled Tons 231 231 231 231 

Uncontrolled Tons 134 134 134 134 

NOx Removal Efficiency 10 10 88 81 

Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.288 0.288 0.04 0.06 

Tons removed 13 13 118 109 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 25,118 $ 25,379 $ 9,956 $ 12,453 

As the above tables demonstrate, the NPS estimates cost-effectiveness values are about 
$10,000/ton for SCR on Boilers 1, 2 & 3. The addition of SCR on all three boilers could reduce 
NOx emissions from this facility by about 320 tpy. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
The time necessary for compliance for SCR is typically four to five years after SIP approval. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACSC raises several potential concerns with respect to 
SNCR and SCR including energy use, ammonia storage, potential ammonia slip, and potential 
impacts to mercury controls. NPS review finds that: 

• The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing 
statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance. 
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• Ammonia storage and potential slip issues are not unique to this site and should 
be addressed by proper operation and maintenance. 

• With respect to potential implications for mercury controls, the SNCR ammonia 
slip issue is not unique to this application. SCR is known to promote 
ionization/oxidation of elemental mercury to a form that can be captured by 
downstream control equipment. It is possible that addition of SCR upstream of 
the SO2 and PM controls could result in reduced mercury emissions and/or PAC 
consumption/costs. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the ACSC boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, 
the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In 
addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for SCR on industrial boilers unless limited by a 
federally-enforceable condition. 

4.1.5 NPS Conclusions and Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar – Crookston 
NPS review finds that ACSC and MPCA have overestimated the Cost of Compliance due to: 

• Use of an unsupported high (5%) interest rate. 
• Use of equipment life (20 years) for some controls that is too short. 
• Application of unsupported retrofit factors. 
• Underestimation of control efficiencies. 

With respect to statutory factor one, the Cost of Compliance, after making the adjustments 
described above NPS analysis finds that: 

1. The addition of DSI (with trona) is cost-effective for SO2 emission reductions with or 
without addition of a new baghouse, and 

2. The addition of SCR is a cost-effective option for reducing NOx emissions from this 
facility. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, Time Necessary for 
Compliance, for addition of DSI and SCR for all three boilers. Review of statutory factors three 
and four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to DSI or 
SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue. 

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of 
DSI with trona and a new baghouse as well as SCR to all three boilers analyzed at American 
Crystal Sugar – Crookston. 

The addition of DSI on all three boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from this facility by over 
600 tons/year for less than $5,000/ton (with baghouse replacement). The addition of SCR on all 
three boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 320 tons/year for around 
$10,000/ton. 
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4.2 American Crystal Sugar–East Grand Forks 

4.2.1 Summary of NPS Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar–East Grand Forks 
NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for American Crystal Sugar – East Grand 
Forks facility (EGF) finds that there are technically feasible and cost-effective opportunities 
available to further control SO2 and NOx emissions from Boilers 1 and 2. In fact, NPS analyses 
show that the cost of control is more economical than estimated by MPCA when analyses are 
adjusted in accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual. 

The addition of DSI with trona and a new baghouse on both boilers could reduce SO2 emissions 
from this facility by over 600 tons/year for about $4,900/ton. The addition of SCR on both 
boilers could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 600 tons/year for less than 
$7,000/ton. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of DSI with trona and a new baghouse as 
well as SCR on both boilers analyzed at American Crystal Sugar – East Grand Forks. By 
requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions 
and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National 
Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region. 

4.2.2 Facility Characteristics 
EGF operates two Babcock and Wilcox coal-fired stoker boilers equipped with modern over-fire 
air (OFA) control systems. The boilers are also equipped with high-efficiency electrostatic 
precipitators (ESPs) to control particulate matter (PM) emissions. The maximum rated heat input 
of each boiler is 356 million British thermal units per hour (mmBtu/hr). The boilers combust low 
sulfur subbituminous coal from the Powder River Basin (PRB). Based on Spring Creek Mine 
quality specifications, the typical mean sulfur content is 0.38 percent, and the typical mean ash 
content is 4.12 percent. The facility is located about 315 km southwest of Voyageurs National 
Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS. 

The 2017 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) shows plantwide emissions of 676 tons of NOx 

and 1,301 tons of SO2. 

4.2.3 SO2 Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
The NPS supports EGF’s selection of Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI), Spray Dry Absorption (SDA) 
or Circulating Dry Scrubber (CDS) in the category Dry FGD, and Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization 
(Wet FGD) for evaluation. 

ACS four-factor analyses assume that DSI can achieve 46%–51% control. The S&L DSI IPM 
model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when 
followed by an ESP and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). Review of EPA’s Clean Air 
Markets Data (CAMD) indicates that DSI can achieve 0.10 lb/mmbtu when followed by an ESP 
and 0.08 lb/mmBtu when followed by a baghouse. 
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As a result of low efficiency assumptions, the controlled emission rates presented by ACS for 
wet and dry scrubbing are too high. Scrubber emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical 
equilibrium factors. The EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) advises that SDA or CDS with 
baghouse can achieve 0.06 lb/mmbtu and that a Wet FGD scrubber can achieve 0.04 lb/mmbtu. 

Even though Wet FGD may not be as cost-effective as SDA/CDS on small boilers, it may still be 
cost-effective relative to the MPCA cost-effectiveness threshold for consideration. Because Wet 
FGD achieves greater SO2 reduction, the NPS evaluation included it. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
In the initial (2021) four factor analysis submittal for EGF the consulting firm HDR showed that 
the cost-effectiveness of DSI to reduce SO2 emissions was below $5,000/ton. This is quite cost-
effective in spite of several factors that lead to overestimation of costs in the initial analysis. 
However, on February 1, 2022, consulting firm HDR submitted an “Updated Dry Sorbent 
Injection Costs for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA revising 
those findings. HDR expressed concern that the ESPs at EGF, which have historically provided 
around 99.1% control of PM, might not be able to handle the additional loading presented by 
DSI and still maintain compliance with mercury and PM limits. According to HDR: 

Therefore, the FFA was updated to enhance the PM control by adding a fabric filter 
baghouse. The addition of a baghouse will allow higher sorbent injection rates while 
maintaining compliance with the applicable PM emission limits. Further, the additional 
system residence time, higher sorbent injection rates, and associated sorbent filter cake 
in the baghouse, will allow an increased control efficiency of 70% for SO2. 

NPS review finds substantial evidence to refute the HDR finding that DSI cannot be added 
without replacing the ESPs with baghouses. The S&L DSI documentation states, “Trona, when 
captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate 
emissions…”2 The IPM DSI models include both ESPs and baghouses. The S&L DSI IPM 
model assumes that DSI with milled trona, for example, can achieve 70% removal when 
followed by an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) and 90% when followed by a baghouse (BGH). 
Also, NPS review of EPA’s Clean Air Markets Data (CAMD) indicates that DSI can achieve 
0.10 lb/mmbtu when followed by an ESP and 0.08 lb/mmBtu when followed by a baghouse. 
Furthermore, EPA’s Clean Air Markets data for 2021 includes several coal-fired Electric 
Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI and ESPs. (See Table 1 above). 

In its 2022 submittal, HDR states: 

American Crystal Sugar Company (ACSCC) obtained site-specific vendor quotes for Dry 
Sorbent Injection (DSI) equipment in order to verify estimated capital equipment and 

2 S&L: Based on commercial testing, removal efficiencies with DSI are limited by the particulate capture device 
employed. Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of SO2 without an increase in particulate 
emissions, whereas hydrated lime may remove an even lower percentage of SO2. A baghouse used with sodium-
based sorbents generally achieves a higher SO2 removal efficiency (70 to 90%) than that of an ESP. DSI 
technology, however, should not be applied to fuels with sulfur content greater than 2 lb SO2/MMBtu. 
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annual operating costs included in the original Four Factor Analysis (FFA) for the 
ACSCC East Grand Forks (EGF) and Crookston (CRK) facilities. 

NPS review of the HDR submittal identifies these issues: 

• Use of a 5% interest rate instead of the current prime interest rate as 
recommended by the CCM. 

• 20-year life for DSI, the CCM recommends 30 years for SO2 scrubbers. 
• Underestimation of DSI efficiency 
• HDR proposes to “Extend two stacks to 200 ft.” 
• Exaggerated performance test costs 

In the revised analysis HDR’s cost-effectiveness of DSI increased to above $10,000/ton. Many 
of the costs in ACSC Table 3 and HDR’s Table 1 are overestimated. 

In addition, it is unclear why it would be necessary to extending two stacks to 200ft as HDR 
proposes. This likely represents an unjustified expense. 

MPCA appears to have used much of the HDR cost estimates without addressing these issues. 
The NPS also questions the cost of a new fabric filter—see below. Instead, NPS analyses applied 
the current EPA CCM workbooks for wet and dry scrubbers, ESPs, and baghouses, as well as the 
current S&L model for DSI with milled trona and: 

• the existing ESP at 50% control 
• a baghouse at 80% SO2 control 

NPS analyses applied a retrofit factor = 1.0 assuming that the new baghouses or new SDA/CDS 
could be installed within the footprint of, or inside the shells of, the ESPs. NPS assumed 
equipment lives of 30 years for SO2 scrubbers and 20 years for a new baghouse. 

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate ESP operating cost savings (see ESP workbook). 
ESP purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths 
power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other costs were scaled up based upon a 
straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1987 ratio was applied to estimate total capital 
investment. The NPS included ACSC’s $200,000 for demolition of the ESPs and estimate that 
saved ESP operating costs would be about $550,000/yr. 

The NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate baghouse costs (see baghouse workbook). Some 
baghouse purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths 
power rule based upon gas flow provided by ACSC. Other equipment costs were scaled up based 
upon a straight gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1998 ratio to estimate total capital investment. 
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Table 6. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for DSI at EGF 

ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2 
DSI w Milled 
Trona w 
Existing ESP 

Combined DSI w Milled Trona 
SDA/CDS w 
New BGH 
(each) Control Technology 

Combined DSI 
w BGH 

Combined 
New 
Baghouse 

Totals 

Capacity (MW) 71.2 71.2 35.6 

Retrofit factor 1 1 1 1 

CEPCI 776.3 776.3 776.3 776.3 

Capital Cost $ 11,128,987 $ 12,181,094 $ 6,441,038 $ 18,622,132 $ 45,535,539 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 30 30 20 30 

Capital Recovery Factor 0.0632 0.0632 0.0786 0.0632 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 703,457 $ 769,960 $ 505,947 $ 1,275,907 $ 2,877,846 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 322,579 $ 328,771 $ 752,052 $ 1,080,823 $ 2,915,994 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 1,237,341 $ 1,488,773 $ 381,728 $ 1,870,501 $ 2,657,615 

Total Annual Cost $ 2,263,377 $ 2,587,504 $ 1,133,780 $ 3,080,643 $ 5,573,609 

Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 

Maximum Uncontrolled Tons 702 

Uncontrolled Tons 904 904 904 452 

SO2 Removal Efficiency 40 70 70 87 

Controlled SO2 Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.27 0.14 0.14 0.06 

Tons Removed 362 633 633 392 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 6,259 $  4,089 $ 4,868 $ 14,220 

NPS analyses show that the cost-effectiveness of adding DSI with milled trona and the existing 
ESP had a cost-effectiveness value around $6,300/ton, with a new baghouse < $4,900/ton and 
SDA/CDS for > $14,000/ton. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
The NPS estimates that it would take 18 months for DSI with milled trona to be installed and 
operational. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACS raises several potential concerns with respect to Dry 
FGD or DSI including energy use, solid waste production, and potentially shortened useful life 
of the boiler. NPS review finds that: 
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• The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing 
statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance. 

• Solid waste production is not a unique issue to this site and has been handled 
effectively in numerous instances. 

• Factors that could affect boiler life can be avoided if sorbent is injected 
downstream of the boiler. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the EGF boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, 
the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In 
addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for scrubbers unless limited by a federally 
enforceable condition. 

4.2.4 NOx Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
NPS review finds that the controlled emission rates presented by ACSC for SCR (in its Table 4 
are too high. SCR emissions (and efficiencies) are driven by chemical equilibrium factors. The 
CCM advises that SCR can achieve up to 90% control and reduce emissions down to 0.04 
lb/mmbtu. In this case, achieving 0.04 lb/mmBtu would require 88% control efficiency, which is 
within the capability of SCR. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
On February 21, 2022, HDR submitted an “Updated Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction 
Performance Data for American Crystal Sugar Company Four Factor Analysis” to MPCA. 

Some SNCR costs in ACS’s Table 5 and HDR’s Table 1 are underestimated due to the recent 
rise in the CEPCI, prime interest rate, and reagent cost. However, overall, ACS’s SNCR costs for 
EGF are inflated for several reasons: 

• No justification is provided for the retrofit factor = 1.5. 
• SCR life is underestimated. The CCM recommends 20 – 25 years: while ACSC 

used 20 years, it also estimates that the SCR would only operate 265 days per 
year.3 Such limited operation should allow SCR to operate for at least 25 years. 

• ACSC applied a 5% interest rate instead of the current prime  as recommended by 
the CCM. 

NPS estimates applied a higher CEPCI (776.3 vs. 607.5 used by ACSC), the resulting estimated 
Capital Recovery Cost is more than $700,000/year (30%) lower than the ACS EGF estimate for 
SNCR. 

3 ACSC: The beet sugar production process is a seasonal, or campaign-based, production process that typically runs 
from mid-August to June of each year. During the campaign, the boilers operate continuously, 24 hours per day 7 
days per week. The boilers are shut down during summer months at the end of the processing campaign. A typical 
campaign runs for approximately 265 days (6,000 to 6,500 hours per year). 
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Overall, ACS’s SCR costs for EGF are also inflated because: 

• Some of ACS’s annual costs are overestimated (as discussed above). The NPS 
assumed much higher reagent costs to reflect current prices. 

• Emission reductions are underestimated because ACS assumed that SCR could 
only achieve 80% control efficiency. 

We estimate that SCR on each of the two boilers at EGF could reduce NOx emissions by 300 
tons/yr (each) at an annual cost of $2 million (each) for cost-effectiveness of about $6,800/ton. 
Our estimates shown below. 

Table 7. NPS/MPCA NOx Control Cost Estimate Comparison for SNCR and SCR at EGF Boilers 1 & 2 

ACS EGF Boilers 1 & 2 (each) 

Control Technology SNCR SCR 

Estimates by NPS MPCA NPS MPCA 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 356 356 356 356 

Retrofit factor 1 1.5 1 1.5 

CEPCI 776.3 607.5 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 4,615,236 $ 5,417,537 $ 25,006,287 $ 28,837,241 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 3.5 4.75 3.5 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 20 20 25 20 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 362,758 $ 381,395 $ 1,730,435 $ 2,030,142 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 364,834 $ 383,833 $ 1,733,843 $ 2,033,780 

Total System Capacity Factor 0.635 0.635 0.635 0.635 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 144,196 $ 156,231 $ 307,011 $ 359,977 

Total Annual Cost $ 509,031 $ 540,063 $ 2,040,855 $ 2,393,757 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.34 0.306 0.34 0.34 

Maximum Uncontrolled Tons 532 532 532 532 

Uncontrolled Tons 338 338 338 338 

NOx Removal Efficiency (%) 10 10 88 80 

Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.306 0.306 0.04 0.07 

Tons Removed 35 35 299 269 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 14,482 $ 15,365 $ 6,837 $ 8,905 
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As the above table demonstrates, the NPS estimates cost-effectiveness values for SCR at less 
than $7,000/ton. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
The time necessary for compliance for SCR is typically four to five years after SIP approval. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
When evaluating statutory factor 3, ACS EGF raises several potential concerns with respect to 
SNCR and SCR including energy use, ammonia storage, potential ammonia slip, and potential 
impacts to mercury controls. NPS review finds that: 

• The energy impacts mentioned are most properly accounted for when analyzing 
statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance. 

• Ammonia storage and potential slip issues are not unique to this site and should 
be addressed by proper operation and maintenance. 

• With respect to potential implications for mercury controls, the SNCR ammonia 
slip issue is not unique to this application. SCR is known to promote 
ionization/oxidation of elemental mercury to a form that can be captured by 
downstream control equipment. It is possible that addition of SCR upstream of 
the SO2 and PM controls could result in reduced mercury emissions and/or PAC 
consumption/costs. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
ACS notes that the remaining useful life of the EGF boilers is greater than 20 years. Therefore, 
the remaining useful life has no impact on the annualized estimated control technology costs. In 
addition, the CCM recommends 30-year life for SCR on industrial boilers unless limited by a 
federally-enforceable condition. 

4.2.5 NPS Conclusions and Recommendations for American Crystal Sugar – East Grand Forks 
NPS review finds that ACSC and MPCA have overestimated the Cost of Compliance due to: 

• Use of an unsupported high (5%) interest rate. 
• Use of equipment life (20 years) for some controls that is too short. 
• Application of unsupported retrofit factors. 
• Underestimation of control efficiencies. 

With respect to statutory factor one, the Cost of Compliance, after making the adjustments 
described above NPS analysis finds that: 

1. The addition of DSI (with trona) is cost-effective for SO2 emission reductions with or 
without addition of a new baghouse, and 

2. The addition of SCR is a cost-effective option for reducing NOx emissions from this 
facility. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, the Time Necessary for 
Compliance, for addition of DSI and SCR for both boilers. Review of statutory factors three and 
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four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to DSI or SCR 
and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue. 

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of 
DSI with trona and a new baghouse as well as SCR to both boilers analyzed at American Crystal 
Sugar – East Grand Forks. The addition of DSI on both boilers could reduce SO2 emissions from 
this facility by over 600 tons/year for about $4,800/ton. The addition of SCR on both boilers 
could reduce NOx emissions from this facility by about 600 tons/year for less than $7,000/ton. 

4.3 Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative 

4.3.1 Summary of NPS Recommendations for Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative 
NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar 
Cooperative (SMBSC) finds that there are technically feasible and cost-effective opportunities 
available to further control SO2 and NOx emissions from Boiler 1. NPS analyses show that the 
cost of control is more economical than estimated by MPCA when analyses are adjusted in 
accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM). 

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of cost-effective control strategies that 
provide the greatest emission reductions. The SDA/CDS option could remove 840 tons/year of 
SO2 at an annual cost of $6 million for a cost-effectiveness value of less than $7,100/ton. NPS 
estimates indicate that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by over 800 tons/year at an 
annual cost of $5–$7 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of $6,000–$8,000/ton of NOx 

removed. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of SDA/CDS and SCR at SMBSC. By 
requiring implementation of identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions 
and advancing incremental improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National 
Parks as well as other Class I areas in the region. 

4.3.2 Facility Characteristics 
SMBSC processes harvested sugar beets into beet sugar used in consumer food products. The 
harvested beets are processed through a series of steps including washing, beet slice, diffusion, 
carbonation, evaporation, and crystallization. To extract and purify the sugar, many of these 
processes rely upon steam. SMBSC’s Boiler 1 generates steam needed for beet processing. The 
boiler also generates steam for SMBSC’s turbine for electricity generation. 

Boiler 1 is a Babcock and Wilcox Stirling boiler installed in 1975. The boiler fires sub-
bituminous coal as the primary fuel source and is controlled by a high-efficiency electrostatic 
precipitator for particulate emissions. The flue gas from the electrostatic precipitator is routed to 
a single stack. The boiler is monitored by a continuous opacity monitor and continuous 
emissions monitors for NOx, SO2, and O2. 

The facility is located near Renville, MN, about 435 km south-southwest of Voyageurs National 
Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS. 
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The 2017 NEI emissions inventory indicates that emissions in 2017 increased over the reported 
2016 emissions in the draft SIP and were significantly higher than those projected for 2028. The 
NPS recommends using recent actual emissions in four factor analyses unless the projected 
lower emissions are secured by a permit limit. NPS analyses used the reported 2016 emissions 
for SMBSC Boiler 1. 

Table 8. SIP Table 3-2: 2016 and 2028 EPA Modeling Emissions Inventory for SMBSCC Sources (TPY) 

Units 2016 SO2 2028 SO2 2016 NOx 2028 NOx 

Boiler 1 805 786 930 907 

Table 9. 2017 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) data and NPS Q/d for SMBSC 

Year Inventory Facility Name NOx SO2 Q 

Distance 
to NPS 
Class I 
Area 

Q/d 

NPS 
Class 
I 
Area 

2017NEI_Aug2019_PT NEI Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Coop 1,004 820 1,824 436 4.2 VOYA 

4.3.3 Overarching Cost Issues 
In response to earlier informal four-factor feedback SBMSC said (SMBSC July 23, 2021): 

FLMs stated that reagent, utility, and labor costs were inflated with no basis. 
The basis for these parameters and the year of the estimate is listed in 
Appendix A of the FFA, which are reasonable representations of costs SMBSC 
may occur. Values were scaled up to 2020 dollars from the applicable source 
year assuming 3% inflation each year. 

The NPS maintains that SMBSC (and, in many cases, MPCA) increased all of these costs above 
their default values and, in many cases, by a greater ratio than the Chemical Engineering Plant 
Cost Index (CEPCI) 2020/2016 cost ratio of 1.10. The 2020 CEPCI used by Barr consulting 
(607.5) is too high—it was 596.2.) The CCM only applies an inflation factor to Capital Costs. 
Instead, Operating Costs should be based upon site-specific costs or CCM defaults. None of 
these costs is specific to this facility. Escalation costs of reagent, electricity, and labor into the 
future is not allowed by EPA’s overnight costing method. In the absence of site-specific costs, 
NPS analyses use the CCM and IPM default values. 

NPS review finds that the cost of the following consumables is now: 

• Natural gas = $6.51/kscf (June 11, Henry Hub price) 
• Urea (approximately) $1000/ton 

EPA and the EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) recommend use of the current prime interest rate 
(currently 4.75%) in the absence of a site-specific interest rate. 
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4.3.4 SO2 Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
Basis for the Exclusion of Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization from the FFA 
In response to earlier input SMBSC (July 23, 2021) explained that a wet flue gas desulfurization 
scrubber was not considered for the FFA because captured SO2 would increase sulfate and 
potentially mercury wastewater loading. Further SMBSC raised concerns about a new 
wastewater stream requiring additional wastewater treatment and consuming significant amounts 
of energy. 

The NPS analyses estimated that Wet FGD would cost almost $13,000/ton (see attached Wet 
FGD workbook). 

SDA and DSI SO2 Control Efficiency Basis 
In response to earlier input SMBSC (July 23, 2021) objected to the recommendation to use 
control efficiencies recommended by the updated CCM chapter, which was released following 
the initial four-factor analysis submission. 

However, like most air pollution issues, regional haze is a dynamic process that changes as new 
information is obtained. The NPS continues to recommend that MPCA and SMBSC consider 
new information appropriately as part of the FLM and public review and input processes. 

SMBSC also stated: 

Further, the control efficiencies are appropriate estimates. For example, the 
CCM states that SDA removal efficiencies range between 85-95%. Higher 
control efficiencies may be possible, but SMBSC will design the SDA 
equipment based on what has been demonstrated consistently in practice (i.e., 
90%). Further, SMBSC burns subbituminous coal, which has the lowest 
available sulfur content. This may inhibit the SDA’s ability to achieve higher 
control efficiencies with a lower SO2 inlet loading compared to other coal 
boilers. SMBSC estimated a 70% control efficiency for DSI, which may even be 
too high. Even the updated CCM estimates that DSI can achieve a 50-70% SO2 

reduction. 

SMBSC will adjust the SO2 control efficiency based on responses from 
equipment vendors if applicable. 

According to Barr, the SMSBC consultant: The dry sorbent injection system requires the 
installation of a baghouse to accommodate the additional particulate matter from the injected 
sorbent and reaction byproducts. 

NPS reviewers hold that DSI can be added without replacing the ESP with a baghouse. The S&L 
DSI documentation states, “Trona, when captured in an ESP, typically removes 40 to 50% of 
SO2 without an increase in particulate emissions…” NPS analyses assumed that DSI could be 
added without replacing the ESP and achieve 40% control. In the absence of a vendor estimate 
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NPS analyses conservatively assumed 80% control for DSI with milled trona and a new 
baghouse. The IPM model estimates up to 90% control for this strategy. 

Control Equipment Life 
The NPS continues to recommend that SMBSC and MPCA follow CCM recommendations with 
respect to control equipment life for use in cost calculations. 

SPRAY DRY ABSORBERS (SDA) 

The 30-year life estimate that SMSBC objects to for SDA is not a “best case scenario” as they 
suggest. For example, the CCM states: Manufacturers reportedly design scrubbers to be as 
durable as boilers, which are generally designed to operate for more than 60 years. 

NPS analyses relied on the CCM recommendation of a 30-year equipment life. This is likely 
conservative considering that the system operates on a seasonal (314 day/yr) basis. Nevertheless, 
even assuming a 20-year DSI life, this control is still quite cost-effective. 

DRY SORBENT INJECTION (DSI) AND BAGHOUSES 

SMSBC suggests that DSI relies on a baghouse as a “major critical component” and that 
baghouses have a typical equipment life of 20 years therefore making this the appropriate 
lifetime for a DSI system. However, a baghouse is not integral to, or required for, a DSI system, 
so its life should not be equated to that of DSI. NPS analyses assume that the 30-year SO2 

scrubber life would also apply to a relatively simple DSI system, and 20 years to a new 
baghouse. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
The vendor estimate relied on by SMBSC is not included in the SIP and the NPS cannot 
comment upon its usefulness. The cost methodology for estimates provided by SMBSC is of 
unknown origin. It appears that all values associated with operating costs are general (not 
specific to this site) and may be inflated. The NPS recommends that, SMBSC use established 
methods and present documentation to support a robust analysis. 

MPCA and SMBSC could improve this analysis by explaining the rational for requiring 
replacement of the existing electrostatic precipitator (ESP) with a new baghouse. This may be an 
unnecessary expense because the IPM DSI models include both ESPs and baghouses. Further, 
EPA’s Clean Air Markets data for 2021 includes several coal-fired Electric Generating Units 
(EGUs) with DSI and ESPs. 
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Table 10. Examples of coal-fired Electric Generating Units (EGUs) with DSI, CAMD 2021 

State 
Facility 
Name 

Unit 
ID 

SO2 

(tons) 

Calculated 
Avg. SO2 

Rate 
(lb/MMBtu) 

Heat Input 
(MMBtu) 

Unit Type PM Control(s) 

MN Boswell 4 391 0.025 31,545,340 Tangentially-fired Baghouse 

MI J H Campbell 1 2,758 0.275 20,090,010 Tangentially-fired Baghouse 

MI J H Campbell 2 2,094 0.300 13,961,840 Cell burner boiler Baghouse 

IN R Gallagher 2 49 0.631 154,982 Dry bottom wall-fired Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21) 

IN R Gallagher 4 68 0.720 189,738 Dry bottom wall-fired Baghouse (Retired 6/1/21) 

WI J P Madgett B1 849 0.083 20,454,088 Dry bottom turbo-fired Baghouse ESP 

OK Northeastern 3313 4,564 0.340 26,816,608 Tangentially-fired Baghouse ESP 

IL Kincaid 2 1,083 0.093 23,285,397 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Kincaid 1 808 0.093 17,366,842 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Waukegan 7 501 0.095 10,522,238 Tangentially-fired Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Powerton 62 278 0.109 5,084,619 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

IL Powerton 61 304 0.111 5,502,464 Cyclone boiler Electrostatic Precipitator 

LA Big Cajun 2 2B1 1,203 0.342 7,032,558 Dry bottom wall-fired Electrostatic Precipitator 

OR Boardman 1SG Dry bottom wall-fired Electrostatic Precipitator 

NPS analysis used the CCM to estimate ESP operating cost savings (see ESP workbook) if the 
ESP is replaced. ESP purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using 
the six-tenths power rule based upon gas flow provided by SMBSC. Other costs were scaled up 
based upon a simple gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1987 ratio was applied to estimate total 
capital investment. Demolition of the ESP would be about $200,000 (based on estimates for 
ACS) and that estimated savings on ESP operating costs would be over $700,000/yr. 

The CCM was used to estimate baghouse costs (see baghouse workbook). Some baghouse 
purchased equipment costs were scaled up from the CCM example using the six-tenths power 
rule based upon gas flow provided by SMBSC. Other equipment costs were scaled up based 
upon a simple gas flow ratio. The CEPCI 2021/1998 ratio was applied to estimate total capital 
investment. 

For DSI, NPS analyses used the S&L IPM models and evaluated scenarios in which hydrated 
lime or milled trona was used in conjunction with the existing ESP or a new baghouse. The NPS 
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also evaluated SDA/CDS (which includes the cost of a new baghouse) and Wet FGD using the 
CCM workbook. 

NPS review finds that SMBSC and MPCA appear to have used an obsolete method to estimate 
costs of adding a Spray Dry Absorber (SDA). The current CCM SDA/CDS model includes a 
new baghouse in its cost estimates. Finally, if the existing ESP is removed, thorough estimation 
requires deducting its operating costs from those of its replacement and adding demolition costs. 

NPS analyses assumed that a new baghouse could be installed inside of the shell of the existing 
ESP or within its footprint and would not incur an extra retrofit penalty. Likewise, a SDA/CDS 
system could be installed within the footprint of the existing ESP with no additional retrofit 
penalty. $200,000 was added to the capital cost of replacing the ESP with a baghouse to account 
for demolition costs and annual ESP operating costs were subtracted. NPS calculations used 
equipment lives of 30 years for SO2 scrubbers and 20 years for a new baghouse. 
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Table 11. NPS SO2 Control Cost Estimates for SMBSC Boiler 1 

SMBS Boiler 1 DSI w ESP DSI w BGH DSI w ESP DSI w BGH 

SDA/CDS WFGD 
Control Technology 

Hydrated 
Lime 

Hydrated 
Lime 

Milled Trona Milled Trona 

Capacity (MW) 47.24 47.24 47.24 47.24 47.24 47.24 

Retrofit factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 

CEPCI 776.3 776.3 776.3 776.3 776.3 776.3 

Capital Cost $ 8,990,341 $ 7,666,357 $ 10,320,196 $ 17,468,408 $ 56,441,860 $ 115,758,707 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75% 4.75 4.75 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 30 30 30 30 

Capital Recovery Factor 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 568,275 $ 484,586 $ 652,334 $ 1,184,466 $ 3,567,126 $ 7,315,950 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 309,994 $ 302,203 $ 317,820 $ 1,017,179 $ 3,607,237 $ 7,381,715 

Total System Capacity 
Factor 

0.882 0.882 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 841,273 $ 682,335 $ 907,504 $ 1,725,163 $ 2,350,483 $ 4,075,058 

Total Annual Cost $ 1,719,542 $ 1,469,124 $ 1,877,658 $ 2,635,664 $ 5,957,720 $ 11,456,773 

Uncontrolled SO2 Emission 
Rate (lb/mmbtu) 

0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 

Maximum Uncontrolled 
Tons/yr 

1,076 1,076 1,076 1076 1076 1076 

Uncontrolled Tons 805 805 805 805 949 949 

SO2 Removal Efficiency (%) 30 50 40 80 88 92 

Controlled SO2 Emission 
Rate (lb/mmbtu) 

0.36 0.26 0.31 0.10 0.06 0.04 

Tons Removed 242 403 322 644 840 876 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 7,120 $ 3,650 $ 5,831 $ 4,093 $ 7,097 $ 13,079 

NPS SO2 control cost estimates (see workbooks for details) indicate that milled trona with a new 
baghouse and SDA/CDS are the best options. The SDA/CDS option could remove 840 tpy of 
SO2 at an annual cost of $6 million for a cost-effectiveness value of less than $7,100/ton. 

The NPS also evaluated MPCA’s estimates of the cost-effectiveness of these scenarios by 
adjusting the MPCA interest rate and equipment lives to be consistent with the CCM. Again, no 
retrofit penalties were assumed for the reasons cited above. 
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Table 12. NPS Evaluation of MPCA cost-effectiveness scenarios for SMBSC SO2 control options 

Control Technology 

MPCA SMBS Boiler 1 ARD Revisions to MPCA SMBS Boiler 1 

DSI w Trona & 
BGH 

SDA 
DSI w Trona & 
BGH 

SDA 

Capacity (MW) 472 472 472 472 

Retrofit factor 1.5 1.5 1 1 

Capital Cost $ 37,755,277 $ 54,520,933 $ 24,187,473 $ 34,270,795 

Interest rate (%) 3.50% 3.50% 4.50% 4.50% 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 20 20 30 30 

Capital Recovery Factor 0.0704 0.0704 0.0614 0.0614 

Capital Recovery Cost 2,656,502 $ 3,938,759 $ 1,456,465 $ 2,209,468 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M 4,415,695 $ 6,265,971 $ 2,637,228 $ 3,706,564 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M 1,870,007 $ 958,329 $ 1,818,887 $ 893,526 

Total Annual Cost $ 6,285,702 $ 7,224,301 $ 4,456,115 $ 4,600,090 

Uncontrolled SO2 Emission Rate 
(lb/mmbtu) 

0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 

Uncontrolled Tons 795 795 795 795 

SO2 Removal Efficiency (%) 70% 90% 70% 90% 

Controlled SO2 Emission Rate 
(lb/mmbtu) 

0.15 0.05 0.15 0.05 

Tons Removed 557 716 557 716 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 11,295 $ 10,097 $ 8,007 $ 6,429 

MPCA’s higher Indirect costs for DSI and SDA are partially due to due to its application of a 
retrofit factor = 1.5 (versus = 1.0), and shorter equipment life. NPS estimates indicate that, DSI 
(with trona and a new baghouse) and SDA/CDS are both cost-effective. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
Time necessary for compliance is estimated to be 18 months for DSI with milled trona and 4 – 5 
years for SDA. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
SMBSC consultant Barr cites potential increased energy usage and solid waste generation 
concerns. In most circumstances, energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of 
Compliance analysis. The solid waste generation concerns are not unique to this site. 
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Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
The CCM recommends a 30-year life for scrubbers unless limited by a federally-enforceable 
condition. 

4.3.5 NOx Four-factor Analysis 
Control Efficiency 
MPCA assumed 49% efficiency by SNCR with an estimated Normalized Stoichiometric Ratio 
(NSR) = 1.57. NPS application of CCM Equation 1.17 yielded NSR = 0.94. As a result NPS 
analyses project a 30% NOx reduction (from CCM Figure 1.1c) down to 0.30 lb/mmBtu with 
much less reagent. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
Basis for the selected retrofit factor 
In the draft SIP SMBSC cost calculations for SNCR and SCR, Barr included a 1.5 retrofit factor. 
The CCM requires specific justification and documentation to support use of factors greater than 
1.0. The EPA CCM default retrofit factor = 1.0 already includes a 20%–25% markup for many 
of the issues cited as rationale for the higher rate. After observing Google earth photos of the 
facility, and in consideration of the issues described in SMBSC’s July 23, 2021 submittal, NPS 
review finds that it appears that a higher retrofit factor may be justified for SCR installed on the 
roof (NPS assumed 1.5 for this calculation). However, this should not be necessary for SNCR (or 
SCR installed following the ESP) unless supported by a vendor. For this reason, NPS analyses 
used the default retrofit factor = 1.0 for those other options. 

Basis and Cost for SCR Reheat 
SMBSC (and MPCA) has included costs to reheat the flue gas entering the SCR in addition to 
applying a 1.5 retrofit factor due to the difficulty of locating the SCR above the boiler exhaust. 
The SIP could be improved by a demonstration of why both of these costs (retrofit factor =1.5 
and reheat costs) are necessary. 

Due to the high cost of natural gas, NPS analyses included a 70%-efficient heat exchanger in the 
reheat system and applied CCM methods to estimate operating parameters and costs. In 
estimating the capital and operating costs of SCR, the NPS included the duct burner heat input to 
size the SCR to handle the additional load. 

SCR Catalyst and Equipment Life Basis 
In response to earlier input SMBSC replied (July 23, 2021):  

FLMs stated that the catalyst and equipment life are underestimated compared 
to EPA CCM defaults. Section 4, Chapter 2 of the EPA CCM discusses catalyst 
and SCR life. SMBSC assumed the mid-range for the typical catalyst life 
guarantees (16,000 – 24,000 hours). While these numbers represent high dust 
scenarios, SMBSC will not assume that SCR catalyst will maintain proper 
performance without a guarantee from a vendor. This would require a detailed 
SCR evaluation, which is not warranted because the technology is not cost 
effective. 
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SMBSC selected “Method 2” to estimate catalyst replacement cost; this tends to produce higher 
cost estimates than “Method 1.” 20,000 hours is an acceptable mid-range value for catalyst life 
for a high-dust configuration. However, SCR located following the ESP should have a longer 
catalyst life—NPS estimates 24,000 hours. 

SMBSC also replied (July 23, 2021): 

In addition, the CCM states that the expected SCR equipment life for industrial 
boilers is 20-25 years. SMBSC assumed 20 years for the SCR life because it is 
a reasonable approximation of what could be expected for an equipment life 
for purposes of the FFA and is within the default range provided by the CCM. 

According to the CCM, “For other sources, the equipment life can be between 20 and 30 years.” 
The CCM workbook assumes use of the 25-year mid-range value, which the NPS accepts as 
appropriate for a seasonal facility that only operates 314 days per year. 
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NPS Estimated Cost of Compliance for SNCR 

Table 13. NPS estimated SNCR costs for SMSBC compared to MPCA estimates 

SMBSC Boiler 1 

Control Technology 
SNCR 

NPS MPCA 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 472.4 472.4 

Retrofit factor 1.0 1.5 

CEPCI 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 5,871,808 $ 7,159,267 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 3.5 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 20 20 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 461,524 $ 504,012 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 464,166 $ 507,234 

Total System Capacity Factor 0.7611 0.7449 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 645,264.59 $ 806,837.79 

Total Annual Cost $ 1,109,430.99 $ 1,314,071.85 

Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr) 929 909 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.59 0.59 

NOx Removal Efficiency (%) 30 49 

Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.42 0.30 

Tons Removed 274 447 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 4,042 $ 2,942 

Significant Issues regarding SNCR Cost-Effectiveness: 
• A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 

20% increase over a “greenfield” application) is likely unjustified considering the 
relative simplicity of typical SNCR systems. The CCM advises that: 

o If the SNCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor 
equal to or greater than 0.84. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of 
difficulty. For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater 
than 1; however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. 
According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" 
is appropriate for the proposed project" 
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• Updated NPS calculations apply more recent values for CEPCI and interest rate. 
• It is likely that MPCA has overestimated SNCR control efficiency and the 

resulting Direct Operating Costs and Tons Removed. NPS recommends 
application of the relationship shown in CCM Figure 1.1c. 

NPS analyses estimate that addition of SNCR could reduce annual NOx by almost 300 tons at an 
annual cost of about $1.1 million resulting in a very cost-effective strategy of about $4,000/ton 
of NOx removed. 

NPS Estimated Cost of Compliance for SCR 
The table below shows the SCR costs estimated by MPCA and ARD (NPS).  

The column labeled “SCR” does not include reheat. The column labeled “Reheat” shows the 
costs of adding a 211 mmBtu/hr burner. The next column to the right shows costs associated 
with the SCR enlarged to treat the combined gas streams from the boiler and the burner. The next 
column to the right shows the combined costs of the reheat burner and the enlarged SCR. The 
cost-effectiveness of this combination is $7,396/ton. 

The column headed “ARD/MPCA” shows NPS revisions to the MPCA calculations for the SCR 
w Reheat combination, while the “MPCA” column shows the actual MPCA calculations. 
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Table 14. NPS estimated SCR costs for SMSBC compared to MPCA estimates 

SMBS Boiler 1 SCR Reheat SCR+Reheat 

Control Technology NPS NPS NPS ARD/MPCA MPCA 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 472.4 231 704 704 472.4 

Retrofit factor 1.5 1 1 1 1.5 

CEPCI 776.3 776.3 776.3 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 47,658,491 $ 1,887,062 $ 43,046,809 $ 44,933,871 $ 44,709,067 $ 39,367,890 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 4.75 4.75 4.75 3.50 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 25 25 25 25 20 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 3,297,968 $ 130,557 $ 2,978,839 $ 3,109,396 $ 3,460,963 $ 2,771,423 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 3,303,088 $ 253,293 $ 2,983,683 $ 3,236,976 $ 2,111,312 $ 2,933,155 

Total System Capacity 
Factor 0.761 0.745 

Catalyst Life (hr) 20,000 24,000 24,000 20,000 

Catalyst Replacement Cost 
Method 2 2 2 2 

Catalyst Replacement Cost $ 189,384 $ 282,052 $ 282,052 $ 191,915 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 1,121,222 $ 1,344,912 $ 1,530,195 $ 2,875,107 $ 3,328,035 $ 2,071,903 

Total Annual Cost $ 4,424,310 $ 1,598,205 $ 4,513,878 $ 6,112,082 $ 5,307,676 $ 4,979,779 

Maximum Uncontrolled 
(Tons/yr) 1220 101 1322 1220 

Uncontrolled NOx Emissions 
(Tons/yr) 929 77 1006 909 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission 
Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.59 0.10 0.59 0.59 

NOx Removal Efficiency (%) 90 90 90 90 92 

Controlled NOx Emission 
Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 

Tons Remaining 94 8 102 77 

Tons Removed 834 69 826 835 832 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 5,303 $ 7,396 $ 6,354 $ 5,986 
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Significant Issues regarding SCR Cost-Effectiveness: 
• A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 

20% increase over a “greenfield” application) was not justified for SCR with 
reheat. The CCM advises that: 

o If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor 
between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. 
For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; 
however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. 
According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" 
is appropriate for the proposed project" 

• Updated NPS calculations apply more recent values for CEPCI and interest rate. 

The NPS estimates that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by over 800 tons at an annual 
cost of $5–$7 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of $7,000–$8,000/ton of NOx 

removed. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
SCR operation typically requires four to five years after SIP approval, while SNCR may take up 
to two years. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
When evaluating statutory factor 3, SMBSC raises several potential concerns with respect to 
SNCR and SCR including fuel consumption and energy use. The energy impacts mentioned are 
most properly accounted for when analyzing statutory factor 1, Cost of Compliance. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
The CCM recommends 25-year life for SCR and 20 years for SNCR on industrial boilers unless 
limited by a federally-enforceable condition. 

4.3.6 NPS Conclusions and Recommendations Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar Cooperative 
NPS review finds that SMBSC and MPCA have overestimated the Cost of Compliance due to: 

• Use of equipment life (20 years) for some controls that is too short. 
• Application of unsupported retrofit factors. 
• Underestimation of control efficiencies. 

With respect to statutory factor one, the Cost of Compliance, after making the adjustments 
described above NPS analysis finds that for this facility: 

1. The addition of DSI (with trona) is cost-effective for SO2 emission reductions with or 
without addition of a new baghouse. 

2. The addition of SDA/CDS is also cost-effective and would provide a superior level 
of SO2 emission control. 

3. The addition of SNCR is a cost-effective option for reducing NOx emissions. 
4. The addition of SCR is also cost-effective and would provide a superior level of NOx 

emission control. 
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The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, the Time Necessary for 
Compliance, addition of SDA/CDS and SCR. Review of statutory factors three and four finds no 
unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to DSI, SDA/CDS, SNCR, 
or SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue. 

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of 
cost-effective control strategies that provide the greatest emission reductions. The SDA/CDS 
option could remove 840 tons/year of SO2 at an annual cost of $6 million for a cost-effectiveness 
value of less than $7,100/ton. NPS estimates indicate that addition of SCR could reduce annual 
NOx by over 800 tons/year at an annual cost of $5–$7 million resulting in a cost-effective 
strategy of $6,000–$8,000/ton of NOx removed. 

5 Paper Manufacturing – Four-Factor Feedback 

5.1 Boise White Paper 

5.1.1 Summary of NPS Recommendations for Boise White Paper 
NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Boise White Paper (Boise) finds that, as a 
result of screening Boiler 2 and the Recovery Furnace, almost 1,050 annual tons of SO2 and NOx 

were not evaluated at this facility. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA improve the demonstration of effective controls for these 
units, showing why these emissions cannot reasonably be reduced, or require a four-factor 
evaluation of emission control opportunities. 

For Boiler 1, the NPS recommends that MPCA adjust the permitted NOx emissions rate to more 
closely reflect the emission rate evaluated. If the currently permitted limit is considered, SCR 
may be cost effective. 

5.1.2 Facility Characteristics 
Boise White Paper (Boise) is wholly owned by Packaging Corporation of America (PCA) and is 
located in International Falls, 17 km west of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area 
administered by the National Park Service. The facility is an integrated kraft pulp and paper mill 
that produces commodity and specialty paper. The three emission units included in MPCA’s 
request for information are: 

• Boiler 1 
• Boiler 2 
• Recovery Furnace 

MPCA screened Boiler 2 and the Recovery Furnace from four-factor analysis based on a 2013 
BACT analysis and the presence of a more stringent NOx emissions limits than found in a review 
of permit limits for similar sources. 
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In its July 2021 clarification memo, EPA advised that states must show why additional emission 
reductions are not necessary to make reasonable progress. Section 2.3 addressed the analytical 
expectations for “effectively controlled” determinations: 

The underlying rationale for the “effective controls” flexibility is that if a 
source’s emissions are already well controlled, it is unlikely that further cost-
effective reductions are available. A state relying on an “effective control” to 
avoid performing a four-factor analysis for a source should demonstrate 
why, for that source specifically, a four-factor analysis would not result in 
new controls and would, therefore, be a futile exercise. 

MPCA’s draft SIP Table 14 shows that Boise emitted 803 tons of in NOx 2016. Of this total, 
only 73 tons of NOx from Boiler #1 are accounted for. Based upon permitted limits, it appears 
that Boiler #2 has potential NOx emissions of 439 tons/yr and that the Recovery Furnace has 
potential NOx emissions of 482 tons/yr. In total, as a result of screening Boiler 2 and the 
Recovery Furnace almost 1,050 annual tons of SO2 and NOx were not evaluated at this facility. 

NPS ARD has reviewed three other hogged fuel boilers similar to Boiler #2 at paper mills, 
including the Sappi mill in Cloquet, MN where SNCR and SCR were evaluated by the state for 
NOx reductions. Two of those boilers (PCA in Wallula, WA and Nippon Dynawave in 
Longview, WA) have NOx emission rates that are lower than the permitted rate for Boiler 2 at 
Boise White. Further, while the recovery furnace uses staged air combustion to manage the 
generation of NOx, it is not clear if that includes quaternary air.4 If not, the NPS recommends 
that MPCA investigate its addition. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA improve the demonstration of effective controls for screened 
units, showing why emissions cannot reasonably be reduced, or require a four-factor evaluation 
of emission control opportunities. 

4 SUN BIO MATERIAL (U.S.) COMPANY, PSD PERMIT APPLICATION, November 2018: The most widely 
used combustion modification approach in recovery boilers is commonly referred to as “quaternary air/staged 
combustion.” This technology involves four stages of combustion air supplied at successively higher points in the 
body of the furnace. Quaternary Air/Staged Combustion minimizes NOx emissions by maintaining the minimum 
combustion temperature possible at each successive stage in the furnace to combust the black liquor solids while 
maintaining high sulfur reduction efficiencies, good bed stability, and uniform velocities after the furnace to 
minimize high temperatures and fouling. Primary air is used for bed stability, efficient carbon burnout, and high 
sulfur reduction efficiencies. Secondary (low and high) air ensures even air distribution over the char bed for 
pyrolysis and volatiles burning. NCG gas can be mixed with high secondary air, which provides air to the start‐up 
burners. Tertiary air is the over‐fire air over black liquor sprays and provides air to load‐carrying burners. Finally, 
quaternary air is the air staging register at the upper furnace for NOx reduction. Moreover, the “Quaternary 
Air/Staged Combustion” technology employed on all modern recovery boiler systems already minimizes NOX 

emissions while maintaining high reduction efficiencies, good bed stability, and uniform velocities. 
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5.1.3 NOx Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
Three types of NOx emission controls were evaluated for Boise Boiler 1: 

• LNB/OFA + FGR 
• SCR 
• SNCR 

The SNCR analysis is not included in MPCA SIP Table 28 but was included in NPS review. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
MPCA presented the analyses shown in its Table 28 below. 

Table 15. Minnesota draft SIP Table 28. NOx control information (MPCA revision) 

Facility Emission 
Unit Control Measure 

Emission 
Reduction 
(tpy) 

Capital Costs 
($) 

Annual Costs 
($) 

Cost 
Effectiveness 
($/ton) 

Boise White Paper Boiler 1 
LNB/OFA + FGR 58 $11,144,531 $1,557,544 $26,649 
SCR 66 $8,031,851 $905,022 $13,783 

In addition, MPCA provided an analysis of SNCR using methods developed by EPA in its 
Control Cost Manual (CCM) and determined that SNCR could reduce NOx emissions by 38 
tons/yr at an annual cost of about $250,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of just over $6,600/ton 
of NOx removed. The NPS revised the MPCA calculations for both SNCR and SCR as follows: 

• Based upon CCM Figure 1.1c, SNCR is estimated to reduce NOx emissions by 
19% (instead of 40%) from a baseline emission rate of 0.131 lb/mmBtu. 

• SCR is assumed to be able to achieve 0.02 lb/mmBtu for this gas-fired boiler. 
MPCA assumed that SCR would reduce emissions by 70% down to 0.04 
lb/mmBtu. 

• An SCR catalyst life = 24,000 hours for this gas-fired boiler was used, instead of 
20,000 hours used by MPCA. 

• A Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) for 2021 = 776.3 was applied 
instead of the 2019 CEPCI = 607.5. 

• The June 21, 2022 prime interest rate = 4.75% was used instead of 3.5%. 

NPS analysis determined that SNCR could reduce NOx emissions by 18 tons/yr at an annual cost 
of about $325,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of almost $18,000/ton of NOx removed. 

For SCR, along with the revisions listed above NPS applied an 85% control assumption (down to 
0.02 lb/mmBtu), and determined that SCR could reduce NOx emissions by 80 tons/yr at an 
annual cost of $1,008,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of about $12,600/ton of NOx removed. 
However, when application of SCR at 90% control versus the permitted emission rate = 0.20 
lb/mmBtu was reevaluated, we found that SCR could reduce NOx emissions by 130 tons/yr at an 
annual cost of $1,031,000 for a cost-effectiveness value of about $8,000/ton of NOx removed. 
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Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
Installation of SCR typically requires four-to-five years. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
Energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The other 
non-air quality environmental impacts cited are not unique to this site. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
MPCA used a 20-year life for SNCR and for SCR. The CCM recommends 20 – 25 years for 
SCR; NPS analyses assumed 25 years for this gas-fired boiler. 

5.1.4 NPS Conclusions and Recommendations Boise White Paper 
MPCA’s Table 14 shows that Boise emitted 803 tons of NOx in 2016. Of this total, only 73 tons 
of NOx are attributed to Boiler #1, the unit selected for four-factor evaluation. Based upon 
permitted limits, it appears that Boiler #2 has potential NOx emissions of 439 tons/yr and that the 
Recovery Furnace has potential NOx emissions of 482 tons/yr. Potential emissions from each of 
these units is more than six times greater than the emissions that were evaluated. 

By screening Boiler #2 and the Recovery Furnace from four-factor evaluation SIP, MPCA has 
evaluated less than 10% of this facility’s NOx emissions. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA could improve the draft SIP by providing a more robust 
demonstration that Boiler #2 and the Recovery Furnace are effectively controlled or by requiring 
a four-factor evaluation of NOx control opportunities from these emission units. 

For Boiler #1 the NPS recommends that MPCA adjust the permitted NOx emissions rate to 
reflect the emission rate evaluated. Otherwise, if the currently permitted limit is considered, SCR 
may be cost effective. 

5.2 Sappi Cloquet LLC 

5.2.1 Summary of NPS Recommendations for Sappi Cloquet LLC 
NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Sappi Cloquet LLC supports MPCA 
findings that: 

• Recovery Boiler #10 is effectively controlled and can be screened from four-
factor evaluation. 

• Projected 2028 emissions of SO2 from Power Boiler #9 are too low to warrant 
four-factor evaluation of DSI or SDA emission controls from that unit. 

With respect to the NOx evaluation on Power Boiler #9, NPS review finds that MPCA has 
reasonably estimated the statutory factor one, Cost of Compliance, and demonstrated that: 

• Addition of SNCR is cost-effective, and 
• Addition of SCR is also cost-effective and represents greater emission control. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of cost-effective control strategies that 
provide the greatest emission reductions. NPS estimates indicate that addition of SCR to Boiler 9 
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could reduce annual NOx by 300 tons/year at an annual cost of about $2.5 million resulting in a 
cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx removed. By requiring implementation of 
identified controls MPCA will be reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental 
improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I 
areas in the region. 

5.2.2 Facility Characteristics 
Sappi Cloquet LLC is a kraft pulp and paper mill that manufactures kraft paper pulp, dissolving 
wood pulp, and fine coated paper. The facility is located near Cloquet, MN, about 175 km south 
of Voyageurs National Park, a Class I area administered by the NPS. 

The two emission units included in MPCA’s request for information are: 

• Power Boiler #9 
• Recovery Boiler #10 

NPS supports MPCA findings that: 

• Recovery Boiler #10 is effectively controlled and can be screened from four-
factor evaluation. 

• Projected 2028 emissions of SO2 from Power Boiler #9 are too low to warrant 
four-factor evaluation of DSI or SDA emission controls from that unit. 

5.2.3 NOx Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
Power Boiler #9 burns primarily hog fuel (biomass), utilizes natural gas as a 
startup/supplemental fuel, is a backup combustion source for NCG, and is permitted to burn 
distillate oil. Power Boiler #9 is a stoker grate design. Based on the primary fuel use and the 
design of Power Boiler #9, low NOx burners were not considered in the four-factor analysis 
because: 

• Low NOx burners for solid fuels (like the ones at coal fired power plants) typically utilize 
dry solid fuel which is pulverized to a fine powder in a mill and fed pneumatically into 
the burners. This allows staging of air and fuel in the combustion process in order to 
reduce NOx emissions. This technology is not feasible for the stoker grate hog fuel boiler 
at Sappi. 

• Low NOx burners for natural gas and/or distillate oil are technically feasible options, but 
the hog fuel boiler at Sappi burns primarily hog fuel (biomass). Thus, installing low NOx 

burners for natural gas and/or distillate oil would have a minor impact on NOx emissions 
and therefore was not further considered in the four-factor analysis. 

Based on this information, the technologies that were considered in the four-factor analysis are 
SCR and SNCR. The NPS supports this determination of appropriate NOx controls for 
consideration. 
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Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
The table below shows the SNCR and SCR costs estimated by MPCA and the NPS for Sappi 
Cloquet LLC. All cost-effectiveness values are below $9,000/ton. 

Table 16. NPS estimated NOx control costs for Sappi Cloquet power boiler 9 compared to MPCA 
estimates 

Sappi Power Boiler 9 

Control Technology 
SNCR SCR 

NPS MPCA NPS MPCA 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 430 430 430 430 

Retrofit factor 1 1 1 1.33 

CEPCI 776.3 607.5 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 6,068,270 $ 6,068,270 $ 28,945,602 $ 29,945,905 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 3.50 4.75 3.50 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 20 20 25 25 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 476,966 $ 427,206 $ 2,003,036 $ 1,817,716 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 479,697 $ 429,937 $ 2,007,307 $ 1,822,048 

Total System Capacity Factor 0.631 0.631 0.631 0.631 

Catalyst Life (hr) 20,000 20,000 

Catalyst Replacement Cost Method 1 1 

Catalyst Replacement Cost $ 198,567 $ 194,561 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 168,063 $ 312,950 $ 515,955 $ 514,973 

Total Annual Cost $ 647,759 $ 742,887 $ 2,523,262 $ 2,337,020 

Maximum Uncontrolled (Tons/yr) 550 550 550 550 

Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr) 347 347 347 347 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

NOx Removal Efficiency (%) 21 25 83 80 

Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.23 0.22 0.05 0.06 

Tons Removed 74 87 288 278 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 8,790 $ 8,562 $ 8,774 $ 8,418 
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Significant Issues regarding Cost-Effectiveness: 
• A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 1.0 (which represents a 

25% increase over a “greenfield” application) was not justified. The CCM 
advises that: 

o If the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor 
between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. 
For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; 
however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. 
According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" 
is appropriate for the proposed project." The MPCA retrofit factor 
represents a 66% increase versus a “greenfield” estimate. 

• Although both MPCA and NPS used the current versions of EPA’s Control Cost 
Manual (CCM) workbooks for SNCR and SCR, the NPS applied the current 
(4.75%) prime interest rate and 2021 Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index 
(CEPCI = 776.3). 

• The CCM default for catalyst life is 20,000 – 24,000 hours; NPS used the MPCA 
20,000 hour estimate. 

• It is likely that MPCA has overestimated SNCR control efficiency and the 
resulting Direct Operating Costs and Tons Removed. NPS recommends 
application of the relationship shown in CCM Figure 1.1c. 

• It is likely that MPCA has underestimated SCR control efficiency and the 
resulting Direct Operating Costs and Tons Removed. The CCM advises that SCR 
can achieve emissions as low as 0.04 lb/mmbtu (and up to 90% control). NPS 
analyses used 0.05 lb/mmbtu (83% control) to be conservative. 

The NPS estimates that addition of SNCR could reduce annual NOx by over 70 tons at an annual 
cost of about $0.65 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx 

removed. 

We estimate that addition of SCR could reduce annual NOx by almost 300 tons at an annual cost 
of about $2.5 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of NOx removed. 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
SCR operation typically requires four to five years after SIP approval, while SNCR may take up 
to two years. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
Energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The other 
non-air quality environmental impacts cited are not unique to this site. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
The CCM recommends 20–25-year life for SCR and 20 years for SNCR on industrial boilers 
unless limited by a federally-enforceable condition. 
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5.2.4 NPS Conclusions and Recommendations Sappi Cloquet LLC 
NPS supports MPCA findings that: 

• Recovery Boiler #10 is effectively controlled and can be screened from four-factor 
evaluation. 

• Projected 2028 emissions of SO2 from Power Boiler #9 are too low to warrant four-
factor evaluation of DSI or SDA emission controls from that unit. 

For NOx evaluation on Power Boiler #9, NPS review finds that MPCA has reasonably estimated 
the statutory factor one, Cost of Compliance, and demonstrated that: 

• Addition of SNCR is cost-effective, and 
• Addition of SCR is also cost-effective and represents greater emission control. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA evaluate statutory factor two, the Time Necessary for 
Compliance, for addition of SNCR and SCR for Power Boiler #9. Review of statutory factors 
three and four finds no unusual Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts related to 
SNCR or SCR and Remaining Useful Life is not an issue. 

In conclusion, based on the four factors, the NPS recommends that MPCA require the addition of 
cost-effective control strategies that provide the greatest emission reductions. NPS estimates 
indicate that addition of SCR to Boiler 9 could reduce annual NOx by almost 300 tons/year at an 
annual cost of about $2.5 million resulting in a cost-effective strategy of about $8,800/ton of 
NOx removed. 

6 Taconite – Four-Factor Feedback 

6.1 Overarching Taconite 

At the MN taconite facilities, iron ore from mines along the Mesaba Iron Range is separated 
from taconite (a low-grade iron ore) using magnetism. The taconite powder with the iron in it is 
called concentrate which is rolled with clay inside large rotating cylinders. The cylinders cause 
the powder to roll into marble-sized balls that are then dried and heated until they are white hot. 
The balls become hard as they cool and become taconite pellets which are shipped to steel mills 
to be melted down into steel.5 

On February 6, 2013, U.S. EPA promulgated a Taconite Regional Haze FIP that included BART 
limits for taconite furnaces subject to BART in Minnesota with an effective date of March 8, 
2013.6 On April 12, 2016, U.S. EPA finalized the revisions to the 2013 FIP and the final rule 
(2016 FIP) was effective on May 12, 2016.7 EPA’s 2016 FIP contained this: 

5 Taconite | Minnesota DNR (state.mn.us) 
6 See 78 Fed. Reg. 8706 (February 6, 2013). 
7 See 81 Fed. Reg. 21672 (April 12, 2016). 
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We expect Minnesota and Michigan to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a 
potential option for making reasonable progress in future planning periods, 
but reject the technology as BART for the Minnesota and Michigan taconite 
facilities at this time. 

MPCA initially selected six taconite plants for four-factor analyses; their 2017 emissions (from 
the National Emissions Inventory—NEI) are shown below. (All emissions except Hg are in 
ton/yr; Hg is in lb/yr.) These facilities are located between 85 and 150 km south of Voyageurs 
National Park and within 300 km of Isle Royale National Park, both Class I areas administered 
by the National Park Service (NPS). 

Table 17. Recent annual emissions from Minnesota Taconite facilities, NEI 2017 

Facility Name 
Hg, 
lb/yr 

NOx, tpy 
PM10-
PRI, 
tpy 

PM25-
PRI, tpy 

SO2, tpy 
NOx+ 
PM10+ 
SO2, tpy 

Distance to 
NPS Class I 
Area, km 

(NOx+ 
PM10+ 
SO2)/d 

Hibbing Taconite Co 149 3,981 1,567 400 824 6,372 100 64 

ArcelorMittal Minorca Mine Inc 75 3,063 567 173 136 3,766 85 44 

United Taconite LLC - Fairlane Plant 190 3,743 595 412 275 4,613 108 43 

Northshore Mining Co–Silver Bay 22 2,169 461 327 1,539 4,169 147 28 

US Steel Corp–Minntac 173 6,481 2,788 2,084 1,207 10,476 85 123 

US Steel Corp–Keetac 90 5,009 533 411 533 6,075 109 56 

Totals 700 24,446 6,511 3,807 4,514 35,471 358 

Based on emissions relative to distance to NPS managed Class I areas, MN ranks #9 in the US, 
with the taconite facilities comprising more than half of those impacts. (The taconite plants alone 
would rank #22 as a “state.” 

MPCA subsequently decided that no four-factor analyses were required for any of these 
facilities. The paragraph below (United Taconite—Fairlane) is an example of MPCA’s rationale 
from the draft SIP: 

These circumstances are specific, or similar to, examples U.S. EPA identifies 
in its August 2019 Guidance where it may be reasonable to not select a source 
for further analysis. Regarding NOx emissions, the emission units installed and 
began operating controls to meet BART emission limits for the first 
implementation period. Regarding SO2 emissions, while the existing controls 
for the emission units were determined to be BART, meaning no add-on 
controls were required, both emission units are subject to an hourly SO2 

emission rate limit and fuel sulfur content requirements established in the 
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Taconite FIP. Given the level of control required for these emissions units, the 
MPCA determined that it was unlikely that there are further available 
reasonable controls for these emission units and removed them from further 
analysis for this implementation period. 

NPS review and analysis demonstrates that controls that are more effective than the current 
controls are technically feasible, cost-effective, and may be considered reasonable. 

MPCA may also be relying upon two other issues related to the taconite companies: 

• Analyses conducted by U.S. EPA that determined what emission reductions were BART 
for the indurating furnaces at taconite facilities in Minnesota, as discussed earlier in 
Section 2.3.5 regarding sources that are effectively controlled are referenced and relied 
on. The BART analyses conducted by U.S. EPA were included in the Taconite Regional 
Haze FIPs promulgated in 2013 and 2016. 

• According to MPCA, U.S. EPA and the Minnesota taconite facilities have been in 
continued settlement discussions since the promulgation of these FIPs, as discussed in 
SIP Section 1.3, most recently resulting in revisions to the FIP requirements for U.S. 
Steel–Minntac in 2020. While the MPCA is not included in the settlement discussions 
between U.S. EPA and the Minnesota taconite facilities, the MPCA expects that U.S. 
EPA’s current analysis is both sound and does not require an update for this 
implementation period given that U.S. EPA continues to evaluate the specific 
requirements of the FIP, including the associated BART emission limits. 

EPA’s previous BART determinations are no longer current (some of the facilities may have 
changed fuel mixtures and/or pellet characteristics) and warrant revisiting, especially with 
respect to EPA’s 2016 comments regarding SCR with reheat. 

The ongoing negotiations among EPA and the Minnesota taconite facilities do not exempt the 
taconite facilities from review in this planning period. In its 11/01/2021 letter to Wyoming, EPA 
stated: 

Wyoming states that it did not conduct a four-factor analysis for the Wyodak 
facility due to ongoing first planning period litigation. First planning period 
litigation is not a basis to forego a four-factor analysis for Wyodak for the 
second regional haze implementation period. Wyoming must perform a four-
factor analysis or provide a reasonable explanation for excluding Wyodak 
consistent with the Regional Haze Rule, EPA’s Guidance, and the 
Clarifications Memo. 
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6.2 United Taconite LLC–Fairlane Plant 

6.2.1 Summary of NPS Recommendations for United Taconite LLC–Fairlane Plant 
NPS review of the four-factor analysis conducted for Cleveland Cliffs’ United Taconite— 
Fairlane Plant (UTAC) finds that NOx, SO2, and PM emissions from UTAC’s Lines #1 & #2 are 
not effectively-controlled. 

Further, NPS review finds that: 

• Application of tail-end SCR (installed after the existing wet scrubbers) at UTAC 
could reduce NOx emissions by almost 3,000 tons/yr for $7,000–$10,000/ton. 

• On their own, opportunities to reduce SO2 emissions with a modern scrubber and 
fabric filter or ESP are well above the threshold for consideration even when 
adjusted for conformance with CCM methods. 

However, an integrated approach that precedes tail-end SCR with dry scrubbing and a fabric 
filter would minimize catalyst fouling (improving the technical feasibility of SCR) while 
drastically reducing PM emissions as well as reducing SO2 emissions. This would be a far 
superior approach from an emissions reduction and cost effectiveness perspective with the 
potential to reduce haze causing emissions by thousands of tons per year in a cost-effective 
manner (Table 20). 

The NPS recommends that MPCA require all taconite facilities originally selected for four-factor 
analysis to conduct four-factor analyses evaluating how an integrated approach to emission 
control improvements could reduce visibility-impairing emissions. Given both the scale and 
proximity of haze causing emissions from taconite facilities this may be the single best strategy 
available to MPCA for reducing haze causing emissions and advancing incremental 
improvement of visibility at Voyageurs and Isle Royale National Parks as well as other Class I 
areas in the region. 

6.2.2 Facility Characteristics 
UTAC is located 108 km southwest of Voyageurs National Park. Of the six taconite facilities 
identified by MPCA for four-factor analysis, only Cleveland Cliffs submitted one for its UTAC 
plant. In that submittal, the company included this disclaimer: 

The NOx Four-Factor analysis evaluated Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) with 
reheating of the exhaust gases using a conventional duct burner. It is important to note 
that the use of SCR with reheat has not been demonstrated on taconite furnaces or 
similar sources. Therefore, this technology does not meet the definition of technically 
feasible. However, according to EPA’s 2016 Final Federal Implementation Plan (FIP),8 
EPA expects Minnesota to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a potential option for 
reasonable progress in future planning periods. It is only due to this statement by EPA 

8 EPA April 12, 2016 Federal Register: We expect Minnesota and Michigan to reevaluate SCR with reheat as a 
potential option for making reasonable progress in future planning periods, but reject the technology as BART for 
the Minnesota and Michigan taconite facilities at this time. 
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that the SCR with reheat control technology is included in the analysis; UTAC does not 
concur that SCR with reheat is considered technically feasible.9 

The NPS observes that for the purposes of four factor analysis, a technology need not have been 
demonstrated on a specific industry to be “technically feasible”—it must only be available 
(which SCR is) and applicable (which SCR may be). 

According to MPCA, lines 1 and 2 at UTAC were BART-eligible emission units and BART 
emission limits on NOx and SO2 were established by U.S. EPA in the Regional Haze Taconite 
FIP promulgated during the first Regional Haze Implementation Period. Lines 3, 4, and 5 can 
burn coal, petroleum coke, natural gas and distillate oil. These emission units utilize existing wet 
scrubbers for SO2 control. 

Emission units are subject to a NOx emissions limit (1.5-3.0 lb NOx/MMBtu for each line, fuel 
dependent, as a 30-day rolling average) established in the Taconite FIP dated April 12, 2016. 
These emission units required add-on controls, low NOx burners, to meet the NOx limits. 

Based upon data submitted by UTAC, annual average NOx emission rates were 1,325 tons @ 
1.83 lb/mmBtu for Line 1 and 1,874 tons @ 1.22 lb/mmBtu for Line 2. Additionally, these 
emission units are subject to an SO2 emissions limit (529 lb SO2/hr, averaged across both lines as 
a 30-day rolling average and a 1.50 percent sulfur content limit for any coal burned as a monthly 
block average) established in the Taconite FIP dated April 12, 2016. In the 2016 Taconite FIP, 
U.S. EPA determined that additional SO2 controls were not economically reasonable and were 
not necessary for BART. 

UTAC reports that the existing wet scrubbers are 25% effective at reducing SO2. Based upon 
data submitted by UTAC, annual average SO2 emission rates were 59.7 tons @ 0.08 lb/mmBtu 
for Line 1 and 215.4 tons at 0.18 lb/mmBtu for Line 2. The existing wet scrubbers are also 94% 
effective at reducing PM. (These NPS calculated values are based upon Appendix B of UTAC’s 
four factor estimate that Line 1 PM emissions are almost 1,500 tons/year and Line 2 PM 
emissions exceed 3,400 tons/year. MPCA reports that Line 2 emitted 94 tons of PM2.5 in 2017.) 

Considering that modern particulate controls can remove 99.9% of emissions and modern SO2 

scrubbers can achieve up to 99% control, it is reasonable to conclude that more-effective controls 
for these pollutants may be feasible. 

6.2.3 NOx Four-factor Analysis 
SCR – Post-Scrubber with Conventional Duct Burner Reheat 
UTAC states that: According to EPA’s 2016 Final FIP, a taconite facility in Sweden, LKAB, has 
implemented and operated an SCR with reheat through a conventional duct burner on a taconite 
indurating furnace. However, EPA has stated the following: 

9 Regional Haze Four-Factor Analysis for NOX and SO2 Emissions Control 
Line 1 Pellet Indurating Furnace EQUI 45/EU 040 
Line 2 Pellet Indurating Furnace EQUI 47/EU 042 
Prepared for United Taconite LLC – Fairlane Plant July 31, 2020 
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Alstom, the SCR vendor for LKAB, declined twice to bid on an SCR with reheat 
at Minntac, citing technical difficulties with the SCR with reheat at LKAB. 
These difficulties included operating within the narrow temperature range 
required by SCR with reheat. Further, LKAB is looking into process 
optimization and better burners to reduce NOx as opposed to installing another 
SCR with reheat in the future. 

This information was specific to a different facility that burned different fuels over nine years 
ago and may very well be outdated or inapplicable. The NPS recommends contacting a SCR 
vendor regarding application to current UTAC operations. 

UTAC also raises concerns regarding the application of SCR on taconite furnaces due to the 
differences from utility boilers with respect to gas composition, dust loading, and chemistry. 
Specifically, UTAC states that: 

The most serious issues yet to be resolved with SCR on furnaces include the 
formation of SO3 in the reactor, the ability to inject ammonia at proper molar 
ratio under non-steady state conditions, the creation of visibility impairing 
pollutants, the increased oxidation of mercury, the creation of a detached 
plume, catalyst life, catalyst poisoning, fouling of the bed, and system 
resistance. Some of these issues, discussed in more detail below, could affect 
the validity of SCR with reheat control technology and would require extensive 
testing prior to installation and operation on an existing indurating furnace. 

Sulfur Dioxide and Sulfuric Acid 
NPS review finds that the SO2 concentrations in the gas stream exiting the existing 25%-efficient 
wet scrubbers is an order of magnitude lower than encountered by SCR on a typical coal-fired 
boiler. SCR in a tail-end configuration would also be exposed to much lower concentration of 
particulate and the reheated gas stream exiting the SCR would be well above the acid dew-point. 

NOx Variability and Ammonia Slip 
With respect to concerns raised by UTEC regarding NOx variability and ammonia slip, the NPS 
notes that the reference cited is from 2006 and uses a high dust configuration SCR. As such it 
may not be relevant. Modern process controls and a much cleaner tail-end SCR location should 
be capable of better performance. The EPA Control Cost Manual (CCM) provides this more up-
to-date information: 

In the cement industry, pilot tests in the 1970s and 1990s showed that SCR 
could be a feasible control technology for cement kilns. Building on that 
experience, SCRs were first installed in Europe in 2001. Today, SCR has been 
successfully implemented at seven European cement plants in Solnhofer, 
Germany (operated from 2001 until 2006), Bergamo, Italy (2006), Sarchi, Italy 
(2007), Mergelstetten, Germany (2010), Rohrdorf, Germany (2011), 
Mannersdorf, Austria (2012), and Rezatto, Italy (2015). As of 2015, there is 
only one cement plant in the U.S. that has installed an SCR. This SCR began 
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operation in 2013 and is installed after an electrostatic precipitator. The 
control efficiency for the system is reported to be about 80 percent, which is 
consistent with SCR applications on European kilns. SCRs have not seen 
widespread use in the U.S. cement industry mainly due to industry concerns 
regarding potential problems caused by high-dust levels and catalyst 
deactivation by high sulfur trioxide (SO3) concentrations from pyritic sulfur 
found in the raw materials used by U.S. cement plants. The SO3 could react 
with calcium oxide in the flue gas to form calcium sulfate and with ammonia to 
form ammonium bisulfate. The calcium sulfate could deactivate the catalyst, 
while the ammonium bisulfate could cause catalyst plugging. There have been 
concerns expressed about the potential for catalyst poisoning by sodium, 
potassium, and arsenic trioxide. Finally, other concerns expressed are that 
dioxins and furans may form in the SCR due to combustion gases remaining at 
temperatures between 450 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) and 750°F. These and 
other concerns regarding the implementation of SCR to the cement industry 
are discussed in detail in “Alternative Control Techniques Document Update – 
NOx Emissions from New Cement Kilns”. Due to the small number of SCRs 
installed at cement plants, information on capital and operating costs for SCRs 
at cement plants is limited. The installation and operating costs for the SCR 
installed at the U.S. plant in 2013 are not publicly available at this time. In 
general, we expect the capital and operating costs would be higher than for 
low-dust applications due to the need to install catalyst cleaning equipment for 
SCR systems installed in high-dust configurations and for heating the flue gas 
in low-dust, tail-end configurations. 

Mercury Oxidation 
UTAC raises mercury oxidation as a potential concern saying: 

In the case of mercury, the SCR oxidizes mercury from its elemental form. 
Given the propensity for oxidized mercury to deposit near its emission point, 
the increase in mass of oxidized mercury emissions is expected to result in 
more local deposition (i.e., increased loading of mercury) and most certainly 
within northeast Minnesota. An increase in mercury loading to northeast 
Minnesota is inconsistent with the Statewide Mercury Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL) study that requires a reduction in loading in order to reduce fish 
tissue mercury concentrations in the area. In addition, a wet scrubber would 
be required to control the oxidized mercury formed in the SCR. 

NPS review finds that UTAC emitted 190 pounds of mercury in 2017, which ranked 49th highest 
in the US (2017 NEI). A co-benefit of SCR is its ability to oxidize elemental mercury to a form 
that is more-easily captured in follow-on controls. The NPS recommends that UTAC focus on 
the potential opportunity to reduce all forms of mercury emissions. Continued dispersion of 
mercury emissions over a wide area is a significant and ongoing concern for current controls. 
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Indurating Furnace Exhaust Dust 
UTAC expressed concerns that constituents in the indurating furnace exhaust gas stream could 
adversely affect the SCR catalyst and increase adverse pollutant introduction to the exhaust 
stream. However, tail end SCR, being evaluated in this case, is exposed to much lower 
concentrations of particulates and SO2 than conventional SCR on a coal-fired boiler, for example. 

The NPS appreciates that UTAC evaluated three SO2 control scenarios that included enhanced 
particulate controls. 

The advantages of tail-end SCR are described by the CCM: 

An SCR reactor located downstream of the air heater, particulate control 
devices, and flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system (“low-dust” or “tail-end” 
configuration) is essentially dust- and sulfur-free but its temperature is 
generally below the acceptable range. 

A tail-end system may have higher capital and operating costs than the other 
SCR systems because of the additional equipment and operational costs 
associated with flue gas reheating and heat recovery. However, these costs are 
in part offset by reductions in catalyst costs. Tail-end units require less 
catalyst because they can use catalysts with smaller pitch and higher surface 
area per unit volume. Tail-end SCR typically require only 2 layers of catalyst, 
although some use four half-layers of catalyst to allow for greater flexibility 
for catalyst replacement. In addition, because there is less fly ash, catalyst 
poisons, and SO2 in the flue gas for tail-end units, the catalyst lifetime is 
significantly increased, and less expensive catalyst may be used. Some sources 
have reported catalyst lifetimes for tail-end SCRs to be over 100,000 hours. 
The tail-end SCRs may also have longer lifetimes due to the lower operating 
temperatures and lower levels of dust and SO3. 

Addition of SCR with reheat in a tail-end configuration at UTAC would mitigate the concerns 
about catalyst fouling, poisoning, and degradation. Consequently, NPS analyses assumed tail-end 
SCR life of 25 years and catalyst life of 24,000 hours (the upper ends of the ranges 
recommended by the CCM for SCR on industrial boilers). Considering the almost 5,000 tons of 
particulate emitted by UTAC annually, the NPS recommends an integrated approach (as 
evaluated by UTAC and discussed in the SO2 control section below) to reducing particulate, SO2 

and NOx. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
NPS review finds that UTAC has overestimated the capital costs by overestimating the system 
heat input. Instead, NPS calculations included a 70%-efficient heat exchanger to reduce natural 
gas reheat requirements. Not only did this reduce operating costs dramatically, but the reduced 
system heat input also resulted in the much lower SCR capital costs. 

UTAC also overestimated capital recovery costs (and thus, operating costs) by overestimating 
the interest rate and underestimating equipment life. (The CCM recommends use of the current 
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(June 2022 = 4.75%) prime interest rate and 20–25 years for industrial boiler application.) NPS 
analyses used the upper end of the CCM equipment life estimate (25 years) due to the relatively 
“clean” tail-end location. 

The NPS evaluated the addition of SCR with reheat by making the following adjustments to the 
workbooks provided by UTAC: 

• Natural Gas = $6.69/scf (June 23, 2022 Henry Hub) (UTAC used $4.98/scf) 
• Urea 50% Solution = $2.37/gal (we assumed urea = $1000/ton) (UTAC used 

$1.81/gal) 
• Estimated operating life of the catalyst (Hcatalyst) = 24,000 hr (We used the upper 

end of the CCM catalyst life estimate (24,000 hours) due to the relative “clean” 
tail-end location.) (UTAC assumed 8,000 hours which is less than the 20,000-
hour lower end of the CCM range.) 

• Catalyst cost (CCreplace) = $227/cf (CCM default) (UTAC used $248.05 based on 
inflating the CCM value. Instead, UTAC should use an actual, site-specific 
current value.) 

• Interest Rate = 4.75% (current prime) (UTAC applied a 5.5% interest rate) 
• Markup on capital cost (Retrofit Factor) = 0% due to lack of 

justification/documentation (UTAC applied a 1.6 retrofit factor which exceeds 
the maximum value (1.5) A retrofit factor greater than the CCM default value of 
1.0 (which represents a 25% increase over a “greenfield” application) was not 
justified. The CCM advises that: 

o the SCR will be installed on an existing boiler, enter a retrofit factor 
between 0.8 and 1.5. Use 1 for retrofits with an average level of difficulty. 
For more difficult retrofits, you may use a retrofit factor greater than 1; 
however, you must document why the value used is appropriate. 
According to the CCM, “You must document why a retrofit factor of “__" 
is appropriate for the proposed project": UTAC has not done so. 

• Equipment Life = 25 years (CCM for tail-end application) We used the upper end 
of the CCM equipment life estimate (25 years) due to the relative “clean” tail-end 
location. (UTAC used 20 years, the lower end of the CCM range.) 

• SCR Control Efficiency = 90% due to clean, tail-end location with gas stream 
heated to CCM 650oF default. (UTAC used 50% based upon a 2006 report on 
SCR applied to cement kilns in a high-dust configuration.) 

• The Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) for 2021 was 776.3 (UTAC 
applied the 2019 value = 607.5) 

NPS analyses based SCR “Data Inputs” on the following: 

• What is the maximum heat input rate (QB)? 
o In addition to the heat input (190 mmBtu/hr for Line 1 and 400 mmBtu/hr 

for Line 2) from the induration furnace burners, the heat input from the 
duct burners that would be added to reheat the gas stream exiting the 
existing wet scrubbers (at 140oF for Line 1 and 136oF for Line 2) was 
included. NPS applied the Auxiliary Fuel Use Equation 2.21 from CCM 
7th Ed  November 2017  - Chapter 2 Incinerators and Oxidizers and 
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estimated the additional duct burner heat input required to raise the SCR 
inlet temperature to 650oF (the CCM default value). Addition of a 70% 
efficient heat exchanger to reduce natural gas use was assumed. An 
additional 1,771 scfm gas is estimated as necessary to reheat Line 1 and 
3,587 scfm for Line 2. The induration furnace + reheat total heat input rate 
is estimated to = 400 mmBtu/hr for Line 1 and 622 mmBtu/hr for Line 2. 
These heat input rates are critical parameters in estimating the capital costs 
of the SCR systems. 

o UTAC did not include a heat exchanger. 
o UTAC also assumed that the SCR inlet temperature should be raised to 

800oF instead of the 650oF CCM default or 730oF optimum temperature; 
these assumptions raised natural gas use and costs unnecessarily. 

o UTAC’s assumptions resulted in a more than three-fold increase in natural 
gas use compared to our estimates. 

o The resulting higher natural gas requirement led to UTAC estimates for 
heat input rate = 2,197 mmBtu/hr for Line 1 and 4,555 mmBtu/hr for Line 
2. SCR capital costs for natural gas-fired industrial applications are 
directly proportional to the heat input rate. As a result of UTAC’s 
overestimates for this parameter, its capital costs are overestimated by an 
additional 5–7 times. 

• Inlet NOx Emissions (NOxin) to SCR: 
o NPS assumed that the duct burner would emit NOx @ 0.1 lb/mmBtu based 

upon Alternative Control Techniques Document—NO Emissions from 
Stationary Gas Turbines, U. S. EPA 1/1/1993. The duct burner NOx 

emissions were added to the induration furnace NOx emissions and 
divided by sums of their heat inputs to estimate the uncontrolled NOx 

emission rate = 1.20 lb/mmBtu for Line 1 and 0.91 lb/mmBtu for Line 2. 
o UTAC estimated uncontrolled NOx emission rate = 0.16 lb/mmBtu for 

Line 1 and 0.11 lb/mmBtu for Line 2. 
• What is the estimated actual annual fuel consumption? 

o NPS adjusted the heat input to yield the uncontrolled NOx emissions 
estimated as described above. 

o UTAC appears to have used a similar method to estimate the same annual 
uncontrolled NOx emissions. 

Reheat costs were estimated as follows: 

• CCM Table 2.10: Capital Cost Factors for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers with 
Eqn. 2.34 

• CCM Table 2.12: Annual Costs for Thermal and Catalytic oxidizers assumed a 
19.0” H2O pressure drop across the heat exchanger per CCM Table 2.13. This 
added $0.8 million and $1.8 million in annual electricity costs to Lines 1 and 2, 
respectively. 

The table below shows the cost elements of adding SCR with reheat to each line. 
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Table 18. NPS estimated SCR + Reheat costs for UTAC Line 1 & 2 compared to UTAC estimates 

SCR + Reheat 
UTAC Line 1 UTAC Line 2 

NPS UTAC NPS UTAC 

Capacity (mmBtu/hr) 300 2,197 622 4,455 

Retrofit factor 1 1.6 1 1.6 

CEPCI 776.3 607.5 776.3 607.5 

Capital Cost $ 11,090,596 $ 43,637,895 $ 16,814,162 $ 72,550,865 

Interest rate (%) 4.75 5.50 4.75 5.5 

Control Equipment Life (yr) 25 20 25 20 

Capital Recovery Cost $ 790,262 $ 3,652,470 $ 1,190,691 $ 5,500,301 

Reheat Indirect Annual Cost $ 191,475 $ 90,349 228,086 $ 106,540 

Indirect Cost/Fixed O&M $ 955,922 $ 3,772,408 $ 1,381,633 $ 6,182,554 

Total System Capacity Factor 0.869 0.956 0.788 0.956 

Reheat Direct Annual Cost $ 6,042,497 $ 15,468,890 $ 13,435,906 $ 31,434,467 

Catalyst Life (hr) 24,000 8,000 24,000 8,000 

Catalyst Replacement Cost $ 60,184 $ 763,512 $ 115,638 $ 1,523,872 

Direct Cost/Variable O&M $ 7,046,581 $ 17,578,490 $ 14,939,577 $ 35,153,534 

Total Annual Cost $ 8,002,503 $ 21,350,897 $ 16,321,210 $ 41,336,088 

Uncontrolled NOx Emissions (Tons/yr) 1325 1325 1874 1874 

Uncontrolled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 1.83 0.16 1.22 0.11 

NOx Removal Efficiency (%) 90 50 90 50 

Controlled NOx Emission Rate (lb/mmbtu) 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.06 

Tons Remaining 137 663 193 937 

Tons Removed 1,188 663 1681 937 

Cost-Effectiveness $ 6,736 $ 32,228 $ 9,712 $ 44,115 

A major factor in the difference between NPS estimates and those provided by UTAC is the 
addition of a 70% efficient heat exchanger to reduce natural gas consumption. This relatively 
small additional capital investment (Reheat Indirect Annual Cost) dramatically reduces natural 
gas consumption (Reheat Direct Annual Cost) and the capital cost of the SCR. The lower capital 
recovery cost and the lower operating costs result in much lower annual operating costs. Coupled 
with higher SCR control efficiency, the result is cost-effectiveness of $7,000–$10,000/ton. 
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Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
According to UTAC a state SIP revision is needed to approve a new statistically derived 
emissions limit methodology based on the emission performance of the new system, e.g. 99 
percent UPL. Barr assumes that the revisions would occur within 12 to 18 months after the 
MPCA submits its regional haze SIP for the second implementation period (approximately 2022 
to 2023). After the SIP is promulgated, the technology would require significant resources and a 
time period of approximately five years to engineer, permit, and install the equipment. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
Energy usage is most appropriately accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. The other 
non-air quality environmental impacts cited are not unique to this site. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
The CCM recommends a useful life of 20–25 years for SCR on industrial boilers. 

6.2.4 SO2 Four-factor Analysis 
Control Selection & Efficiency 
EPA’s February 2013 BART determinations are now out-of-date and should be revisited for PM 
and SO2 in addition to NOx. UTAQ included analyses of strategies to reduce SO2 emissions from 
Line 2: 

Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) – With New PM Control 
While DSI has not been demonstrated at an operating taconite indurating furnace, DSI could 
conceptually be utilized if UTAC were to replace its existing PM controls (wet scrubbers) with 
controls that are compatible with DSI (e.g., baghouse or electrostatic precipitator (ESP)). 
Indurating furnace waste gas streams are high in water content and are exhausted at or near dew 
points. Gases leaving the indurating furnace are currently treated for removal of particulate 
matter using a wet scrubber. The exhaust temperature is typically in the range of 100oF to 150oF 
and is saturated with water. For comparison, a utility boiler exhaust operates at 350oF or higher 
and is not saturated with water. The indurating furnace waste gas conditions following the 
existing wet scrubber would plug both the filters and the dust removal system. Therefore, the 
proposed control train would need to replace the existing wet scrubber with DSI and new PM 
control. With the removal of the existing wet scrubber and addition of new PM control after the 
DSI, the DSI control technology is assumed to be potentially technically feasible for Line 2 
Indurating Furnace. 

The DSI evaluation conclusions vary in past SO2 control equipment evaluations (2006 BART, 
2010 Keetac BACT, 2011 Essar BACT reports, and 2012 EPA BART Determination). The 2006 
BART reports and 2012 EPA BART Determination evaluated DSI after the existing scrubbers 
and concluded that the technology was not technically feasible due to high moisture flue gas 
resulting in caking and blinding of the associated filter bags. The 2010 Keetac BACT and 2011 
Essar BACT reports concluded that DSI was technically feasible but concluded that a GSA was 
BACT with a baghouse for PM control. 
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Spray Dry Absorption (SDA) – With New PM Control 
While an SDA has not been demonstrated at an operating taconite indurating furnace, an SDA 
could conceptually be utilized if UTAC were to replaces its existing PM controls (wet scrubbers) 
with controls that are compatible with an SDA (e.g., baghouse or ESP). Similar to the DSI 
control option, the moisture in the exhaust stream after the existing wet scrubber would plug the 
dust collection system. Due to the saturated waste gas exhaust, the proposed SDA control 
technology would require replacement of the wet scrubber with an ESP ahead of the SDA with 
baghouse control. Therefore, SDA with new PM control is assumed to be potentially technically 
feasible for Line 2 Indurating Furnace. 

The SDA evaluation conclusions vary in past SO2 control equipment evaluations (2006 BART, 
2010 Keetac BACT, 2011 Essar BACT reports, and 2012 EPA BART Determination). All of the 
facilities’ 2006 BART reports (except Northshore Mining Company (NSM) due to NSM already 
employing wet ESP control technology) and the 2012 EPA BART Determination concluded that 
SDA was not technically feasible due to the high moisture flue gas. NSM’s 2006 BART reports 
concluded that SDA was not cost-effective on a $/ton removed basis. The 2010 Keetac BACT 
report concluded that SDA was technically feasible but stated that GSA was BACT with a 
baghouse for PM control. The 2011 Essar BACT report concluded that SDA was not cost-
effective on a $/ton removed basis. 

Gas Suspension Absorption (GSA) – With New PM Control 
While GSA has not been demonstrated at an operating taconite indurating furnace, there are not 
strong technical reasons prohibiting the installation and operation at an indurating furnace if 
alternative PM controls are used instead of wet scrubbers (e.g., baghouse or ESP). Similar to the 
DSI and SDA control options, the moisture in the exhaust stream would plug the dust collection 
system. Due to the saturated waste gas exhaust following the wet scrubber, the proposed GSA 
control technology would require replacement of the wet scrubber with an ESP ahead of the 
GSA with baghouse control. Therefore, GSA with new PM control is assumed to be potentially 
technically feasible for Line 2 Indurating Furnace. 

GSA was not assessed in the 2006 BART report. The 2010 Keetac BACT report concluded that 
GSA was technically feasible with a baghouse and was BACT. The 2011 Essar BACT report 
concluded that GSA was not cost-effective on a $/ton removed basis. There was an attempted 
application of GSA at a taconite pelletizing facility in 2018 in Indiana. The facility experienced 
severe operational issues with the GSA that resulted in an enforcement action for non-
compliance, further supporting the uncertainty of the application of GSA on taconite indurating 
furnace. Regardless, UTAC proceeded to evaluate the control costs of a GSA for the purpose of 
this analysis. 

Statutory Factor 1: Cost of Compliance 
According to UTSC: The cost-effectiveness analysis compares the annualized cost of the 
emission control measure per ton of pollutant removed and is evaluated on a dollar per ton basis 
using the annual cost (annualized capital cost plus annual operating costs) divided by the annual 
emissions reduction (tons) achieved by the control device. For purposes of this screening 
evaluation consistent with the typical approach described in the EPA Control Cost Manual, a 20-
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year life (before new and extensive capital is needed to maintain and repair the equipment) at 5.5 
percent interest is assumed in annualizing capital costs. The resulting cost-effectiveness 
calculations are summarized in UTAC Table 6-2. 

Table 19. UTAC Table 6-2: SO2 Control Cost Summary, Line 2 Indurating Furnace 

Additional Emission Control 
Measure 

Installed Capital Cost 
($MM) 

Annual Operating 
Costs 

($/yr) 

Annual Emissions 
Reduction 

(tpy) 

Pollution Control Cost-
effectiveness ($/ton) 

DSI with New PM Control $50,466,157 $10,090,749 108.2 $93,300 

SDA with New PM Control $120,947,748 $19,573,967 108.2 $180,891 

GSA with New PM Control $113,793,152 $18,757,651 108.2 $173,347 

NPS review finds several areas in which the UTAC cost analyses deviates from CCM 
recommended methods: 

• 5.5% interest rate instead of 4.75% (June 24, 2022 prime) 
• 20-year life instead of 30 years recommended by the CCM 
• 50% SO2 control efficiency instead of 95% for SDA (CCM) or GSA 

Statutory Factor 2: Time Necessary for Compliance 
According to UTAC: A state SIP revision is needed to approve a new statistically derived 
emissions limit methodology based on the emission performance of the new system, e.g. 99 
percent UPL. Barr assumes that the revisions would occur within 12 to 18 months after the 
MPCA submits its regional haze SIP for the second implementation period (approximately 2022 
to 2023). After the SIP is promulgated, the technology would require significant resources and a 
time period of approximately five years to engineer, permit, and install the equipment. 

Statutory Factor 3: Energy and Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts 
Energy usage and costs associated with solid waste handling and disposal are most appropriately 
accounted for in the Cost of Compliance analysis. 

Statutory Factor 4: Remaining Useful Life 
The CCM recommends 30 years for scrubber life. 

6.2.5 PM Four Factor Analysis 
Particulate emission reductions were not considered. 
UTAC states that the existing wet scrubbers are 94% effective at reducing PM. NPS calculations 
based upon Appendix B of UTAC’s four factor estimate that Line 1 PM emissions are almost 
1,500 tpy and Line 2 PM emissions exceed 3,400 tpy. (MPCA indicates that Line 2 emitted 94 
tons of PM2.5 in 2017.) 

According to the CCM, modern fabric filter baghouses and ESPs can remove at least 99.9% of 
particulate matter. Compared to the existing PM controls, a new baghouse or ESP could reduce 
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annual PM emissions from Line 1 by 1,472 tons and Line 2 by 3,347 tons. Considering UTAC’s 
costs for the GSA system at face value, the cost-effectiveness of reducing PM and (108 
tons/year) SO2 (combined) is less than $5,500/ton. It would be even more cost effective if the 
GSA calculations were adjusted to meet CCM guidelines. When combined with tail-end SCR, 
PM, SO2 and NOx emissions could be reduced by almost 2,700 tons from Line 1. Likewise, an 
integrated approach to Line 2 emissions could yield combined emission reductions of 5,200 
tons/yr at a cost of $33 million/yr for a cost-effectiveness value of $6,400/ton. 

6.2.6 NPS Conclusions and Recommendations United Taconite LLC–Fairlane Plant 
NPS review finds that NOx, SO2, and PM emissions from UTAC’s Lines #1 & #2 are not 
effectively-controlled. For example, tail-end SCR could reduce NOx emissions by almost 3,000 
tons/yr for $7,000–$10,000/ton. 

UTAC also evaluated replacing the existing wet scrubber on Line 2 with a modern SO2 scrubber 
and fabric filter or ESP. Although tail-end SCR with reheat may be technically-feasible when 
installed after the existing wet scrubbers, an integrated approach that precedes it with dry 
scrubbing and a fabric filter would minimize catalyst fouling (improving the technical feasibility 
of SCR) while drastically reducing PM emissions as well as reducing SO2 emissions. The table 
below illustrates how such an integrated approach could reduce visibility-impairing emissions by 
thousands of tons per year in a cost-effective manner. 

Table 20. NPS control cost estimates for an integrated approach to UTAC emissions 

Line 1 Line 2 

Total Annual Cost (GSA+ESP+FF+SCR) ? $ 33,073,605 

Tons NOx Removed 1,188 1,681 

Tons PM removed 1,472 3,347 

Tons SO2 Removed 16 145 

Total Tons Removed 2,677 5,172 

Cost-Effectiveness ($/ton) ? $ 6,395 

*UTAC’s annual cost estimate for GSA with new PM controls is likely inflated but was taken at face 
value for this table. 

The NPS recommends that MPCA explore this opportunity to substantively address the haze 
causing emissions from UTAC and other Taconite facilities in Minnesota through the regional 
haze process. 
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